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Abstract
This thesis examines the impact which Dounreay Experimental Research Establishment
had on Caithness between 1953 and 1966. This thirteen-year period saw extensive
change which affected the community, the built environment and employment patterns
in the region: three related areas which form the central focus of this thesis. From the
outset of the project the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority knew that it would
have to import specialist technical staff into an area economically-driven by agriculture
and fishing. This resulted in a distinct form of employment-based migration to the
Highlands, reversing population decline in Caithness during the period of study. The
choice of location, however, was not without problems. Whilst it met an extensive set of
geographical requirements, its distance from major population centres caused
recruitment difficulties. To counter this, the UKAEA developed a location-based range
of measures to facilitate the effective operation of its site, including the provision of
housing on an extensive scale.
In establishing the extent of Dounreay’s impact, this thesis reveals its role in creating a
mid-twentieth century Highland counter-narrative of migration and modernity far
removed from traditional discourses of depopulation. Rather than being distant from
technological centres, Caithness was now at the heart of Britain’s fast breeder reactor
development: in assessing this, this thesis alters the understanding of what could be
achieved in an area considered ‘remote’ in the mid-twentieth century. It prioritises the
local consequences of a vast project which is commonly considered at a national level.
Such local impacts are as much a part of Britain’s nuclear history as national policy and
practice: in foregrounding these, this thesis positions the ‘nuclear fission and social
fusion’ of Dounreay at the heart of the United Kingdom’s atomic energy programme.
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It isn't in the castle
It isn't in the mist
It's a calling of the waters
As they break to show
The new black death
With reactors aglow
Edwin Morgan, Scottish Fiction, 2002

The next image is of big sea, land, sky, and the unmistakable golf-ball shape of the
nuclear plant at Dounreay. Don has never been there but who wouldn’t recognise it?
Like you wouldn’t recognise the Forth Bridge, Edinburgh Castle, the Falkirk Wheel,
Ben Nevis. You don’t have to have been there to know them, they are part of your
country.
James Robertson, And the Land Lay Still, 2010
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‘Nuclear fission and social fusion’: the impact of the Dounreay
Experimental Research Establishment on Caithness, 1953-19661

I.0 Introduction

As a region, Caithness was forever changed upon the 1954 announcement that it was the
chosen location for the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority’s (UKAEA)
significant new project: the construction of an experimental nuclear research
establishment. The site selected was a former airfield at Dounreay on the north coast of
the British mainland, located in an area dominated by agriculture and fishing and
unfamiliar with extensive technological development. Although far from the decision
makers in major population centres, it was close to the burgh of Thurso, and as a result
the fact that it would have an impact on the town and area was inevitable. This impact,
in terms of the community, the built environment, and the wider effects of changing
patterns of employment, is the central focus of this thesis.

In establishing the extent of this impact, this thesis reveals Dounreay’s role in
creating a mid-twentieth century Highland counter-narrative of migration and modernity
far removed from traditional discourses of depopulation. In so doing, it recognises
Ewen A. Cameron’s call for Highland historiography to reflect the area’s diversity. 2 In
the early 1950s Britain’s civil nuclear energy programme was considered one of the
‘key instruments of modernity’, offering the country ‘the prospect of economic and
D. Carmichael, ‘Nuclear fission and social fusion’: a paper on local relations submitted on behalf of the
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, World Congress of Public Relations, Venice, 24-27 May
1961.
2
E.A. Cameron, ‘The Scottish Highlands as a special policy area, 1886 to 1965’, Rural History, vol. 8,
issue 2 (1997), p. 196.
1
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political renewal’.3 Through Dounreay, the Highlands and Islands, so often treated as a
place apart, became an agent of national prosperity. Focusing on the years from the
Dounreay Fast Reactor (DFR) site selection process in 1953 to the decision to locate the
Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) at Dounreay in 1966, the study is set within a number of
contexts pertinent to not only Caithness, but the Highlands and Islands, Scotland, and
the United Kingdom in general.4 Chief amongst these is the expansion of the country’s
nuclear programme, a government-led initiative in a period of state atomic optimism
and expansion following the Second World War. It is the overarching context for this
thesis, and something which J.B. Priestley, writing in 1947, considered inescapable:

It does not matter a rap what your work or your interest or your
hobbies or your outlook may be, whether you are looking for sheep in
the Grampians, rehearsing Dvorak’s ‘cello concerto in Kensington,
getting your trousseau together in Truro, making notes for a sermon in
East Anglia, running a golf club in west Kent or a repertory theatre in
east Lancashire, you cannot by any amount of wriggling, squirming or
running put yourself outside the sphere of these talks. It simply cannot
be done. We are now living in the atomic age.5

I. Welsh, ‘The NIMBY syndrome: its significance in the history of the nuclear debate in Britain’, British
Journal for the History of Science, 26 (1993), p. 21.
4
The UKAEA was formed on 19th July 1954 following the passing of the Atomic Energy Authority Act
1954 and was responsible for the United Kingdom’s civil and defence nuclear programmes. It was formed
from the Ministry of Supply and the Department of Atomic Energy (DAE) and was split into three
divisions: the Industrial Group, headed by Sir Christopher Hinton; the Research Group, headed by Sir
John Cockcroft; and the Weapons Group, headed by Sir William Penney. Some of the discussion in this
thesis pre-dates the official establishment of the UKAEA by a few months, therefore some of the source
material is attributed to the DAE. In general, however, in this thesis UKAEA is used to describe the body
both before and after its official inception.
5
Priestley quoted in J. Hogg, British Nuclear Culture: Official and Unofficial Narratives in the Long 20 th
Century (London, 2016), p. 2.
3
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Priestly’s sentiments reflect the ‘atomic age’ as experienced in the far north of Scotland:
as an agricultural area and one of the seven crofting counties, Caithness was far
removed from central government, yet was at the forefront of nuclear experimentation.6
While ‘those looking for sheep in the Grampians’ or ‘running a golf club in west Kent’
could view proceedings with relative distance, Caithness, and particularly Thurso, had
to adapt to new patterns of living as a consequence of cutting-edge science becoming
part of its everyday. Equally significantly, it brought people from outwith the region,
resulting in ‘an experiment which was as much social as technical’.7 The arrival of this
group of people – who were immediately termed ‘the atomics’ – meant that the
population of the burgh almost trebled from 3249 to 9012 within the years between
1951 and 1966.8 This population influx affected the scope of Thurso’s built
environment, which in turn influenced the community and how it developed. The
research establishment itself impacted on the landscape of a previously agricultural and
rural local area. These impacts – on the built environment, community and employment
patterns of the region - form the basis of this study.9

This studentship is a collaborative doctorate with Historic Environment Scotland
(HES), which holds the archive of Sinclair Macdonald & Son, the architectural firm

6

The crofting counties, as designated by the 1886 Crofters' Holdings (Scotland) Act, were the then
counties of Argyll, Inverness-shire, Ross and Cromarty, Sutherland, Caithness, Orkney and Shetland.
7
K.W. Matthews, ‘The Caithness Monster’, The Reactor, vol. 1 no. 1, Autumn (1961), p. 19.
8
During this period the word ‘atomics’ refers to those who worked at Dounreay and lived in the UKAEA
housing estates. It does not refer to local people who worked there. The term ‘atomics’ is reported to have
‘rose from the milk records and the toll office where they kept the books. One book was marked
“atomics” and the other book was marked “locals”’ (Don Ryan, interviewed by James Gunn, 2 December
2011); The word ‘atomicers’ is also used to describe those who work at Dounreay – however, as it does
not appear in any of the 1953-1966 primary source material consulted, it is not used in this thesis.
9
In assessing impact I am determining the effect of one specific factor – Dounreay Experimental
Research Establishment – on the region in which it was sited. This is measured by comparison of the
situation before, after, and during the thirteen-year period following the project’s commencement.
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with responsibility for much of the atomic housing project.10 From the outset of the
Dounreay scheme, the UKAEA was aware that it would have to provide
accommodation for its incoming staff: this resulted in the construction of 1007 UKAEA
houses in the area. Thus this thesis uses the Sinclair Macdonald collection to explore the
planning and construction of a project which changed the character of Thurso’s built
environment as a direct result of Britain’s nuclear programme. As a development within
the Highlands and Islands it is outside the typical mid-twentieth century architectural
discourse, which, in Scotland, largely concentrates on the central belt. Its Caithness
focus, however, shows how regional collections can be used to demonstrate not only
local, but national, change. In this case, drawings, plans and correspondence are linked
to the wider context of nuclear development: an approach which can be readily applied
to other HES architectural collections in future.

This thesis takes its title from the ‘nuclear fission and social fusion’ address
given by Dounreay’s general secretary, Donald Carmichael, at an international congress
in 1961.11 In his use of this phrase, Carmichael placed equal emphasis on the technical
and social aspects of the fast breeder project, marking it out as distinctive within the
British nuclear context. This social focus has influenced the content of this thesis, which
demonstrates that the modernity inherent in nuclear development extended beyond the
technological. In assessing this, it will show how an area considered rural was able to
adapt and accommodate a population influx resulting from ‘the bustling modern world’
being brought into ‘a quiet corner of Caithness with something of a rush’.12 The urgency

10

Historic Environment Scotland (HES) is the lead public body established to investigate, care for and
promote Scotland’s historic environment. It was formed in 2015, taking on the responsibilities previously
held by Historic Scotland and the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historic Monuments of Scotland
(RCAHMS).
11
Carmichael, ‘Nuclear fission’.
12
The Scotsman, 16 October 1962, p. 7.
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of the nuclear energy programme meant that a great deal of associated change occurred
within a short timeframe. This thesis examines the extent of this change over a thirteenyear period between 1953 and 1966, with occasional reference to events outwith this
timespan. It represents the first phase of Dounreay development, during which the
majority of change took place. By 1966, the area was ‘settling in’ to a second phase of
development marked by the decision to site the PFR, which officially reached criticality
in March 1974, at Dounreay: whilst this had its own impact, it is that of the first phase
which is most significant.13

Running through this thesis is the concept of ‘us’ and ‘them’ and its associated
terms ‘locals’ and ‘incomers’. In using the term ‘local’, this thesis refers to people from
Caithness and the northern section of the parish of Farr in Sutherland, incorporating a
cut-off point of Bettyhill in the west and the northern border with the parish of Kildonan
in the south (map 2). The terms ‘incomers’, ‘newcomers’ and ‘atomics’ in the context of
this thesis all refer to those who came into the county to work. These terms are used
interchangeably throughout the primary source material, which is how they will be used
in this thesis. The work of Linda Colley, Richard Hoggart and Benedict Anderson
influences this study’s understanding of community, similarity and difference.14 The
reaction by ‘us’ to the ‘other’ or ‘them’ is integral to the bringing together of what, at
the broadest level, can be considered two groups – those already resident in Caithness,
and those coming into the county for employment. These two groups, however, have
much internal diversity. As such their sense of ‘oneness’ is, as per the work of
Anderson, ‘imagined’. Furthering this, the discussion of community borrows from

13

The ensuing phases of the Dounreay project offer significant scope for future research.
See L. Colley, Britons: Forging the Nation 1707-1837 (New Haven and London, 1992); R. Hoggart,
The Uses of Literacy (Harmondsworth, 1958); B. Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the
Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London, revised edition 1991).
14
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sociological studies, and is framed within Graham Day’s basic meaning of the term as
‘those things which people have in common, which bind them together, and give them a
sense of belonging with one another…a fundamental aspect of society, perhaps its very
core’.15 Likewise, Anthony Cohen’s work on community informs this thesis, with his
interpretation of community comprising two related suggestions: ‘that the members of a
group of people (a) have something in common with each other, which (b) distinguishes
them in a significant way from the members of other putative groups’: simultaneously
implying similarity and difference.16 From this, the word ‘community’ expresses a
relational idea, based on the position of one community in regard to another. How
different communities come together is integral to the study of Thurso in the late 1950s
once incoming Dounreay employees arrived in the area. This framework is not without
complication, however: much sociological work has been done on community, leading
to it being described as a ‘weasel-word which should be avoided if possible’. Anthony
Jackson points out that ‘any replacement will also fall into the same trap unless we are
very careful’.17 What is outlined here, therefore, is a guide to an approach rather than a
fixed definition.

The purpose of this introduction is to illustrate the contexts within which
Dounreay was established – specifically those of national nuclear and Highland
development – and provide background for the discussion that follows. It will outline
these seemingly separate contexts, before showing how Dounreay brought them
together so that they were no longer mutually exclusive. It will then review the
historiography of the subject, revealing the interdisciplinary nature of the relevant

15

G. Day, Community and Everyday Life (Abingdon, 2006), p. 1.
A.P. Cohen, Symbolic Construction of Community (London and New York, 1985), p. 12.
17
A. Jackson, ‘Introduction’ in A. Jackson, (ed.), Way of Life: Integration and Immigration. North Sea
Oil Panel Occasional Paper no. 12 (London, 1982), p. 14.
16
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literature. This can be broadly divided into three sections, each of which relates to an
aspect of the impact Dounreay had on the area: twentieth-century development within
the Highlands and Islands; the nuclear age; and the built environment. This review will
enable the research to be positioned within a framework of existing academic studies,
showing how it builds on these to reveal Dounreay’s part in countering established
narratives. The introduction will then set out the methodology used and its relevance to
the study, before outlining the chapters in which the arguments will be posited. Drawing
on sources including official UKAEA correspondence, national and local newspapers
and oral history testimonies, it will build up an overview of a complex situation played
out in an area which had never before experienced such widescale development. In so
doing, it will highlight the value of re-examining the history of the Highlands and
Islands in the mid- to late-twentieth century, adding significantly to our understanding
of the area’s diversity.

I.1 Background

I.1.1 Nuclear

The Dounreay project was born from Britain’s desire for an efficient and economic new
form of energy, placing it within the context of the country’s nuclear programme. The
siting decision resulted in direct association between this and ongoing Highland
development, making the nuclear industry part of a wider Highland history. The
nuclearisation of the north put ‘Scotland on the atomic map’ and it has been part of
everyday life in Caithness for the past sixty-five years.18 Dounreay was conceived at a

18

The Scottish Daily Express, 26 July 1957, p. 7.
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time when the British government was widening its focus from military to civil
applications of nuclear energy; a background covered in detail in chapter one. The
country’s nuclear effort had been continuing apace since the Atomic Energy Research
Establishment (AERE) was set up at Harwell in 1946 under the control of the Ministry
of Supply, which had responsibility for weapons research and production. This confirms
the original intention of the nuclear programme: to develop Britain’s first atomic bomb.
By 1954 Britain had carried out successful atom bomb tests in Australia and had
realised the potential of harnessing the heat produced during the reaction process to
generate electricity.19 Writing in 1956, physicist Sir George Thomson captured the
optimism of the time: ‘the discovery of nuclear energy and its application to power on a
large scale has come like the answer to prayer’.20 During his Dounreay announcement
speech in March 1954, the Minister of Works Sir David Eccles stated that ‘a big, fast
reactor of the “breeder type”’ would be ‘constructed at Dounreay, in Caithness’. The
cheap, plentiful fuel which it would help develop would not only make life ‘warmer,
easier and cleaner’, but would expand ‘prosperity for our own people and for our friends
overseas’.21 Dounreay was not a conventional power station, however: it was the site of
Britain’s first full-scale fast breeder reactor, designed to ‘breed’ large quantities of
fissionable man-made plutonium from natural uranium, effectively creating more
plutonium than is used. This plutonium could then be reprocessed and used as reactor
fuel in place of uranium, essential in a country like Britain which had no known large

For further information on Britain’s nuclear testing programme see L. Arnold and M. Smith, Britain,
Australia and the Bomb: The Nuclear Tests and Their Aftermath (Basingstoke, 2006).
20
G.P. Thomson, ‘Britain’s drive for atomic power’, in Foreign Affairs 10 (1956), p. 96; Sir George
Paget Thomson (1892-1975), physicist and Nobel prizewinner, was chairman of the MAUD Committee
which investigated the feasibility of Britain creating an atomic bomb. As a physicist he worked
extensively on nuclear energy http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/31758?docPos=1 (accessed
28/08/2016).
21
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deposits of uranium suitable for mining.22 Although fast breeder technology was
ultimately abandoned, Dounreay represents the very highest standards of scientific and
technological achievement.23 As set out in the project’s brief, it was a first, with those
who were to ‘trespass beyond the frontiers of knowledge…never certain of what they
will encounter’: a sense of unknown which was to characterise both technical and social
elements of the project.24 As former Dounreay scientist David Crowe recalled, ‘nuclear
was new to everybody, no matter what type of degree you had’.25

The Dounreay site grew to include five reactors – the Materials Test Reactor,
designed to test the performance of materials under intense neutron irradiation (DMTR,
operational 1958), the Fast Reactor (DFR, operational 1959) the Prototype Fast Reactor,
designed to test fuel, coolant and equipment on a scale appropriate for the generation of
commercial electricity (PFR, operational 1974) and two submarine propulsion test
reactors at the Admiralty’s Reactor Test Establishment (ARTE) Vulcan.26 It is a
complex site with a varied history and whilst this thesis focuses on the general optimism
of its first phase, succeeding phases saw increasing negativity as the consequences of
early unknowns were made manifest. A waste shaft explosion in 1977, which the
UKAEA was later revealed to have termed a ‘minor incident’, ‘put an end to any slight
faith’ which Caithnessian author George Gunn had in the atomic project.27 The
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UKAEA’s apparent downplaying of the incident was later regarded by anti-nuclear
activist Lorraine Mann as evidence of the ‘blatant lies’ issued by Dounreay’s
longstanding ‘propaganda machine’.28 Further instances of poor waste management and
heightened anti-nuclear campaigning and awareness of associated hazards during the
1980s and 1990s led to a situation in which, as Gunn states, the ‘only stories’ reported
‘are bad stories’.29 Significantly, as this thesis will demonstrate, these concerns were not
widespread during the period of study; indicative of a project which was a first for both
the UKAEA and Caithness.

The late-twentieth century saw the run-down of Dounreay’s reactors as nuclear
technology developed. The final reactor to be taken offline was the PFR in 1994, with
the commercial reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel and waste ceasing in 1998. At the
time of writing, a change equally as significant as DERE’s arrival is underway:
Dounreay is currently being decommissioned by Dounreay Site Restoration Limited
(DSRL), which recognises its task as ‘the most complex nuclear site closure project in
Europe’.30 This process will see the reactor site reach its interim care and maintenance
end state – at which point decommissioning will be considered complete – in the early
2030s and its final end point – whereby the site can be released for all uses – by 2333.31
Reflecting on the site’s history, historian Niall G. MacKenzie provides the perfect
summary, stating ‘Dounreay has become an inadvertent growth centre as a result of its
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decommissioning’.32 With the site expected to be cleared of its infrastructure within the
next twenty years, the visible remains of the fast breeder reactor programme will not be
scientific: what will endure are the markers of a community significantly impacted by
its presence – a social impact which this research foregrounds.

I.1.2 Highlands and Islands context

Running through this thesis is the voice of those determined to solve the ‘Highland
problem’ of chronic under-development and depopulation.33 During the 1950s the most
determined proponent of this was Sir David Robertson, Conservative (later Independent
Unionist) MP for Caithness and Sutherland between 1950 and 1964. Robertson started
his parliamentary career in 1938 as the Conservative Party MP for Streatham in
London. His family roots and dedication to promoting economic development in the
Highlands and Islands brought him back to Caithness. As chapter one will demonstrate,
Robertson did much to secure the fast breeder reactor establishment for his
constituency. He regarded its siting as ‘the greatest event that has ever occurred in the
far north of Scotland’ and anticipated widespread economic renewal to ensue.34
Dounreay’s priority, however, was experimentation and development: it was not
intended to be of explicit fiscal benefit to the area nor the wider economy. This was
stated during early planning meetings, with R.E. France of the Ministry of Supply
indicating that ‘there would be no valuable by-products’ and it was ‘unlikely that other

N.G. MacKenzie, ‘Chucking Buns Across the Fence?: Governmental Planning and Regeneration
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industries would be attracted’.35 Thus Dounreay was a government-led initiative, but
one politically outwith the dialogue of the Highlands as a special policy area: like
military sites, the decision to situate the reactor in Caithness was not the result of
industrial or economic development.

In terms of the latter, ‘the special treatment of the area by governments’ is
identified by Ewen A. Cameron as ‘an element of continuity in Highland history in the
twentieth century’.36 Although the siting of Dounreay was unrelated to explicit
Highland policy, it sits within this context of a series of growth measures; with the start
of the government’s increasing involvement signalled by the passing of the Crofters’
Holdings Act of 1886.37 Thereafter intervention shifted from a general emphasis on the
question of land use, to a more comprehensive approach after the Second World War.38
This, Jim Hunter states, was to solve ‘the Highland problem’. 39 Joseph Westwood, the
Secretary of State for Scotland, outlined the situation in 1946 and referred to the
Highlands as experiencing ‘peculiar and difficult problems, which sooner or later we
shall have to solve…I hope that as a result of our scheming and planning we can bring
prosperity to the Islands and Highlands’.40 The result was the establishment of the
Highlands and Islands Advisory Panel, ‘to advise the Secretary of State for Scotland on
the carrying out of concerted plans by government departments, local authorities and
other public bodies for promoting the best economic use of resources and capacity in
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the Highlands and Islands’.41 The panel, which comprised politicians, councillors, and
representatives from official bodies in the region, was able to provide recommendations,
but had no power to enact them. It was this lack of authority which led Sir David
Robertson to reject an invitation to join the panel in 1952 – a significant move
considering his personal investment in the process.42 The panel was succeeded in 1966
by the Highlands and Islands Development Board (HIDB), which post-dates this thesis
but grew from the elements described within.43

In 1950 the government published its Programme for Highland Development to
promote economic growth in the area, and much of its content can be heard in
Robertson’s rhetoric.44 Cameron argues that it was by no means groundbreaking, but
what did make a significant impact at the time was the ongoing work of the North of
Scotland Hydro-Electric Board (NSHEB) in the 1950s.45 NSHEB, established at the
passing of the Hydro-Electric Development (Scotland) Act in 1943, was founded to
harness the hydro potential in the Highlands and supply electricity to the region.46 The
Cooper Committee, set up to report on the ‘practicability and desirability’ of this,
‘declared that if any large-scale industries of the electro-chemical and metallurgical type
were ever to be attracted to this country, they could only be attracted by cheap hydro
power’.47 Enticing industry, however, was its secondary function, with its primary role
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to provide electricity to domestic customers in the region. Contained within the Bill was
a social clause, designed to encourage the Board to collaborate with other bodies to
‘improve social and economic conditions in the Highlands’, which provided its core
identity and made it popular in the region.48 Hydro-electrical construction brought with
it the promise of ‘considerable employment’, with the Loch Shin scheme and the
building of an experimental peat-fired power station at Altnabreac boosting
employment in Caithness and Sutherland.49 This was one solution to the longstanding
problem of out-migration from the Highlands; something which significantly affected
Caithness, as reported by Tom Johnston, Secretary of State for Scotland, in Parliament
in 1943:

There are counties, Caithness, Sutherland and Shetland, where onethird of the population has disappeared in the last sixty years. But the
facts are far more alarming than even these figures disclose for it is
the young who are emigrating from the Highlands and the old who
remain.50

Eleven years later, however, Caithness was presented with its own unique solution to
this problem: although not a determining factor for building the Dounreay site,
Caithness – and particularly Thurso – went on to experience knock-on economic effects
from nuclear development in the area. Despite the fact that government initiatives
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designed to solve the on-going ‘Highland problem’ were not overtly influential, the
policy goals of population increase and reduced unemployment were addressed by the
UKAEA’s presence in Caithness. This research thus moves the discussion of
development in the mid-twentieth century Highlands and Islands beyond that of policymaking to show how a project conceived for the national interest had a series of
consequential effects within a Highland county.

I.2 Literature review

This thesis draws upon a range of subject areas to analyse the impact of Dounreay.
These include several branches of history; specifically social, economic, architectural,
technological and industrial, alongside urban character studies and aspects of sociology.
Whilst the range of secondary literature is extensive, the focus of the thesis rests upon
the material relating to Highland and Islands development, the nuclear age and the built
environment. It should be observed that little has been written directly about Dounreay:
this thesis will fill this gap. In moving beyond established narratives, this thesis
challenges our understanding of the above themes through a series of focal shifts. It
transcends the idea of the Highlands and Islands as a place remote from modernity; it
addresses the imbalance caused by architectural studies which concentrate on midcentury development in the central belt; and it adjusts a prevailing nuclear narrative
which favours the study of the national and technical impact of atomic development
over the local and social consequences.
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I.2.1 Highlands and Islands

As a significant development which created employment opportunities and population
shift, Dounreay must be considered within the historiographical context of twentiethcentury Highland development. It is perhaps surprising that given the transformational
impact of the project on Caithness, significant attention is not already paid to its initial
phase as either an economic or social phenomenon. It is touched on, but not expanded,
in the relevant literature.51 For example, whilst the works of Cameron and Levitt are of
central importance in helping us to understand the effects of government policy upon
Highland development in the mid-twentieth century, they have little to say about
Dounreay.52 The two are, however, brought together in Niall G. MacKenzie’s doctoral
thesis, ‘Chucking Buns Across the Fence?: Governmental Planning and Regeneration
Projects in the Scottish Highland Economy, 1945-82’ (2005), in which he shows that
Dounreay was not an isolated instance of industrial or technological development.53 He
presents an analysis of four projects in the Highlands: the paper and pulp mill at
Corpach; the growth of Aviemore as a centre for tourism and winter sports; Dounreay;
and the aluminium smelter in Invergordon.54 Mackenzie argues that ‘development in the
Highlands only took place as a consequence of Scottish office actions “winning” large
industrial projects for the area’ when their ‘aims converged with UK national economic
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interests’.55 As a result, the short-term requirements of government success were
prioritised over long-term economic development. Infrastructural capability was not
expanded or maintained, impacting on the ability of the growth centres to achieve their
potential. MacKenzie’s thesis thus focuses on economics and policy, with his Dounreay
study offering an informative analysis of the first DFR period as context for the political
wrangling of the later PFR period. As such it stands as an important companion piece to
this thesis. Missing from his analysis, however, is extensive discussion of the social
consequences of the Dounreay project, exposing a gap into which this thesis neatly fits.

In studying these largescale examples of development, MacKenzie is addressing
an under-researched area: that of mid-twentieth century economic investment in the
Highlands and Islands. In his 1994 paper ‘Too much on the Highlands? a plea for
change’, R.H. Campbell identifies an imbalance in Scottish rural and agricultural
historiography, which largely focuses on the Highlands at the expense of the
Lowlands.56 In their response, ‘“Too much on the Highlands?” Recasting the economic
history of the Highlands and Islands’ (2013), Andrew Perchard and Niall Mackenzie use
Campbell’s complaint to identify a different gap in the historiography. They show that
Campbell himself identified ‘a fundamental shortcoming’ in the economic history of the
Highlands and Islands, in that it prioritises the study of land reform and crofting at the
expense of other economic activity.57 As MacKenzie and Perchard address the
economic side of this imbalance, so this thesis adds further depth to their argument by
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highlighting the significant social consequences of large-scale development in the
region: a rich topic which offers extensive scope for further research.

Having identified a need for similar studies, it is important to consider this thesis
alongside the literature which does address social impact in the region. John A.
Burnett’s study of the post-war Highlands goes some way to shifting the balance
between the economic and the social, emphasising the impact of the cultural shift
towards modernity on ‘the traditional way of life’ of the Gàidhealtachd.58 Despite
Dounreay being at the vanguard of modernity, not just in the Highlands but in the whole
United Kingdom, it is offered little mention in Burnett’s work, save for a key point
relating to the changing composition of the local population. He quotes author Neil
Gunn, a Caithnessian who was not troubled by the idea of change, stating that neither
the ‘influx of strangers’ or ‘a whole new world’ would ‘change what matters in the
Scottish spirit’.59 In focusing on this ‘influx of strangers’, this thesis places muchneeded emphasis on migration-induced social change in Caithness in the 1950s and
1960s.

In this respect, common ground is found with Andrew Perchard’s extensive
research into the aluminium industry in the Highlands. In Aluminiumville: Government
Global Business and the Scottish Highlands (2012), Perchard looks at both the
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economic and social effects of the British Aluminium Company’s (BACo)
transformative developments in Lochaber and Argyll: as such it is a key point of
reference for this thesis. Lochaber became an early ‘growth point’ in the 1940s and,
alongside associated industrial developments, the centres at Kinlochleven and
Inverlochy were responsible for reversing the area’s trend of depopulation.60 Like
Dounreay, this runs counter to the theme of depopulation which prevails in the literature
of twentieth-century Highland history: both have been identified by Cameron as points
of growth which resulted from the placement of a single development in the area.61 In
focusing on Dounreay as a catalyst of social change, this thesis will enhance our
understanding of the enduring impact of largescale development on Highland
communities. In doing so it will demonstrate that Dounreay resulted in a significant
counter-narrative, increasing the Caithness population at a time when other counties in
the region were faced with extensive out-migration.62

The effect of migration within Caithness is explored by anthropologist
Kimberley Masson in her doctoral thesis ‘Kinship and Belonging in the “Land of
Strangers”: An Ethnography of Caithness, North Scotland’.63 Moving beyond
historiography, Masson’s thesis takes an ethnographic approach, based on eighteen
months of participant observation in Lybster and the surrounding area. She devotes a
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chapter, ‘“Incomers don’t have a story”: processes of belonging amongst white settlers
and atomics’ to the question of how Dounreay affected identity and belonging in
Thurso. Masson’s approach is observational, with much of her information gathered
from informal discussion with, in the case of Thurso, locals and atomics alike. Her
study is both significant and revealing, but her ethnographic method lacks reference to
official or archival sources of information. In focusing on the latter, alongside personal
testimony and media accounts, this thesis moves the academic study of local-atomic
relations in Thurso beyond Masson’s anthropological approach.

I.2.2 The nuclear age

The history of Britain’s nuclear programme is the subject of comprehensive studies by
the UKAEA’s in-house historians, Margaret Gowing and Lorna Arnold.64 Together
their work captures the complexity of the subject, taking the history up to 1952, thus
pre-dating Dounreay.65 Arnold’s Britain and the H-bomb (2001) charts the years up to
1958, focusing on the military application of nuclear energy.66 Arnold considers
whether this publication is ‘a last hurrah for official nuclear history in Britain or merely
the beginning’.67 She notes the lack of official history covering the post-1958 period, an
era encompassing the Dounreay fast reactor project, but praises the range of non-official
nuclear history written by academic historians and facilitated by the opening of new
records for study in the Public Records Office.68
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Although Arnold is expressly identifying gaps in ‘official’ literature, she
reinforces the importance of other scholarship: ‘the immense importance of worldchanging nuclear events of the twentieth century requires no proof. The need to study
and understand them is self-evident’.69 Dounreay was at the vanguard of fast breeder
reactor technology, and whilst academic studies exist, they focus on scientific and
technological aspects of the project.70 Comprehensive popular histories, however, have
been published by local authors: Iain Sutherland’s Dounreay: An Experimental Reactor
Establishment, simply described as ‘the story of Dounreay from the beginning to the
present day’ (1990) and William A. Paterson’s 50 Years of Dounreay (2018) are the
most authoritative of these.71 A local study produced by pupils from Thurso High
School, Fae Fields to Fuel: Caithness, Before and After Dounreay (2008) provides a
brief yet informative account based on the testimonies of Thurso residents and is a
striking example of public engagement with the historic impact of Dounreay.72 Another
Caithness-focused account, George Gunn’s The Province of the Cat, takes a different
approach. As a Caithnessian poet and playwright, Gunn takes the reader through the
country’s landscape, people, culture and history; an exploration which culminates in a
chapter dedicated to the ‘Atomic City’ of Thurso.73 His lyrical account is anecdotal and
based on lived experiences within the county, with his manner of delivery reflective of
the oral tradition identified by author James Miller as one of Caithness’s ‘own forms of
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cultural expression’.74 Gunn’s personal opinion indicates distrust of the UKAEA and
distaste at Dounreay’s impact on the county, where for some, he writes, ‘it was the
beginning of a nightmare from which it would take over half a century to escape’.75
Elsewhere Gunn refers to Dounreay as a ‘war crime’, an unequivocal stance which runs
through his writing.76 Although it is not a straight historical record, amongst the
literature it is a distinctive account of a highly emotive response to Dounreay’s place
within Caithness.

Arnold reinforces that nuclear history is ‘hard’ because it has so many strands
which have to be interwoven, listing ‘policy, international relations, strategy, science
and technology’.77 As a UKAEA historian her focus is very much on the official
business of the body. As the local examples above show, however, her approach is
blinkered. She omits the social and cultural impact which such an extensive programme
had: this omission opens up a significant gap in scholarship into which this thesis can be
placed. This gap is addressed in the special issue of The British Journal for the History
of Science (2012) dedicated to ‘British nuclear culture’.78 This volume marks a key
point in the development of the literature on nuclear culture, and while it does not
feature Dounreay, it introduces concepts with national relevance. In his article ‘What is
British nuclear culture? Understanding Uranium 235’, Jeff Hughes outlines the
historiography of the nuclear, citing American nuclear history as the ‘best developed
nuclear historiography we have’ before providing a concise account of that of Britain. 79
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Significantly for this thesis, he questions ‘where are the British people in these histories,
the workers who made nuclear technologies, the people whose lives were shaped by
them’.80 This thesis serves in part to answer this by providing a social and cultural
analysis of Dounreay’s impact. In doing so it answers Hogg’s call for studies which
move away from the top down approach favouring elites towards a historiography
incorporating the ‘local and personal narratives [which] are necessary for an
understanding of the British nuclear century’.81

Hughes and Hogg write extensively on nuclear culture. Both recognise the
difficulty in achieving a consensus of meaning for the term, but in relation to its
position in his book British Nuclear Culture (2016) Hogg describes it thus:

The distinct corner of British culture characterized by the
development of the nuclear state and the complex and varied ways in
which people controlled, responded to, resisted or represented the
complex influence of nuclear science and technology, the official
nuclear state and the threat of nuclear war.82
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Hughes argues that the term nuclear culture has lost its analytical power by putting too
much emphasis on the recognised notion of ‘culture’, resulting in an understanding of
the term as one which focuses on ‘high-cultural forms of art, architecture, literature,
poetry, music, film, drama and so on’.83 He does not dismiss these, but broadens the
scope of the term by reinforcing that the nuclear shaped ‘hundreds of millions of lives
for more than half a century’.84 This is central to an analysis of Dounreay’s
transformational impact on Caithness and the lives of its residents; and is especially
resonant when read alongside Hughes’ point that ‘unpacking those structures, mapping
the cultural politics of the nuclear, exploring the construction of the nuclear citizen in
the past and today, should surely be the aim of any analysis of “nuclear culture”’.85 In
this regard, the ‘construction of the nuclear citizen’ is central to this thesis’ approach.

I.2.3 The built environment

As an aside to nuclear development, the built environment of nuclear townships in the
United Kingdom is overlooked in the historiography in favour of the technical and
scientific elements of the project. Likewise, the built environment of the far north of
Scotland is something seldom discussed in the main texts concerning twentieth century
Scottish architecture.86 With regards to Dounreay, the most apparent and immediate
sign of its impact was on the town of Thurso, and the changes which resulted warrant
comprehensive – rather than the existing sporadic – discussion. Of the Caithness-
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specific literature, architect Andy MacMillan’s feature on the town in his Six Scottish
Burghs (1992) is the most comprehensive. MacMillan concentrates on Thurso as a place
of ‘fashion, fish and fission’, neatly summing up the disparate elements which through
time created the town as it is today.87 His discussion of the burgh’s architecture,
however, largely ignores Thurso’s mid-twentieth century development. This is a
surprising exclusion from a Scottish architect who rose to prominence in the 1950s.
Similarly, John Gifford makes omissions from Thurso’s entry in his Highlands and
Islands volume of the comprehensive Buildings of Scotland series (1992). The most
notable of these is his failure to include St Anne’s Catholic Church, built in 1960 to
accommodate the increased UKAEA-migrant Catholic population.88 Mention is
however made of the ‘new suburbs formed on both sides of the river to house natives
and incomers brought’ to Thurso.89

A more comprehensive work on the region’s architecture is Elizabeth Beaton’s
Caithness: An Illustrated Architectural Guide (1996). Beaton gives due attention to St
Anne’s and offers a description of the ‘pleasantly domestic timber-clad houses’ of the
UKAEA development.90 Architectural historian Diane Watters’s ‘Modernity in context:
the postwar revitalisation of Scotland’s historic small burghs’ (2010) includes a brief
discussion of Thurso as relevant to her topic. She discusses the ‘new generation of
architects’ which emerged during the 1930s to the 1960s: one of the new breed
mentioned is the ‘reinvigorated’ Thurso firm of Sinclair Macdonald & Son, which was
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chief architect for the UKAEA’s housing project.91 Whilst the literature shows that the
built environment of Thurso has been given due attention, the treatment of its atomic
housing is cursory. This thesis will redress this imbalance by concentrating on the
planning and construction of 1007 atomic houses within Thurso and the local area: a
study which forms the basis of chapter three.

As a significant post-war development, is essential to ground the UKAEA
housing within the architectural environment of the twentieth century. The
historiography of this is substantial, focusing on the United Kingdom, narrowing down
to Scotland, but rarely tackling the Highland and Islands. We can use it, however, to
draw out themes applicable to society as a whole.92 In Rebuilding Scotland: The
Postwar Vision 1945-1975 (1997), Glendinning confirms that ‘these years, in Scottish
architecture, were dominated by Modernism’, generally defined as everything ‘which
historically has proved to be innovative in three aspects – either in the social context, or
the technical context, and/or in the aesthetic context’.93 With regards to this thesis it is
the social context which had the greatest impact, filtering through to the discussion of
Thurso, where architecture was used to create a new community.

Of all the texts on the historic built environment of Scotland it is those either
independently or co-authored by Glendinning, MacInnes and MacKechnie that set the
recent scholarly standard. Of these, the most specific is the former’s Rebuilding
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Scotland, which focuses on the reconstruction drive of ‘unprecedented vigour’ which
occurred between 1945 and 1975.94 Glendinning charts social building throughout the
twentieth century, reinforcing that the main aim of the 1940s and 1950s was the
combination of social regeneration with industrial diversification.95 Central to this was
the balancing of the industrial Lowlands with the need to stem depopulation in the
Highlands. Housing is identified as key, whether accommodating Glasgow’s overspill
population in out-of-town schemes or in new towns such as East Kilbride, or housing
workers in rural areas.96

It is encouraging that Thurso is mentioned in Rebuilding Scotland. Glendinning
tells us that the burgh was one step ahead with regards to planning, perhaps recognising
Robert Matthew’s 1955 assertion that the ‘architect’s task was to lay the foundations not
only of a new architecture but of a new society’.97 Relating this to Thurso, Glendinning
states that it was the town’s visionary Provost John Sinclair at the vanguard rather than
the architects, with him steering the creation of a ‘bold’ planning strategy in anticipation
of the forthcoming increase in population.98 This presents a misleading picture of what
was a complex process which extended far beyond Provost Sinclair’s involvement: an
oversight which this thesis will address in its detailed account of a project which had cooperation at its centre.
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In summary, the academic study of the twentieth-century built environment in
Scotland prioritises largescale development within the central belt over smaller projects
undertaken elsewhere in the country.99 This historiographical bias is explicitly
addressed by Richard Rodger in his introduction to Scottish Housing in the Twentieth
Century (1989). Rodger states that ‘more diverse studies are required both in terms of
urban scale and geographical location to offset the imbalance caused by undue
consideration on Glasgow and Strathclyde’.100 This is a pressing requirement when
considered alongside Rodger’s statement that his comprehensive volume ‘constitutes a
stocktaking of recent scholarship in Scottish housing history’, highlighting a significant
gap: although new scholarship has gone some way to tackling this since its publication
in 1989.101 This thesis, in assessing the built environment of Thurso in the midtwentieth century, will answer Rodger’s call by studying a small-scale area within the
Highlands and Islands, adjusting focus away from the central belt. In so doing it will
show how the combination of location, post-war architecture and technological
expansion resulted in a distinct form of twentieth-century development.
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I.3 Sources and methodology

In examining the impact which the Dounreay Experimental Research Establishment had
on the far north of Scotland between 1953 and 1964, this thesis draws mainly upon
official UKAEA correspondence, architectural records, national and local newspapers
and oral history accounts to build up an overview of a complex situation which is often
overlooked in published material. This combination of sources allows for the analysis of
evidence which reflects both ‘official’ and ‘unofficial’ voices.102 Although rooted in the
discipline of history, this thesis also draws upon material and approaches from the
social sciences in its analysis of community-focused evidence. This is seen, for
example, in chapter four’s examination of migration, where a sociological framework
provides necessary grounding for discussion relating to population shift and the
‘creation’ of a new dichotomy between ‘locals’ and ‘atomics’: an important
consideration for a study which has society at its centre. What follows will outline the
rich evidence base and methods of approach which form the basis of this thesis.

I.3.1 Archives: Historic Environment Scotland

This studentship is a collaborative doctorate with Historic Environment Scotland (HES),
which holds the archive of Sinclair Macdonald & Son, the architectural firm with
responsibility for much of the atomic housing project. The firm built up a substantial
body of work, with a focus on Thurso, Wick and their rural hinterland. The collection,
consisting of over 7000 drawings dating from 1890 to 1940, was presented to
RCAHMS in 1996 following a series of surveys designed to quantify surviving Scottish
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architectural records.103 Material from the 1950s to the 1990s – including the UKAEArelated collection – was deposited in 2001.104 This collection is listed and accessible,
with items grouped as per their original working files. The material, however, is not yet
catalogued and so not easily searchable, something which will be addressed in the
future as per HES’s plan for the collection. As a whole, it covers private and local
authority housing, UKAEA housing, retail, schools, and other buildings and is subdivided into correspondence; plans and drawings; specifications and contracts; minutes;
and photographs. Together these form a substantial record of Thurso’s mid-twentieth
century development. Despite its strengths, the collection offers an incomplete account
as there are several gaps, especially with regards to the semi-traditional housing which
was erected as part of the UKAEA scheme. Corresponding material, however, is held in
the UKAEA collection at The National Archives (TNA).

An integral part of the collaborative element of this studentship was the
undertaking of photographic fieldwork in Thurso, Scrabster and Castletown with
colleagues from HES.105 This resulted in an inventory of all UKAEA house types and
associated domestic infrastructure, providing comprehensive written and visual
accounts of the development. A representative selection of images has been added to
HES’s publicly-searchable Canmore database, ensuring that this significant phase of
Thurso’s expansion is preserved in the national record of the historic environment.106
Through its combination of academic research, primary source consultation and
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photography, this project has pioneered an approach to the recording of the midtwentieth century built environment within HES. It has brought together the UKAEA
housing, as it is now, with original plans, drawings and correspondence. This thesis
places the visual records within the context of wider atomic development, and together
these complementary aspects result in a thorough analysis of Thurso’s built
environment. When combined with sources such as oral histories and newspaper
material, the full richness of this approach is revealed: a model which can be repeated
for other architectural collections both within and outwith HES. Read alongside all
chapters of this thesis, it moves the study of architectural drawings away from the visual
to the social.

I.3.2 Archival and newspaper sources

The study of primary sources from within public archives is key to establishing
evidence for the arguments put forward in this thesis. The 1958 Public Records Act,
which established a comprehensive system for managing British government
departmental records, ensured that UKAEA records of permanent interest were
transferred to the Public Records Office (now TNA). Although not a departmental
organisation, the UKAEA understood the significance of its records and chose to be
scheduled under the Act.107 Former UKAEA historian Lorna Arnold reiterates the
difficulty of analysing nuclear records, stating that ‘the records will be voluminous, but
you will encounter frustrating gaps, some due to destruction’.108 This is confirmed by
the author of Dounreay’s unpublished history (1977), who states that ‘over the years the
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data has been dispersed or destroyed, employees have left’.109 Thus it is difficult to
determine how complete the record series held at TNA is, although the relevant material
is notably extensive, covering siting, recruitment, housing, social policy and public
relations. These are primarily the archives of the UKAEA northern groups, but also
include material from the UKAEA London office, Ministry of Supply and the
Treasury.110

In February 2017, the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (NDA) opened its
nuclear archive in Wick. Once the relocation of records is complete, Nucleus: The
Nuclear and Caithness Archives, will be home to all UK civil nuclear energy records,
providing an enduring nuclear legacy within the county. As well as NDA records from
nuclear facilities across the country, it also houses the Caithness archives, a collection
which has informed this study. Material held by the National Records of Scotland
(NRS) has also been consulted, particularly that of the Scottish Office Development
Department which was originally responsible for the general structure of local authority
administration and finance, land use planning and the development of new towns,
housing, roads, utilities, clean air, tourism, and the protection of amenity.

The evidence gleaned from these ‘official’ archival sources is complemented by
information which was publicly available during the period of study. Newspaper articles
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provide popular opinion and indicate what information was available in the public
domain – a notable consideration when the nuclear programme contained politicallysensitive and secret information. As the ‘leading’ local weekly newspaper, the John
O’Groat Journal is the main journalistic source used, augmented by the Caithness
Courier and examples from the national press.111 Yet whilst newspapers can reflect or
follow public opinion, they can, as the ‘major source of information on the
contemporary world’, also shape it: an ‘age-old problem’ which is considered further in
chapter one.112

I.3.3 Oral history

Oral history testimonies are used throughout this thesis to supplement the official
sources described above. As such they augment the discussion through the use of
information which cannot be gained from written sources, particularly personal
opinion.113 Using Jonathan Hogg’s ‘official and unofficial narratives’ of nuclear culture
as a framework, personal testimonies draw focus away from the formal record towards
the everyday lived experience.114 Lynn Abrams and Callum G. Brown state that the
move towards the study of the everyday was ‘a deliberate shift in the perception of
social interest and historical change from the elites and the state to the lives of the
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people’.115 Hogg reaffirms that unofficial accounts enable focus to be adjusted away
from top-down nuclear histories which concentrate on Whitehall, resulting in a ‘fuller
picture of the British nuclear century’.116 As part of this, local and personal narratives
combine with the national and international to ‘give British nuclear culture meaning’.117
In its use of a variety of sources ranging from government documents to personal
testimonies, this thesis spans this spectrum to determine the extent of Dounreayassociated change.

The main body of oral history testimonies referenced in this thesis were
recorded by James Gunn, information and knowledge manager and heritage officer at
Dounreay, between 2011 and 2015.118 The twenty-two people interviewed all lived in
Caithness during the 1954-1966 focus of this study and continued to do so until their
date of interview and beyond. Of those interviewed, nine were local, two were born
elsewhere in Scotland, ten were born in England, and one born in Northern Ireland.
They comprise former Dounreay employees and those in other employment in the area.
Twenty interviewees were male and two female; with three additional female
participants interviewed by the author.119 Gunn’s recordings and transcripts reveal that
the interviewer’s attention is on the changing community during this early period of
Dounreay’s operation, with the participants’ narratives offering a reflection on their
experiences.
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Oral historian Lynn Abrams explains that oral history is a ‘catch-all’ term
applied to two things: ‘the process of conducting and recording interviews with people
in order to elicit information from them about the past’ and ‘the product of that
interview, the narrative account of past events’.120 This, she continues, makes it both a
research methodology and the result of the research process. In utilising the James Gunn
collection – a series of interviews conducted and transcribed by someone else – I am
analysing the result, having had no influence over the interview process: a point of note
when the intersubjectivity between interviewer and interviewee has influence on the
outcome.121 In this instance, former employees were interviewed by a current
longstanding member of Dounreay staff: someone well-versed in the subject of his
recordings. Under these circumstances, interviewees may be encouraged to ‘open up’;
conversely, they may hold back as recordings were made to capture memories for the
official historic record. Taking this further, upon accepting employment Dounreay staff
were required to sign the Official Secrets Act, the provisions of which applied not only
during the period of employment but also after it had ceased.122 Whilst this would likely
have an impact on technical recollections, it is unlikely to have affected social
reflections; nevertheless it is something which warrants consideration within the context
of this thesis.

In utilising oral history as a methodology, it is vital that the central role of
memory and the process of remembering are addressed. The very nature of oral history
involves reflecting on the past in the present: on events which occurred, in this case,
sixty years ago. Memory is not straightforward, it is affected by outside and internal
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influences and is subject to alteration, a fact acknowledged by oral historian Lynn
Abrams: ‘the memory recovered through oral history is not always 100 per cent reliable
in objective or measurable terms though it has a truth value for the person
remembering’.123 Abrams sums up the concept of memory succinctly, declaring that it
‘is not just a source; it is a narrator’s interpretation of their experience and as such it is
complex, creative, and fluid’.124 This thesis acknowledges this in its awareness that the
passage of time will affect the memories recalled: whilst the archival and published
primary sources consulted are ‘fixed’ by date, personal recollections are likely to be
shaped by events which happened outwith the period of study. It is important to
highlight that this does not detract from the power of the testimonies; it is rather an
acknowledgment which, as Abrams asserts, ‘can only be helpful to the oral historian’.125

I.4 Chapter outline

This thesis contains six core chapters, each of which focuses on a different aspect of
Dounreay’s impact on Caithness. The chapters build upon and reference one another,
consistent with a complex situation in which migration, employment and an altered built
environment interlinked to influence the character of the county. Chapter one places the
Dounreay development within the United Kingdom’s wider nuclear programme, before
looking at the reasons for siting the reactor establishment in Caithness. This raises
questions of economics, social change, safety and risk, each of which impacted on the
overarching attitude towards the arrival of the nuclear in the area. Acceptance was not
guaranteed, but this chapter will show how the project was actively sought by the local
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authorities as an answer to the twin problems of depopulation and unemployment.
Whilst the area’s public bodies were able to put forward their unfailing support, the lack
of any process of inquiry impacted on the public’s ability to record official opposition.
Although concern was certainly expressed, the dominant narrative which emerges is one
of positivity based on opportunity, in-keeping with the national zeitgeist. This was
facilitated by the UKAEA taking the local public into its confidence via meetings, talks
and exhibitions, a display of openness which runs counter to the argument that the
UKAEA had a tendency to ‘ride roughshod’ when achieving its atomic goals.126
Ultimately, this chapter demonstrates that the early development of the fast breeder
reactor programme relied not only on technological progress, but on its place within
Caithness society: at the centre of this were people, a theme which tracks through this
thesis.

Chapter two picks up on the importance of location. It shows how the very
factor which made Dounreay so appealing – its distance from large centres of
population – led to complications based on preconceptions about life in the far north of
Scotland: the UKAEA itself recognised the location as ‘unconventional’.127 This chapter
discusses these preconceptions, showing how they influenced UKAEA recruitment in
an area considered ‘remote’: a designation which was challenged by residents.
Surmounting these difficulties was part and parcel of the Authority’s nuclearisation of
the north, a process which necessitated the provision of a range of incentives to
encourage staff to accept appointments. Without these, it is arguable that the fast reactor
programme could not have succeeded within an environment which – in the mid-1950s
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– was based on an agricultural rather than scientific or industrial economy: although
industrial labour was available, local expertise in nuclear technology was not. This
chapter demonstrates that the UKAEA developed location-specific inducements which
eased the cost of travel south and augmented the existing recreational facilities to
encourage social and sporting activities and aid integration. The most significant of
these ‘fringe benefits’ was the provision of UKAEA-built housing at reasonable
rents.128 The tailoring of this package of inducements to the expectations of staff was
entirely a product of location, demonstrating how the far north of Scotland shaped
UKAEA social policy.

Chapter three focuses on the planning and construction of the UKAEA housing
during a period of post-war architectural change. Caithness’s atomic housing was built
in five phases between 1955 and 1963, with each new instalment impacting on the
county’s built environment. The majority was constructed in Thurso with its two
modern ‘atomic estates’ standing out in a predominantly stone-built town. The chapter
shows how the UKAEA, the Caithness local authorities and the Thurso architectural
firm of Sinclair Macdonald & Son co-operated in their pursuit of community-building
on an unprecedented scale to ensure that ‘the town grew with the population’.129 Speed
of construction was essential, with the chapter arguing that although architecture was
carefully considered, it was secondary to economics during a period where post-war
shortages still applied. Significantly, it foregrounds the social infrastructure which
supported the early development of the United Kingdom’s nuclear energy programme.
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Running through chapter four is the theme of migration. From the outset of the
Dounreay project the UKAEA was aware that it would have to ‘import’ staff into the
area, a process which required the transition of one large group into a small town and
resulted in the reversal of the county population decline. This chapter grounds this
within the context of twentieth-century migration to the Highlands and Islands, before
concluding that the former presents a vastly different set of circumstances which adds
nuance to the history of migration in the region. It pre-dates recognised patterns of
movement, including that of individual ‘white settlement’ and the larger-scale oil-based
migration of the 1970s and 1980s, marking it out as distinctive within the history of
regional population shift. This chapter examines the composition of the atomic
‘incomers’, revealing individual motivations for making the move north. Ultimately, it
shows that Dounreay is a stand-out example of why diversity in Highland
historiography is required: otherwise, the region’s expansion is absorbed by the
demographic pattern of depopulation.

This permanent settling was a first for Caithness, leading to questions of
integration – similarities, difference, and concepts of ‘them and us’. Building on the
previous chapter, chapter five examines the integration of the incoming and local
populations to show that mutual adjustment was at the centre of the changing Thurso
community. Central to this was the UKAEA’s ‘integration philosophy’, founded on its
desire for its ‘people’ to ‘live the life of the community’.130 Due to its considered
remoteness, this was arguably a more significant requirement in Caithness than at the
UKAEA’s southern sites. Newcomers to the area had to adjust to their new collective
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identity of ‘atomic’, with many having to adapt to a life socially and culturally different
from their previous place of residence.131 Whilst this may initially have been without
the same range of urban amenities that they were used to, this chapter shows that the
atomics, the UKAEA, the local authorities and the existing Caithness community all
contributed to the development of new social facilities intended to increase lifestyle
opportunities and facilitate integration. The chapter does not, however, set out to
establish whether integration was a wholescale success; instead it reflects former
Dounreay general secretary Donald Carmichael’s statement that as contact was between
individuals, there would ‘be little point in attempting to identify and analyse a common
group relationship’.132 Although it was easy for the UKAEA and other authorities to
promote the success of integration, the lived experience of this was much more complex
with different experiences leading to differing outlooks.

Chapter six examines the impact of the siting decision on employment in
Caithness, showing that Dounreay was a watershed moment for occupation patterns in
the area. It grounds this expansion within the wider social and economic history of
Caithness and relates it to the ‘Improvement’ movement of the eighteenth century. It
addresses Dounreay’s place within a British society which was rapidly decolonising,
showing how the persistence of colonial mindsets was made manifest through language
rather than action. This was a period of change, not just for Caithness but for Britain in
general: new industries led to new opportunities nationwide during a period when
religious observance was in decline and gender roles were being reassessed. Arguably,
Dounreay hastened this process in Caithness, with it resulting in Sunday working and
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vastly increased roles for working women. Although unemployment was reduced, it did
not prove to be the economic ‘saviour’ which many expected, with a lack of inward
investment meaning that the same pleas for economic growth made at the beginning of
the period of study were still being heard at the end: short-term planning took priority
over long-term sustainability. Despite this, this chapter shows that the technological
expertise and social infrastructure built up since 1954 contributed to the securing of the
PFR project and the expansion of the site in 1966.

I. 5 Conclusion

A common theme running through all chapters is that of change: of
employment; of community; of housing; of people and of place. All this resulted from
the decision to situate the fast breeder reactor in the far north of Scotland; an untested
technology at the vanguard of modernity. Although the early phase of the project predates Prime Minister Harold Wilson’s 1963 ‘white heat of technology’ speech, in which
he advocated the need for a 'new Britain' to be forged in the 'white heat' of scientific
revolution, Dounreay sits within this same vein of modernity.133 An understanding of
this is, as Niall G. MacKenzie states, central to an understanding of why Dounreay and
later projects which also triggered population shift – such as the Fort William Paper
Pulp Mill and the Invergordon Smelter – occurred.134 Although these were more
expressly intended to ‘bring the Highlands up to speed with the rest of the country in
terms of being a viable economic community and contributing to the national economy’,
Dounreay’s first phase was equally, if not more so, bound up with technological
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modernity. Such development was done in the face of those who, as Tom Johnston
asserted, regarded ‘any large-scale industry in the Highlands as anathema—something
approaching desecration of the Garden of Eden’.135 Writing contemporaneously to the
Dounreay development, landscape architect Sylvia Crowe recognised this shift, stating
that ‘because the sites of the new power sources, nuclear fission, water and oil, are
widely distributed over the British Isles, the evolving pattern of power in the landscape
is unrelated to the old industrial map of Britain…forming a network which covers the
whole country and spreads even to the most remote rural areas’.136 This thesis argues
that in bringing scientific development to an area popularly considered remote,
Dounreay was at the forefront of this evolution, countering the notion of rural areas as
‘monolithic and unchanging’.137

In addressing this misconception, this thesis adds significantly to our
understanding of the diversity of the Highlands and Islands during the period of study. It
moves beyond the recognised discourse of depopulation and unemployment to further
our knowledge of the social impact of technological development during the period,
countering established narratives in the process. As such, Dounreay stands as evidence
of the need to re-examine the history of the Highlands and Islands in the mid- to latetwentieth century. Relating this to the nuclear context, it shows how Caithness was
impacted by Britain’s nuclear energy programme and prioritises the local consequences
of a vast project which is more commonly considered at a national level. These local
consequences are as much a part of Britain’s nuclear history as national policy and
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practice, and in redressing this imbalance, this thesis goes a long way to furthering the
limited published knowledge of regional impact. As an analysis of one particular area,
however, it is only the beginning: in recognising the importance of such research it
emphasises the need for companion studies which focus on other similarly affected
areas. Together they will offer a necessary social counterpoint to the existing knowledge
of nuclear development in Britain: in this regard, this thesis leads the way.
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Chapter one
Risk and reassurance: siting the fast reactor

1.0 Introduction

In February 1955 Thurso architect Hugh Sinclair Macdonald declared that ‘in
Caithness, we are already becoming neutron- and isotope-minded’.1 This was less than a
year after Dounreay was announced as the site of the government’s new atomic research
establishment, and such a promising statement would have been welcome news to the
UKAEA, which was aware of the impact its presence would have in the area.2 At this
stage, little had happened in terms of physical change: planning permission for work to
begin on the Dounreay site had only been granted three months earlier; the construction
of housing to accommodate the influx of Dounreay employees had still to begin; and
this new workforce had not yet been recruited. Yet, in the seventeen months between
the government settling on Dounreay as the site for its reactor in September 1953 and
Macdonald’s 1955 speech, the UKAEA had made significant progress in the one aspect
which was central to the project’s early success: local acceptance.

Such acceptance was not guaranteed, with the arrival – or imposition – of a new
technological development raising questions of economics, social change, safety and
risk. Addressing these questions, this chapter will place the Dounreay development
within the United Kingdom’s wider nuclear programme before looking at the reasons
for siting the reactor establishment in Caithness. It will examine what the UKAEA did

1
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to facilitate the introduction of the nuclear into Caithness society at a time when the
atomic was more closely associated with warfare than energy. The balance of risk and
benefit will be examined to determine the overarching attitude towards the arrival of the
nuclear in the area. Drawing on the work of Stan Openshaw, Elizabeth Rough and Ian
Welsh – whose work into siting, safety and public reaction at other nuclear sites
provides a significant framework – this chapter will show that Dounreay’s development
was facilitated by a unique combination of people and place. As an experimental
establishment rather than a power station it sits outwith existing discussions of public
reaction; likewise, it does not fit into the military discourse. This chapter, therefore, puts
new emphasis on the early development of the fast breeder reactor programme as a
process bound up not only with pioneering technological progress, but with recognition
of its new place within its host society.

1.1 The civil nuclear programme

Britain’s civil nuclear energy programme was in its infancy when the government took
the decision to site its experimental reactor establishment in Caithness. New technology
brought with it increased uncertainty and risk, factors which influenced the decisionmaking process. What follows will place Dounreay within this context, emphasising its
status as a pioneer project. It will demonstrate that the presence of doubt at such a key
juncture in Britain’s nuclear programme accounts for why the Dounreay site was
selected, as much as it explains the largely positive reception to the project within the
local area: to many – even the technologists – the effects of the new direction were
unknown.3 At this time nuclear science was expanding its reach from the military to the
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civil as it sought a role away from the destructive association with the bomb. Secrecy
remained, but the eventual outcome was to be public, with the nuclear powering lives
rather than destroying them. Achieving this aim required a full programme of
development, initiated by a 1953 government white paper announcing pioneering
proposals for a nuclear power station and a fast breeder reactor.4 The power station was
built at Calder Hall, adjacent to the weapons-focused Windscale site, and with its four
experimental Magnox reactors it was the world’s first nuclear power station to supply
power to an electricity utility on an industrial scale when it was connected to the
national grid in 1956.5 The fast breeder reactor, designed to breed fissile plutonium
from uranium and produce large quantities of electricity, was built at Dounreay. Despite
this determination to devise economical ways of electricity production, the weapons
programme remained a focus. Calder Hall, although celebrated as a breakthrough in
power generation, was designed with the chief aim of the manufacture of plutonium for
nuclear weapons: the waste heat from plutonium production could be converted into
electricity, which could be sold to offset costs.6 A step change, however, was signalled
in February 1955 with the publication of the government’s white paper, ‘A Programme
of Nuclear Power’. This furthered the 1953 proclamation, prioritising the civil
application of the nuclear over the military:

An important stage has been reached in the development of nuclear power
for peaceful purposes. Hitherto the work in this country has consisted of a
military programme, a broadly-based research and development programme,
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and the production and use of radioisotopes. The military programme
continues to be of great importance. But the peaceful applications of nuclear
energy now demand attention. Nuclear energy is the energy of the future.
Although we are still only at the edge of knowledge of its peaceful uses, we
know enough to assess some of its possibilities.7

The paper presented a provisional plan for twelve nuclear power stations with reactors
based on increasingly improved versions of the system at Calder Hall. These Magnox
stations were to be built by private industry for the electricity authorities, consistent
with their commercial focus.8 At the same time, Dounreay’s fast breeder reactor,
announced one year previously, was under construction, revealing the complexity of the
nuclear power programme with its continual drive to devise better reactor systems. The
operation of the Dounreay site was to be retained by the UKAEA, rather than being
passed to an electricity authority.9 The UKAEA’s ongoing focus, as set out in the 1955
white paper, was the research and development of efficient and effective reactor types,
with the Dounreay fast breeder system part of this process of establishing the data on
which future power-generating reactors would be based. Speaking in 1977, Sir
Christopher Hinton summarised the rationale of the time, explaining that he and his
colleagues ‘felt that it was useless to aim at an industrial programme before we could be
reasonably sure that uranium could be used economically, and we knew that economical
use was only possible with a balanced programme of fast and thermal reactors’.10
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Providing scientists and engineers with fast reactor experience, Dounreay was at the
centre of this process of validation.

Nuclear research and development brought with it many unknowns. This was
acknowledged in the 1955 white paper, which openly explained that ‘the exact lines of
future development in nuclear energy are uncertain, but this must not deter us from
pressing on with its practical application wherever it appears promising’.11 Continuing,
it reinforced the importance of ‘coming to grips with the problems of the design and
building of nuclear power stations’ before the new technology could be fully
exploited.12 This was also recognised by those at the front-line: for Dounreay assistant
scientific officer David Crowe, this period was ‘a learning exercise for everyone…we
were finding out new things every day. To try things out, some things work, some
things don’t’.13 Criticality group team member John Walford explained that ‘we had to
feel our way very slowly…we were all pretty inexperienced’.14 Geographer Stan
Openshaw puts it simply, stating that ‘many of the early designs look now to have been
a distinct gamble’.15 Bound up with this uncertainty are questions of siting and safety,
which translate into a direct link between risk and location. Although taking care to
downplay any dangers, the 1955 white paper confirmed that the first stations ‘will not
be built in heavily built-up areas’.16 These first stations, with the exception of Calder
Hall, were all planned after Dounreay, but the government followed this principle when
selecting the Caithness site. Arguably, the highly experimental nature of the fast breeder
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reactor meant that distance from heavily built-up areas was an even more significant
consideration.

Caithness, situated in the north east of the British mainland, was undeniably
distant from large centres of population. In 1951 the county’s population was 22,710, a
figure which had fallen by 2946 since 1931.17 A Department of Atomic Energy (DAE)
representative considered it ‘the most remote locality in the UK’, reflecting the thinking
within the authority at the time.18 Evidently, the county’s low population lent itself to
the construction of Dounreay Experimental Research Establishment (DERE). Unaware
of the tolerances and specificities of its new reactor technology, the government could
not predict the consequences of an accident nor, as Openshaw describes, ‘how remote a
“remote” site should be’.19 Furthering this, he states that other than elements of design,
this use of remote siting away from centres of population was the principal safety
measure deployed by the government.20 Reflecting in 1969, Sir Christopher Hinton
confirmed that pragmatism was central to this decision-making process, adding that ‘the
record shows that we used our judgement wisely’.21 In a later address he elucidated on
the choice of the Dounreay site on safety grounds. Although the reactor was to be
contained within a steel sphere to mitigate the effects of an explosion, the decision to
site it in a remote area was taken ‘because of the unknowns’.22 This was recorded
officially in the minutes of a 1953 Atomic Energy Board meeting, which revealed that
‘the choice of so remote a site was dictated by the caution appropriate to a first
17
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experiment in an unknown field of development and by the need to have a site for
further experimental reactors of a potentially hazardous nature’.23 Figures confirm that
this – the most overtly experimental of the early reactors – was situated in a lowpopulation area. Data from Openshaw’s study into siting and safety, captured in 1981,
discloses that of the early sites associated with nuclear power development, that with
the lowest level of population within three, five and ten miles, known as the ‘emergency
planning zones’, was Dounreay, with a figure of 11,200 living within ten miles of its
reactors.24 As comparators, Windscale had 56,200 within the same distance, and
Harwell 137,800. When the decision to site the reactor establishment at Dounreay was
taken, the population was lower, with approximately 7000 people resident within a ten
mile radius of the site, an area which included the parishes of Thurso, Reay, and Halkirk
in Caithness, and Strathy and Melvich in the parish of Farr in Sutherland.25 From a
population perspective, it is easy to see how the UKAEA and Hinton ‘found what we
knew to be the best site at Dounreay’.26 Population, however, was only one factor in the
siting process, and the government’s site selection also had grounding in an extensive
set of geographical and geological requirements including suitable bedrock and access
to large volumes of water.
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1.2 The government and nuclear choice

The construction of DERE signalled the movement from what nuclear engineer
Rowland Pocock terms ‘the years of military priority’ to ‘the years of promise’.27 The
technical impact of the development of the fast breeder reactor is well-studied.28 The
significant social consequences of site-selection, based as they were on quirks of
geology and both human and physical geography, receive less attention, with this thesis
offering a much-needed analysis of these consequences on one area. Through
establishing and analysing these, this thesis will place the study of Dounreay’s fast
breeder reactor within the disciplines of social history and nuclear culture, adjusting the
focus from the technical towards the social. Studies like this are an essential part of the
history of the nuclear programme, as the scientific and technical elements are linked
inextricably with the people responsible for the development of any ‘nuclear society’,
both within the industry and without. Significantly, this link is established from the
outset of the Dounreay project. Announcing the siting decision as part of the second
reading of the Atomic Energy Bill on 1 March 1954, the Minister of Works Sir David
Eccles stated that ‘a big, fast reactor of the “breeder type”’ will be ‘constructed at
Dounreay, in Caithness’. Continuing, he explained that:

An enterprise of this kind requires a very large site—at least some hundreds
of acres—in open country, but it must be within reach of a labour supply
and the amenities of community life. It must be on the coast, both for the
discharge of the effluent and to provide sea water for cooling. It also
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requires a very large supply of fresh water. Dounreay meets all these
requirements better than any other site.29

Community life, the availability of amenities, and local labour are given equal
prominence with the geographical requisites of a suitable site. These are more explicitly
stated in the full list of conditions drawn up as part of the selection process:

(1) That it shall not be near a large town or harbour
(2) That it shall not be too remote from transport facilities and from such amenities
as churches, shops, schools and places of entertainment
(3) That it shall be on the sea coast so that sea water may be used for cooling and
effluent can be discharged into open tidal water
(4) That is shall be on flat ground with an area of 400 acres, not more than fifty feet
above sea level and with good foundation conditions
(5) That 2-3 million gallons/day of good quality fresh water should be available to
meet initial requirements but that the supply should be capable of expansion to
12 million gallons/day to meet requirements for other experimental reactors30

Such a specific set of requirements meant that few stretches of the coastline were
suitable, and ‘necessitated an exhaustive search throughout Great Britain and Northern
Ireland’.31 Speaking generally, Openshaw questions the thoroughness of the UKAEA’s
site selection policy, noting a ‘failure to perform a comprehensive national search for
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feasible sites’.32 With few sites available, the powerful rhetoric of ‘national interest’
could be deployed, playing on emotion and guilt to, as Openshaw describes, guarantee
the legitimisation of the site via the planning process.33 Whilst this may be true for the
selection of sites for power stations which followed Dounreay, it was stated that the
UKAEA visited ‘all the possible sites’, before settling on Dounreay.34 This is evidenced
by an extensive list of considered locations. Other sites in Caithness and Sutherland had
been contemplated, including Noss Head, Oldwick and Cruives near Wick, Castletown,
large areas near the rivers Brora and Helmsdale, Loth, sites in the vicinity of Dornoch,
and Fearn aerodrome in Easter Ross.35 Littleferry, near Golspie, was considered, and
indeed preferred, with Dounreay selected in its stead for ‘superior hazard to population
considerations’.36 Likewise, Duncansby Head near John o’Groats was a favoured site,
with its isolation proving a bonus for security purposes, and its distance from harbours
and proximity to the fast currents of the Pentland Firth providing excellent conditions
for effluent disposal.37 Other areas considered were the Ayrshire coast between Bennae
Head and Turnberry Point, the Berwick coast between Burnmouth and Cocksburnpath,
and the Kincardineshire-Aberdeenshire-Banffshire-Moray coast between Inverbervie
and Lossiemouth.38 Several sites were identified in each of the localities, and later ruled
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out due to various flaws including inadequate water supply, lack of available labour in
the area, unsuitable ground conditions, or the effect on fisheries. The development of a
water scheme in Glen Luce, Wigtownshire was of early location interest, as was the
concept of building a reactor in an old railway tunnel to ‘save both time and money’. 39
Additionally, Harlech in Wales was considered but ruled out on account of the seasonal
influx of holiday makers to the town.40 These facts alone reveal a great deal about why
the Dounreay site was selected, principally indicating that it best complied with the
extensive requirements. When coupled with information about the local economic and
political situation, however, a great deal more is revealed.

1.3 The David Robertson effect

1.3.1 Promoting the north

Discussing the wider context of siting, K.M. Gammon stated that ‘the selection of a
nuclear station site is made carefully and deliberately because it is judged best to meet
the system’s needs at a particular time’.41 Crucially, with the fast reactor programme a
significant need was the mitigation of – in Hinton’s words – ‘all the uncertainties that
existed’.42 As the archival evidence proves, aside from careful design and engineering,
the most effective way of reducing the consequences of an accident was to site the
reactor in an area of low-population. Thus the former Admiralty airfield at Dounreay
provided the UKAEA with a large expanse of flat land on the north coast. Built for the
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RAF Coastal Command in 1944, it was transferred to the Royal Navy but never
commissioned. Selecting a disused airfield in the hands of the armed forces meant a
relatively straightforward transfer of land to the UKAEA. It was close to Loch Calder
and Loch Shurrery for fresh water, and significantly, was placed nine miles west of the
burgh of Thurso, making it close to a ready-made community, yet far enough from the
population for safety purposes. Other influences, however, were also at play in the
decision-making process, principally those of one man: Sir David Robertson,
Conservative (later Independent Unionist) MP for Caithness and Sutherland between
1950 and 1964.

Sir David Robertson regarded the siting of the plant in his constituency as ‘the
greatest event that has ever occurred in the Far North of Scotland’.43 His desire to
‘better’ the region for his constituents led to the focused lobbying of the Minister of
Supply Duncan Sandys and the UKAEA’s Sir Christopher Hinton. Robertson’s personal
approach and persistence were noted by the DAE in June 1953 whilst the search for the
ideal location was on-going:

In the statement made by the Minister of Supply in the House on 26th
January about the reactor programme, the Minister said: “we are at present
looking for a suitable site for the construction of this plant”. This statement
brought forth a flood of offers of suitable sites, some of which we were able
to turn down without much difficulty, but Sir David Robertson was
particularly insistent that we look at the sites which he had on offer in Wick,
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and it was agreed that Sir Christopher Hinton should visit the proposed
sites.44

Notably, other northern Scottish MPs put forward their bid, revealing the desirability of
the project. Fellow Conservative William Duthie, MP for Banffshire, understood that
his ‘friend, Sir David Robertson’ was ‘doing his utmost to have an atomic energy plant
established in his constituency’.45 Any political or personal loyalties were put aside,
with Duthie’s appeal to Sandys indicating that Banffshire was the ‘ideal location’ for
the reactor project.46 Similarly, Liberal National MP for Ross and Cromarty, John
MacLeod, indicated his awareness that Sir David had ‘gone fully into the question’ of
siting the reactor in Caithness, before stating that ‘ALL Highland counties would be
interested, and my own in particular’.47 Local authorities elsewhere in Britain, including
those of Wigan and Padstow, also registered their interest, indicating the national appeal
of a project which would likely bring with it post-war economic benefits.48 Despite their
efforts, it was Sir David Robertson, with his ‘known persistence’, who gained the
reactor establishment for his constituency.49 Aware of the role he played in securing it
for Caithness, he was keen to receive the credit he was ‘entitled to for taking Sir
Christopher to Dounreay, which he did not know of’.50

This was an advocacy campaign which began on 28 January 1953, two days
after Sandys’s announcement of the government’s intention to expand the civil nuclear
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programme. Robertson wrote to Sandys, extolling the benefits of a site at Wick
aerodrome whilst addressing the possibility of negative reactions head-on. ‘Your
advisors’, Robertson wrote, ‘will likely say that Wick is remote. In my view, nothing is
remote in Britain, which is only 700 miles in extent from the Pentland Firth to the
Channel and of an average width of about 150 miles’.51 What followed put the gears in
motion for Sir Christopher Hinton to tour sites in Caithness and Sutherland in May
1953. During this visit he revealed that his surveyors had previously scoured the area
for locations but found none suitable. Robertson ‘felt quite certain that they were
wrong’, taking Hinton to three sites near Wick – immediately ruled out due to their
proximity to the town – and Castletown, Dounreay, Brora and Littleferry.52 Another
visit in August confirmed that at Dounreay, Sir Christopher had found his ‘best site’,
ready for recommendation to the Atomic Energy Board on 1st September 1953.53

Hinton acknowledged Robertson’s support in this process, intimating to Sandys
that ‘it would have been impossible for anyone to go to more trouble or to be more
helpful’ than the MP.54 Robertson was well-aware of the role that he played, and its
potential impact on his public profile. Speaking openly in a letter to Sandys in June
1953, Robertson revealed that of the three most promising sites he had shown Hinton –
Castletown, Dounreay and Littleferry – it was ‘immaterial’ which one was selected, as
each was in his constituency.55 Whilst he was determined to improve the fortunes of his
constituents, there was an inherent self-serving desire based on his political position.
Between the general elections of 1950 and 1951 his majority grew from a slim 269 to
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3015: Dounreay offered the opportunity to increase this further and show his worth.56
On at least two occasions he contacted Sandys, asking that his ‘interest in the matter’
and responsibility for showing Hinton the Dounreay site was acknowledged in any
statement. The first of these requests, in October 1953, was made on the understanding
that acknowledgement would be ‘most helpful’ to Robertson in his constituency.57 In
the second, written two months later, Robertson explained that ‘any credit that can be
given to me will please my constituents, particularly those who voted for me in two
elections, and it may well convince the electorate that the right man was returned!’.58
Robertson’s persistence in advocacy leading to ‘so great a prize’ was duly mentioned in
Eccles’s Parliamentary announcement.59 This was a significant boon which did not go
unnoticed in the local press, which commented that ‘it was most appropriate that
Monday should have been chosen for the announcement that Dounreay had been chosen
as the site for the atomic energy plant. It was St. David’s Day’.60

Eccles’s announcement signalled significant change for Caithness, introducing a
technology which was to alter the nature of work in the area, set people on new career
paths, increase the county’s population, and transform the built environment. This thesis
is the first academic study to rigorously assess the social impact of this one decision to
site the reactor establishment in Caithness, putting emphasis upon the counter-narratives
of employment, development and migration which ensued. Despite the advantages of
this decision, it was not Hinton’s ideal choice for the site: he stated in June 1953 that it
was ‘obvious…that if a site which meets the specification can be found in a part of
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Great Britain which is more readily accessible, such a site would be preferable’ to one
in the far north.61 Yet two of the three final shortlisted sites of Dounreay, Littleferry and
Harlech were in the north of Scotland, against Hinton’s preference.62 This is all the
more significant when considered alongside the fact that DAE representatives had, as
Robertson indicated, surveyed the area and dismissed it prior to Hinton’s first tour.
Arguably, Robertson’s persistence in insisting that Hinton visit his constituency
changed the programme’s direction of travel; his influence receiving official sanction
through his mention in Eccles’s announcement speech. Two years later Duncan Sandys,
then Minister of Housing and Local Government declared Robertson ‘the voice of the
Highlands at Westminster’, stating that Caithness could not have a ‘finer’ or ‘straighter’
man.63 Leaving personal political gain aside, Sandys words reflect Robertson’s aim in
bringing the reactor to his constituency: to champion the Highlands, improving its
fortunes. Sandys continued on the congratulatory theme, ‘I shall be surprised if in a
generation’s time people in this part of the world will not look back to the day when it
was decided to site the breeder reactor at Dounreay as the turning point of prosperity’.64
In assessing the nature of this ‘turning point’, this thesis speaks to Sandys’ comment,
addressing a neglected topic which adds nuance to the history of the twentieth-century
Highlands and Islands.

1.3.2 Reviving the Highlands and Islands?

In his announcement statement in March 1954, Eccles indicated an awareness of the
potential economic and social impact of the reactor establishment. He noted that a
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further advantage of the location was the ‘very big contribution to the revival of the
Highlands’ which would ensue.65 This was a benefit which, although subsidiary to
geological and geographical requirements, was an important – and necessary – part of
this announcement, especially where public acceptance was concerned. Dounreay’s
priority, however, was experimentation and development: it was not intended to be of
explicit fiscal benefit to the area nor the wider economy. This was stated during early
planning meetings, with R.E. France of the Ministry of Supply indicating that ‘there
would be no valuable by-products’ and it was ‘unlikely that other industries would be
attracted’, as the continuous supply of electricity required for such enterprises was
beyond the remit of the establishment.66

Although not a determining factor for building the site, the potential for knockon economic effects in the area were, however, evident from the outset. In voicing its
approval at ‘widespread rumours’ about the chosen site in December 1953, Caithness
County Council referenced its ‘fervent hope’ that the ‘future prosperity’ of the county
would now be assured.67 This desire for a positive impact on the fortunes of the north
was also felt at the highest level. Referring to Duncan Sandys’ absence from the country
at a critical point in the decision process, a Ministry representative informed Hinton that
‘providing the site is in the north of Scotland, the Minister would be contented not to be
consulted before a final decision is taken’.68 If, however, a site elsewhere was chosen,
Sandys was adamant that he be informed, as ‘he wished to make quite sure that the
claims of the north of Scotland (which he says is worse off for industry than any
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development area) were given due consideration’.69 Although not an official DAE
stipulation, economic gain was thus bound up with the requirements of geology and
safety. The government’s promotion of the former was naturally echoed by Robertson,
who used the benefit to his constituency as a battlecry: ‘the people in the north of
Scotland – will realise that, perhaps, a new era is beginning and that the old one, which
depopulated the Highlands is ending. I believe it heralds the second industrial
revolution. The first one passed us by because of our lack of coal’.70 This statement is
indicative of the enthusiasm and emotion the project stirred in many. In aligning the
Dounreay project with an economic shift as significant as the Industrial Revolution,
Robertson revealed the extent of his expectations for the development of the far north,
which although over-optimistic, were no less ambitious.71

Sir David’s emotional response was unfailingly positive, a sentiment reported to
be shared by the local population which the Caithness Courier described as looking to
the future ‘with enthusiasm and supreme confidence’.72 It is little wonder that
Robertson’s optimism was echoed, with the MP promoting the opportunities for
employment which would result in ‘an end of the mentality so strenuously entrenched
throughout the rest of Britain that the Highland area was suitable only for farming,
fishing and the tourist trade’.73 To put it simply, Robertson recognised that the
Highlands could be modern too, a concept which is at the centre of this thesis. This
modernity of people and place was at the heart of Robertson’s infectious rhetoric, with
69
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the John O’Groat Journal reporting that his persistence brought a project destined to
enrich the economy of the area for ‘generations to come’.74 It considered Robertson a
‘visionary’, detailing how the economic recovery of Caithness and Sutherland had been
his focus since he took office in the county in 1950, a persistence rewarded with the
‘award’ of Dounreay. His focus on technological development as the catalyst for
progressive change reflects the national zeitgeist, in which nuclear power was heralded
as one of the ‘key instruments of modernity’, offering Britain ‘the prospect of economic
and political renewal’.75 Through Dounreay, the Highlands and Islands, so often treated
as a place apart, became an agent of national prosperity.76 Eccles’s ‘powerful and
dramatic project’ was to impact not only the Highlands, but the wider economy of the
United Kingdom in its role in determining the long-term direction of the country’s
nuclear power programme.77

Historian Iain Sutherland notes that Robertson had ‘a little help from history…as
the events took place at a time where an old order of government style was giving way
to a new, post-war one which had not quite established itself yet’.78 Change and a slow
economic recovery comprising austerity, rationing, nationalisation of rail, banking,
utilities and industry, and the development of the welfare state were all markers of the
post-war Labour government, which was succeeded by the Conservatives in 1951. The
rise from austerity brought changes in policy and practice, something evident within the
government’s energy programme itself. At the time of the Dounreay announcement,
responsibility for the nuclear industry was soon to transition from the Ministry of
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Supply’s Department of Atomic Energy to the autonomous United Kingdom Atomic
Energy Authority: a modern authority with an enhanced level of control outwith the
parliamentary sphere. Sutherland refers to the changing government style of the period
as ‘open’, revealing that Robertson made the most of the opportunities it afforded and
‘broke the mould’ in the process.79 Like the renewed government style, Robertson’s
approach was modern and, with regards to Britain’s nuclear programme, the first of its
kind. Until Dounreay, nuclear sites had been developed for predominantly military
purposes, which required complete secrecy. The location of these were considered fait
accompli, with their purpose often only revealed once they had been constructed. With
the headline ‘Atom plant in production’, the Whitehaven News revealed the function of
the large development on the former TNT factory at Sellafield – renamed Windscale –
one month after the reactor had reached power in January 1951.80 This was typical of
the early nuclear sites which, as government establishments, were exempt from
planning regulations and selected without any form of consultation.81 The civil
programme, however, signalled change. The increase in sites and the resulting impact
on a greater percentage of the population meant that the UKAEA had to take the publicfacing part of its role – ‘to distribute information relating to’ atomic energy –
seriously.82 Atomic plants could no longer be built in secret and this, coupled with an
increased awareness of amenity and environmental matters, required a change of policy,
partly marked by the introduction of the Reactor Location Panel to approve the location
of civil nuclear sites in 1955.83 Pre-dating this, Dounreay was conceived at a time of
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transition for nuclear policy and practice. The fact that the project was announced
publicly in the 1953 white paper indicated a transition from the confidentiality of the
military to the comparative openness – in terms of visibility of the project – of the civil.
It is this which enabled Sir David Robertson to so strongly put forward his claim for his
constituency, using politics to influence sensitive decisions in a manner never before
seen.

1.4 Planning

The decision to site the fast breeder reactor in Caithness resulted in – and was the result
of – many ‘firsts’. These extended from the overarching technical context of the
pioneering reactor programme to the local impact of locating such an establishment in
what was, in UKAEA terms, a remote area. This chapter has so far addressed how the
combination of suitable geography and the direct action of Sir David Robertson in
lobbying key figures resulted in the arrival of the UKAEA in Caithness. Robertson’s
sway, acknowledged at government level, indicated a level of influence which those in
the locality of previous nuclear sites did not possess. Yet it is vital to remember that
Robertson was speaking from a privileged position as a Member of Parliament: intent
on furthering the social and economic profile of the far north for the benefit of its
inhabitants, but also keenly aware of his own reputation and future as a politician. It is
evident that Robertson wanted the reactor for his constituency and used his own
network to effect change.84 Whilst this reveals a lot about Robertson’s priorities, it does
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not offer an insight into how the Caithnessian public and local authorities felt about the
proposals. One way of assessing this is via the legislative planning process and what it
reveals about local reaction: as there was no public inquiry for Dounreay, what is not
said reveals as much as what is said.

The Dounreay site was selected without public consultation, with the government
and the UKAEA taking the ‘decide-announce-defend’ approach which became typical
of atomic developments during the 1950s and 1960s.85 Secrecy was paramount, with
aspects of the development constrained by the Official Secrets Act. Regardless of
confidentiality, rumours about the choice of location had abounded ever since Sir
Christopher Hinton’s visit to Caithness in May 1953, during which he revealed that he
was examining sites, with ‘one area…really competing with another’.86 At this stage the
decision was far from made, but this awareness, it can be argued, provided adequate
time for those against the proposal to raise concern. Legislation, however, made this
difficult. Under the terms of the Atomic Energy Act 1954 the UKAEA was exempt
from ‘the submission of plans and specifications and the giving of notices to a local
authority or the presentation of a petition to a dean of guild court’.87 This, coupled with
its ability to acquire land by compulsory purchase, gave it freedom to site its
establishments where it wished. Despite this free rein, the importance of keeping the
local authority on side was recognised, with the UKAEA submitting an application to
Caithness County Council as planning authority under section 13 of the Town and
County Planning (Scotland) Act 1947 on 16 November 1954. This meant that the
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UKAEA could participate in the formal planning process but withhold confidential
details, reducing the potential risk whilst still providing the council with a sense of
control. It also by-passed usual procedures allowing the raising of formal objections and
subsequent triggering of a public inquiry. Two days later permission was given for ‘the
erection of an AEA Establishment at Dounreay in the Parish of Reay, Caithness’; a
catch-all description ‘permitting any activities which are within the statutory powers of
the UKAEA’.88 Even though it was not strictly required, obtaining this approval for the
project was a straightforward process, despite the Ministry of Supply’s A.A. Collier
expressing early concerns four months before the formal announcement:

My experience of consultation with local authorities has not encouraged me
to take an optimistic view of their likely restrictions to projects involving
local inconvenience…I have little doubt that we shall have to [present to
local authorities] and – in view of what has appeared in the press – we are
certain to be asked the extent of the risk outside the one mile radius shown
on the plan. An evasive answer would result in a demand for the
information being addressed through the local MP to ministers, who would
find it difficult to refuse it.89

Collier was quick to realise that ‘the fact that the government has taken a decision does
not preclude local authorities from seeking to get the decision altered by means of
political pressure or a public local enquiry’, illustrating his point with the recent local
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opposition against the expansion of Gatwick airport.90 He recognised safety as the most
likely obstacle, and advised that the local authorities be provided with all the requisite
information to ‘enable the local effect of the project to be properly assessed and any
consequential action by local authorities to be put in hand’.91 Evidently he had not read
the previous week’s Glasgow Herald, which would have quashed his fears before he
had expressed them. The newspaper ran a comment from the County Clerk of
Caithness, who had ‘every confidence that there would be no opposition on any
grounds’ and that the presence of the reactor in the county ‘would be welcome and
acceptable’.92 One month later this was given official sanction after Caithness County
Council ‘unanimously passed a resolution welcoming the project’, and stated that the
Ministry would receive the ‘utmost co-operation and support from the council…if it
[Dounreay] should ultimately be decided upon’.93 The councils of Caithness and Thurso
Burgh were thereafter ‘consulted’, and ‘adequate arrangements…made with their cooperation to ensure that everything necessary would be done’.94 For the UKAEA,
securing this co-operation was vital if its project was to be a success: such a large scale
development involving construction projects and social development was destined to
put pressure on the resources of local government, which, as ‘hosts’, it relied on. It was
also in the local authorities’ interests to indicate enthusiasm before the site location was
made official: any dissent could count against Caithness as a location. Indeed, the
relationship between the UKAEA and Caithness County Council was considered ‘so
good’ that the decision to formally apply for planning consent through the Town and
Country Planning (Scotland) Act, 1947 was accompanied by the UKAEA’s decision not
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to request the imposition of a Prohibited Place Order, as they had sought in England.95
This positive partnership was reiterated by Dounreay’s works secretary Donald
Carmichael two years later, who believed that ‘in view of the excellent relations with
the local planning authority it did not appear necessary to have such an Order’: a good
indication of the mutual respect required to ensure that the Dounreay development
would be a success for both partners.96 This early co-operation extended to that of
Thurso Burgh Council which, as the construction programme advanced, assumed
greater responsibility for social matters. It is telling that within forty-eight hours of
Eccles’s official announcement it had already provisionally approved three building
sites, a clear statement of intent.97

1.5. Nuclear risk

1.5.1 ‘Doubts and fears in Highland minds’

At governmental and local authority level, therefore, the decision to site the reactor
establishment in Caithness was welcomed. We have seen that the county and town
councils were in favour of the decision, and that it was partly prompted by the efforts of
Sir David Robertson, whose persistence stood out amongst ‘a flood of offers of suitable
sites’.98 This reportedly widespread interest from other areas hints at a certain
enthusiasm for the nuclear: rather than a new technology to be fearful of, it was actively
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sought. As was the case with Dounreay, this interest was iterated publicly via members
of parliament or local authority representatives: this is not necessarily what the
population living in these localities believed. The Caithness local authority and Member
of Parliament were, however, more than prepared to speak on everyone’s behalf.
Brigadier Keith Murray, Convener of Caithness County Council, revealed that
‘everyone would be delighted with the news’; Robertson assured Duncan Sandys that
‘everyone is over-joyed...no-one is in the least bit afraid of the consequences which
might ensue from an accident’.99 Much as the landlords of the eighteenth century
sought to ‘shepherd’ the people of the Highlands and Islands into a ‘new, more
prosperous, social order’ through improvement, the Caithnessian ‘spokesmen’ saw
Dounreay as a means to a more prosperous end: the privileged few speaking on behalf
of the many.100

By the end of February 1954, concern at the lack of official confirmation
reportedly caused ‘doubts and fears in Highland minds’: anxiety resulted from the
worry that the reactor would not come to Caithness, rather than from any trepidation
associated with the new atomic technology.101 The absence of a public inquiry,
described by social scientist Elizabeth Rough as ‘an instrument of government’
designed to ‘aid a minister in the implementation of pre-existing policy’, however,
makes local reaction difficult to gauge as there is no one true record of the process. 102
The failings of this general approach were recognised three years later in the House of
Lords, with Lord Hylton stating that ‘it is true that conferring with local authorities is
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not conferring with the general public’.103 Public inquiries were, however, held for
seven of the civil Magnox reactors which followed Dounreay in the years 1956-1961.104
What these reveal is an under-current of dissent which did not emerge with Dounreay’s
early development: as former Caithness Councillor John Young remarked, ‘in those
days you didn’t get all the protestors that you have today, protesting against this, that
and the next’.105 Similarly, Alastair MacDonald, born at Dounreay, reflected that the
development was ‘before there was any mention of nuclear opposition…and to a certain
extent everyone was quite excited over new development in the area’.106 Whilst protest
did not come from those within Caithness, however, Dounreay was targeted by a group
of Manchester University technology students determined to ‘to show up the lack of
security arrangements at atomic power stations’.107 In February 1958, while
construction work was still underway, they accessed the site and affixed a banner – on
which ‘TECH-NIK’ was painted – to the sphere, having similarly entered the Calder
Hall site in 1957. The Glasgow Herald reported the Dounreay incident as a ‘strenuous
prank’ and the UKAEA defended its security procedures and highlighted the fact that it
was not a ‘secret’ site.108 Although the group’s actions were designed to emphasise poor
security rather than the dangers of atomic energy, here Dounreay became part of a
slowly rising national narrative of nuclear discontent.

With this in mind, the first public inquiry into a proposed nuclear facility, held
for Bradwell in Essex in 1956, was triggered after the receipt of 400 objections, largely
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on the grounds of safety, radiation hazards, and mistrust of the nuclear authorities.109
One year later Hunterston received forty-two objections and a petition of 208
signatories was presented, with its proposed location on an unspoilt area of North
Ayrshire coastline and the lack of information about other sites considered proving a
source of discontent.110 Welsh recognises this opposition as being ‘relatively organised
and sophisticated’ for a period which pre-dates the rise of the significant anti-nuclear
sentiment and campaigning of the 1970s and 1980s.111 Even more surprising, he notes,
was the fact that these early inquiries were held at all given that nuclear triumphalism
dominated public narratives during the period. What it reveals is an emerging, ‘though
little expressed’, scepticism about nuclear power.112 Public inquiries provided the means
of expressing this doubt, although with little reward as each of the seven inquiries did
little to quell the sense of location fait accompli which many, including the Royal Fine
Art Commission for Scotland (RFACS), believed existed.113 Inquiries did offer a means
to shape elements of the project, with the RFACS, for example, thereafter able to
officially advise on amenity considerations. The system did not allow for this level of
scrutiny for Dounreay, and as such there are no publicly recorded objections or
suggestions. It is important to keep in mind that, as these inquiries show, reaction during
this period was not unequivocally positive. Despite the lack of inquiry, correspondence,
newspaper articles, and oral history accounts do provide an opportunity to assess the
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reaction beyond the parliamentary and ministerial level: significantly, what is revealed
is an outpouring of positivity largely consistent with Robertson’s ‘official’ view.114

A notable exception to this optimism was expressed by artist and Scottish
independence campaigner Wendy Wood.115 In a public letter addressed to Thurso’s
Provost John Sinclair in December 1953, Wood expressed concern at the potential
hazards of establishing a nuclear reactor in Caithness.116 Sir David Robertson
considered her ‘vapourings’ as ‘untrue’ and did not think that ‘Caithness people would
be stampeded by [her] haverings’. Recognising that her comments were based on a
speech given by Sir Christopher Hinton at the recent American Industrial Conference –
in which he was open about a widespread lack of experience in the event of nuclear
accident – Robertson insisted that her words be ‘repudiated without delay’. The contents
of this speech were in the public domain, but Robertson stated that he had previously
‘succeeded to some extent by getting a public speech on the matter overlooked by the
local press’.117 This chapter demonstrates that the local press’s reporting of the
impending nuclear developments largely reflected Robertson’s rhetoric, which in turn
echoed the positive message coming from Westminster: that nuclear was the answer to
the energy problems caused by Britain’s ‘indigenous sources of power’ falling ‘further
and further behind the demands’ of factories and homes.118 This attempt by Robertson
to dismiss Wood’s concerns and downplay the contents of Hinton’s speech is a stand-
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out example of his determination to gain the reactor for his constituency at all costs. It is
notable that this level of control was being exerted by Robertson, and not by the
UKAEA, which, as this chapter will show, was candid in its discussion of nuclear risk.

1.5.2 Reaction in print

It is evident from the above that Robertson was able to deflect attention away from any
nuclear negativity. Although this is the only example encountered during this research,
it is enough to suggest that at this early stage the local press was not comprehensively
reflecting public opinion: significantly, coverage of Wood’s letter did not appear in the
John O’Groat Journal. It is not surprising, therefore, that the local press was unfailingly
positive in its Dounreay coverage. At the core of this was its potential for positive local
consequences: a message which was being digested by the newspaper’s predominantly
local readership. The Aberdeen Evening Express took a similar line, with an ‘atomic
boom town’ set to result from the siting of what it called ‘the most important atomic
industrial plant in the world’.119

Within the north of Scotland this focus is understandable, but looking at the
wider press offers an insight into what the northern publications were not covering. The
Glasgow Herald of 2 March 1954 reported extensively on Eccles’s reading of the Bill,
positively lauding the ‘dome of discovery’s’ location in Scotland as ‘the most welcome
feature’ of Eccles’s speech.120 As expected of a newspaper with a national readership,
its coverage was broader, addressing the Bill as a whole rather than solely maintaining a
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Dounreay-focus. Its ‘parliamentary correspondent’ branded Eccles ‘an uninspired
visionary’ who invited the public to look buoyantly to the future with words which
‘dragged’. Further afield, the Manchester Guardian was similarly dismissive of parts of
Eccles’s speech, regarding it as dramatic and as having ‘soared far above the Bill’ in its
content.121 Reflecting its national focus, it dedicated only a small paragraph to the
Dounreay project, preferring instead to concentrate on the wider elements of nuclear
development. Taking a different approach, the tabloid Daily Mirror’s stirring headline
‘Britain’s future in a steel ball’ announced the reactor sphere as not only a landmark ‘on
the lonely north Caithness coast of Scotland’, but ‘also a symbol of great things to
come’.122 It did not address other aspects of the Bill, instead opting for attentiongrabbing coverage. Significantly, under the same headline, and separated by the main
body text by only a bullet point, appeared a short paragraph about the detonation of an
American ‘atomic device’ in the Pacific Marshall Islands. It was treated as a small aside
to the Dounreay story: although its circumstances were vastly different to what was
being reported, it was considered within the same realm of nuclear news. This is
indicative of the increasingly complex journalistic nuclear narratives which, as Jonathan
Hogg reveals, permeated the 1950s. Newspapers, he says, displayed a tendency ‘to both
promote the efficacy of nuclear power and implicitly reinforce the sense of danger and
controversy surrounding nuclear issues’.123 With this simple piece of copy, the Daily
Mirror was doing exactly that.
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1.5.3 A new nuclear reality

The narrative promoted in the national press was thus mixed, with the promise of
technical progress and a better life caught up with the inherent dangers of the atom. This
undoubtedly affected the national consciousness. For the majority of the British
population, the nuclear inhabited the imagination: in Caithness, however, it was now
reality. With little direct experience of nuclear engagement, the national consciousness
was rooted firmly within the memory of the Second World War. Hogg iterates that the
worldwide nuclear tests conducted in the 1950s created anxiety in Britain, with
individuals aware of the destructive force of the atom, ‘their present and future…altered
irrevocably by the shadow of the bomb’.124 Dounreay was developed for the civil
nuclear programme, moving the focus from the bomb towards the peaceful application
of the atom. Despite this distinction, Hogg reports that ‘the line between nuclear power
and nuclear weapons often becomes blurred in the popular imagination’, an association
recognised by Sir Christopher Hinton when addressing the Thurso public in early
1955:125

The question of safety must have entered into the minds of the people in
Thurso and district, if only because of the history of atomic energy which
became known to the public in a military application. Because it was used to
bomb Hiroshima and Nagasaki everybody thought of atomic energy in
terms of a military application.126
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Although nuclear anxiety was reportedly widespread in the United Kingdom, it is
difficult to find recorded dissent or trepidation towards the arrival of atomic science in
Caithness. The local press focused on logistical and social matters, rather than potential
dangers, reflecting a shared belief that the benefits of the project outweighed the risks
and led to what Sir David Robertson termed a move ‘uphill’.127 Town planning,
education, employment, and the increased population were more important and relevant
to the local situation than the debate on nuclear safety, which prevailed in the national
narrative. By the time Dounreay reached its manpower ceiling of 2500 in 1962, it
employed approximately 1300 local staff from Caithness and Sutherland: achieving
economic goals like these was at the forefront of people’s minds in 1954.128 Where local
trepidation was recorded it chiefly regarded agriculture and culture, with the John
O’Groat Journal reporting that ‘a great deal of anxiety’ was caused by the possibility of
agricultural workers being lured from the land by better pay at Dounreay.129 Fears about
the impact of an ‘alien population to whom the culture, traditions and religious outlook
of the Highlands are entirely foreign’ were discussed by religious leaders.130 The
possibility of negative social effects thus took precedence. Concern about the nuclear
risk, however, was expressed in some quarters. The environmental impact on fishing in
both fresh and sea water was raised, with fears for the salmon rivers and levels of
effluent discharged into the sea.131 Iain Sutherland reports that ‘probing questions’ with
regards to purpose, safety and location were asked at The Scottish Trades Union
Congress in Aberdeen on 14 April 1954.132 Elsewhere, local historian and Dounreay
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employee Steve Cashmore states anecdotally that ‘an undercurrent of concern and
uncertainty clouded the happy news…there were genuine fears about the unknown
dangers of nuclear power, particularly radioactivity’, concluding ‘in Caithness, more
than a few people thought that a hydrogen bomb was about to be built on their own
doorstep’.133 Such reactions were not unexpected given the untested nature of the
technology and the narrative of nuclear danger. Additionally, risk was a clear
determining factor in early discussions about location, with the topic running through
the correspondence.134

1.5.4 Managing the fear of risk

At this stage, the choice of Dounreay as a location was very much dependent on an
assessment of the project’s safety. Prior to any official decision being made, the Scottish
Physical Planning Committee, as a matter of procedure, had given clearance for the
proposal but it was ‘subject to the acceptance by ministers of the risk involved’.135 A
subsequent meeting provided them with the information necessary to confirm that they
‘thought that the risk was one which might reasonably be taken in view of the essential
nature of the project in the development of the application of nuclear energy to power
production, and the advantages to Scotland in location on the Dounreay site’.136 Similar
advice, along with further details of safety in the event of an accident, was given to the
Caithness and Thurso local authorities during a meeting in February 1954, one month
before Eccles’s announcement. What this reveals is a display of openness, which was
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necessary to secure support for the reactor project. The situation, however, was not as
transparent as it might here seem. Parts of Eccles’s draft Dounreay statement were
considered ‘menacing’ in tone by the Treasury, which recommended condensing four
paragraphs on safety into the one concise segment which featured in the final version:137

For safety’s sake it will be housed in a large, spherical steel shell. But even
when it is in that “Dome of Discovery” – and it really will be a dome of
discovery – there is a very remote possibility of a slight leakage of
radioactivity should there be a failure in certain parts of the plant. The local
authorities have been consulted and with their help arrangements will be
made as to what should be done in this most unlikely event. And I must
emphasize that it is a most unlikely event.138

‘Remote possibility’, ‘slight leakage’, and ‘unlikely event’ are words repeatedly used in
public statements regarding Dounreay in an attempt to assuage concerns. Early drafts of
Eccles’s statement reference the need to mount an evacuation should the worst happen;
but this, along with mention of the payment of compensation to those suffering
‘disturbance and any loss of livelihood’ – something which had been requested by the
Scottish Office – was removed in the final speech.139 This evidences the fine balance
between notifying the public of possible dangers, whilst not acknowledging or
‘rewarding’ inconvenience via any promise of the provision of compensation. Elizabeth
Rough iterates that during this period transparency was discouraged, with the nuclear
industry relying on its ‘hegemonic ability to cultivate a positive image of nuclear power
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in order to pursue (its) policy goals’.140 In the case of Dounreay, a positive image was
required to facilitate public acceptance. Writing in the John O’Groat Journal in
December 1954, commentator ‘Thor’ revealed that the local population was keen to
have its questions answered, and welcomed an impending visit by Sir Christopher
Hinton ‘at an opportune moment just when things are beginning to get underway’.141
Planning permission for the project had only been granted one month earlier and
Hinton’s visit, at this pivotal moment between life before and life after Dounreay, was a
necessary step in public relations: so much so that it was attended by the national press,
including journalists from The Times and The Daily Mail. The significance of this point
in time was recognised seven years later in a Scotsman article titled ‘In Thurso it’s only
7 A.D. – after Dounreay’, with the start of work on the plant termed a ‘historic
watershed’.142

Marking this celebrated moment, Hinton spoke to a full house of 600 in
Thurso’s Town Hall soon after financial sanction for the project had been granted.
Reflecting on this in 1977, Hinton ‘decided that it was right to give a full explanation of
what we were doing to the people of Thurso’.143 His phrasing here is ambiguous, with
one reading of his words revealing an awareness that what was being done was being
‘done to’ Thurso.144 He addressed this in his speech, indicating that the UKAEA would
be ‘making changes to the character of the district’ and that these would be done as
‘considerately as possible’.145 This consideration can be said to jar with Ian Welsh’s
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discussion of the UKAEA’s reported ‘tendency’ to ‘sweep all before them in their
enthusiasm to implement a nuclear programme’.146 It provides evidence of a clear effort
on the part of the UKAEA to inform the public, offering it agency through knowledge.
This stance, however, is equivocal: it could also be interpreted as the UKAEA providing
just enough information to keep the public on-side, yet holding back sensitive
information likely to sway public opinion.147

1.6. Demystifying the nuclear

1.6.1 Reassurance

Reporting on Hinton’s meeting, the John O’Groat Journal indicated that many uneasy
locals had attended to be reassured about the ‘new and powerful scientific project in
their midst’: although individual instances of concern were rarely recorded, this
indicates that an undercurrent of disquiet existed.148 Hinton tackled one of the main
concerns – that of safety – head-on, stating ‘clearly only the fact that we consider there
is a remote risk would cause us to build a factory in a remote area like this’.149 In the
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event of an explosion, radioactive contamination was expected to spread within ‘a
narrow segment’ of land downwind from the site. In wet conditions, permanent (for
‘several years’) evacuation would be required for anyone within seven miles; temporary
evacuation would be required for those within seven to fourteen miles; and milk
production in the area would be controlled and monitored whilst decontamination was
underway.150 The relatively small population of Thurso fell into the ‘temporary’
category, a positive on the part of the UKAEA which was keen to mitigate the
‘hampering knowledge that an untoward accident might lead to disturbances of a
considerable local population and a consequent reaction of public opinion against
atomic energy’.151 This, of course, was one of the crucial factors in selecting the
Dounreay site: the preferred location of Littleferry and a desirable site at Harlech had
been ruled out predominantly on population grounds, both being situated too close to
towns.152

Hinton followed his statement of risk with one of reassurance, confirming Hogg’s
statement that ‘a façade of certainty was necessary to offer legitimacy for and public
trust towards nuclear science’.153 To do this, Hinton used the device of association, with
it being reported that ‘as a result of six or seven years’ experience of running atomic
energy factories, the UKAEA claim that their industry is even safer than the chemical
and engineering industries’.154 Its ‘low accident record’ was used as evidence for the
comparative safety of the nuclear industry. Bound up with safety and risk was secrecy, a
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glaring obstacle standing in the way of effective public relations and something which
the UKAEA also described via familiar association:

When a new industry comes to your locality, you have a right to know
something about it, and this is certainly true of such an industry as atomic
energy which is still to some extent shrouded in secrecy. We regret the
necessity for this secrecy as much as you do, though this secrecy is probably
no greater than that set within a number of other industries such as oilrefining, rayon and nylon manufacture.155

With this statement the UKAEA acknowledged the dichotomy between the intangibility
of the nuclear programme, and the Caithness public’s desire for information. Comparing
it with more recognisable industries was an attempt to ‘normalise’ it, or at least provide
a comparison which was more accessible to the layman. This was important when the
layman’s knowledge was limited, as farmer and former local councillor John Young
remarked: ‘it was announced [that] the new fast breeder reactor was to be situated at
Dounreay and of course, it caused immense excitement in those days up here, because,
we, people knew very little about that way of life’.156 John’s words represent that
proportion of Caithness population which did not know about nuclear developments
because it had not been part of their lives.157 Likewise, Wick-born Donnie Harper
reflected, ‘of course it was all new to us. I mean the whole concept of radiation and
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contamination was something that we had never touched on at all before’.158 There was
no manufacturing economy, and little focus on scientific and technical subjects in the
curriculum due to the predominance of local employment in the primary sector,
especially agriculture.159 With, however, a significant proportion of the workforce to be
recruited locally, it was in the UKAEA’s interests for the population to embrace Sinclair
Macdonald’s ‘isotope-mindedness’.

Familiarity was also deployed by the UKAEA in the selection of its first
permanent Dounreay employee, general secretary Donald Carmichael. Carmichael was
raised in the manse at Reay, only two miles to the west of the site of the reactor
establishment, making him a natural source of the local knowledge which was vital for a
project which was to effect so much change in the area. Indeed, the UKAEA displayed
clarity from the outset with regard to this post, with Sir Christopher Hinton requesting
that it be filled with ‘a Highlander and at any rate a man with a good knowledge of local
conditions’.160 Carmichael’s civil service experience of management and administration
in the Ministry of Works sat well with his status as a local, making him acutely aware of
the forthcoming unavoidable social change. Former Dounreay employee Brian Hart
remarked that ‘he certainly oiled the waters, oiled the machinery…he obviously was a
local and he knew he could advise people about whatever proposals there were’.161 In
this regard he was ‘a godsend to the AEA’.162
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1.6.2 Securing trust

The UKAEA’s ‘Exhibition of Atomic Energy’, held in Thurso Town Hall in April 1955,
is an example of public engagement which was designed to demystify the process.
Following the lead of exhibitions at the Science Museum and the Festival of Britain,
and the American travelling ‘Atoms for Peace’ exhibition which was to visit Glasgow
three months later, that in Thurso was to be regarded by the Caithness public as ‘a
beginning to help you to understand atomic energy’. This was ‘to be followed later by
further instruction of those who come to work at Dounreay’: a public information and
recruitment service in one.163 The exhibition was not just intended for the Caithness
public, however. Although it was only staged for ten days, between 23 and 30 April
1955, it was reported that it expected to attract visitors from all over Britain and
overseas.164 It was ‘probably the most complete exhibition on atomic energy yet held in
Britain’ and comprised ‘models, charts, photographs and demonstrations covering the
whole story of…turning atomic energy to useful purposes. It reveals facts regarding the
structure of atoms, radioactivity, safety precautions, the production of atomic piles, and
the building of power stations, which it is hoped will make the whole subject clear to
the layman’.165 In ‘Atoms in wonderland’, historian Sophie Forgan highlights the
public’s difficulty in gaining a clear understanding of atomic power on account of
‘obsessive official secrecy’.166 Accordingly, narratives were strictly controlled, leading
to recurring themes: the use of the friendlier word ‘atom’ as opposed to ‘nuclear’ and an
‘enormous emphasis’ placed on peaceful rather than military uses of science.167 Forgan
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reports that ‘official institutions such as the Science Museum eschewed all mention of
the bomb’, with the UKAEA supplying material for its exhibition and providing the
information for object labels, securing the place of its official narrative within the public
eye.168 Significantly, the Thurso exhibition catalogue does refer to the ‘atomic bomb’,
albeit in a purely scientific manner. By 1955, with the United Kingdom’s programme of
nuclear weapons-testing well underway, it would perhaps have been ill-advised to leave
it out completely. Indeed, the subject was confronted in the exhibition’s opening
address, with the UKAEA representative K.B. Ross acknowledging that ‘to most people
in the world atomic energy still brought to mind the atom bomb and other similar
weapons, and the particular horrors that had come to be associated with them’.169

In its bid to explain ‘what was being done to’ Thurso, the UKAEA thus took a
factual approach in its early dealings with the Caithness public. John O’Groat Journal
commentator ‘Thor’ questioned the suitability of this after Hinton’s Thurso ‘lecture’,
stating that the majority of attendees struggled to understand his technical focus, and
would have ‘welcomed information about more mundane matters such as employment
and conditions generally’.170 This echoes the testimonies of Caithnessians reflecting on
the period, indicating that practical matters were at the forefront of public thought. John
Young reflected that ‘the people, it was Caithness people, were welcoming it and they
were delighted to see employment coming to the county’.171 Former Dounreay
administrator Christina Munro remarked that ‘it was employment and that was the
bottom line’.172 Prosperity for the county beckoned, and this drew the focus of many
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away from the scientific towards the social. Continuing, Christina explained that nuclear
risk was ‘totally unheard of’ and local people ‘trusted the UKAEA’. This securing of
trust, however, was undertaken within the context of new technology, untested on so
large a scale. What the UKAEA did not reveal was that its assurances of safety for the
project were partially based on conjecture. During the siting process, Dounreay could
only be selected if it complied with certain safety requirements, as Hinton, speaking in
1977, explained:

But why, if we were giving the reactor containment, were we putting it on a
remote site? This could only be logical if we assumed that the sphere was
not absolutely free from leaks. So we assumed, generously, that there would
be one per cent leakage from the sphere and, dividing the country around
the sites into sectors, we counted the number of houses in each sector and
calculated the number of inhabitants. To our dismay this showed that the
site did not comply with the safety distances specified by the health
physicists. That was easily put right; with the assumption of a 99 per cent
containment the site was unsatisfactory so we assumed, more realistically, a
99.9 per cent containment and by doing this we established the fact that the
site was perfect.173

This trial-and-error approach to siting is indicative of the scientifically volatile
environment in which Britain’s nuclear physicists were working. The trust placed in
experts like Hinton was, therefore, in large part stage-managed by the positivity of the
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nuclear power dialogue in the press, coupled with convincing displays such as Hinton’s
Thurso address. The public, nationally as well as in Caithness, was expected to put its
‘absolute faith and trust’ in the UKAEA’s ‘utopian construction’ of its endeavour.174
This was, however, later questioned at the Bradwell Inquiry, where secrecy, doubts
about safety, and inconsistencies in siting policy were points of note. Nevertheless,
social scientist Brian Wynne explains that ‘inquiries continued to accept safety issues as
above dispute’, placing absolute trust in the nuclear authorities.175 Indeed, the UKAEA
used the inquiry process as a tool to manage public anxiety, hoping that an inquiry
would be held for Bradwell so they could ‘put forward a witness’ who could provide
reassurance.176 Trust was certainly put in Hinton, described by ‘Thor’ as the UKAEA’s
‘leading man’, bestowing him with an almost film-star quality and crediting him with
making the public ‘even more atomic-minded’.177 It is fair to conclude that Hinton’s
assurances worked. The John O’Groat Journal reported that while the public were
aware of risks, they accepted the project ‘with a true spirit of faith in the redevelopment
and rehabilitation’ which had thus far eluded them. Any anxiety had been ‘largely
removed by his frank appraisal of the position’ and his method of ‘taking people into his
confidence’ revealed a great wisdom in ‘tackling a subject which had been wrongly
approached before, as he himself was only too aware’.178 Former Dounreay employee
Brian Hart confirmed his accomplishment, stating that he ‘put it over in a way that
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impressed people’, acknowledging that ‘it all comes down to trust in the end’.179
Hinton’s openness, in directly addressing those living in the locality of a nuclear
establishment, was a welcome first. It was an immediate success, leading Thurso’s
Provost John Sinclair to announce that ‘we are very pleased indeed at Sir Christopher’s
re-assurance. It dispels the idea, which some people had, that the plant at Dounreay was
to be associated with the making of atomic bombs’, echoing the blurring of the lines
between nuclear power and nuclear weapons.180

It was in the interests of the UKAEA to control the information which it released
in a bid to limit negativity or fear in the population. It would be wrong, however, to
suggest that the successful launch of the project was purely the result of careful stage
management on the part of the UKAEA. The Caithness authorities and public welcomed
the atomic facility, their enthusiasm indicating a certain agency rather than passivity.
Risk even came to be treated with humour, with the reactor’s containment within the
safety of a steel sphere the subject of a popular joke, as Caithnessian and former
Dounreay employee John Macrae reflected:

There was a rumour from Caithness when it was put up in a very unusual
shape as a ball in these days. The reason it was put up there in that shape if
anything went wrong there was a big lever they could pull and it would roll
into the sea.181
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The awareness of something going ‘wrong’ hints at the on-going cognisance of the
threat of nuclear disaster which was part and parcel of the new nuclear north. It is an
example of what Hogg succinctly describes as ‘fatalism laced with humour’: on the one
hand a throwaway witticism guaranteed to raise a few laughs; on the other a method of
coping with a sense of anxiety caused by the nuclear reality of life in Caithness.182 On
another note, some were quick to seize opportunities which this new development
presented: within seventeen days of the announcement, the Thurso branch of the Labour
Party was already hosting its first Atomic Queen competition, soon followed by its ‘Mr
Atom and Miss Energy Grand Atomic Dance’: a quirky indication of cross-party
support for the nuclear project.183 Farmer Morris Pottinger saw it as a business
opportunity, buying the Lower Dounreay farm in 1953 at a time when rumours about
the reactor establishment’s location were rife. As he saw it, ‘if it doesn’t come to
Caithness, to Dounreay, then I can get a very good farm. If I can succeed in buying it,
and if it does come to Caithness, then I won’t lose’.184 The UKAEA bought Lower
Dounreay from Pottinger, along with the neighbouring farm at Isauld, then rented both
back to him to continue farming: ‘looking back on it, I think, I don’t think we lost’, he
concludes.

1.7 Conclusion

Agency through opportunity was fundamental in the local population’s acceptance of
the project and, as we shall see, the social changes which resulted. This chapter has
shown how a unique set of circumstances led to the siting of the government’s fast
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breeder reactor, and associated plant and laboratories, at Dounreay. The combination of
suitable geology and physical and human geography, coupled with the availability of
land already in state ownership, provided the ideal location for the nuclear
establishment. Additionally, the vociferous promotion of the far north of Scotland by
the area’s MP Sir David Robertson served to highlight the suitability of the area, giving
prominence to the role of the individual in the history of a development which affected
so many.

Much of the early Dounreay complexity lies in the fact that the siting of the
reactor establishment was a governmental fait accompli. Whilst the area’s Member of
Parliament and local authorities were able to put forward their unfailing support, the
lack of any process of inquiry impacted on the public’s ability to record official
opposition, where and if such opposition existed. Whilst concern was certainly
expressed, the dominant narrative which emerges is one of positivity based on
opportunity, in-keeping with the national zeitgeist. John Young remarked, ‘when the
war ended, there seemed to be so much optimism and the world seemed to be at our
feet’.185 Bound up with this was the modernity inherent in the civil nuclear programme,
something which is at the core of this thesis and transformed the social and economic
character of the district, countering the narrative of the Highlands and Islands as a
mono-cultural entity remote from this modernity

The UKAEA was open in its reasons for selecting the Dounreay site, with its
‘leading man’, Sir Christopher Hinton, unequivocal about the fact that ‘uncertainties’
existed. In communicating this directly to the public, the UKAEA was undertaking a
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public relations exercise which was a first on the part of the authority and contributed to
the success of the reactor within its locality. As part of this process Hinton also
personally met with the fifteen local crofters and farmers who were to be directly
impacted by their proximity to the Dounreay site.186 Summing up his attitude to risk and
safety, one of those present captured the feeling of trust which the Caithness – and
national – public put in nuclear scientists. Farmer Morris Pottinger explained that ‘we
had no reason to doubt it, Chernobyl hadn’t happened when it started, Three Mile Island
in the United States hadn’t happened. We took it in good faith… There were hundreds
of people there including very high-powered scientists who came up from the south and
they worked on the site, if they weren’t scared why was I going to be scared?’.187

At the basis of the project was science, but at its heart were people. With
Dounreay, the UKAEA recognised the need to gain their acceptance and thus, at the
project’s inception, ensured knowledge transfer via these meetings, public talks and
exhibitions: something which continued during construction, with a well-attended open
day at the site held in May 1957. This runs counter to Welsh’s argument that the
UKAEA had a tendency to ‘ride roughshod’ when achieving its atomic goals.188 In this
regard the lack of officially recorded objection must be borne in mind: had the UKAEA
experienced resistance during the planning process, this situation may have turned out
differently. The overall enthusiasm shown, however, facilitated the transition towards
the ‘atomic-mindedness’ of the Caithness population, a group which was faced with a
set of circumstances unique not only to the county, but to the general atomic
programme.
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Whilst this initial stage of development regarding siting, announcement and
planning, went smoothly, the decision to site the reactor in Caithness caused a locationspecific set of problems. The very factor which made Dounreay so appealing – its
distance from large centres of population – led to complications based on
preconceptions about life in the far north of Scotland: the UKAEA itself recognised the
location as ‘unconventional’.189 Surmounting these difficulties was part and parcel of
the Authority’s nuclearisation of the north, an act both technical and social. It is to these
difficulties born of location that we now turn in chapter two.
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Chapter two
Managing ‘difference’: the UKAEA and the nuclear north

2.0 Introduction

Aware of its unique place within the lineage of Britain’s nuclear programme, the
UKAEA considered its Dounreay project a ‘departure’ from anything it had ‘tackled
before’.1 This was true both of technology and location, with a Ministry of Supply
representative acknowledging that ‘if the reactor was successful, they would build
others in more conventional places’.2 The designation of Caithness as an
unconventional or unusual place sets the tone for this chapter. Although the siting of
this size of fast breeder reactor was a first – and was therefore without precedent – the
choice of Caithness as a location was still considered a break from tradition. As the
previous chapter has shown, the fast breeder programme comprised many ‘unknowns’:
what was ‘normal’ in terms of the development of the technology had not yet been
established. Yet what was known from the outset was a belief that the fast breeder’s
location, in the far north of the United Kingdom, was atypical. Prior to Dounreay,
Windscale at Sellafield, Cumberland, was considered the most ‘remote’ of Britain’s
nuclear sites.3 Despite certain similarities – both were coastal sites situated in
agricultural areas; ‘Sellafield’ originally referred to the farms of High and Low
Sellafield in the same way that ‘Dounreay’ referred to those of Upper and Lower
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Dounreay – Dounreay’s location necessitated the development of new practice and
policy.4

Early UKAEA correspondence identifies that Dounreay’s main signifier of
difference rested ‘on the distance of Thurso from large centres of population, [and its]
distance from the southern regions of the UK’.5 It was remote from the UKAEA’s other
establishments as well as its central administrative office in London, a fact amplified by
the belief that Windscale, situated 400 miles to Dounreay’s south, was itself ‘quite
inconveniently situated for the south of England’: any problems of distance which arose
at the Cumberland site would likely be intensified in Caithness.6 In this regard the
UKAEA was aware that Windscale presented certain difficulties, ‘in spite of the
exhilarating exercise of walking in the Lake District’.7 It recognised that its site at
Harwell, ‘with its proximity to London’, was a ‘greater attraction’, particularly for its
younger employees.8 Attracting a ‘young and vital’ demographic to work at Dounreay
would be an even more difficult task.9

When compared with Dounreay, the UKAEA’s existing ‘remote’ sites were
anything but. Geographer Stan Openshaw reveals that the Authority’s remote siting
criteria did not rely on full geographical isolation, but on avoiding locations within
twenty miles of large towns.10 This, however, was a ‘largely arbitrary’ designation,
bearing little relationship to the possible effects of accidents, and one which could have
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been ‘designed or calibrated to reflect the population characteristics’ of existing sites:
something which, as shown in the previous chapter, Sir Christopher Hinton was open
about with regards to the Dounreay site selection.11 Within twenty miles of Windscale
were the towns of Whitehaven, at a distance of eleven miles from the site, and
Workington, at a distance of eighteen miles. In 1951 the sub-regional population of the
two towns and outlying settlements was 133,000. When compared with the entire 1951
population of Caithness – 22,710 – the difference in site location is striking.12 This
small population, coupled with the site’s distance from the UKAEA’s southern sites,
marked Dounreay out as unique. Yet to leave it at this is an over-simplification: in terms
of ‘conventionality’ – or rather the lack of – we see that with the choice of Caithness
came a range of location-specific circumstances which did not fit with the UKAEA’s
template of nuclear planning. As a new project this in itself is not unusual, but
complications resulting from place rather than the development of new technology
caused ‘considerable additional strain’ which required a suite of social measures
designed to facilitate the effective operation of the reactor site.13 These were developed
specifically for the Dounreay site, and this chapter will link the burgeoning national
nuclear energy programme with the local specificities of Caithness: answering the
historian Jonathan Hogg’s call for studies of nuclear culture to examine ‘local
peculiarities’ which are ‘overlooked within the national historical narrative’.14 The
UKAEA knew that it had to ‘import’ staff to the area, and with this came the realisation
that ‘remoteness, lack of knowledge of the country [and] initial homesickness may have
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a serious effect on recruitment’.15 Focusing on the initial period of Dounreay
recruitment, this chapter will identify the extent of these problems and identify what the
UKAEA did to counteract their potentially negative effects. In doing so it will
emphasise the role which location played in the UKAEA’s development of the social
strategy and infrastructure which was necessary for the safe and effective operation of
the fast breeder reactor site. Dounreay was part of a national programme with local
consequences: significantly, this chapter will readjust this focus and highlight the
national consequences, in terms of UKAEA practice, of a project tailored to suit a local
area. What emerges is that an area considered remote was at the forefront of nuclear
development: in this regard its location at the atomic epicentre turned its remote status
on its head.

2.1 Unconventional Caithness

The Authority’s recruitment policy for Dounreay had two main objectives – ‘to find
locally all the unskilled workers who would be required, and to entice from the south
professional and skilled people’.16 One year after the Dounreay site commenced
operation, The Scotsman reported that the scientific and industrial staff who were
‘recruited in the south’ had to be housed and settled in what was, for the majority, ‘a
very strange environment’.17 This was ‘even after experience of the Authority’s stations
in the north-west of England’, highlighting the gulf of difference between Dounreay and
its nuclear forebears. In situating its fast reactor establishment in Caithness the
Authority, it continued, accepted ‘difficulties at which the ordinary industrial company
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might boggle’.18 The difficulties tackled ranged from the ‘rigours of the Thurso wind’ to
the expense of contracting removal firms to transport belongings to the far north.19 Sir
Christopher Hinton early recognised difficulties of access, linking these with expected
problems in recruitment of constructional and operational staff.20 Despite an awareness
of such complications, the site selection progressed largely unhindered, with
geographical suitability trumping the human concerns of distance. Previous experience
had shown, however, that it was a process beset with difficulties. Dounreay was not the
first reactor considered for the Scottish Highlands, with a site at Morar on the west coast
of Inverness-shire identified as the only suitable location for the construction of a watercooled reactor similar to that developed in Hanford, USA, during World War Two.21
Like Dounreay, the site met the necessary requirements of remoteness from centres of
population, alongside the availability of water of a particular chemical composition. The
latter, as far as was known in 1947, could only be found in this area, ruling out future
development of the reactor type in other parts of the country.22 Additionally, the
Department of Atomic Energy (DAE) envisaged communication problems and
difficulties in finding the requisite skilled labour on account of Morar’s remote
location.23 This led to investment in air-, rather than water-, cooled reactor systems,
showing how the constraints of location significantly impacted on the British nuclear
energy programme’s direction of travel. In terms of what was considered
‘conventional’, the site at Morar was therefore a step too far.
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As an area, Caithness differed in many regards from the locations of the
UKAEA’s existing sites. Although Windscale’s county of Cumberland was considered
‘rural’ and ‘isolated’, it had the tourist draw of the Lake District – designated a national
park in 1951 – at its centre, and a precedent for industrial development in the
shipbuilding centre of Barrow-in-Furness, and in the iron, steel and coal industry in the
Workington area.24 The Windscale site had itself been the site of Royal Ordnance
Factory Sellafield, and as such had associated infrastructure in place.25 Indeed,
housebuilding for staff in nearby Whitehaven and Egremont was discouraged as the
Ministry of Supply believed that neither town ‘with their industrial background would
be attractive to immigrants from the south’.26 Similarly, other atomic sites – including
Springfields, situated at a former poison gas factory in Lancashire, and Risley, which
occupied a former munitions factory site in Warrington – had seen previous
development, aiding the definition of what was considered ‘conventional’ in siteselection terms. In contrast, Caithness’s character is outlined in Thurso’s burgh survey
report (1952), commissioned after the passing of the Town and Country Planning
(Scotland) Act 1947:

Most of the population and much of the cultivable land in this part of
Scotland are spread along the coasts, and fishing and farming are the main
activities. Inland the mass of Caithness is a gently undulating blanket of
peat, always low-lying, with Morven and the high hills of the southern
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border standing beyond. The moors and hills almost cut off the county from
the south.27

This report presents post-war Caithness as a rural, quiet society, which is described as
‘aloof’ from the rest of the mainland, maintaining the discourse of the remote. With this
acknowledgment of difference, it is unsurprising that the UKAEA and its employees
adopted this same dialogue a few years later. Although the report lists a wide variety of
occupations in the area – from quarrymen, to hydro workers and fish freezers – it
recognised that ‘initiative and effort’ were needed to develop local industries.28
Significantly, it acknowledged that ‘outside firms’ were unlikely to consider the area a
suitable location for ‘starting new types of industry’.29 The forthcoming nuclear
developments were unexpected; at the time of the survey, the ‘wellbeing’ of northern
Caithness and the north east of Sutherland – districts which looked to Thurso for shops
and amenities – was not assured.30 Between 1931 and 1951 the population of these two
areas dropped by approximately 1950 people: a rate which if continued, would have
‘emptied the area’ in eighty years.31 Far from being an industrialised area, the far north
of Scotland was subject to intense economic vulnerability. Caithness’s chief industrial
concern – its once thriving flagstone industry – had declined significantly since the First
World War. Despite this, it was predicted that Thurso ‘should survive minor setbacks’,
with the stability of life in the town contributing to its maintenance of ‘self-respect,
modest prosperity and population’.32 The advent of Dounreay in 1954, however, shook
this stability; the consequences of which are the focus of this thesis.
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2.2 The Caithnessian ‘difference’: people, place and identity

The burgh survey thus presents a straightforward account of life in Thurso in the late
1940s. What is noteworthy, however, is the acknowledgment of the Caithnessian
‘difference’ which was to later contribute to UKAEA employees’ perceptions of life in
the area. The report adds further credence to the dialogue of the remote, stating ‘it is
easy to understand how these parts remained so long distinct from the rest of medieval
Scotland under their Norse earls’, adding official sanction to what could be considered a
romantic notion of a county separated from Scotland and looking north for its
influence.33 For the UKAEA the Caithnessian difference rested primarily on its distance
from the population centres of the south and its low level of previous industrial
development. Yet in identifying the county as an unconventional location, the UKAEA
was tapping into the dialogue of Caithness as ‘a place apart’. Caithness is considered
‘the Lowlands beyond the Highlands’, a ‘county apart from the rest of Scotland – it is
neither Celtic nor Norse, but a mixture of the two’.34 This long-held belief is bound up
with both people and place. Anthropologist Kimberly Masson affirms that twenty-first
century Caithnessians perceive themselves as ‘strangers’ in their own nation, on account
of their ‘island-mindedness’ which prioritises the local over the national.35 Sociologist
Michael Rosie places this in its historical context, with the dominance of the herring
industry in the nineteenth century inspiring the county to look to the sea, and the north,
for signifiers of its identity. Establishing exactly what it was that distinguished
Caithness from the rest of Scotland was something tackled by a group of nineteenthcentury poets, writers, clergy, and Caithness associations, who provided content for
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local newspapers, pioneering ‘the creation of a new revisionist Caithness
iconography’.36 This opens up questions of agency: rather than Matthew Dziennik’s
‘Highlandism’ as a ‘Highland construction’, it promotes Caithnessianism as a Caithness
construction.37 The revisionists ‘promoted the Viking Scandinavian element of the
county’s history as separate and more desirable than the Scots, clan, and tartan
history’.38 Whilst this is grounded in history, studies like Masson’s and Rosie’s show
that the feeling of difference has prevailed. As one participant in Rosie’s study
remarked, ‘there’s this element of strange pride in Caithnessians that we’re the northern
area beyond the Highlands, we’re different’.39

It was into this distinctive blend of people and place that the Dounreay
employees were entering. Conveying this sense of difference to employees was a task
granted to the UKAEA’s local representatives: offering another example of the selfacknowledgement of what made the county distinct within Britain, Scotland, and the
Highlands and Islands. The Hon. Robin Sinclair of Thurso Burgh Council, and son of
The Viscount Thurso – a local, but one bound up in the trappings of peerage and
therefore unrepresentative of the Caithness population – was engaged to give an
overview of the county to UKAEA Dounreay employees.40 His lecture, given at a
training course in Aberdeen in 1958, presented the people of the county as ‘insular’ in
outlook.41 Furthering this, he explained ‘Caithness is, in its history, in its geography and
in its people and outlook, different from any other rural district in Britain, and different
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even from other rural parts of Scotland’.42 This he attributed to the county’s unique
geography, with it bounded on two sides by the sea, and on the third by barren hills and
inhospitable peat moorland. This historically resulted in a certain isolation from the rest
of the mainland but contributed to a maritime-focused past influenced by Norse rule
which ‘accounts for much of the difference in tongue and outlook between the people
living in Caithness and their neighbours in Sutherland’.43

Three years later Dounreay’s general secretary Donald Carmichael repeated the
same claim. Carmichael was born two miles to the west of the site of the reactor
establishment, making him a natural source of the local knowledge which was vital for a
project which was to effect so much change in the area. He neatly summarised
Caithness as being a product of ‘its geographical position, its inaccessibility except by
sea, its history and its limited natural resources’ which ‘combined over the centuries to
produce a robust, closely knit, self-reliant community, independent to the point of being
insular in its outlook, but shrewd, hard-working and hospitable’.44 He continued on the
isolationist theme, stating that the first road did not come into the county until 1811, and
to travel overland via one of the two roads out of the county takes ten hours to
Edinburgh and twenty to London. In this he recognised that Caithness ‘still retains
much of its remoteness, and its people many of the qualities which that remoteness has
engendered’.45 Carmichael and Sinclair speak to the Caithnessian difference as a
signifier of identity bound up with history. Historian Murray Watson emphasises the
importance of this sharing of the history of the host community in aiding the process of
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acculturation.46 Imparting this sort of information was an integral part of the UKAEA’s
‘clear-cut conception of its social obligations’.47 Naturally, it was keen for newcomers
to the area to settle, and managing their expectations was part of this.

2.3 Skewed views

This ‘grafting of the new group on to the old, with a view to ultimate fusion’ is at the
centre of the Dounreay ‘social experiment’.48 The practical considerations of this
process of integration will be examined in the ensuing chapters, with the expansion of
the built environment forming the basis of chapter three and the consequences of the
introduction of ‘the atomics’ into Thurso society considered in chapter five. This
chapter anticipates this later focus by outlining the challenges and expectations
presented by Caithness, many of which required the UKAEA to implement a locationspecific set of measures designed to ease the transition of people into place. Grounding
new recruits in the history of Caithness was part of this; arguably this took on added
resonance in a region which had such a strong self-referential sense of difference. This
was partially based on a persisting shared historical memory, something termed by
Watson as ‘the past remaining as part of the present’.49 Watson draws on sociologists
MacLeod and Payne’s conclusion that ‘events of the past are used to re-state cultural
values and norms of behaviour’, often with the negative effect of creating a ‘conceptual
barrier for assimilation’.50 A shared history within a host community can therefore act
as a barrier to integration. In providing employees with even the merest sense of this
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history, the UKAEA was arming its employees with information which it considered
necessary for their successful integration into Caithness society.

Both Sinclair and Carmichael used this shared history to explain the dominant
traits of contemporary Caithnessians. In a sense Robin Sinclair, in his Aberdeen lecture,
was warning the delegates about what they could expect from the existing population
with its insular nature. Being insular, however, was not necessarily a criticism – indeed
Sinclair sets it out as a compliment, representing a form of osmosis whereby the
incomer takes on local traits. Addressing the delegates he said, ‘I think you will find
that those of you at any rate who are disposed to settle and be happy in Caithness will
gradually be absorbed into and become part of the county, and you may even find
yourselves becoming slightly insular in outlook too’.51 Surely a tongue-in-cheek
remark, but significant nonetheless. His address, however, was not restricted to a broadbrush interpretation of the Caithness ‘natives’.52 Speaking out against possible highmindedness, he stated:

There are those amongst the incoming population who are inclined to
consider the people of Caithness as rustic and slow and who will think that
they, because of their wider experiences and upbringing, and because they
come from the ‘big centres’ have greater knowledge and ability than those
who have chosen to live in this remote county.53
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Counselling against this attitude was an integral part of the UKAEA’s ‘clear-cut
conception of its social obligations’.54 Yet it was a difficult task when perceptions of the
area were far from favourable. Addressing the Edinburgh-Caithness Association in
February 1955 when the very first of the atomics were beginning to arrive, Thurso
architect Hugh Sinclair Macdonald homed in on the challenges the UKAEA faced in
attracting recruits to its new enterprise:

Thurso will be faced with many other problems and one of the greatest will
be the impact of many new families, a large percentage being from south of
the border…Sir Christopher Hinton referred to the difficulty he had
experienced in persuading the personnel at Risley that Caithness wasn’t
really such a bad place after all, that we didn’t live in igloos, that
educational facilities were available and that social amenities would be no
less attractive than they are further south.55

Continuing, he was particularly aggrieved by the description of Caithness given by a
BBC commentator, which overlooked its virtues in favour of its barrenness and wild
cats, attracting comment on a national level. Macdonald considered this view as ‘the
popular idea of Caithness as seen through the eyes of a southerner’.56 This idea of the
‘frozen north’ is further evidenced by the experiences of two employees, one an
incomer and one a local. Caithnessian John Macrae started work at Dounreay in 1957,
and discussed misconceptions which existed:
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You know people from the south phone and say “oh it must be dreadful up
there”, you say “no, we haven’t got any snow we’ve had sunshine and all
the rest of it”. They’ve got a perception that this is, sort of just south of the
north pole and you know one of the stories used to be that they issued the
seawater pumphouse workers with rifles to shoot the polar bears as they
went past on the ice flows.57

Incomer David Sprague, born near London, came to Dounreay in 1957:

The London office in Charles II street – they used to come on with the most
fantastic requests because they had no idea. Someone had told the folk in
the London office, which is probably correct, that geographically Dounreay
is closer to the arctic circle, as the crow flies, than it is to London. So they
got this idea that floating past Dounreay was icebergs. We were asked to get
a photograph of the icebergs as they floated past, with the fast reactor in the
background.58

Both of these accounts put focus on the Caithness weather: an everyday occurrence
turned into a location-specific weight affecting both perceptions of the area and official
correspondence alike. Whilst the prevailing Caithness weather did cause practical
difficulties – a ‘blizzard of titanic proportions’ resulted in the ‘Operation Snowdrop’
relief effort of January 1955 – misrepresentation also caused frustrations, leading a
representative of Caithness County Council to later assert:59
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Many persons from the south have quite the wrong ideas about the climate
of Caithness and Sutherland. It cannot be too strongly emphasized that
compared with many areas in the south, we have a good climate. In winter,
the lines of equal temperature run approximately north and south through
the British Isles, and Caithness and Sutherland have a winter temperature
the same as eastern and south east England. As a man of Kent who has lived
in the northern Highlands for thirteen years, I would rather winter here than
in Kent.60

This was in response to the potentially detrimental effect of the climate on inward
investment, showing how misrepresentation or hearsay could adversely affect the course
of development. The Thurso burgh survey of 1947 confirmed this view of the climate as
one which is ‘fairly equable with few extremes’, despite the frequency of gales.61 This is
corroborated by Peter Higginson, who moved to Thurso in 1957 after previous UKAEA
roles at Risley, Culcheth and Windscale. As a newcomer to the area, he was vocal in his
belief that ‘the weather hasn’t been all that bad you know…the wind is a thing you have
to get used to, but once you have lived in Caithness for a while you get used to it’.62
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2.4 Remote?

Accounts like David’s and John’s above indicate that skewed perceptions of the area
existed. These were often fixed in the minds of staff before they made the journey.
Leslie Rowe’s first thought about the prospect was that he was moving from the
UKAEA site at Winfrith, Dorset, to ‘a different world entirely’.63 At this time,
according to a Scotsman report from 1962, Thurso was about to leave ‘the dark ages
behind’.64 This romantic notion of atomic experimentation bringing enlightenment to a
rural backwater was oft-repeated and reminiscent of the cultural superiority
demonstrated by British colonisers abroad. According to German historian Jürgen
Osterhammel, colonisers had ‘two moral duties: to bring the blessings of western
civilization to [local] inhabitants...and to activate neglected resources in backward
countries for the general beneﬁt of the world economy’.65 Whilst this is analogy, the
similarities in language are striking: something which will be discussed in detail in
chapter six in relation to historian Iain MacKinnon’s work on internal colonialism in the
late modern Gàidhealtachd, alongside wider debates about post-imperial readjustment.66

The sense that Caithness was a remote place experiencing a form of
enlightenment was a myth which Sir David Robertson sought to dispel as soon as the
project was announced, when he thanked the government for ‘its courage and vision in
choosing a site in what is called a remote area’. Vision and to some extent courage were
undeniable, but Robertson proceeded to dispute the claim of the remote, declaring
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‘nothing is remote in the British Isles! You could put the whole of the British Isles six
times into Texas and it would still be inside Texas, which is only one of the forty-nine
states of the US’.67 An area is not remote to someone who is living there, as newspaper
commentator ‘Thor’ testified:

This word ‘remote’ has been applied to the county very frequently lately. It
was used by more than one speaker at the atomic meeting; it has also been
heard from BBC announcers on a number of occasions, and it has figured,
too, in the news columns of daily newspapers. In these days of air travel
most people in the north do not regard the county as being at all remote, and
consider a trip of a few hundred miles as a commonplace matter. Perhaps it
is time that a little less was heard about the alleged remoteness of
Caithness.68

The local feeling against being remote was also endorsed by fellow commentator
‘Norseman’. In April 1955 the UKAEA’s exhibition in Thurso showcased ‘the very
latest things in atomic gadgets’. To view the latest technology visitors ‘will have to
come to Thurso for it is only there that modern science has outstripped the march of
time’.69 This claim was overstated, but ‘Norseman’’s optimism sheds new light on the
often-bleak interpretation of Caithness, reinforcing the county’s place in the history of
technology:
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We are moving fast when we can manage to stage an atomic exhibition. The
affair at Thurso was the first of its kind in this country, a fact which makes
hay of the oft-repeated assertion that Caithness is behind the times. Tourists
travelling north have had the feeling that once they crossed the Highland
Line they were beginning to leave civilisation behind them, that the further
north they got the more they were plunging into the wilderness. But now the
boot is on the other foot.70

Whilst Caithnessian ‘difference’ had long been recognised, the often-negative
perceptions of those from outwith the county were arguably based on a mythologised
view of Scotland, the Highlands, and Caithness: that of the ‘Highland myth’ which
came to represent how Scotland as a country was perceived.71 Highlanders as people
were initially ‘demonised as lawless volatile barbarians’, before the Highlands as a
place of wilderness was ‘invented’ by the paintbrush of Landseer and the pen of Scott,
or as a place of sentimental rurality through the work of the Kailyard writers.72 This
invented landscape does little to accommodate everyday life: as literary and cultural
theorist Raymond Williams elucidates, ‘a working country is hardly ever a landscape’.73
The predominant belief about what existed behind the Highland Line, therefore, was
one of the wilderness which ‘Norseman’ identifies above: it was not considered a place
of employment. As with any myth, as Marjory Harper and Michael Vance explain, ‘an
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element of historical reality lies behind the later fiction’.74 With Caithness, this
‘historical reality’ was that seized upon by the UKAEA in its bid to introduce its
employees to the region’s heritage. Yet in focusing on the historical geographical
reasons for the ‘insularity’ of the Caithness people, the UKAEA was, through its local
spokespeople, perpetuating a mythologised dialogue. This resulted in the use of a series
of culturally conservative stereotypes regarding Caithness’s prevailing conditions and
population. Whilst local architect Hugh Sinclair Macdonald considered such views as
those of ‘Southerners’, the same discourse of insularity and wildness was perpetuated
by Robin Sinclair and Donald Carmichael, indicating that a more complex interplay of
stereotyping was underway. Notably, both Carmichael – as a Cambridge graduate and
long-term civil servant – and Sinclair – as a future hereditary peer – were not
representative of the ‘ordinary’ Caithness citizen: as such they were of an elite. This
resulted in the convergence in internal and external perceptions through the use of
tropes of isolation.

Caution is required in any assessment of Caithness’s past. Whilst the county’s
geography formed a physical barrier, setting it apart from mainland Britain, the Norse
influence speaks to the far north’s role as part of a thriving maritime world, with sea
travel opening up trade with Scandinavia and the Baltic during the middle ages; a link
which faded with the later development of rail and road.75 The ‘bogey of remoteness’,
identified by journalist Magnus Magnusson in 1962, was evident long before the
nuclear age.76 Caithness’s recent history is bound up with the welcoming of transient
populations, countering the idea of the county as a quiet backwater unfamiliar with
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change. Speaking to this, the author Neil M. Gunn described his home county as ‘alive
with life’.77 The area, particularly Wick, was subject to the seasonal influx of herring
workers during the nineteenth century. Caithness’s aerodromes and army camps were
home to thousands of service personnel, and latterly prisoners of war, during World
War Two. Thousands more passed through the county during both World Wars to the
naval base at Scapa Flow.78 Personnel ‘mixed freely with the natives’ and many brought
their families to reside in the area, living in camps or private accommodation where
available: the population of Wick rose from 7000 to 20,000 during World War Two.79
The local population also came and went, experiencing life beyond the county’s hilly
southern border: prior to joining Dounreay’s photographic department, Dunbeath-born
John Macrae joined the police’s fingerprint team in Edinburgh before National Service
took him to Egypt, Aden and Gibraltar.80 Donnie Harper’s National Service saw him go
from Wick to the Royal Air Force, before returning on leave and interviewing
successfully for the post of Health Physics Monitor at Dounreay.81 Caithness’s midtwentieth century evolution thus continued to be influenced by national development in
the same way as economic and industrial revolutions had made their mark on the
preceding centuries. With the latter, Caithness was ‘far removed in distance from the
epicentre of these developments in the industrial heartlands of Scotland and England’.82
Caithness of the mid-1950s, however, was at the centre of nuclear development: in this
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regard other places were ‘remote’ from the county, rather than the county being remote
from other places.83

UKAEA correspondence consistently referred to the ‘extreme remoteness’ of the
Dounreay site.84 When discussing ‘the remote’, it is necessary to consider the meaning
of the term: what emerges is a relational concept which is dependent on context.
Perhaps the most important consideration, common to all uses of the term, is the
question of ‘remote from what?’. Its definition thus depends on its application and is
linked to the perceptions of those employing the term. If distance is taken as the main
consideration, then London, for example, is as remote from Thurso as Thurso is from
London. For the UKAEA, Dounreay’s ‘remoteness’ was complex in that it was both a
blessing and a curse. It was suitably distant from large populations for safety purposes,
but inconveniently remote from a supply of skilled professional and scientific staff, and
its other establishments in the south. The site was therefore ‘more independent of the
Industrial Group headquarters than the other establishments’, a fact which required new
policy and practice.85 Dounreay was not a side-project, however, but was at the very
centre of the development of fast reactor technology. The UKAEA’s Reactor magazine
emphasized its significance, stating in 1961 that ‘there is no place in the Authority
where a member of staff…has a better chance to contribute both to technical advances
and to the new managerial techniques that a pioneering industry demands’.86 Dounreay
possessed a ‘richness and variety of life’ which was ‘not much less than that to be found
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under the smaller dome of St. Paul’s Cathedral in London’.87 The picture presented does
not convey the hallmarks of something remote or isolated. Instead, it shows that
‘remoteness is not simply a static condition’ but one ‘subject to transformation’ by, in
this case, ‘state agendas’.88 In this regard Dounreay, as a focal point for life and
technological innovation, turned the concept on its head, altering the discourse of the
Highlands and Islands as a place remote from development and modernity.

2.5 Recruitment problems

Despite Caithness’s central role in atomic progress, perceptions of wilderness,
remoteness and a feeling of leaving cultured society behind all contributed to the
UKAEA’s 1954 expectations of ‘difficulties in attracting suitable staff as far north as
Thurso, particularly their key staff, [as] their staff wished to be near shops, schools and
amenities’.89 Thurso, of course, had all these things, although this statement suggests
that these were below the standard expected by incoming staff. Taking the local view,
Thurso’s shops punched above their weight, with ‘Thor’ in the John O’Groat Journal
claiming that ‘the layman knows that most of the town’s shopkeepers could easily
tackle the demands which might be made on them by another thousand or so folk…in
any event, even at the moment the town has, according to knowledgeable people, more
shops in proportion to its population than any other place in Scotland’.90 Yet four years
later, during the Dounreay recruitment drive, shops remained on the agenda as a source
of difficulty. Recruitment continued to be ‘considerably hampered by the remoteness of
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the site from any centre of civilisation’.91 The ‘nearest shopping centre of any size’ was
Inverness, something ‘felt keenly by the wives’ who, it was considered, ‘have the last
word in determining whether people are prepared to accept jobs’.92 Considerations of
gender aside, this hints at the revival of consumerism post-war, and the associated
expectations of a society not long emerged from rationing and ready to embrace ‘motor
cars, televisions, record-players, bedroom suites and fridges, wondrous toys and sweets
for children, [and] pop records for adolescents’.93 The perceived lack of these impacted
significantly on the early recruitment of junior staff, with the absence of facilities and
activities ‘which young people nowadays take as a matter of course’ – including
cinemas, theatres, music, television and sports – cited by the UKAEA as a reason for
the ‘serious problems’ it was experiencing in recruiting to these grades.94 Significantly,
a lack of shopping facilities was also cited as one of the difficulties in recruiting and
retaining staff at Windscale. When compared with Thurso, however, the town of
Seascale was described as being ‘immeasurably worse off’: supporting ‘Thor’’s
advocacy of Thurso’s comprehensive retail provision.95

Despite concerns that facilities were below standard, the fact that Thurso did have
existing amenities influenced the selection of the Dounreay site. The facilities which
existed in Thurso were in its favour, with Hugh Sinclair Macdonald pointing out the
benefits:
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We have our clubs – badminton, bowling, bridge, cycling, football, golf,
shooting, tennis, toastmasters, pigeon fanciers and, for garden lovers, a rock
garden club. In the arts we have a strong dramatic club and a society of
artists. Music has a very strong hold and there are choirs, strathspey
societies, a thriving annual festival and bands both pipes and brass. We can
also offer loch, river and sea fishing, bathing from magnificent beaches (the
water is so warm that some ladies bathe all year round), country dancing
and an unending round of dinners, dances and whist drives.96

Macdonald, in this impassioned statement, presents a series of facts suggestive of an
existing community with all the trappings of a ‘civilised’ society rather than one set
apart from modern life. Despite this, its suitability for settling a workforce was debated
throughout the planning process. In December 1953, following a ‘leak’ of siting
information, Professor Skinner of the Nuclear Physics Research Laboratory at the
University of Liverpool expressed concern that ‘very few Scottish people would want to
go and live there…since this new site must be the testing ground for some time to come,
it is most desirable that it should be as pleasant as possible’.97 Skinner’s comments were
made too late in the debate to have any effect, though they were not unfounded. Such
difficulties were experienced early in the recruitment process, when even the threat of
being transferred to Dounreay at a later date meant that ‘a number of staff in the junior
grades’ rejected their offers of appointment because they did not wish to be liable to
transfer.98 The UKAEA was facing wider difficulties at this time, with Sir Christopher
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Hinton indicating that ‘it was impossible to recruit senior people fast enough to meet the
rapidly expanding programme of the Industrial Group at present salaries’.99 The
problems of liability to transfer and a buoyant private industry sector persisted, affecting
different avenues of recruitment. Staff in the senior professional grades were attracted
elsewhere by, as Hinton suggests, large salaries. This was a period of ‘full employment’
during which senior and skilled industrial staff could easily find work within their home
area without the need to move their families to Caithness.100

Of the 193 applicants for skilled industrial posts in early 1956, only three lived
within daily travelling distance of Dounreay, with the majority resident in the Glasgow
and Aberdeen areas.101 Thirteen interviewees did not attend; of the forty-five non-local
candidates interviewed, eleven withdrew their applications; and seven candidates did
not accept their offer of employment. Reasons cited included the cost of moving to
Caithness and the expense of travelling to visit family and friends.102 One candidate
refused a skilled industrial post on the grounds that it would have meant a loss of wages
alongside increased travel expenditure: he favoured the ‘uncertainty of shipyard work’
in Dundee over the ‘security’ of Dounreay employment, evidencing the ‘very poor
results’ achieved by this early recruitment drive.103 The problems of recruiting external
candidates continued through the grades. Junior professionals were concerned by the
lack of available further education opportunities through which they could enhance their
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skills.104 Scientific staff declined offers of employment as they felt ‘cut off from the
activities of scientific societies’ in the south.105 Many families believed that Thurso
High School’s curriculum did not put as much emphasis on science as English schools,
and were concerned about the different qualifications granted to school-leavers.106 With
all professional, skilled and scientific grades, the twin difficulties of distance from
population centres and travel expense proved to be the common factor in the rejection of
employment opportunities. Whilst Dounreay’s ‘remoteness’ was desirable from the
point of view of siting policy, it created significant personnel problems: this was an
unprecedented situation which the UKAEA addressed through a suite of locationspecific measures.

2.6 Incentivising the workforce

As with many aspects of the fast reactor programme, addressing Dounreay’s
‘unconventional’ location required new policy and new practices. Although
employment difficulties had been, and continued to be, experienced at Windscale, those
at Dounreay presented different challenges.107 In order to counter these, the UKAEA
believed that incentives were a must: ‘inducements were necessary to attract the large
numbers required to an area which was remote from urban civilisation’.108 These
included promotion opportunities for internal candidates, secondment positions, the
provision of housing, recreation facilities and financial concessions for travel south,
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with the hope that these would offset the financial and psychological considerations of
such a move.

At Dounreay, the UKAEA’s aim in recruitment was two-fold: ‘A. to get people
to go north’ and ‘B. to avoid the ‘Siberia’ idea’ via the provision of incentives.109 Even
this was not straightforward as the UKAEA was wary that very presence of benefits
might be off-putting in itself, stating ‘we must beware of creating the impression that
Dounreay is ‘Devil’s Island’…after all, Dounreay is not so very remote, nor are the
conditions markedly inferior in climate etc. to the rest of the country’.110 It was
conscious of adopting a policy which portrayed some establishments – ‘like say Harwell
or Springfields’ – as ‘nice’ against ‘nasty’ Dounreay.111 In order to avoid ‘a bad
psychological atmosphere’, financial incentives – whereby existing employees would be
directly rewarded with greater pay for moving north – were dismissed in favour of a
system whereby the majority of promotion opportunities arose in establishments where
it was ‘more difficult to induce people to go’.112 The early recruitment of senior
professionals for Dounreay therefore focused on the transfer of internal candidates,
rather than seeking new entrants: a supply, however, which was ‘almost exhausted’ as
early as May 1956, two years before the site’s formal opening.113 Former employee
Leslie Rowe confirmed that this tactic of promotion continued, stating that ‘the bribe
was promotion and they moved me from Dorset to Caithness’.114 His move from the
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Authority’s Winfrith establishment to Dounreay in 1965 meant that he ‘couldn’t have a
greater distance to travel’: a recurrent theme in the process of Dounreay recruitment.115

The Dounreay-specific inducements were divided into two main types: those
which would make it ‘easy and cheap to get away from the place at frequent intervals’,
and those which would make Caithness life ‘more attractive and satisfying’.116
Addressing the former, a range of concessions were approved by the Treasury in March
1955. These included payment of an employee’s initial fare to Dounreay, removal
expenses in excess of the first fifty pounds, and free travel warrants enabling a
candidate and his family to visit relatives in their previous location during their first two
years in Caithness.117 Whilst these went some way to appeasing existing employees
transferring to Dounreay, new entrants to the UKAEA were not entitled to free travel.
The UKAEA’s Mr Brockie justified this denial of ‘special privileges’ on the grounds
that they ‘have chosen to make Thurso their home’: something Dounreay’s general
secretary Donald Carmichael considered an ‘excuse’ which ‘might wear rather thin
under pressure’.118 This was a prophetic statement. A concessions review in May 1956
identified the ‘disincentive’ of the existing offer, evidenced through the recruitment
problems previously outlined.119 The UKAEA thus adapted its policy of concessions to
create parity between new and existing employees. Incentives were improved for all
incoming staff: employees were offered an allowance for removal expenses; a lodging
allowance was provided for those awaiting UKAEA housing; and three free travel
passes a year to ‘the normal place of residence of the employee’s family’ were provided
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for the duration of service.120 Additionally, rail travel had been upgraded from third to
second class, the previous practice having earned the UKAEA ‘accusations with
potential new recruits of being a niggardly employer, with discouraging results’.121
Later in 1960, the weekly charter service from Wick to Manchester, designed for
personnel travelling to Risley, was extended so that families could travel for shopping
trips if there was available space onboard.122 This was a significant bonus for those –
‘particularly wives’ – who found life in a ‘small remote community intolerable’.123
Conversely, Dounreay’s remote location was even considered to be of benefit in certain
recruitment circumstances, with the belief expressed that a new entrant would be
unlikely to leave his position due to the ‘heavy removal expenses’ which would
result.124 This is a clear example of the UKAEA choosing to see the positive in a
complex, unprecedented situation.

2.7 Making life ‘more attractive and satisfying’

With Dounreay, the UKAEA was learning through experience. Although the Operations
Branch of the UKAEA was initially ‘emphatic’ that it ‘should not treat Dounreay
differently from any other establishment’, recruitment difficulties born of location
meant that site-specific measures were necessary.125 For John Walford, who started
work with the Dounreay’s Criticality Group in 1956, the offer was ‘all pretty good’.126
He initially signed up for a three-year ‘tour of duty’, with a guaranteed return to an
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establishment in the south with no loss of grade. Various other ‘perks’ sealed the offer
for him:

We got extra three days leave a year and we would be treated from a stand
point of travel as if we had accepted a job at Edinburgh or Glasgow. So you
get free travel by whatever means you like, for something like three or four
journeys a year for yourself and your family, or members, down that far,
beyond that you will have to pay your fare. A house would be available, it
might take some months for it to be built…your fares will be paid from
Harwell, on transfer.127

John stayed on at Dounreay after his initial three years, and like many ‘atomics’ resided
in Caithness post-retirement. From the outset the UKAEA made it clear that it expected
‘folks eventually to integrate themselves with the local community’, indicating a desire
for its employees to, like John, view their move to the far north with permanence.128
Arguably, travel concessions did not facilitate this and were initially discouraged over
the fear that they would offer employees the chance to ‘get away from Dounreay at
every opportunity’, spend their money outwith the county, and set up a ‘community
within a community’.129 This chapter has shown, however, that travel concessions were
a necessary incentive on account of Dounreay’s distance from large centres of
population: similar concessions were not offered at other UKAEA sites which were
more ‘conventionally’ located.
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Incentives which offset the inconvenience of expensive travel were only one
aspect of the UKAEA’s response to the location of its fast breeder reactor. Although
realising that Dounreay was ‘not so very remote’, the UKAEA accounted for the
perspective of its employees, expecting ‘acute sociological difficulties’ to arise from
Dounreay’s location.130 Accordingly, it was agreed that ‘the main objective of the
Industrial Group was to make Dounreay a better place to live in by the provision of
amenities and concessions which it might not be possible to justify elsewhere’:
providing employees with an ‘incentive to make themselves part of the social
community’.131 One UKAEA employee had ‘left after two days swearing blind I’d
never come back to Dounreay again…it was dark, it was miserable and the hotel was
less than perfect…I thought if this is civilisation you can stuff it’.132 Others ‘would have
gone to hell and back first before they would go to Dounreay’.133 With some holding
views like this, the UKAEA’s anticipation of obstacles was easily justified. Reactions,
however, were more balanced than the need for incentives suggests. Brian Hart saw a
job advertised in a Southampton newspaper and thought ‘“gosh it must be terrific up
there” you know it must be deep snow in the winter, so I applied and got a job’.134 He
grew up in Berkshire where he didn’t have water or electricity until after the war: ‘it
was all pretty primitive by today’s standards, so coming to Dounreay wasn’t…a
hardship in anyways’.135 Holidaying in the area during the early development of the site
‘sealed’ the decision for Peter Higginson, who started at Dounreay in 1957: ‘What we
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had done, I came on a holiday with Sylvia and my parents to Scotland and we toured
around and we came past Dounreay and I said to her, “this is the place I’d like to work
at”’.136 The common thread, however, which runs through UKAEA correspondence
from the period is of the recruitment difficulties faced, and the innovative solutions
employed.

With solutions in mind the most significant benefit for the Dounreay workforce
was the provision of UKAEA-owned housing at a reasonable rent.137 Whilst the
UKAEA had previous experience of transforming modest settlements into thriving
atomic communities, the fast reactor’s far-flung location necessitated the construction of
a higher number of properties than at any other Industrial Group site.138 The UKAEA’s
policy in this regard was based on the number of highly skilled employees it was
required to ‘bring’ from other areas; the number it provided as an organisation was
increased in places where it was ‘impossible to secure suitable provision in any other
way’.139 Housing was thus not offered en-masse at Industrial Group sites other than ‘the
most isolated establishments, i.e. Dounreay and Windscale’.140 With previous
development projects within the Group, the local authority of the area had constructed
much of the staff accommodation which it then leased to the UKAEA. As a comparison,
the housing constructed for staff at the larger Windscale site was split between the
UKAEA and the local authority, with the former having constructed 415 properties and
the latter 512 by February 1959.141 At this time twenty-six UKAEA houses were still to
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be built, making a total of 441 Authority-constructed properties in the Windscale area.
When compared with the 1007 houses built for Dounreay employees in Caithness, the
size and cost of this particular incentive is evident.

This atomic housing, however, was not built purely as an inducement for staff.
As the following chapter will show, the UKAEA was a ‘reluctant landlord’, essentially
forced into the construction of houses as the Thurso and Caithness local authorities did
not have the available housing nor the experience or funds needed to absorb the atomic
workforce.142 The UKAEA maintained that housing, rather than being a condition of
service, was an administrative arrangement designed to enable establishments to ‘obtain
the services’ of candidates who ‘would not otherwise be available to them’ on account
of the lack of existing housing supply.143 Housing was thus provided for those coming
in to the area, rather than those based locally, with future Dounreay director R.R.
Matthews taking the view that ‘we cannot indemnify local people against the
circumstance of their having been born in the North of Scotland’.144 Speaking to the
press two months after the project’s announcement, the UKAEA Industrial Group’s
director of administration D.A. Shirlaw confirmed the ‘bait’, stating, ‘that is one of the
carrots we are holding out to those we wish to attract to Caithness – nice, well laid out
houses’.145 The incentive of housing worked. Don Ryan, who started work at Dounreay
in 1961, was clear about his reasoning for accepting a post at Dounreay: ‘London was
large and not very user friendly to a fellow from Ireland. Dounreay was offering
housing and all sorts of benefits…it was housing, it was the attraction of a certain
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freedom out of the city. It was the attraction of apparently new frontier science and new
frontier support’.146 Willie Sloss was also enamoured by the prospect: ‘it sounded
exciting and also there was housing, so that was a big factor, getting a house and we
moved up here’.147 These accounts link the lure of participating in cutting-edge
scientific work with the opportunity to live in brand-new accommodation: a heady mix
of new science, modern housing, and new arrivals into one area. Although it was a
necessity, the role of housing in this invigorating combination should not be
underestimated, a fact reflected by the UKAEA’s constant commitment to housing its
imported staff in an area where development on this scale was unprecedented.

2.8 Conclusion

Twelve years after the initiation of the Dounreay project, ‘the remote world of
Dounreay’s “atomics”’ continued to make headlines.148 Within this initial period it is
unsurprising that the location of ‘Britain’s most remote research centre’ made for eyecatching journalism. The Observer termed it ‘A bizarre thing at the end of the land’; The
Daily Mirror put emphasis on its ‘lonely north Caithness coast’ site.149 Alongside this
discourse, far-fetched versions of Caithness as home to icebergs and polar bears
emerged, a construct which contributed to the belief of some that the county was a
‘godforsaken hole’.150 However exaggerated, these versions of Caithness were grounded
in the undisputable fact that for many, Dounreay and their potential new life in Thurso
was a long way from home. Former employee David Sprague confirmed that ‘a lot of
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people were a minimum of 300 miles away from family and all the rest of it’: he himself
had relocated 600 miles from Pottersbar.151 Incoming employees were undoubtedly
entering a place which was, as author and historian James Miller simply puts it,
‘different’.152 For the UKAEA, this difference was most keenly felt in its
unconventional location far from population and industrial centres, with it being
‘emphasize[d] strongly’ that Dounreay was in a ‘different category’ from other atomic
sites as it ‘is the only one which is not in an industrial area in which recruitment can be
carried out’.153 Thus professional and scientific employees had to be ‘imported’ into the
area, with incentives offered to offset the difficulties – both real and imagined – of their
new Caithness life.

Whilst problems surrounding the distance and expense of travel could be
appeased with subsidised or free transport south, the availability of facilities, amenities
and general recreation opportunities were also questioned by potential recruits. The
provision of recreation facilities was designed to aid this, with there being an ‘urgent
need’ for a social centre on the UKAEA housing estate to ‘encourage and co-ordinate
recreational and cultural activities, to create a proper corporate spirit amongst our own
staff, and at the same time to enable them to intermingle sufficiently and satisfactorily
with the local people’.154 The UKAEA was unequivocal in the necessity of such a
facility, stating that ‘the case for a social and recreational centre at this, the most remote
of the Authority’s stations, is so obvious as scarcely to require labouring’.155 The
Dounreay Sports and Social Club – for use by both atomics and locals – was established
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at Viewfirth House in 1958, becoming, in the words of one employee, ‘a mecca for the
weekend’.156 The availability of such facilities raises an interesting comparison with
those offered at the UKAEA’s other sites: because of the amenities that were to be
offered, coupled with opportunities to mix socially with locals, it was considered that
the Dounreay newcomers would be ‘less isolated than our employees at Windscale,
Harwell and Aldermaston’.157 This runs somewhat counter to the expectations of those,
like former employee Owen Pugh, who raised such questions as ‘what in the hell do you
do in a place like this?’.158

This chapter has highlighted that distance of travel and preconceptions about
Caithness life influenced whether an employee would take up a position at Dounreay.
Alongside chapter one, it has shown that these challenges were known to the UKAEA
from the outset of the project. Significantly, the UKAEA did not consider them
insurmountable, with it recognising that the benefits of the location, in terms of
geography and geology, outweighed the potential recruitment difficulties. In a first for
the United Kingdom’s atomic energy project, the UKAEA had to devise a range of
incentives to encourage staff to accept appointments.159 Without these, it is arguable that
the fast reactor programme could not have succeeded within an environment which – in
the mid-1950s – was based on an agricultural rather than scientific or industrial
economy: although industrial labour was available, local expertise in nuclear technology
was not. In its tailoring of its project to the far north of Scotland, the UKAEA
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introduced inducements which eased the cost of travel south and augmented the existing
recreational facilities to encourage social and sporting activities and aid integration. The
success of these measures and the impact of these on Caithness, will be explored in
chapters five and six. Recruitment and retainment were only possible, however, with the
provision of UKAEA housing to accommodate the influx of those who migrated to the
area for employment at Dounreay. Between 1955 and 1963 the UKAEA constructed
1007 houses for its employees, situated in two ‘atomic’ estates in Thurso and in smaller
settlements in Castletown and Scrabster. The significance of this introduction of a new
type of housing for a new type of community will be examined as we now explore the
creation of ‘atom town’ in chapter three.160
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Chapter three
Housing in Thurso: post-war planning and the UKAEA

3.0 Introduction

In March 1957 The Glasgow Herald reported that Dounreay was one of the ‘showpieces of the world’. Not only did it laud the plant itself, but declared that the United
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority was devising ‘a style of town planning and
architecture to match…except for roofs of local slate and some eccentricities of line,
they might be imported direct from East Kilbride, Bracknell, or any other of the more
elegant new towns’.1 This alignment of Thurso with the new towns places the expansion
of the burgh within its context of mid-twentieth century planning and development. The
burgh had to meet housing needs for a rapid population increase, much as new towns
were built to accommodate overspill populations from cities.2 Although on a smaller
scale, Thurso carried out its task within the wider culture of architectural development –
including that of Modernism’s drive for improvement and the creation of community in
response to the ‘mass society’ of the twentieth century.3 This chapter will show that
architecture and planning was as much a concern for Thurso, in the far north, as it was
for any of the new town developments in the central belt and beyond. In Thurso, this
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was brought into sharp focus by Dounreay and is a stand-out example of
technologically-motivated twentieth-century town planning: not only in the Highlands
and Islands, but across the United Kingdom.

In its consideration of Dounreay’s impact on the built environment of Thurso,
this chapter will focus on how housing needs were met during a period of abrupt
change. It will frame the expansion within the historic development of housing in the
burgh, before questioning how national post-war policy affected planning and
architecture in the area. Significantly, it will reveal the essential role of this housing in
supporting the UKAEA’s early nuclear energy programme.4 Bound up with this was
rural innovation, with the UKAEA, the Caithness local authorities and the Thurso
architectural firm of Sinclair Macdonald & Son co-operating in their pursuit of
community-building on an unprecedented scale, ensuring that ‘the town grew with the
population’.5 In 1952 Thurso’s town planners forecast that 150 new properties were
required to cater for natural growth, with an additional ninety-five to be constructed
over a twenty-year period.6 With 1007 UKAEA houses, plus 800 local authority and
Scottish Special Housing Association (SSHA) properties, built over the following
sixteen years, the scale of what was an unexpected atomic construction programme is
apparent (map 3). Recognising these challenging circumstances, this chapter will argue
that although architecture was carefully considered, it was secondary to economics with
a strict budget imposed by the Treasury during a period where post-war shortages
affected the supply of building materials. In its focus on the timber housing developed
at the beginning of the construction programme, it will show the need for location-
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specific solutions within the Dounreay context. What resulted was something which
was a product of its time, erected quickly for a specific purpose, fitting in with the postwar building ethos whilst also seeking to deliver the clean, rational community
espoused by Modernism.

Map 3. Post-war housing in Thurso.
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As an aside to nuclear development, the built environment of nuclear townships
in the United Kingdom is overlooked in the historiography in favour of the technical
and scientific elements of the project.7 Dounreay shows how the modernity inherent in
nuclear development extended beyond the technological, with the need to construct a
new type of housing for a new type of community. In this context, housing was imbued
with meaning: living in an atomic house revealed the occupant’s ‘atomic’ status and
their employment grade. Reflecting the view of architect Amos Rapoport, historian
Catriona Mackie underlines the reflexive relationship between the socio-cultural
environment and the built environment. Through this, it is possible to ‘learn about the
society and culture of a people by studying their built environment, and better
understand the built environment by placing it in its social and cultural context’.8 The
chapters of this thesis work together to provide this framework for the study of atomic
housing in Thurso, showing how the urban character of the town was conditioned by the
changing social circumstances. With the Dounreay site undergoing decommissioning
and expected to be cleared of its infrastructure within the next twenty years, the visible
remains of the fast breeder reactor programme will not be scientific: what will endure
are the physical markers of community. In assessing these, this chapter will show how
an area often considered rural and remote was able to adapt and accommodate a
population influx resulting from ‘the bustling modern world’ being brought into ‘a quiet
corner of Caithness with something of a rush’.9
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3.1 Planning precedent

Architectural historian Miles Glendinning recognises that achieving this level of change
necessitated the preparation of what was a ‘bold planning strategy’ to enable the
accommodation of this new population within the existing burgh.10 This strategy
heralded the peak of Thurso’s third phase of development, which began in 1920 and
comprised inter- and post-war development.11 The first phase was marked by the early
town, which grew up around the mouth of the River Thurso, with its irregular street
pattern typical of medieval burgh development. Phase two expansion occurred in 1798
when Sir John Sinclair of Ulbster laid out a new town to the south west of this area.12
This followed a rational grid pattern, a new style which had few precedents but grew in
popularity in the late eighteenth century after the development of the planned town of
Inveraray. Planned towns and villages were expected to provide a ‘new framework for
human life in the countryside’, facilitating a ‘revolution in the economy of the estate
and the nation’.13 Pultneytown in Wick was developed along these lines by Thomas
Telford and the British Fisheries Society in 1808. Together they founded Ullapool,
Tobermory and Lochbay, and although situated in geographically disparate coastal
areas, they were planned using a consistent approach ‘irrespective of regional building
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and settlement traditions’: a historic point of comparison for the UKAEA housing,
evidencing a lineage of rural development.14

Sir John Sinclair’s comprehensive design formed the framework of Thurso,
which remained reasonably static until the groundswell of the twentieth century drive
for housing. The passing of the Housing Act in 1919 made housing provision a national
responsibility, heralding the reduction of private housebuilding in the burgh and the rise
of local authority construction.15 These included the construction of social housing in
the Mountpleasant and Springpark areas in the east of the town and the Glebe closer to
the centre. These 1930s developments were coupled with sympathetic interventions in
the historic core of the old burgh, which was in danger of dereliction.16 As was the case
with Sinclair’s new town, these were all carefully planned, with the burgh appointing
eminent planner Sir Frank Mears as its planning consultant in 1936. The subsequent
regeneration of the old town drew on Mears’ practice of Traditionalism, which was
related to the ideals of his father-in-law, town planner Patrick Geddes.17 This involved
the ‘conservative surgery’ of the area to combine the old and new, ensuring sensitivity
in design to create visual harmony.18 The architectural work was undertaken by Sinclair
Macdonald & Son which, as architectural historian Diane Watters (2005) iterates,
developed a regional approach to burgh redevelopment, ‘fostering in turn a real local
sense of place and identity’ by re-using old walling, inserting site sensitive new build
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and using harl and Caithness stone (fig. 1).19 In employing Scotland’s lead planner
alongside local expertise, it is evident that Thurso Burgh Council was committed to
exemplary practice, something with which it continued in the middle of the century
when both firms collaborated on development planning.

Further development in the burgh was slowed by the outbreak of the Second
World War. National planning, however, continued, with The Scotsman reporting on the
first reading of the Housing (Scotland) Bill alongside stories of ‘sirens and the blackout’.20 The construction of new housing was to be a post-war priority for local
authorities: indeed, work had continued through the War and by November 1941,
18,829 of the 28,537 Scottish local authority houses under construction at its outbreak
had been completed.21 Planning for the future remained a priority amongst government
and practitioners alike. Architects A. Reiach and R. Hurd mixed practically with
idealism in their ambition ‘to plan and design our post-war Scotland nobly and bravely,
not for utility only, but for utility plus beauty’.22 They proposed a regeneration of
Scottish life, with the built environment at its heart as ‘burgh, village and farming
communities have as much right to good architecture as city dwellers’.23 As part of this
they called for the de-centralisation of industry to inject ‘new vitality’ into smaller
burghs.24 In placing the built environment at the centre of this, they sought compromise
between innovation and tradition; something later evidenced in Dounreay’s atomic
housing developments.25
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3.2 Post-war Highland housing

Established nine years after the end of World War Two, Dounreay and its associated
infrastructure was developed within the context of a post-war ‘national reconstruction
drive of unprecedented vigour’.26 In August 1945 the Minister of Health, Henry
Willink, outlined the government’s proposal to treat the following years as ‘a period of
national emergency, when emergency measures must be taken’, including the
prioritisation of housing over all other civil needs.27 To achieve these goals during a
period of shortage – lead, tiles, slates, fireclay, draining pipes, fittings, timber, and
plasterboard were amongst the materials in short supply – non-traditional building
methods were employed.28 The resulting properties were permanent with elements of
prefabrication, and used labour systems and materials not normally seen in house
building. Rather than traditional materials like stone or brick cavity walls, materials
such as concrete, timber and steel were used, with approved ‘type designs’ developed.
With state assistance, a programme of 1000 timber houses for the Highlands and Islands
was announced in 1949. Speaking at the unveiling of the first of these in Lerwick, J.J.
Robertson, the Joint Under-Secretary of State for Scotland, celebrated housing as the
keystone of the regeneration of the Highlands and Islands: ‘People all over the world
will realise that the Highlands and Islands are not dead, but they are still very much
alive’.29 Modern housing, constructed quickly and economically, was thus a signifier of
regeneration. When coupled with the opportunities provided by the development of new
industry or technology, new forms of rural living and working began to emerge.
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Running through this thesis is the voice of those determined to solve the
‘Highland problem’ of chronic under-development and depopulation. Whether it was
being set out in A Programme of Highland Development (1950) or vociferously stated
by Sir David Robertson MP, the solution for many rested on securing ‘proper standards
of life and the means of paying for them’.30 The improvement of housing conditions, as
outlined by J.J. Robertson, was an intrinsic part of this.31 In 1955 planner F.R.
Stevenson identified the question of ‘what to do with the Highlands’ as one of the
‘paramount problems’ affecting planning in Scotland in the 1950s.32 Writing
contemporaneously to the Dounreay scheme, Stevenson recognised that ‘while the drift
of population southwards cannot be altogether halted or offset by emigration
northwards, general settlement conditions in the Highlands must improve as the new
potential is exploited’.33 Recognising the longer history of this, historian Andrew
Perchard identifies the lack of ‘sufficient and adequate housing for workforces’ as ‘one
of the perennial brakes on economic growth in the Highlands and Islands’.34 Thus,
where twentieth-century industrial development occurred in the region, the construction
of housing was essential.35 This was integral to the British Aluminium Company’s
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(BACo) developments in Kinlochleven and Inverlochy, where it built entire planned
company villages over an extended period between 1907 and 1975. Elsewhere,
dispersed development was undertaken by the Forestry Commission, with the Press and
Journal reporting in 1947 that it sought to ‘repopulate the countryside with hardy,
contented families’.36 Between 1946 and 1958 the Commission constructed 574 new
houses, with twice that number being built to accommodate forestry workers by local
authorities or other bodies. By 1955, the Forestry Commission had the use of
approximately 1400 properties: afforestation certainly had ‘injected new life into the
community’ an example which was to be followed by the UKAEA in Thurso on a more
intense scale.37

3.3 Finding a way forward

In the ‘Dounreay householder’s handbook’, site director Robert Hurst looked to
Thurso’s past, praising Sir John Sinclair’s ‘foresight and sound planning’ in turning the
burgh into one of the ‘most enterprising and attractive towns in the north of Scotland’.38
Furthering this, he explained that ‘its character, its position in relation to Dounreay and
its evident capacity for further expansion’ were all factors which influenced the choice
of site for the fast reactor. Placing the UKAEA scheme within this lineage, he remarked
that Thurso had, for the ‘second time’, been ‘“fairly set a-going”’ by well-planned
development. In doing so, he lauded the far-sightedness of the town and county councils
for a smooth and rapid expansion process. This was something which received
widespread attention, with The Glasgow Herald reporting that Thurso’s growth was
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occurring at ‘breakneck speed’: a significant turnaround for a local authority which had
built only forty houses per annum between 1949 and 1954.39

As a planning authority, Thurso Burgh Council was now required to oversee the
construction of 993 houses within the town boundary. Chapter one demonstrated the
enthusiasm with which it greeted the reactor project, revealing that it approved a
selection of building sites within two days of Eccles’s parliamentary announcement.40
The significance of this act is heightened when considered alongside the fact that the
UKAEA did not receive such a positive response nationwide: in the case of Windscale
it experienced ‘great difficulty’ in obtaining agreement from the Seascale authorities,
with the result that the housing scheme fell behind schedule.41 In Thurso, however, local
authority support was established from the outset, with the complexity of this unusual
situation relying on the formation of strong working relationships. Co-operation
between bodies with their own ideals and procedures was necessary to ensure the
success of their shared aim: to provide accommodation and community for an expanded
population within a limited timescale. The relationship between the UKAEA and
Thurso Burgh Council was central to this, and something which the former was keen to
promote. In the information pack issued for the press visit in May 1957, the UKAEA
described its reception from Thurso Burgh Council and Caithness County Council as
‘warm and friendly’, citing them as ‘most co-operative’.42 Reflecting this, Thurso’s
Provost John Sinclair said ‘I think the atomic authority are treating the council very well
indeed’.43 This mutual assistance was essential when a threefold increase in population
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meant that transport, infrastructure, schools, healthcare, retail and other social and
commercial requirements had to be addressed, something which fell to the county and
particularly local authorities.

Thurso Burgh Council’s support could only extend so far, however. As outlined
in the previous chapter, it was common practice for the local authority of the selected
area to finance and construct much of the staff accommodation, before leasing it to the
UKAEA.44 UKAEA-built housing was only to be provided ‘as a last resort’.45 The
number of properties envisaged in May 1954 was 200, as opposed to the 1007
eventually built.46 This in itself was a significant number and was too much to ask of an
unprepared council without the required experience or funds. Several factors, all
supported by the Department of Health for Scotland (DHS), meant that for the UKAEA
the ‘last resort’ approach was unavoidable. Finance was the main concern, with the
burgh council’s small resource set for absorption by the inevitable development of
amenities.47 A local authority build would result in an increase in rates of 2/- in the
pound and a heavy burden for ratepayers.48 Problems for the DHS would also have
ensued, as it provided a higher building subsidy to Highland and Island local authorities
due to the increased costs associated with the region.49 This statutory power was not

By 1956 the UKAEA’s Industrial Group had housing provision available or underway on the following
estates. Construction was split between the UKAEA and local authorities. Risley: Newchurch, Alum
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Sutton, Manorfield Close, Manor Farm; Dounreay: Thurso; Chapelcross: Annan (TNA, AB16/1429 92,
‘Establishments and relevant housing estates’, 10 October 1956).
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‘intended to embrace large developments for incoming populations’, ruling out this
form of government contribution to the project.50

These initial housing discussions occurred during the transition formation period
of the UKAEA, with protocol under the Atomic Energy Authority Act of 1954 not yet
established. Under the previous arrangement, the Ministry of Works was tasked with
accommodating staff employed in government establishments in Scotland as required,
usually employing the Scottish Special Housing Association (SSHA) as construction
agents.51 However, under the UKAEA, Dounreay did not constitute a government
establishment in the ‘strict sense of the term’.52 In July 1954 the newly-formed UKAEA
decided against any involvement from the Scottish Ministry of Supply and thus the
SSHA in the Dounreay housing, favouring direct building through the agency of private
architects.53

Reflecting the significance of the project, ambitions in this regard were initially
high. D.A. Shirlaw, Director of Administration for the UKAEA Industrial Group,
recommended that Professor Robert Matthew be appointed architect-in-chief.54 Whilst
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architect to London County Council, Matthew ‘masterminded’ the building of the Royal
Festival Hall, with his architects becoming ‘world leaders’ in Modernist housing
design.55 In 1953 he returned to Scotland to establish his private practice in Edinburgh,
an action which signified ‘a final and decisive breakthrough in the fortunes of the
Modern Movement in Scotland’ on account of his focus on the integration of
architecture and planning. Other private practices were also considered, including
Gillespie, Kidd & Coia and Stratton, Davis & Yates, two firms which won Saltire
awards for housing in 1953.56 Sam Bunton, who had undertaken extensive work on
experimental prefabrication processes in the 1940s, was also suggested by the Ministry
of Works. Basil Spence & Partners, which went on to design the new Thurso High
School utilising concrete alongside Caithness stone to root it ‘firmly in its locale’, was
also put forward for consideration.57

All these firms were renowned practitioners operating within the Modernist
oeuvre; with staff dedicated to ‘solving, architecturally, the most difficult of social
problems’ through the provision of well-designed housing estates in which community
could thrive.58 In a situation where a large population was expected to integrate into a
new society, the use of Modernist architects, or at least its tenets, was logical. As the
signifier of ‘one of the key instruments of modernity’, it was incumbent on the UKAEA
to provide a style of housing to match.

Glendinning, ‘Introduction’, p. 11.
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3.4 Looking to the past to plan for the future

Despite this ambition of employing a significant Scottish practice on the Thurso
housing, internal expertise coupled with local knowledge prevailed. Together with the
burgh’s longstanding planning consultant, H.A. Rendel Govan, and the support of the
UKAEA’s architectural team at Risley, the Thurso firm of Sinclair Macdonald & Son
was tasked with handling the scheme. Yet the Caithness firm should not be considered
less capable than its city counterparts, much of whose eminence has been conferred in
retrospect. The latter have been subject to detailed study, leading to their prominence in
the literature of mid-twentieth century architectural practice.59 Thus this study of the
mid-century work of Sinclair Macdonald & Son will redress this balance by focusing on
a Highland firm which significantly shaped the far north. Local knowledge was vital for
the largescale development of a burgh which had previously only made changes which
affected a reasonably stable population.

Sinclair Macdonald & Son’s experience of planning and development, coupled
with the firm’s position as the far north’s most prominent architect, makes it easy to see
why it was the UKAEA’s preferred choice for the project.60 The firm was responsible
for the site layout and project-managed the construction activity, from assessing tenders
to addressing tenants’ complaints once the properties were occupied. It acted as the
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point of contact between the UKAEA and the burgh council, with Hugh Sinclair
Macdonald representing the voice of the UKAEA at housing and planning meetings.
Scotsman columnist Wilfred Taylor reported that he was ‘a tower of strength when it
comes to keeping the atomics and the people of Thurso in touch’, acting as a ‘useful
liaison man’ in the same way as Dounreay’s Reay-born general secretary Donald
Carmichael.61 This use of local talent continues to counter the idea, discussed in chapter
one, that the UKAEA rode ‘roughshod’ over communities.62 It is especially resonant
when considered alongside anthropologist Kimberley Masson’s assertion that to arrive
in Caithness and ‘attempt to “take over” or “change” the place is to make few friends
and encourage suspicion about one’s motives. To “sit back, learn from the locals” and
mimic is advantageous’.63 The UKAEA did not sit back nor mimic, but its actions show
that it did root its development within the town’s building lineage. Thus, during a period
of palpable change, Sinclair Macdonald & Son helped further enhance the community
that it had been developing since 1889; but now, in the 1950s, the circumstance of
having to undertake such an expansion within a short period of time was unique.

The groundwork for Thurso’s mid-century development had been laid Scotlandwide several years before the UKAEA’s arrival in the area. ‘Indifferent’ design and a
proliferation of houses constructed quickly without proper planning led to the
undertaking of the 1943 wartime social survey, The Location of Dwellings in Scottish
Towns. This ‘inquiry into some of the factors relevant to the planning of new
communities’ was undertaken for the DHS’s Housing Advisory Committee and took the
form of a survey of public opinion of four broad concepts – the family, the home, the
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community and interests. These were identified as the main factors relevant to the
problem of planning the distribution of new houses and new communities.64 Housing
and planning Acts in 1930, 1932 and 1935 and 1945 had gone some way to addressing
this, encouraging local authorities to consider the ‘artistic quality’ of layout and
planning and how this related to the ‘beauty of the landscape or countryside’. It was not
until the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1947, however, that procedures
were consolidated. Announcing the bill, Secretary of State for Scotland Joseph
Westwood decreed that planning ‘must be made a positive instrument for securing that
all land in the country is put to the best use in the national interest as well as in the local
interest. It must also aim at providing that balanced blend of town and country that is so
essential to the whole economy of Scotland’.65 Any development in Thurso was
therefore to be carried out under the auspices of this Act.

Following the Act’s passing, each planning authority was required to produce a
development plan by July 1951. This had to show planned development and expansion
over the next ten years, which was to be determined based on the results of extensive
physical, economic and sociological surveying of the district. Thurso turned to
precedent and engaged the firm of Sir Frank Mears, as it had done in the 1930s. By this
time Mears had worked on town plans for parts of Greenock, Glasgow and Stirling
before the Second World War and on key developments – such as his plan for Central
and South-east Scotland – immediately thereafter. In again selecting Mears, Thurso
Burgh Council revealed the extent of its ambitions for a scheme which not only
respected what had gone before but was also at the cutting edge of regional planning.
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This reflected the belief of social scientists Mary Gregor and Ruth Crichton, who, in
their 1946 study of BACo’s village development at Kinlochleven, stated that ‘some
people seem to think that the services of first-class architects and town-planners can
only be available to large communities, but there is no reason why this should be so’.66
Planning for small communities has added resonance with regard to Mears, who had a
longstanding interest in rural issues having established the Association for the
Preservation of Rural Scotland in 1926 in a bid to ensure the protection of Scotland’s
rural landscapes via effective planning and land protection schemes.67 Notably, during
this period BACo engaged Mears as planner for their company settlement at Inverlochy,
an act which Perchard recognises as a ‘genuine commitment on the part of the company
to improving living conditions…set against poor housing infrastructure in the region’.68
As in Inverlochy, the provision of workforce accommodation in Thurso was an essential
part of ensuring the success of the wider industrial project.

In Mears, Thurso Burgh Council had a socially-conscious planner dedicated to
‘seeking solutions to contemporary Scottish problems’ in both rural and urban areas.69
At the time of the burgh survey, Thurso’s ‘problems’ were unsurprising: seventy-one
houses were considered ‘unfit or sub-standard’, unemployment was high and prosperity
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was ‘vulnerable’.70 More remarkable was the ‘particularly thorny problem’ of ‘too much
public transport’, with neither rail, road, air or sea effectively catering for ‘an
inadequate amount of traffic’.71 It was with this collection of issues that Thurso’s midcentury development planning began, with relatively little of substance to focus on.
Mears himself believed that the 1947 planning act was primarily devised to meet the
needs of growing communities, something which the Highlands was not blessed with.72
Similarly Robert Grieve, who served as regional planning officer for the northern area
and chief planning officer for Scotland before taking on the first chairmanship of the
Highlands and Islands Development Board (HIDB) in 1965, recalled that the provisions
of the 1947 Act ‘could not be applied except as a kind of administrative ritual in the
Highlands and Islands’.73 Yet by 1954 it was evident that the Act and its development
plan – which was to cover housing, schools, transport, roads, communications,
recreation space, industry, churches, and retail – would be far from a mere
administrative process for Thurso. Faced with rapid repopulation which would affect
each of these aspects, it became one of the few Highland communities for whom, in the
face of population increase, the Act was worthwhile.

3.5 Development planning

The Act and its development planning process offered a framework in which Thurso
Burgh Council, Sinclair Macdonald and Sir Frank Mears & Partners could plan for an
expanding society. The latter was represented by firm partner H.A. Rendel Govan, who
had assisted with previous development in the burgh, following Mears’ death in 1953.
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The framework took on new significance in the following year, when a planning
process which had been hitherto straightforward was turned on its head upon the
Dounreay project’s announcement. Although the UKAEA was not responsible for
delivering the development plan, its requirements were to formulate the greater part of
it. On the day of the announcement, the DHS contacted the Department of Atomic
Energy to discuss the numbers, types and sizes of houses which it required.74 This
immediate progress was to mark a shift in local authority priority from addressing the
needs of a stable population to accommodating an incoming workforce which, in early
1954, was expected to amount to a total of between 200 and 300 houses to house 600
people. As mentioned, this estimate was soon surpassed, and by the completion of the
housing programme in 1963, 1007 houses had been built and six purchased, making a
total of 1013 UKAEA properties in the area. The overall scheme of construction was
based on the number of incoming employees and their marital status, with the UKAEA
adopting a formula based on the assumption that out of every 100 people, sixty would
be married.75 Timber non-traditional houses, traditional and semi-traditional brick
houses, all-electric ‘A-type’ houses, flats and maisonettes were constructed, and single
men and apprentices were accommodated in one of the hostels converted or built for the
purpose at Ormlie Lodge or Naver House. Properties were also built outwith the burgh,
with eight at Scrabster and six at Castletown. One existing house in Halkirk was
purchased, along with three in Thurso, to provide ‘suitable’ accommodation for the
most senior staff.
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Thurso’s development plan was due for submission to the DHS on 1 July 1951,
but continual requests for extensions to this deadline in order to complete this extensive
programme of housing resulted in submission in 1958 and approval in 1960. Latterly
this was due to Dounreay, although earlier opportunities such as the need to quantify the
proposed forestry and agricultural developments at Strathoykell, Assynt, Strath
Halladale and Strathnaver also had an effect.76 Although significant in their own way,
when compared with Dounreay – which set the planning process back by at least four
years – these considerations were minimal. During this early period UKAEA
requirements changed frequently due to revisions in the numbers of staff and an
increase in the proportion of the workforce coming from outwith the local area.77
Between 1954 and 1956 the scope had doubled, with the estimated works strength rising
from 600 to 1300. The UKAEA’s D.A. Shirlaw explained away the lower figure as part
of ‘their early views, when they did not know how the station would develop’; adding
yet another ‘unknown’ element to those Sir Christopher Hinton openly associated with
the fast breeder project.78 The increased number of houses necessitated the extension of
the burgh boundary to the west so that housing could be developed at Ormlie and
Pennyland, altering the town limits and changing the use of former agricultural land.79
Continued UKAEA modifications resulted in on-going frustration on the part of the
burgh council, with the latter informing the DHS that ‘until the UKAEA decide on the
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number of their houses which they wish to erect within the burgh, it would be futile to
attempt to finalise the development plan’.80 The UKAEA was fortunate in Thurso’s
privileged position as one of the only two small burghs in Scotland, the other being St
Andrews, which had ‘special case’ control over its own planning affairs.81 Small town
planning powers usually rested with the county rather than town councils, but Thurso
‘gained them because she had enough drive and civic sense’ to adopt the Town and
Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1932 when ‘few other places had the vision to do
so’.82 This meant that applications could be passed by the burgh council at local level
with minimal bureaucracy: a policy which undoubtedly assisted in the co-operation
between local authority and UKAEA.

This co-operation was most actively sought by Thurso’s town clerk in his
repeated requests to the UKAEA for fixed information about its housing needs.
Reaching out to Donald Carmichael, G.L. Robertson clarified that his ‘council’s
planning consultant cannot complete the pre-submission plan until you indicate your
future policy with regard to housing…the siting of these houses, as you will appreciate,
must be considered as an all over development rather than as a separate entity’: echoing
Hugh Sinclair Macdonald’s 1950 assertion that ‘all building and housing projects were
considered not as individual entities but in relation to the general planning of the
town’.83 This development planning process had a significant impact on the crystallising
of the UKAEA’s proposals. The following month it acknowledged that it had not yet
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considered the optimum size of the Dounreay establishment, and that quantifying this
was vital if an informed housing provision schedule could be produced.84 It decided that
the maximum size of the plant should not exceed 2500 employees, to be reached within
a period of ten to fifteen years. It noted that an increase in Thurso’s population to 8000
was acceptable to the local authorities, but exceeding this risked overwhelming the
available facilities.85 Even after the development plan was submitted in 1958, reassessment due to continued expansion was required, with The Glasgow Herald
reporting that ‘yet again’ Thurso, which had doubled the size of its territory, had to
revise and advertise new amendments to the development to accommodate a population
of 9000.86

3.6 Building for speed

Within the context of such a continually evolving project, the development planning
process provided a structured town plan which accommodated the requirements of both
atomic and local authorities. This was essential when previous post-war expansion in
the burgh had not proved as successful as Mears’ and Macdonald’s old town renovation.
Mears lamented the lack of consistency in the post-war house types which had been
erected, resulting in the local authority housing area of Springpark becoming ‘like a
well-arranged table disfigured by non-matching china’ (fig. 2).87 Springpark had been
laid out in ‘conformity with Sir John Sinclair’s original ideas west of the river and
modern ideas of housing’ but small batches of different non-traditional house types
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were built in the area, leading to an architecturally unsatisfying result.88 Rendel Govan
was aware of the scheme’s shortcomings, insisting it was ‘not what it ought to have
been or what it was intended to be’ due to the burgh’s inability to ‘maintain open
spaces’, one of the key factors of Modernist planning.89 This offered some guidance for
the planning of the UKAEA estates, which became priority following the March
announcement. Indeed, Sir Christopher Hinton specifically wanted to avoid the ‘effect
that has been produced by terraced rows of Snowcem houses on the east side of the
Thurso river’: design input was coming from the highest level.90

In 1953 John O’Groat Journal commentator ‘Thor’ remarked on local opinion,
reporting that a Thurso citizen suggested that the Springpark ‘suburb did not “belong”
to the town’.91 He identified ‘a gap between the old and the new which is emphasized
by the whiteness of the walls’ of the modern estate, but predicted that ‘the site will
gradually merge into and become an integral part of the town’. This reflects a key midcentury juncture in Scottish architectural history characterised by the shifting
relationship between design tradition and modernity.92 For Thurso, the Springpark postwar housing signalled a break from the previous infill developments which aimed to
maintain the character of the town. Expansion, however, necessitated a move away from
the existing burgh footprint whilst post-war shortages meant that economic methods had
to be used: something which also typified the planning of the UKAEA’s estates. It is
this which had a marked effect on the sense of ‘belonging’ which ‘Thor’ identified. As a
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socio-anthropological concept, ‘belonging’ is usually discussed in relation to people;
something examined in chapter five.93 Housing, however, is readily bound-up with this,
particularly where largescale development impacts on the character of an area. In
Thurso’s case, this was determined by the long-standing use of stone and local slate in
the built environment.

As architect-in-chief for the atomic housing, Hugh Sinclair Macdonald – a
Traditionalist who believed that Sir Frank Mears’ burgh plan of the 1930s and 40s was
‘a masterpiece’ – was therefore keen to preserve as much of this character as possible.94
This intention was shared by the UKAEA, which had sought guidance in this regard
from the North of Scotland Hydro Electric Board (NSHEB); a body also building in the
north albeit on a smaller scale. Unlike the UKAEA, NSHEB had its own housing
agency, the Hydro-Electric Housing Society which was formed under the Housing
(Scotland Acts) 1950 and 1952 to take advantage of available building subsidies. It was
dedicated to using local materials such as stone and slate in the construction of its
housing, just as it used them in its power stations.95 NSHEB architects Jim Armstrong
and Marcus Johnston recall that ‘designs came to the office as little brick boxes, but Mr
Shearer (chief architect) was convinced that for local communities to accept the hydro
buildings they would have to build in stone to link them to their local area’.96 This use
of local materials was considered by UKAEA, and was something which NSHEB was
keen to promote, even offering the services of its housing society to build a proportion
of UKAEA houses in stone. The secretary of the Board, Tom Lawrie, enthused, ‘we are
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confident that we could get them built sooner than you are ready to occupy them; so
encouraging is our recent scheme to build thirty stone houses in collaboration with
Ross-shire County Council and the Forestry Commission…It demonstrates that we are
willing to be put on our mettle to show what can be done in the way of stone
building’.97 This offer was sanctioned by NSHEB’s Chairman Tom Johnston, the
former Secretary of State. Staying true to his desire for the regeneration of the
Highlands and Islands, Johnston saw the use of local materials as an opportunity to
reinvigorate the stonemason’s craft. In response, Shirlaw stated that the architectural
team would be ‘fully instructed’ on its policy of making as much use of local material
as possible.98

Although architecturally desirable, building in stone was impracticable for
immediate requirements. The UKAEA’s priority was accommodating those who were
due to arrive in July 1955, with tenders for the first fifty houses sought by Sinclair
Macdonald & Son in November 1954.99 Based on the outcome of the Second World
War Burt Committee, which was set up ‘to consider materials and methods of
construction suitable for the building of houses and flats, having regard to efficiency,
economy and speed of erection’, non-traditional types of housing were requested.100
This was essential, considering the later decree that ‘the housing programme must be
achieved in order not to prejudice the scheduled opening of Dounreay’.101 The basic
specification was for ‘the erection of fifty houses of prefabricated or non-traditional
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type in semi-detached blocks, each house having a minimum floor area of 910 square
feet, and generally conforming to basic plan’.102 The success of a tender depended on
the price, the aesthetics and the ability to carry out the contract in the specified time.
Invitations to tender were sent to companies across the UK, with the contract awarded
to Messrs. W.J. Simms Sons & Cooke from Nottingham, which put forward an
‘attractive’ design for a two-storey timber house which ‘would be in harmony with the
traditional type houses to be erected on the remainder of the site’ (figs. 3-4).103

The construction drive after the Second World War meant that firms had
developed their own non-traditional houses, or had their favourite supplier already
established, as was the case with those which submitted tenders for the Thurso project.
Six firms failed to submit, but correspondence reveals that a variety of house types were
suggested. These included the Precut House, ‘NOT a prefab…but built of solid timber’;
the Easiform House, a ‘new tradition’ house which had ‘always commended itself
particularly on the score of speed of erection’; and the Reema System, which ‘achieves
great savings in building time’. The greatest competition to Simms’ system came from
Alexander Hall and Alexander Sutherland. Sutherland submitted a tender based on the
Colt House, which ‘must not be considered as resembling ordinary “prefabs”’ and was
‘particularly suitable in damp exposed localities’.104 The cost per house, however, was
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£417 more than Simms’ £1850, which included fees, contingencies and services.105 Hall
proposed two options: one for a timber or brick house in accordance with the basic plan,
and another for a Hall Cottage, which was virtually of traditional construction.106
Despite the variety, Hugh Sinclair Macdonald was ‘keenly disappointed’ at what he
considered to be a ‘considerable lack of effort on the part of the Scottish firms, none of
whom complied fully with the specification’.107 Simms on the other hand, produced a
house of ‘considerable charm and character, based on the basic plan and specification’,
with the distance from Nottingham to Thurso offering no impediment. He concluded
that the attitude of the Scottish firms appeared to be that ‘their own house was better
than anything else that could be produced, and that unless the Atomic Energy Authority
were prepared to take their product, they would not be interested’.108 Addressing this,
Hall ‘found it impossible to get a reliable firm of architects to work up a basic plan and
give it the consideration it deserved in the short time available’, indicating that the
UKAEA’s choice was restricted by its need for speedy construction.109

In fulfilling this contract, Simms designed and constructed fifty two-storey,
three-bedroomed houses in blocks of two, clad with western red cedar boarding and
roofed with ‘Clansman’ concrete tiles (figs. 5-13). The timber ‘pre-cut’ superstructure
was manufactured at Simms’ works in Nottingham and transported by road to Thurso,
displaying elements of prefabrication which were a feature of many non-traditional
house types.110 Simms’ homes were ‘completely suited to widely different climates and
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conditions’, with it using its ‘unique combination of skill and experience’ to meet the
buyers’ expectations.111 This was clearly attractive to Sinclair Macdonald & Son in its
desire for a bespoke product suited to the rigours of Caithness. Indeed, in a letter to
Hugh Sinclair Macdonald, Simms’s sales manager reinforced that the firm had
previously designed a two-storey house for use in Canada, meaning that ‘their use in
Caithness would, therefore, ensure that their weather resisting properties would be equal
to the conditions’.112 Commentator ‘Thor’ initially considered them ‘flimsy’ in
appearance, before conceding that ‘they may stand up to the rigours of our wintry
weather better than some of our permanents have done in the past’.113

The first ten houses were occupied on 31st July 1955, and the contract completed
behind schedule in November 1955 following a build process beset with problems
during and after construction. The delay was a constant source of concern for the
UKAEA, which although troubled by the rate of progress, was ‘very pleased indeed
with the appearance of the houses’.114 Macdonald was ‘disappointed at the poor quality
of the cladding’ and insistent that the back door be altered to open inwards as ‘an
external door opening out would be useless in this climate’. 115 This was exacerbated in
December 1955, when ‘the wind was so strong that it was forcing open the doors above
and below the locks and water was penetrating freely into the houses. While conditions
were very severe, they are typical of what we must expect, and a considerable effort
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must be made to overcome this defect’.116 Evidently the far north presented its own
particular problems with regards to construction.

Despite setbacks, Simms was awarded further UKAEA contracts for housing in
Thurso, completing six non-traditional houses at Isauld in 1956, twenty-four temporary
bungalows in 1956, fifty-six non-traditional houses in 1957, and fifty non-traditional
houses in 1958.117 It was praise indeed when the UKAEA’s architecture branch stated
‘without question’ that ‘the only known firm who can complete the programme in time,
producing the standard of house required, is Simms’.118 The UKAEA’s Donald
Carmichael felt that as well as being attractive, the timber houses would be ‘easy and
pleasant to live in’.119 Former resident John Walford confirmed this, calling them
‘lovely and warm’, ‘excellent’ and ‘insulated far better than any others were at that
time’.120 Don Ryan held a similar opinion about these ‘wonderful little living machines’
which were ‘well insulated and well designed’ (fig. 14).121

Economy of build and speed of construction meant that the timber housing met
the UKAEA’s requirement for accommodation which could be constructed quickly and
cheaply. It was not, however, without its critics. For the UKAEA, cost was first,
consideration of the aesthetics was second; this was a chief concern in a location where
the cost per house was higher than at other sites due to difficulties in transport and
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obtaining labour.122 The high tenders it received for the construction of traditional
houses led it to considering a vastly increased number of timber houses for its
scheme.123 In-keeping with the notion of ‘belonging’, the town council’s opinion of this
was clear:

Thurso is primarily a stone-built town. It has not been possible to
build all local authority housing schemes of stone, but a determined
effort has been made to use local materials as far as possible. Thurso
has considerable civic pride, and I feel sure that the idea of a timber
suburb would be met with dismay.124

This opinion was shared by the town’s Provost, John Sinclair, and planner, Rendel
Govan. Significantly, Macdonald stated that ‘it would be nothing short of a tragedy, and
indeed, a serious breach of trust, if the appearance and character of the town were to be
altered by the UKAEA housing estate’.125 As an alternative, Macdonald suggested
redesigning the traditional houses to a lower standard – ‘one more in-keeping with local
authority standards’ – or including smaller two-bedroomed properties. This was
preferable to proceeding with an all-timber community with its complications, ‘not the
least of these being the unfortunate effect on the present excellent public relations’. In
terms of urban character, it is evident that differing opinions had the potential to
strongly influence working relationships. In refusing a timber suburb, Thurso Burgh
Council extended the timetable of construction and increased the UKAEA’s costs. More
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profoundly, however, it exerted control, ensuring that the burgh expanded in accordance
with its vision.

By the end of the building programme in May 1963, four recognised estates of
UKAEA houses had been built in Thurso at Castlegreen, Ormlie and Pennyland to the
west of the River Thurso and Mount Vernon to the east.126 What the UKAEA settled on
for the majority of its Thurso houses was a semi-traditional style of build, using a
prefabricated timber frame, brickwork, and exterior harling, with rolling contracts
awarded to Alexander Hall & Son of Aberdeen (fig. 15).127 Four blocks of three-storey
flats were also constructed, addressing the local authority’s request for a higher density
of housing to save the use of valuable agricultural land (figs. 16-17).128 This concern
was reflected in planning processes nationwide, with councils torn between the need to
provide housing and the necessity of maintaining good land for farming.129
Additionally, the council agreed to an extended number of timber houses once they
were certain that houses of a more traditional appearance would also be built.130 Despite
the debate, the UKAEA was able to come full circle with its timber houses, with
NSHEB requesting working drawings and specifications following the DHS’s
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suggestion that ‘other people building in the remote northern areas’ might be interested:
confirmation indeed that what it had produced was a success.131

3.7 Social structures

As chapter two demonstrated, a good standard of housing provided at a reasonable rent
was a location-specific incentive designed to attract the workforce to Caithness: without
appropriate housing, there would have been no fast breeder reactor programme at
Dounreay. For Willie Sloss, who arrived at Dounreay in 1961, the lure of ‘modern
housing, downstairs toilet and upstairs bathroom, three bedrooms and nice big living
room, garage’ cemented his decision to move.132 ‘Thor’ reported that a Dounreay
employee living in ‘one of the new homes with under-floor heating’ was ‘well pleased
with this – for the north anyway – latest type of house’.133 This all-electric ‘A-type’
house was considered the ‘house of the future’, encouraging the UKAEA to ‘keep upto-date in houses’ that were built to last (fig. 18).134 Arguably, this put Thurso at the
vanguard of modern housing initiatives at a time when slum conditions elsewhere in the
country, as described by James Stuart, the Secretary of State for Scotland, were ‘a
constant reproach and serious problem’.135 Although Caithness was not without its
difficulties in this regard, the UKAEA’s Sir Christopher Hinton was ‘impressed by the
standard of council houses in Caithness’.136 Despite this positivity, the UKAEA opted
for a house type with a higher average cost than the local authority equivalent. This was
partly justified by the reduced duration of construction, with the UKAEA’s housing due
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to take six or eight months, compared with eighteen months to two years for the local
authority.137 More significantly, however, the houses were larger and built to a better
specification as ‘the general class of occupant would be higher’.138 In highlighting this,
the UKAEA acknowledged a sense of difference which builds on chapter two’s
discussion of preconceptions and pre-empts chapter four’s focus on migration. Notably,
this awareness of the need for a higher standard of housing was shared by Thurso Burgh
Council, which recognised it could not have built the UKAEA properties because the
set ‘economy standards’ it used would have fallen below the requirements of the
UKAEA.139 As a group, the incoming atomics – with their professional and scientific
focus – were considered a higher class than the local Caithnessians whose working lives
were dominated by the primary industries.140 As the following chapters will show, the
belief that the atomics were ‘more sophisticated’ persisted.141 Such ‘group-sense’ is
something which Richard Hoggart describes as ‘that feeling of being not so much an
individual with “a way to make” as one of a group whose members are all roughly level
and likely to remain so’.142 This was certainly applied in the UKAEA housing decisionmaking process, with all atomic citizens considered of a ‘higher class’ than locals:
difference was therefore manifested in the built environment long before the first atomic
arrived.
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The circumstances, however, were more nuanced than this illustration of ‘groupsense’ suggests. Housing, for the UKAEA, was evidently bound up with class
distinction.143 Within the UKAEA, this was most firmly expressed when discussing
staff grades and the corresponding housing allocation, with the size and quality of
housing increasing with grade.144 This polarisation was summarised neatly by the
UKAEA’s D.A. Shirlaw as being of a ‘better class type for higher managerial staff’ and
being of ‘normal council type’ for the remaining eligible staff, with housing allocated to
people moving to the area, rather than those who were locally based.145 As discussed,
the first contract awarded was for the construction of timber ‘C-type’ (also known as ‘Ttype) houses, which comprised three and four bedrooms. This was the property type
analogous with the ‘normal council’ type of house. These were expressly for nonindustrial staff lower than executive officer grade and industrials: essentially the lowest
ranking qualifying employees. Two- and three-bedroom flats and three- and fourbedroomed semi-traditional houses were also contained within the ‘C-type’ bracket. ‘Btype’ houses, for executive officer equivalent and above and engineer level and above
were of semi-traditional construction and available with three or four bedrooms: those at
engineer 1 level qualified for a ‘B-type’ with an attached garage, with it being
determined that ‘these staff would require houses of a middle-class standard’.146 ‘A-
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type’ four-bedroomed houses with attached garage were offered only to banded officers
in senior positions.147

Garages were a clear signifier of status and played a significant role in managing
employees’ expectations (fig. 19). The UKAEA’s J. Parkin justified their inclusion in
the building programme as the ‘normal type of house bought by a professional man of
the financial standing’ of grade 1 would ‘undoubtedly have its own garage’. Furthering
this, he felt that it would have been a ‘retrograde step to depress the living standards of
our employees below those normally accepted outside’ the UKAEA.148 This reflects
planner Barry Cullingworth’s assessment that the plans for new towns were ‘almost
lavish in providing one garage for every four houses’.149 The numbers of cars doubled
in both the 1950s and 1960s, making it difficult for planners to keep up.150 Garages
were an ongoing concern for the UKAEA, with numbers, locations, and the timing of
their construction changing frequently due to cost. As D.A. Shirlaw remarked, ‘we are
pretty certain that we shall need a larger proportion of garages on this estate than
elsewhere due to its isolation from large community centres’.151 Further to this, Donald
Carmichael stressed ‘we have been strongly criticised by our tenants for failing to
provide garages in a salt laden and corrosive climate and in a locality where it is almost
essential to have a car if one is to live at all’.152 These are strong words indeed, and
indicate some of the additional challenges that building in the far north presented.
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Reflecting architect Robert Matthew’s 1955 assertion that the ‘architect’s task
was to lay the foundations not only of a new architecture but of a new society’, the
UKAEA houses were so grouped as to avoid complete uniformity of type or size.153 In
many cases, residential streets were planned with different-sized properties alongside
one another, with the goal of enabling the community to develop according to social
norms rather than managerial clusters (fig. 20). This echoes the 1943 findings of the
Association of Scientific Workers’ (ASW) report into the industrial, agricultural and
social possibilities of hydro-electric development in Scotland, which stated that the
segregation of classes was ‘a most distressing tendency’ which prevented the growth of
organic communal life.154 Segregation was a feature of BACo’s development at
Kinlochleven, where the built environment reflected ‘the social structures within the
factory and the communities at large’.155 Large managerial houses on Garbhein Road
overlooked the village, symbolising the social stratification of both factory and
village.156 Consequently, the ASW recommended that the planning of industrial housing
should avoid the creation of ‘occupational zones’, a suggestion which the UKAEA only
partly adopted in Thurso.157 Here the process of construction dictated siting protocol:
thus, for example, timber houses were grouped together rather than integrated with
traditional properties.158 More notable was the construction of eight large houses at
Scrabster and six at Castletown. These consisted of ‘special country type’ properties
designed to ‘avoid the cheerless monotony associated with the usual kind of housing
estate’ (figs. 21-22).159 Additionally, the UKAEA felt it ‘necessary to provide a very
Glendinning, ‘Introduction’, p.15; Nicol, ‘Caithness and Dounreay’, p. 19.
Association of Scientific Workers, Highland Power: A Report on the Utilisation of the Hydro-Electric
Power Envisaged in the Hydro-Electric Development (Scotland) Act 1943 (Glasgow, 1943), p. 71.
155
Perchard, Aluminiumville, p. 298.
156
Ibid., p. 289.
157
Association of Scientific Workers, Highland Power, p. 71.
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There is, however, integration of house types at certain road-ends: for example, Thorfinn Terrace
features timber housing and first stage semi-traditional housing (fig. 20).
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TNA, T225/2294, F. Chadwick, UKAEA, to M.G.F. Hall, Treasury, 1 July 1960.
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few “special” houses for the really top people of the establishment’.160 It deemed this
particularly important for senior officers who had to transfer their families to ‘this
isolated part of the country, the climate of which may be very different from what they
have been used to’. As a result they were ‘entitled to expect the Authority to house them
in reasonable comfort’; a dialogue which it also used when discussing housing across
the grades.161 The top management, therefore, was largely accommodated outwith the
housing estates at Pennyland and Mount Vernon, in ‘special’ houses at Scrabster or
Castletown or in one of the four traditional stone-built Thurso properties purchased for
the purpose. Whilst the mixing of house types and grades did feature in the Thurso
estates, the separation of upper management and staff was evidently a conscious
decision which made hierarchy visible outside the working environment.

The most obvious form of separation in the built environment, however, was
that between the atomic estates and the town: it is here where the outcome of the
housing programme most clearly deviated from intention. The original brief was for a
housing estate which would be integrated into the burgh; any ‘idea of having an “atom”
suburb was to be deprecated’.162 The ensuing expansion of the programme from 200 to
1000 houses meant that the construction of a largescale housing estate was unavoidable,
although the UKAEA made later attempts to promote integration. These included the
suggestion that the local authority build 125 houses on the western portion of the
Pennyland land, a proposal which Thurso Burgh Council dismissed at such a late stage
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TNA, AB61/16 E31, J.R. Wheldon, UKAEA, to J.G.P. Spicer, UKAEA, 2 August 1963; Two large
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of development.163 Hugh Sinclair Macdonald noted that ‘the new incomers, who are
living on the outskirts of the estate, are not getting through the barrier of their own
earlier residents’ formed by the estate boundary.164 The built environment was therefore
conditioning their actions, something which the UKAEA felt could be offset by a welllocated ‘wedge of burgh housing’. Although the desired integration was not achieved in
the west of the burgh, to the east of the river both UKAEA and local authority housing
was built at the Mount Vernon site. Here both groups of tenants inhabited the same
estate, although the ring-road of St Andrews Drive acted as a division between
occupants. Differences in housing quality and layout were immediately noticeable, with
the larger UKAEA housing surrounded by open areas of green space (fig. 23):
additionally, it did not construct any of its ‘unpopular’ and difficult-to-let small ‘C-type’
properties on this site.165 Despite disparity, it is clear that by the time the Mount Vernon
was planned, the UKAEA and Thurso Burgh Council had learnt from earlier experience
to create the integrated estate which had been long sought-after.

3.8 Conclusion

How Thurso’s population interacted was partly conditioned by the built environment:
‘atomic’ residents lived in the ‘atomic’ estates, a social impact which forms the basis of
chapter five. The new architecture stood out in a predominantly stone-built town, with
house type and size immediately identifying the professional status of the occupant,
something which would be apparent to UKAEA employees nation-wide. As the British
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Fisheries Society developed housing ‘irrespective of regional building and settlement
traditions’ for its villages, so did the UKAEA utilise a style of architecture across its
sites (fig. 24).166 In Thurso, the exception to this was the timber housing which was
collaboratively designed for the Caithness conditions by Simms Sons & Cooke and
Sinclair Macdonald. As the building programme progressed, Macdonald remained in his
liaison role between the UKAEA and the local authority. Responsibility for the scheme,
however, was assumed by the Industrial Group architects in late 1958 as it was felt that
‘a considerable amount of work had to be undertaken by the Risley architectural staff in
order to achieve satisfactory results in design and programme’: the UKAEA was ‘not
getting full value for money in employing him’, a key consideration when costs were
closely monitored by the Treasury.167 Although this hints at Macdonald’s inexperience
in undertaking such a largescale modern development, it does not detract from his
achievements in overseeing the creation of a nuclear township within an area unfamiliar
with this level of expansion. Within the context of ‘one of the most complicated series
of provisions ever placed on the statute book’, Macdonald worked within the dictates of
the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) 1947 Act to ensure that ‘local authorities,
government departments and the public alike’ co-operated closely ‘in a spirit of
goodwill…towards a general betterment in the living conditions of our people’.168

Caithness’s atomic housing was built in five phases between 1955 and 1963,
with each new instalment impacting on the county’s built environment. The post-war
architectural climate of Modernism murmurs in the background of the development.

Maudlin, ‘Architecture of improvement’, p. 479.
TNA, AB16/1427, Size of local schemes and work done in aid of the programme by Risley architects,
March 1959; This is the only reference to the change in Sinclair Macdonald’s status within the project
found during research.
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References to eminent contemporary architects in UKAEA correspondence indicate an
awareness of those at the vanguard, who devoted much of their practice to municipal
builds similar in style to the UKAEA project: as Glendinning states, ‘it was one of the
chief boasts of the welfare state systems of architecture that the cream of the Modernist
elite devoted themselves not to private housing but to public housing’.169 Documents in
the Sinclair Macdonald collection, primarily a ‘Design Details’ file containing
supplements from the Architect and Building News, hint at interaction with the latest
architectural developments and a desire to keep up-to-date.170 This is reflected in
elements of the UKAEA housing estates including standardised property types, the
introduction of higher-density living via flats, and the use of elements of prefabrication
and modern materials. The application of Radburn principles – such as vehicle access at
the rear rather than front of properties – was used to greatest effect in the Mount Vernon
estate, where large areas of green space dominated, in-keeping with Rendel Govan’s
promise of ‘ample provision for open spaces’ in the atomic estates (figs. 25-26).171
Chief amongst Modernist concerns was the building of community, seen primarily as
‘something new, hygienic and rational’.172 This had added resonance in Thurso, where
the UKAEA was to introduce a new body of citizens into an existing town. The
segregation of the atomic estates, however, was derided by Thurso Burgh Council’s
Robin Sinclair as a decision which would ‘mitigate against’ the successful integration of
the incoming and incumbent populations. He considered it ‘extremely bad planning to
group the majority of the employees of one industrial firm into a single block, especially
in a town as small as Thurso’.173 The measures developed in an attempt to counter this
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and facilitate integration will be discussed in the ensuing chapters of this thesis,
foregrounding the social infrastructure which supported the early development of the
United Kingdom’s nuclear energy programme.

In 1943 the ASW linked the potential for hydro expansion in the Highlands with
the modern planning of society. Utilising the ‘very latest scientific apparatus and
machinery…to provide the inhabitants with their means of livelihood’ meant that it was
‘not unreasonable to expect that the essentially twentieth-century character of the
undertakings will be reflected in the architecture and layout of the towns’: a polemic
applied by the UKAEA in Caithness.174 This was undertaken during a transition period
for the architecture of Thurso, characterised by a move away from the Traditionalist
renovation of the burgh towards the mass-production of the post-war period. Despite
Thurso Burgh Council’s determination to ‘retain the character of a county town’, the
built environment was inevitably altered, with the comparatively unremarkable atomic
estate receiving criticism from other departments within the UKAEA.175 Local opinion,
however, displayed ‘an amazing change’ towards concrete, with commentator ‘Thor’
reporting that stone-built houses were ‘on their way out’ which was ‘not a bad thing
either’.176 Thursonians of ‘many years standing’ described the Pennyland housing
scheme ‘as a minor maze’; something considered a ‘trifling difficulty and not to be
compared with the pleasure which such a varied and interesting layout must give to the
folk who live there’.177
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Despite the inherent modernity of the project, a form of tradition reflecting
Caithnessian heritage was maintained elsewhere in the scheme. The UKAEA proposed
a series of street names relating to Norsemen who played a part in the early history of
Caithness. Thorkel Road, Thorfinn Terrace and Sweyn Road were amongst those
deemed ‘clear, strong and generally fitting’ and accepted by the burgh council.178
Anthropologist Kimberley Masson notes irony in this, stating that ‘Caithnessians
identify as Norse / as strangers and yet the local authorities donate this Norse-ness to the
street names of Dounreay arrivals’; one of her atomic interviewees corroborated this,
suggesting that ‘they called them that to show that they sort of owned us, or that we
were on their turf’.179 Perceptions, however, are easily skewed, with it being the
UKAEA and not the council which named this part of the scheme. Taking the link to the
past further, author George Gunn recounts a local myth which tells of an unceremonious
and unethical end for a fourteenth-century plague burial mound at the Coombs Kirk area
of Dunnet Beach. Sand containing the bones and relics of medieval plague victims was
‘shovelled into the back of the contractor’s lorries and inevitably found their way, via
the cement and concrete, into the foundations and walls’ of the atomic houses.180 As a
myth, the veracity of this cannot, and perhaps should not, be established. In this,
however, is a sense of the old within the new: a consideration which prevails throughout
this chapter.
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In its prioritisation of the planning and construction of a nuclear township, this
chapter has examined the complexity of an under-represented part of Britain’s nuclear
programme, revealing that its intrinsic modernity extended far beyond the technological
towards the transformation of the built environment. This theme of technologicallytriggered change runs through all chapters of this thesis, with the following chapter
revealing its impact on migration to Caithness.
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Chapter 3: figures
Housing in Thurso: post-war planning and the UKAEA

Figure 1. 16/18 Shore Street: a former turnpike and merchant’s house featuring harled
rotund external stair tower. Building dates from 1686 and was restored by Sir Frank
Mears and Sinclair Macdonald using traditionalist infill techniques in the 1930s/40s. ©
Linda Ross, 2018.

Figure 2. Swedish timber-type local authority housing built in the Springpark area of the
town.
© Courtesy of HES (Sinclair Macdonald and Son Collection), DP 258590, 2018.
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Figure 3. W.J. Simms Sons & Cooke’s design for non-traditional timber housing in
Thurso, 2 December 1954.
© Courtesy of HES (Sinclair Macdonald and Son Collection), DP 288533.
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Figure 4. W.J. Simms Sons & Cooke’s floorplan for non-traditional timber housing in
Thurso, 1 December 1954.
© Courtesy of HES (Sinclair Macdonald and Son Collection), DP 288457.

Figure 5. Construction of non-traditional timber housing in Thurso.
© Courtesy of HES (Sinclair Macdonald and Son Collection), DP 288534.
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Figure 6. Construction of non-traditional timber housing in Thurso.
© Courtesy of HES (Sinclair Macdonald and Son Collection), DP 288535.

Figure 7. Construction of non-traditional timber housing in Thurso.
© Courtesy of HES (Sinclair Macdonald and Son Collection), DP 288536.
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Figure 8. Construction of non-traditional timber housing in Thurso.
© Courtesy of HES (Sinclair Macdonald and Son Collection), DP 288537.

Figure 9. Construction of non-traditional timber housing in Thurso.
© Courtesy of HES (Sinclair Macdonald and Son Collection), DP 288538.
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Figure 10. Construction of non-traditional timber housing in Thurso.
© Courtesy of HES (Sinclair Macdonald and Son Collection), DP 288539.

Figure 11. Construction of non-traditional timber housing in Thurso.
© Courtesy of HES (Sinclair Macdonald and Son Collection), DP 288540.
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Figure 12. Construction of non-traditional timber housing in Thurso.
© Courtesy of HES (Sinclair Macdonald and Son Collection), DP 288541.

Figure 13. Construction of non-traditional timber housing in Thurso.
© Courtesy of HES (Sinclair Macdonald and Son Collection), DP 288542.
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Figure 14. Phase I Timber houses, 2 St Olaf Road, Castlegreen, Thurso. Fourbedroomed houses in the foreground, three-bedroomed houses at rear.
© Historic Environment Scotland, DP 258460, 2018.

Figure 15. Phase I semi-traditional houses, St Magnus Road, Castlegreen, Thurso. Fourbedroomed B-type houses in the foreground, three-bedroomed C-type houses at rear.
© Historic Environment Scotland, DP 258455, 2018.
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Figure 16. Phase II flats, 34-66 Sweyn Road, Castlegreen, Thurso.
© Historic Environment Scotland, DP 258491, 2018.

Figure 17. Phase III maisonettes, 85-91 Pennyland Drive, Pennyland, Thurso.
© Historic Environment Scotland, DP 258566, 2018.
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Figure 18. Phase III ‘all-electric’ four-bedroomed A-type houses with garage, 10 Forss
Road, Pennyland, Thurso.
© Historic Environment Scotland, DP 258545, 2018.

Figure 19. Phase III garages, Pennyland Drive (between 76 and 78), Pennyland, Thurso.
It was not possible for all houses to have garages so sets of stand-alone garages were
built.
© Historic Environment Scotland, DP 258574, 2018.
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Figure 20. Preliminary drawing by Sinclair Macdonald and Son showing the proposed
layout of housing in the Castlegreen area of the estate, 6 October 1954.
© Courtesy of HES (Sinclair Macdonald and Son Collection), DP 288459.

Figure 21. Phase IV (b) ‘special country-type’ semi-detached house, 2-4 Harland Road,
Castletown.
© Historic Environment Scotland, DP 258465, 2018.
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Figure 22. Phase IV (c) high standard four-bedroomed house, 24 Miller Place,
Scrabster.
© Historic Environment Scotland, DP 258475, 2018.

Figure 23. A general view of phase IV ‘all-electric’ housing fronted by ample green
space, Mount Vernon, Thurso.
© Historic Environment Scotland, DP 258449, 2018.
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Figure 24. UKAEA housing built in Seascale, Cumbria, for workers at Windscale. This
type of housing was common across UKAEA Industrial Group house sites including
Thurso, with the architectural team at Risley employing a standard design.
© Linda Ross, 2018.

Figure 25. Phase III C3-type housing, 10-16 Trostan Terrace, Pennyland, Thurso. The
Radburn planning principle of pedestrian-only access at the front of houses was in
evidence in selected locations across the estates.
© Historic Environment Scotland, DP 258614, 2018.
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Figure 26. Phase IV ‘all-electric’ housing, Green Court, Mount Vernon, Thurso;
showing the Radburn principal of vehicle access at the rear.
© Historic Environment Scotland, DP 258453, 2018.
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Chapter four
The ‘cultural crossroads’ of migration in Caithness1

4.0 Introduction

Writing in the John O’Groat Journal in February 1955, commentator ‘Thor’ observed
that ‘nowadays one can spot people, and a certain number of vehicles too, which
somehow have a Dounreay look about them’.2 The following September he noted,
‘citizens have occasionally remarked that it is becoming extremely difficult in Thurso
streets to distinguish between visitors and Dounreay people’.3 ‘Dounreay people’ were
somehow different, standing out in a community of 3000 Thursonians who were to see
their town almost treble in size because of the single factor of Dounreay. ‘Thor’’s
comments came almost a year after the project was announced in March 1954 and was
just one of the many voices speaking for the ‘local’ Thurso community. Significantly,
he highlights difference. At this early stage in development ‘Dounreay people’ were
indistinguishable from ‘visitors’, but not from locals: like tourists, they were distinct in
their status as ‘other’.4 Striking a different note, Thurso architect Hugh Sinclair
Macdonald declared at the same time that the Caithnessian community was ‘becoming
neutron- and isotope-minded’, indicating a form of assimilation between the existing
residents of the town and its new citizens.5 From the outset of the Dounreay project the
UKAEA was certain that it would have to import staff into the area and provide them

The term ‘cultural crossroads’ is taken from the Scottish Society for Northern Studies’ 1979 conference
and subsequent edited collection: J.R. Baldwin (ed.) Caithness: A Cultural Crossroads (Edinburgh,
1982).
2
John O’Groat Journal, 25 February 1955, p. 2.
3
John O’Groat Journal, 30 September 1955, p. 2.
4
See Colley, Britons; Hoggart, Uses of Literacy; Anderson, Imagined Communities.
5
Caithness Courier, 9 February 1955, p. 3.
1
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with accommodation. What it could not provide was a guarantee of the successful
transition of one large group into a small town. This chapter will demonstrate that the
need for this social process resulted from significant and distinctive employment-based
migration into an area more familiar with depopulation: Dounreay Experimental
Reactor Establishment reversed the county population decline, with the decade between
1951 and 1961 witnessing a rise from 22,710 to 27,370.6 This permanent settling was a
first for Caithness, leading to questions of integration – similarities, difference, and
concepts of ‘them and us’.

The previous chapter reinforced the role which housing played in supporting the
UK’s atomic energy programme. The requirements of the fast breeder reactor
programme necessitated a location distant from major centres of population, making the
need to import and accommodate a workforce a certainty. The UKAEA was aware,
however, that its responsibilities went ‘beyond the simple provision of houses’, with it
‘anxious to co-operate and give every assistance in governmental matters affecting the
general development of communities’: a particular concern in Thurso where, as the
previous chapter revealed, the separation of the atomic housing from the existing town
was unavoidable.7 The UKAEA was aware that this was ‘not a particularly happy
position’ from ‘the viewpoint of integration of our people with the local life of the
neighbourhood’, and while it could facilitate this via the provision of community
facilities, it could not guarantee the success of combining incoming and incumbent
populations, each with their own internal diversity.8 By 1959 integration was considered
a ‘real fact’, and Thurso Burgh Council felt that significant progress had been made

J.S. Smith, ‘Preface’, in Smith, Third Statistical Account: Caithness, p. x.
TNA, AB61/20 D. Perrott, UKAEA, to W. Morris, Scottish Home Department, 18 June 1959.
8
Ibid.
6
7
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towards establishing ‘a single and unified community’.9 Similarly, from the UKAEA’s
perspective, its ‘fear’ that Thurso would ‘fall into two separate communities’ had been
dispelled by ‘the wise and inspiring way’ in which integration had been promoted.10
Integration, by all accounts, was viewed by the authorities as an early success.

Running through this chapter is the theme of migration, which, following
historian Murray Watson’s example, refers to ‘the phenomenon of relocation from one
permanent residence to another, which involves an event “the move” and a participant
“the migrant”’.11 This chapter will place the Dounreay migration within the context of
twentieth-century migration to the Highlands and Islands, comparing it with trends
identified in related sociological studies to argue that the former presents a vastly
different set of circumstances which adds nuance to the history of mid-twentieth century
Highland migration. A consensus with regards to the principal period of twentiethcentury migration to the Highlands and Islands runs through the accounts: the 1960s to
1980s, with a focus on the 1970s. In this regard Dounreay pre-dates recognised patterns
of movement, including that of individual ‘white settlement’, and the larger-scale oilbased migration to communities in Wester and Easter Ross and Shetland in the 1970s. It
is a neglected area of study which exposes an anomaly in the history of population shift
in the Highlands and Islands. The 1961 Census reveals that Thurso had experienced a
population increase of 147.4 per cent since 1951, a staggering statistic which has thus
far received no academic scrutiny.12 This chapter tackles this oversight, arguing that the

9

TNA, AB61/20, Meeting notes, 4 November 1959; Minutes, meeting in Thurso, 4 November 1959.
Ibid.
11
Watson, Being English, p. 2.
12
HMSO, Census 1961, County Reports, vol. 1 part 12, County of Caithness (Edinburgh, 1963), p. 11;
Placing this in context, the second largest increase in the population of a small or large burgh or city
during this period was Dollar, which experienced a rise of 40.7 per cent, signifying a population increase
of 569 people (HMSO, Preliminary Report on The Sixteenth Census of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1961), p. 9;
University of Portsmouth, A Vision of Britain Through Time,
http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk/unit/10358978/cube/TOT_POP (accessed 26/09/2018)).
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decision to site Dounreay in Caithness resulted in an atypical form of employmentbased migration to the Highlands, reversing population decline in the county during the
period of study.

Whilst sociological studies are prevalent, Watson’s work is notable amongst the
historiography in its focus on twentieth-century migration into Scotland, and by
extension the Highlands.13 His statement, that ‘the act of migration is complex, and one
where, initially at least, the migrant is an outsider in the host community. At first, the
migrant is separate from the host culture; this is usually followed by a blurring of
cultural lines’, bears relevance to this study, and is an important framing device.14 This
chapter seeks to identify the composition of the atomic ‘outsiders’, revealing – to a
certain extent – who they were and where they came from. UKAEA personnel records,
which contain information relating to migrants’ previous locations, are, however, not
available for consultation.15 This speaks to Watson’s assessment that there is ‘a paucity
of source material’ with regards to migration, which makes studying it ‘a little like
doing an unfamiliar jigsaw in the dark’.16 With Dounreay, however, compensation for
the lack of official personnel records is provided by UKAEA correspondence, reports,

Watson notes that the historical work on English migrants to Scotland is ‘essentially superficial, and
where there are observations these are frequently misleading and inaccurate’. He draws attention to the
range of available studies from other academic disciplines which have informed his work, and likewise
inform this chapter (Watson, Being English, p. 2). Exceptions to ‘superficial’ historical work include
T.M. Devine, ‘Invisible migrants? English people in modern Scotland’ in T.M. Devine and A. McCarthy
(eds), New Scots: Scotland’s Immigrant Communities Since 1945 (Edinburgh, 2018), pp. 21-49; T. M.
Devine, The Scottish Nation 1700-2000 (London, 1999), pp. 486-522; D. Robertson, I. McIntosh and D.
Sim, ‘The English in Scotland: focusing on an invisible minority’, in J. Beech, O. Hand, M.A. Mulhern
and J. Weston (eds), Scottish Life and Society: The Individual and Community Life (Edinburgh, 2005), pp.
575-603; Mention is made in other texts, although briefly, including Cameron, ‘Congested to objective’,
in Devine and Finlay, Scotland in the 20th Century, p. 154 and C. Harvie, No Gods and Precious Few
Heroes: Scotland Since 1914 (Edinburgh, 1993), p. 167.
14
Watson, Being English, p. 106.
15
TNA, AB47 ‘Personal files of Authority staff’ are not held at The National Archives as part of the
UKAEA collection, having been retained by the Authority. Dounreay archivist Ian Pearson confirmed
that personnel files held at Dounreay are not available for public consultation.
16
C.G. Pooley and I.D. Whyte, Migrants, Emigrants and Immigrants: A Social History of Migration
(London, 1991), p. 4, quoted in Watson, Being English, p. 2.
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newspaper features and oral history testimonies: these will be analysed to provide an
overview of from where Dounreay’s employees migrated to the area.

Early Department of Atomic Energy (DAE) estimates in June 1954 pitched the
size of the Dounreay establishment at 600 employees: 300 of these – ‘mainly the semiskilled and unskilled’ – would be recruited locally, with the remaining 300 coming from
‘outside the area’.17 As explored in chapter two, at this time the DAE expressed concern
at ‘the consequences of the decision to build a fast reactor at Dounreay in relation to our
ability to recruit and retain employees’.18 This became more pronounced when the
complement rose to a ceiling of 2500, a figure reached in 1962: of this number,
approximately 1200 were employed from outwith the local area.19 Despite these
concerns, recruitment for Dounreay resulted in a mid-twentieth century Highland
counter-narrative of migration and community development far removed from
traditional discourses of depopulation. In analysing this, this thesis recognises Ewen A.
Cameron’s call for Highland historiography to reflect the area’s diversity.20 This
county-level focus also speaks to sociologist Rosemary Lumb’s conviction that ‘it is
above all in the very small communities, typical of a region like the Highlands and
Islands that generalisation and large-scale statistical analysis is demonstrably inadequate
and where small differences in migration patterns can produce the greatest impact’. 21
Studying this impact reveals that Dounreay resulted in a mid-twentieth century ‘cultural

TNA, AB8/604 2, D. Perrott, DAE, to D.A. Shirlaw, DAE, 28 June 1954; I consider ‘the area’ to be
Caithness and the northern section of the parish of Farr in Sutherland, incorporating a cut-off point of
Bettyhill in the west and the northern border with the parish of Kildonan in the south.
18
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19
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20
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R. Lumb, ‘A community-based approach to the analysis of migration in the Highlands and Islands of
Scotland’, Sociological Review, vol. 28, no. 3 (1980), p. 626.
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crossroads’ of people, place and ideas, adding depth and specificity to the incomer-local
discussion.

4.1 Mid-century migration

In 1951 the population of Caithness was 22,710, a figure which had been falling since
its peak of 41,111 in 1861. In her discussion of depopulation, Lumb highlights the key
point that ‘in the context of the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, “migration” is
frequently taken to be virtually synonymous with “emigration”’.22 Caithness lost 34,700
inhabitants to emigration between 1861 and 1941: the trend for people leaving the area
during this time is undeniable.23 This accords with the strong historical emphasis put on
the net loss of population in the Highlands and Islands due to out-migration and
emigration.24 This overview, however, does not provide scope for the local differences
and population hotspots which add so much to the diversity integral to the region’s
history. In a bid to counter this, a variety of studies by (predominantly) social scientists
over the past thirty to forty years have made in-migration to the Highlands and Islands
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their focus.25 Although these studies concentrate on the period after the initial impact of
the Dounreay-motivated migration (1954-1963), the questions they raise are pertinent
and the trends they identify can be substantiated or challenged.26 Reflecting on these
will position the Dounreay migration, a much-neglected topic, within the discourse of
Highland migration studies.

Sociological accounts identify that the principal period of twentieth-century
migration to the Highlands and Islands occurred during the 1960s to 1980s. As
MacLeod and Payne say in their study of the local/incomer dichotomy in 1980s
Coigach, ‘since the 1960s people have been steadily moving out of Britain’s big cities
to sink new roots in the countryside’.27 The Social Science Research Council’s Recent
Migration in Northern Scotland explains that the ‘demographic revival in northern
Scotland, initiated in the 1960s by net in-migration to the inner Moray Firth and
Lochaber regions, has been considerably extended in volume and spatial coverage in the
1970s’.28 Huw Jones et al. identify counter-urbanization – ‘the net flow of migrants
from major conurbations, primarily to their hinterlands but also to remoter, peripheral
and predominantly rural regions’ – to the Highlands and Islands as a post-1970s
phenomenon.29 The statistical evidence backs up the trend identified by these

These include Jackson, Way of Life; H. Jones, N. Ford, J. Caird and W. Berry, ‘Counter-urbanization in
societal context: long-distance migration to the Highlands and Islands of Scotland’, Professional
Geographer, 36 (4) (1984), p. 437-444; P. Boyle, ‘Contrasting English and Scottish residents in the
Scottish Highlands and Islands’, Scottish Geographical Magazine, 113: 2 (1997), pp. 98-104; Lumb, ‘A
community-based approach’; H. Jones (ed.), Recent Migration in Northern Scotland: Pattern, Process,
Impact (London, 1982); C. Jedrej and M. Nuttall, White Settlers: The Impact of Rural Repopulation in
Scotland (Luxembourg, 1996); K.A. Burnett, ‘Local heroics: reflecting on incomers and local rural
development discourses in Scotland’, Sociologia Ruralis, vol. 38, no. 2 (1998), pp. 204-224; D. Short and
A. Stockdale, ‘English migrants in the Scottish countryside: opportunities for rural Scotland?’, Scottish
Geographical Journal, 115: 3 (1999), pp. 177-192; R. Parsler and D. Shapiro (eds), The Social Impact of
Oil in Scotland: A Contribution to the Sociology of Oil (Westmead, 1980).
26
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statements. The Scottish Office’s 1992 Profile of Rural Scotland notes the significant
increase in the rural population after fifty years of decline, stating ‘the recovery of the
rural population between 1971 and 1981 was dramatic with an increase of over 108,000
(8 per cent)’.30 Anthropologists Jedrej and Nuttall quote these figures, stating ‘the
reverse in the decline of the rural population of Scotland occurred during the decade
1971-1981 when almost all rural districts experienced a period of rapid population
growth’.31 Taken out of context these statements and figures could mislead. Crucially,
the word ‘almost’ is qualified by showing the exceptions to the rule: Cumnock and
Doon Valley, and Caithness: in the case of the latter, the natural increase of 1.5 per cent
had little effect on the 8 per cent net out-migration.32

After ‘an inspection of the extreme cases’, Jedrej and Nuttall attribute the
population changes between 1971 to 1981 to ‘changes in the energy industry in
Scotland’.33 It is notable that energy is the catalyst for change during this ten-year
period: it too was responsible for the boom in Caithness’s population during the
previous fifteen years. The Scottish Office’s Profile recognises that ‘the twenty years
between 1961 and 1981 represent a significant period of change’ in Scotland’s rural
population.34 It continues, ‘almost without exception the rural districts experienced a
period of rapid population growth’. Although in decline between 1971 and 1981, during
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32
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1950s and 1960s (H. Jones (ed.), Population Change in Contemporary Scotland (Norwich, 1983), p. 76).
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employment. See chapter six for a full discussion of employment in the area.
33
Jedrej and Nuttall, White Settlers, p. 1.
34
Scottish Office, Scottish Rural Life, p. 17.
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the previous decade Caithness was one of the largest gainers from ‘natural change in
excess of 8 per cent’.35 This perhaps reflects an increase in birth-rate caused by the
arrival at Dounreay of a ‘high proportion of young married of working age’, a
circumstance remarked on by MP Sir David Robertson: ‘the result was that Thurso was
now a town filled with young mothers and new babies and new prams’.36

The Census and intercensal reports give us exact figures for the period of study:
Caithness’s population in 1951 was 22,710; in 1961 27,370; and in 1966 28,257.37
Breaking this down to look at the two largest towns, Wick’s population in 1951 was
7161; in 1961 7399; and in 1966 7418. Thurso’s population in 1951 was 3249; in 1961
8037; and in 1966 9012 (table 1). As author W. Duncan explains, the population of
Wick had almost been constantly twice that of Thurso until the period 1951 to 1966,
when Thurso trebled its population to over 9000.38 This period is the focus of this study,
and the element of change was, of course, the advent of Dounreay. What these figures
reveal is that Caithness had its population ‘boom’ before the twenty-year period
between 1960 and 1980 which the studies above identify as the key period for
population increase in the Highlands and Islands. Specifically, the increase in the
population of Thurso between 1951 and 1961 constituted the largest rise in the county.
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Table 1: Caithness population 1951-1966
Area

Population

Population

Population

Increase 51-66

1951

1961

1966

Caithness

22,710

27,370

28,257

+ 5547

Thurso

3249

8037

9012

+ 5763

Wick

7161

7399

7418

+257

This can be broken down further: the incoming migrant workers began to arrive in the
town in 1955, and the number of new arrivals in one year peaked in 1958 with the
opening of the site: on 14 May 1958 the ‘first official confirmation that the population
decline of a century had been halted came with the news that the number of inhabitants
in Caithness had risen to 25,719.39 A County development report prepared in 1968 by
Caithness County Council reinforced the reason for change:

The population increase of 4700 in Caithness county between 1951 and
1961 included a net gain of 3000 due to the establishment of the atomic
station at Dounreay in 1954…the rejuvenation of population particularly in
the Thurso area has been particularly remarkable [this] being due to the
development of a new industry with a welcome move away from
unemployment.40

The increase in Caithness’s population is directly attributable to the impact of the
United Kingdom’s atomic energy programme, which made it a significant point of
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Sutherland, Dounreay, p. 81.
Caithness County Council, ‘A county development report – The Dounreay nuclear projects and their
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county growth in the Highlands and Islands during the mid-twentieth century. Industry
and commerce had long impacted on the Highland region’s population, which had fallen
from 390,000 to 280,000 between 1851 and 1951: opportunities for employment had
traditionally drawn people away from the area.41 Geographer David Turnock
emphasises the ‘mobility of population’ during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
with the ‘tendency for the Scottish population to regroup and redistribute itself…very
evident in the Highland area and also within individual districts of the crofting
counties’.42 Consideration of individual districts within the wider counties is an
essential part of illustrating where growth or decline occurred. At county-level, the
population of Caithness as a whole increased; yet decreases were recorded in four of the
county’s ten civil parishes: Latheron, Canisbay, Dunnet and Halkirk.43 Thus the top line
figure does not reveal the full picture, reflecting the concern, as recorded by Cameron,
that the stimulation of growth points could ‘accentuate the drift from the remoter
areas’.44 As John O’Groat commentator ‘Norseman’ reported, whilst the population of
‘Thurso goes up the Island of Stroma goes down and both processes are moving at
about equal speed although in opposite directions’.45 The drift to the mainland from
Stroma, situated off the Canisbay coast, had been on-going, particularly after it became
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compulsory for all children over twelve to attend secondary school in Wick or Thurso.
Islanders left to seek better opportunities and facilities, with the last remaining family
leaving in December 1962. It is notable that of the islanders who left, only one went
directly from Stroma to work at Dounreay, with others finding work there thereafter.46

New industry and employment triggered a ‘small but well-defined experiment in
sociology’ on account of the large numbers of incomers to the area.47 Relating this to
the history of the county, the Third Statistical Account revealed in 1988 that ‘the meld
of native and incomer reminiscent of Dark Age Pictish and Viking Caithness which has
emerged since 1955 has been, by all accounts, entirely successful’.48 This is a glowing
report, which is perhaps unsurprising considering its source: the Third Statistical
Account of Scotland, which should be treated with an element of caution. The Account
– split into twenty one volumes by county – is a rich primary source, ‘a living
description of Scotland at the mid-point of this century, compiled by some thousands of
Scotsmen, local writers, local committees and parish ministers’.49 Watson – who has
used the Account to expose the lack of historic focus on English migrants to Scotland –
warns that personal prejudice amongst the mostly male, Presbyterian authors does
emerge.50 The nature of the publication means that some accounts emphasize the
positive over the negative, and ‘potential for bias needs to be borne in mind when
reviewing comments about relationships between incomers and resident Scots’. This is

D.A. Young, ‘Two depopulation myths’ in D.A. Young, Stroma (Wick, 1992), p. 9.
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of particular relevance to this study, where, as we shall see, a significant proportion of
atomic incomers were English-born.

4.2 ‘Visible’ migrants

Dounreay migration resulted in Caithness bucking the trend of mid-twentieth century
depopulation in the Highlands and Islands. The 1961 census reveals that Caithness was
the only county in the region to experience a population increase, with a rise from
22,710 to 27,370 between censuses. The census report states that there was a net
migration of approximately 3100 to the county from elsewhere in the British Isles and
overseas, with 3000 of these attributed to Dounreay-specific migration.51 Cameron
identifies this as an ‘isolated point of growth’, whereby a single factor significantly
alters the population of an area.52 Rather than continuing the trend set during the earlier
decades of the twentieth century – the first census of the century in 1901 recorded a
population of 33,870, a figure which continually fell until the recorded increase in 1961
– Caithness’s growth reversed the population decline, introducing nuance into the study
of migration to the Highlands and Islands and demonstrating a far-reaching
consequence of the United Kingdom’s nuclear energy programme.53 A precedent for the
impact of industry on a depopulating area of the Highlands and Islands can be found in
the aluminium industry, which reversed the general trend of depopulation in the
Lochaber area following the opening of British Aluminium’s Lochaber works in 1929.54
As a result the parish of Kilmonivaig, home to the company’s Inverlochy village, grew

HMSO, Census 1961, Caithness, p. 11; Caithness County Council, ‘County development report’, p. 1.
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by 64 per cent between 1921 and 1931, foreshadowing the later development of Thurso
as a consequence of technological expansion in a Highland area.

With regards to the latter, the 1961 census affords the opportunity to analyse, in
a general sense, where these migrants came from. Figures reveal that the number of
Scottish-born people resident in the county increased by 2773 to 24,749, constituting
90.4 per cent of the population. Significantly, the numbers of people from outwith
Scotland also increased. In 1951 there were 478 people who had been born in England.
This increased to 2099 ten years later, by which point English-born people formed 7.7
per cent of the population. There was also an increase in citizens born in Wales (26 to
107), Northern Ireland (28 to 60), the Republic of Ireland (29 to 38), the
Commonwealth and Colonies (72 to 144), and other foreign countries (102 to 127).55 Of
the total population of Caithness, the percentage of those born within the county
dropped from 84 per cent to 69.2 per cent, reflecting a change in the composition of the
population triggered by inward migration. From the outset of the Dounreay project the
UKAEA was clear in its belief that it would have to ‘import’ ‘professional and skilled’
staff ‘from the south’.56 This accords with the fact that much of the country’s existing
atomic expertise was to be found within the nuclear establishments in England: thus
many staff transferred from these to Dounreay.57 The absence of personnel files means
that exact figures and locations for the period of study cannot be provided. This chapter,
therefore, does not provide a definitive record of movement and relocation; rather, it
will use available sources to build-up an overview of migration, identifying and
analysing the patterns – or otherwise – which emerge.
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Quantitively, the census reports offer an informative and reliable start for this
analysis, and whilst the exact number of English-born Dounreay migrants cannot be
determined, the figures allow certain conclusions to be drawn. Writing in The Third
Statistical Account in 1983, Dounreay’s former general secretary Donald Carmichael
asserted that by 1961, Dounreay’s works strength of 2300 was composed of local staff
alongside approximately 1000 ‘key men – scientists, engineers, craftsmen and
administrators – of whom half were Scottish. The remainder were English with a
seasoning of Welsh and a few Irish’.58 Along with their families, these key workers
partially account for the 1621 increase in English-born in the country experienced
between 1951 and 1961. The fact that English-born people arrived in the county in
significant numbers is consistent with Watson’s research, which determines that ‘the
English have formed the largest, and arguably the most important, migrant group in
Scotland in modern times’, with numbers increasing in the second half of the twentieth
century.59 This has been partially accounted for by increased employment opportunities,
with Watson explaining that the English were recruited to a diverse range of workplaces
in a variety of roles, ‘from unskilled to semi-skilled, skilled, technical, professional and
managerial’: all categories which could be found at Dounreay.60 This accords with
Andrew Perchard’s work on the aluminium industry, whereby ‘British Aluminium
attracted one of the most visible groups of professional staff from south of the border’.61
Their numbers in this case, however, were limited, with British Aluminium focusing on
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60
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the employment of Scottish – ‘particularly Highland’ – workers: something which the
nature of scientific work at Dounreay ruled out. Thus the villages of Kinlochleven and
Inverlochy were populated by Scottish, ‘with a smattering of’ English, Irish and Welsh
workers.62 T.M. Devine notes an increase in English-born migrants following the
collapse of traditional heavy industry in the 1970s and 1980s, followed by a ‘revolution
in economic patterns’ which drew skilled, semi-skilled and professional people to roles
in the public sector, finance, light engineering and energy.63 At the same time, the
numbers working in manufacturing, agriculture and fishing decreased by almost 50 per
cent between 1979 and 1994.64 Dounreay caused a similar shift twenty years previously,
with migrants drawn by the new opportunities of the nuclear industry. As employment
in public administration, professional, scientific and miscellaneous services in Caithness
increased from 2141 to 6310 between 1954 and 1966, so that in agriculture, forestry,
fishing, mining and quarrying decreased from 3255 to 1588.65 What we see is an
employment-based migration pattern which accords with the movement of English-born
to Scotland in the second-half of the twentieth century. Occurring during an earlier
period, the Dounreay-migration was a forerunner and as such deserves recognition in
the study of English migrants to Scotland.

Whilst the Dounreay migration accords with many of Watson’s findings, there
are also significant differences. Watson and Devine conclude that the English-born in
Scotland were and still are ‘invisible migrants’.66 Both cite their ‘broad occupational
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diversity’ as something which differentiates them from the more visible migrant groups,
such as those from Italy, China and Ireland, which ‘tended to homogeneity’ in their
occupations.67 The English, on the other hand, are singled out as ‘quite different’ in
their employment patterns as their heterogeneity disguises them, aiding assimilation: a
model which was not replicated in Thurso.68 Watson furthers this by reinforcing that the
English in Scotland have traditionally not resided within the same community, instead
merging into society.69 Where difference exists, it is mainly signified by accent,
something also experienced in Thurso: at a pantomime performance in 1960 an
‘interesting variety of accents’ on-stage indicated that ‘the new and old were mixing
very well’.70 Whilst accent was a marker for Dounreay-migration, it was not a sole
factor in determining difference. When compared with employment and residence
trends, the most striking differences between Dounreay-migration and the general
migration of English-born people to Scotland emerge. The Census has shown that
Thurso’s migrant community contained a significant number of people who were
English-born in 1961, and in 1962 journalist Magnus Magnusson reported that this
community was ‘English, for the most part’: an assessment of Thurso at this time proves
that as a group, they were far from ‘invisible’.71

The most visible aspects of migration in Thurso during the period of study were
the two ‘atom suburbs’ of Pennyland and Mount Vernon. These were physically set
apart from the town, with their modern non-traditional housing standing out as
markedly different from the stone buildings which previously defined Thurso’s urban
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character, as demonstrated in the previous chapter. Their residents, whether Scottish or
from elsewhere, were immediately defined as atomics, their place of residence as well
as their place of work identifying them as newcomers to the area.72 The term ‘atomic’ is
integral to Dounreay’s social ‘experiment’, a single word with a specific interpretation.
During the period of this study it was used exclusively to refer to those who had come
‘from the south’ to work at the research establishment.73 Arriving as heterogeneous
individuals from different areas, they became part of a distinct, non-local group on
arrival. Through their work and housing they were bestowed with a certain homogeneity
unique to the situation and vastly different from anything the Highlands and Islands had
ever experienced, particularly in terms of their group permanence. Although the atomics
were arriving for employment reasons, their situation differs from instances where
migrants were perceived to be ‘taking Scottish jobs’ as with Irish immigrants in the
1840s. Dounreay offered good wages and created jobs for incomers and locals alike –
with the majority of jobs filled by locals – neutralising the possibility of employmentbased conflict between local and migrant, something which is discussed further in
chapter six.74 The power of the link between place of residence and status is revealed by
journalist Magnus Magnusson in 1962: he reported that Mrs Atkinson, wife of a
Dounreay scientist, ‘is no longer even thought of as an incomer, for unlike most of the
Dounreay families, who are all housed in the huge scheme built by the AEA, she and
her husband have taken a house in the town itself’.75 In living separately from their
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atomic counterparts, Mr and Mrs Atkinson could not be identified as incomers via their
place of residence.

Anthropologists Jedrej and Nuttall recognise that in any study of migration,
‘everyone agrees that there are “locals” and “incomers”’; a dichotomy which runs
through the literature of migration studies in the Highlands and Islands.76 ‘Atomic’ was
synonymous with, yet removed from, terms which appear repeatedly in source material,
including incomers, newcomers, and their opposites of local, native, and indigenous.
Significantly, during this period some of the terms later used for migrants from other
parts of Britain, particularly England, did not apply. The term ‘white settlers’ for
example, was developed in the 1960s as an ‘unreconstructed colonial metaphor’,
embodying all the negative implications of imperial conquest.77 It was typically applied
to ‘so-called “urban refugees”’ who migrated from both Scottish and English urban to
remote rural areas, often during retirement.78 Like ‘atomics’, it immediately signified
difference. As an ‘en-masse’ migration of a workforce, however, Dounreay does not fit
with the dialogue of individual ‘white settler’ movement. The latter is an area broadly
covered by sociologists who, over the past thirty to forty years, have made in-migration
to the Highlands and Islands their focus.79 Tellingly, these studies concentrate on the
period after the initial impact of the Dounreay-motivated migration. In revealing and
exploring the latter, this thesis contributes to a better understanding of twentieth-century
migration patterns within the area.
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4.3 Moving from the ‘metropolitan south’

The integration of the incoming staff with the existing population is at the centre of the
Dounreay migration. In a feature in The Scotsman in 1962, entitled ‘the nuclear age has
been absorbed’, Magnus Magnusson wrote:

What holds [Thurso] together is nothing less than the most lively sense of
community I have come across in my travels throughout Scotland; the nearperfect marriage between locals and incomers, between the townspeople and
what they affectionately call the atomics.80

Magnusson’s recognition of the ‘affectionate’ use of the term ‘atomic’ provides
confirmation – from an ‘outside’ perspective at least – that although signalling
difference, the term ‘atomic’ was not used negatively. Conversely, much is written
about the adverse connotations of the use of ‘incomers’ as a label.81 Placing it in its
sociological context, Kathryn A. Burnett states that ‘put simply, the incomer is
overwhelmingly constructed as a negative influence or ‘threat’ to the local way of
life’.82 Whilst trepidation was recorded – for Kathleen Banks, owner of Thurso’s
general store, the ‘strange people put an end to the quiet mornings when I could enjoy a
gossip. And at first I didn’t like it’ – Magnusson’s account is celebratory, describing the
new vitality brought to Thurso by the ‘nuclear revolution’.83 Even Kathleen Banks came
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round, enjoying seeing the ‘fresh faces’ which increased her trade. The ‘fresh, pulsating
rhythm’ is exactly what the Caithness Courier predicted in March 1954 when it
reported that the county would be ‘nourished by a blood-transfusion from the
metropolitan south’.84 Returning to ‘Thor’’s commentary in this chapter’s introduction,
this new blood possessed ‘a Dounreay look’, indicating that ‘Dounreay people’ had
something ‘about them’ which set them apart from locals: it was not just their place of
residence in the atomic estates which distinguished them. Chapter two illustrated the
Caithnessian ‘difference’, which comprised a county historically cut off from the
mainland, and a native population ‘insular’ in nature. In this case, however, it was the
incomers who differed from the local majority, something described by the Viability of
Dounreay report (1959) in unequivocal terms:

The Authority influx is as different in quality as in quantity in that being
made up of scientists, engineers and administrators, it does not graft
naturally on to the sociological formation of Caithness at any point. It is
fifty per cent non-Scottish and instinctively urban in its outlook.85

The report referred to these newcomers as ‘relatively sophisticated’, something
reiterated by Magnus Magnusson in The Scotsman, where he described the educated
incoming population as possessing ‘fairly sophisticated ways of life’.86 Similarly, the
newcomers had to become familiar with the incumbent population, who, by implication
only, must have been considered less refined. This view was presented in the Scottish
Educational Journal in 1959, when it reported that, to Caithnessians, ‘innovations in
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agriculture, religion and education were often looked at with a slight suspicion’.87 Even
children weren’t beyond judgement in this regard, with some incomers, ‘especially
those coming from schools in England’ possessing ‘a superficial brightness which is
absent in the local children’.88 Revealingly, these two statements were written by D.K.
Sutherland, a long-serving bailie who was to become Provost of Thurso Burgh Council
two years later; a member of the existing community who, through his council role, had
a particular responsibility for integration. Even more revealingly, Sutherland wrote
under the ‘Thor’ pseudonym in the John O’Groat Journal, a role he undertook between
the early 1950s and May 1961, when he stepped down due to the heavy commitments of
his official position. As has been shown both here and in his column, Sutherland was
not afraid to speak his mind, often commenting on ‘controversial matters’ and writing
notes which were ‘keenly followed’ because of the ‘news, gossip and general interest’
they contained.89 This open approach led to disagreement with his fellow councillors
over his lack of professional discretion, leading Provost Sinclair, Sutherland’s wellrespected predecessor, to refer to ‘Thor’’s column as ‘trash’.90 It is not known how
Sutherland’s above comments about Caithnessians were received, but what is clear is
that his approach clearly established differences between the local and incoming
populations. This was not unusual, but it is significant that such comments were made
by a high-profile Caithnessian: echoing the difference – as portrayed by fellow ‘elite’
members of the community – examined in chapter two.91
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Sentiments like Sutherland’s also appear in UKAEA documents, casual
memoranda, and newspaper reportage. The sense of difference of both people and place
influenced the UKAEA’s consideration of the ‘underlying sociological and economic
questions involved in settling a large institution in so remote an area that must [be
answered] if this institution is to be both efficient and happy within a framework of a
generally satisfied wider community’.92 This was considered a particular concern for
those who, as The Illustrated London News reported in 1966, were ‘hundreds of miles
from the urban amenities most of them are used to’.93 This was eight years after the
opening of reactor establishment, with the dialogue of distance persisting. Although
this, as chapter two illustrated, was not without its difficulties in terms of recruitment,
the UKAEA was able to successfully attract the Caithness Courier’s ‘new blood’ to the
area. As it reported, this injection was from the ‘metropolitan south’. Similarly, The
Illustrated London News acknowledged that the incomers were ‘urbanised’; The
Scotsman referred to them as coming from ‘outside the Highlands’; and The Reactor
considered the influx ‘a technical and industrial society from a totally different
background’.94 In studying this migration, it is important to understand who these
people were: where did they come from and why did they come? Addressing the
former, section 4.2 above recognises that the two largest population groups arrived from
elsewhere in Scotland (that is outwith Caithness) and England. Although this takes a
broad approach, when coupled with qualitative information it contests Jedrej and
Nuttall’s comment that ‘it is not easy to find a consensus about who they [migrants to
the Scottish Highlands] are’.95 With respect to the latter, it is apparent that employment
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was the motivating factor for the recruits and their families. This accords with the
second of Jedrej and Nuttall’s following conclusions:

Migrants are usually, on the basis of their motives, classified into three
categories: one, those for whom employment is not a factor but find living
in a rural area more congenial than a large town; two, those who have had to
move into the rural area because of their employment; and three, those who
have tried to meet a preference for living in the countryside with a need to
earn a living.96

Whilst it is apparent that people moved to Caithness for employment at Dounreay,
Jedrej and Nuttall’s final point above also needs to be taken into consideration: some
would have been driven purely by the job, but for others the chance to live in the far
north would have provided motivation alongside employment. Pull factors for general
migrants during the late twentieth century have been identified by sociologists Short
and Stockdale, and include employment, housing, personal reasons, and principally
quality of life, comprising access to scenic areas, low levels of crime and a good place
to bring up children.97 Quality of life was an important factor used by the UKAEA to
attract people to work at the Dounreay site.98 Pull factors were important when the push
factors were not necessarily there. As Watson says, ‘In the second half of the twentieth
century the English economy was generally in a healthier state than the Scottish, so
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economic push and pull were unlikely to be influential’ for those who migrated to
Dounreay from England.99 As chapter two has shown, this is evidenced by the early
recruitment problems which the UKAEA faced: Sir Christopher Hinton’s concern was
largely based on the fact that ‘men interviewed for posts were receiving in industry
salaries at the same order as those we would consider paying them, and therefore had no
incentive to move’.100 Pull factors of several kinds were therefore a necessity for the
UKAEA. As already demonstrated, incentives, including housing and financial
concessions for travel south, were a must. These, however, were not the only pull
factors which incentivised the workforce. Other aspects, such as the personal reflections
involved in moving to an area considered ‘remote from urban civilisation’, are less
obvious, and require the analysis of personal testimonies.101

4.4 Pull factors: personal testimonies

According to the UKAEA, there were three categories of staff: locally recruited staff,
for whom it was not necessary to make special provision; existing civil servants
transferred to Dounreay; and new UKAEA recruits.102 Former employee Don Ryan,
originally from Enniskillen, also recognised ‘three types of people’ who made their way
to work at Dounreay:

My sort of feel of it was…there were the transitory, the migrants who came
up from a southern site and worked for a short while on a particular project,
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but they would be based at that southern site and go back to it – Harwell or
Risley. But then there were the folk who came to Dounreay and really they
couldn’t settle because of the locality or remoteness or whatever, or their
wife perhaps couldn’t. And it was almost better to pay them to go off and
have an interview and get shot of them. And then there were the folk who
liked it and like ourselves, came back to it.103

What both these accounts reveal is that people moved to Caithness for different reasons,
something outlined in the personal testimonies of former employees like Don. As a
local, farmer and councillor John Young recalled that ‘all those people, many from
Wales, the midlands of England and further south and some of course from Cumbria
where it was already established. They came up here’.104 Reflecting on the situation in
1957, when ‘Dounreay was starting off and there were zero qualified personnel…living
locally’, chemical engineer Ernie Lillyman affirmed that staff ‘usually came up to
Dounreay on a site transfer from either Sellafield, Springfields, Harwell, some from
Aldermaston’.105 He himself ‘wasn’t trying to pick’ any location when he applied to the
UKAEA’s Industrial Group at Risley; like those transferred from other sites he was
‘posted’ to Dounreay. This lack of complete control over location was also experienced
by Leslie Rowe, whose promotion to higher executive officer came with the
requirement to move from Winfrith to the purchasing unit at Dounreay.106 Similarly,
John Walford came up from Capenhurst on a tour of a few years but ‘odd as it may
seem, we had taken a liking to the north of Scotland, Scotland generally, to Caithness in
particular. We didn’t want to move after our three years’. In comparison, England was
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‘too brash and crowded’, showing how a ‘tour of duty’ could turn into permanent
residence.107 Despite their initial apparent lack of agency, Ernie, Leslie and John
continued to live in Caithness until retirement and beyond; each forming part of
Dounreay’s enduring legacy.

Whilst contract terms meant that many were transferred to the site, others
assumed direct control over their location, with career prospects within the burgeoning
atomic energy industry strong motivating factors. Peter Higginson viewed Dounreay as
‘the latest thing in nuclear energy and so…applied there’.108 David Sprague realised that
the Central Electricity Generating Board was ‘starting to go nuclear’ and saw the
opportunity to ‘go off to the atomic energy stations’ as a way of ‘learning something
about reactors’.109 Sydney Pickles took a different approach, seeking employment at
Dounreay because the expense of life in Edinburgh was ‘unsustainable’.110 Don Ryan
saw the chance to move to the far north as a way to escape the routine of ‘coming in on
the tube in the morning from Wimbledon to the centre, getting out right in the centre of
the city, it wasn’t a pleasant journey on a daily basis’.111 Metallurgist Willie Sloss and
his wife similarly ‘wanted to move away from the city’, and so he responded directly to
a Dounreay job advert, leaving his employment with Glasgow heavy engineers William
Beardmore & Company.112 For Willie, this move affected his whole family: his parentsin-law left their Glasgow corporation employment and housing – ‘a big thing for them’
– to make the move north to Thurso. Willie’s brother-in-law was ‘not having this down
here on [his] own’, so ‘jacked in’ his job and moved north with his wife and children.
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Whilst reuniting family was their particular motivation, both Willie’s father- and
brother-in-law found employment at Dounreay, one as a process worker and one as an
administrator. Amongst the recorded reasons for moving to Dounreay, this family union
is unusual, and is a unique solution to one of the problems outlined in chapter two: the
disincentive of distance from family living further south. An additional inducement
came from outwith the UKAEA, as Ernie Lillyman recalled. Some of his staff ‘thought
it was great to work for the Authority, because it meant they were exempt two years
military service...they had agreed to go in that job because they were avoiding going in
the Forces, where they would have got far less money and no free house and all sorts of
things’: it is evident that there was no one path towards a Dounreay career.113

Although distance from centres of population was a disincentive for many, for
others it was an attraction. Former Derbyshire coalmine electrician John Kirk embraced
the outdoor opportunities which Caithness offered, stating ‘it’s the very remoteness
itself, more than anything else, which appeals to me’.114 His participation in hillwalking,
fishing and other activities which benefitted from long summer days all speak to an
increased quality of life which migration studies identify as a key motivating factor in
the later pattern of individual movement to the Highlands and Islands.115 On a similar
note, David Sprague, born in Pottersbar, was delighted with the lifestyle it offered his
family as his ‘girls had a wonderful childhood you know, they’d go off and roam in
places I’ve never been on the moors there…you never worried about them’.116 Don
considered it ‘a great place to bring up the family’, citing the ‘lovely atmosphere’ as a
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major benefit of Caithness life.117 This family focus draws attention to a significant
aspect of the Dounreay migration: whilst it is easy to concentrate on the employees, it is
important to consider the fact that the majority moved with their families. This is of
course something which the UKAEA prepared for, with it adopting a housing formula
based on the assumption that out of every hundred people, sixty would be married.118
Furthering this, it factored in an average of 1.0 children per household, a fifty per cent
plus increase on the national average.119 This was greater than that at the UKAEA’s
sites at Risley (0.5), Springfields (0.55) and Harwell (0.75), with only Aldermaston in
Berkshire demonstrating a higher average at 1.5 children per household. Dounreay staff
were ‘likely to be comparable’ with those at Harwell and Aldermaston, so its average
was set between the two. This comparison focuses on the age demographic of the
UKAEA’s staff at these sites: it was expected that, as at Aldermaston and Harwell,
‘additional staff to be recruited for Dounreay will be young married persons with
families above average size’.120 This accords with the ‘young and vital’ population
which was reported to have arrived in Thurso, comprising staff and their families.121 By
November 1958, the ‘Authority’s community’ in Thurso consisted of 2612 people,
‘made up by 1340 married men and women who have 1070 children, to which must be
added 200 single adults’.122 This familial influx is a fact which census records appear to
confirm, with the number of young people under the age of nineteen living in Thurso
increasing by 185.8 per cent between 1951 and 1961.123 This increase was at its most
dramatic in the 0-9 age group, which witnessed a rise from 593 to 1831, constituting
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208.8 per cent. It is not clear what proportion of these were the children of incoming
atomics, but it does reflect a significant increase in the number of children in the town:
young people who the Caithness Courier hoped would go on to ‘establish a new breed
of Thursonians’.124

4.5 Conclusion

The Caithness Courier expressed this wish for the continued development of the town
and its residents at the beginning of the Dounreay project in 1954. At this time it
recognised that Dounreay was ‘a name destined to become famous’, filling ‘Caithness
homes with a new hope for the future of the county as a whole, and of Thurso in
particular’.125 It reported that Thurso’s way of life had ‘already quickened its pace, in
imagination at least’ – in 1954 local development only existed as an ‘imagined
community’ of expectations, much as many incomers had a preconceived notion of
what life in Caithness would be like.126 By 1962, the expectations of community
development had been realised, with Magnus Magnusson writing that the ‘arrival of the
atomics has had an immensely fertilising effect on the town’.127 At the ‘heart of the
centrifugal energy’ of the town was the ‘conscious act of integration’; a process
affecting both local and incomer, and one which was essential if the reactor
establishment was to succeed in its Caithness environment. This requirement was more
pronounced in Caithness than it was at some of the UKAEA’s other sites, such as at
AWRE Aldermaston, where although some staff were accommodated in nearby towns
including Newbury and Basingstoke, the majority of housing was erected ‘on almost an
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American campus pattern’ close to the site.128 In this regard the Authority ‘created in a
rural area the core of a small town which is certain to have a total population of at least
5000 people’.129 This was recognised by the UKAEA as ‘rather different from Thurso,
since there are virtually no other inhabitants apart from Authority employees’.130 By
comparison, Aldermaston was a ‘new town’, something which the UKAEA did not
consider suitable for Dounreay. This was also true of the AERE site at Harwell, where it
was a ‘deliberate policy not to create an ‘atomic city’ but to disperse over 1,100
UKAEA houses in various estates in Wantage, Abingdon and Wallingford’, with a
further 550 houses built for staff by the local authorities.131 Even here, where integration
was more pronounced, chemist’s wife Mrs Sinclair explained that you could ‘“sit at
home in Abingdon and not know your next-door neighbour”’.132 From the outset,
however, Thurso was expected to be different: it was anticipated that newcomers would
‘enjoy a life less dependent on social intercourse with colleagues and all the attendant
disadvantages arising from too close proximity at work and play’ than those at
Aldermaston, Harwell and Windscale.133

This chapter has shown that employees came to work at Dounreay for different
reasons: some were ‘posted’ to the area in fulfilment of their contract; many arrived
because of the promotion opportunities which working life at the country’s first fast
breeder reactor offered; others were attracted by the thought of life outwith the city.
David Sprague summed up the feelings of many of those who stayed longer than first
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intended, stating ‘I came up here sort of, for what I thought was a nominal five years
and I’ve been up here over fifty now’.134 Similarly, local Heather McLean affirmed that
‘a lot of the people who came here originally are still here. Caithness gets into your soul
eventually if you’re receptive’, indicating that as much as place caused initial
recruitment difficulties, it was an important factor in retainment.135 Leslie Rowe cited
the county’s people as responsible for the ‘good atmosphere’ which he experienced
upon his arrival in the community. He had ‘good relations with practically everybody’,
explaining that ‘they were Caithnessians…I just found that everybody was friendly, we
were more accepted coming here from England than we were in Dorset, just 100 miles
from London.136

This sense of acceptance is important in an area in which the new ‘atomics’
accounted for such a significant proportion of the population. This chapter has shown
that Dounreay is a stand-out example of why diversity in Highland historiography is
required: otherwise, the region’s expansion is absorbed by the demographic pattern of
‘depopulation through out-migration since the mid-nineteenth-century’.137 Dounreay
migration has, however, been overlooked in favour of the largely urban to rural
movement of people during the 1970s and 80s. Where employment-based migration
into the Highlands and Islands is covered in detail, its focus has generally been on the
impact of oil-based migration at such places as Kishorn, Nigg or Sullom Voe.138 Predating these, Dounreay resulted in a social shift which Magnus Magnusson considered
‘a most spectacular example of enlightened integration’.139 The perceived difference
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between Thurso’s new and existing residents was accounted for from the project’s
outset, a belief shared by local and atomic authorities alike. Caithness County Council
stated that ‘the Authority bring in more sophisticated types. We must meet them on their
own grounds. Give them coffee bars, juke boxes and dance halls’.140 Whilst this brought
appeals for change, it also, as the Financial Times reported, exacerbated ‘the fear that
the ‘new’ residents of Thurso might tend to be a race apart, not prepared to share the life
of the older inhabitants of the county’.141 By 1957, however, this had ‘already been
largely disproved’. How this integration worked in practice will be considered in the
following chapter, which will highlight the social impact of the United Kingdom’s
nuclear energy programme, shifting the balance of academic study from nuclear fission
to Donald Carmichael’s ‘social fusion’.142
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Chapter 5
Changing society: life in ‘Atom Town’

5.0 Introduction

This thesis foregrounds the social infrastructure which supported the early development
of the United Kingdom’s nuclear energy programme. In the popular press, the
circumstances surrounding the fast breeder reactor’s ‘unconventional’ location proved a
relatable hook for journalists at a time when the technology was new and unknown.1
The reporting of nuclear fission was frequently superseded by social fusion: never had a
nuclear project – so often bound by secrecy – been so connected with its location. As
this thesis has demonstrated, the choice of Caithness required the implementation of a
location-specific set of measures to facilitate the operation of the Dounreay
establishment. Underpinning these was the UKAEA’s ‘integration philosophy’, founded
on its desire for its ‘people’ to ‘live the life of the community’.2 Due to its considered
remoteness, this was arguably a more significant requirement in Caithness than at the
UKAEA’s southern sites. The subsequent mixing of the UKAEA’s incoming staff with
the local Caithnessian population led to some initial uncertainty, as reported on in The
Scotsman in 1957:

If I were what the Americans call a human engineer I would regard the
incomers on the one hand and the natives, on the other, as socially two
1
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critical masses which when brought together could either explode or be
controlled in such a way as to produce something entirely new and
encouraging in the way of social life.3

Here sociology, rather than science, is at the fore, in a piece which pre-empts Donald
Carmichael’s ‘nuclear fission and social fusion’ address of four years later.4 Both
employ a terminology which uses atomic analogy to fuse the scientific and the social,
something which can be considered in the context of Jonathan Hogg’s definition of
‘nuclearity’. Hogg describes it as ‘the way in which knowledge of nuclear technology
impacted on individual experience’, reinforcing the role of published and spoken
language in constructing individuals’ reactions to the new nuclear society.5 He
principally uses it in reference to nuclear anxiety, reflective of the increasing awareness
of associated danger during the period. The Scotsman taps into this recognition of
vulnerability, yet mitigates it by promoting the concept of a positive, promising new
Thurso society. In December 1957, as the extract suggests, the practicalities of this
society were still imagined. Within two years, however, 2612 people were set to arrive
into the ‘Authority’s community in Thurso’, signalling a changing society borne from
the United Kingdom’s nuclear energy programme.6 According to Hogg, ‘the nuclear
imagination meant dealing with abstractions and unrealities: for the vast majority of
people nuclear weapons or nuclear reactors remained alien and distant’.7 For
Caithnessians, however, the nuclear was present, manifesting itself not only at the
Dounreay site – where many would go on to work – but also in their day-to-day lives.
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Chapter three described the physical, visible effects of this via an assessment of the
transformed built environment; this chapter will examine the ensuing social
consequences of the arrival of the new residents who served to ‘liven up old Thurso’.8

To do this it will build on chapter two’s discussion of place and perceptions and
detail the incomers’ impact on the ‘host’ Thurso community. This, however, was
reciprocal, and whilst attention is naturally drawn to how Thurso and its community
changed, the incoming population was similarly influenced by the existing population
and environment. Furthering the previous chapter’s focus on migration, historian
Murray Watson recognises that ‘the experience of migration is a significant life event, a
process that, in itself, challenges and re-forms individuals’ personal perceptions of
identity and sense of place in society’.9 Newcomers to the area had to adjust to their
new designation of ‘atomic’, a collective identity which is integral to this chapter’s
narrative. Watson states that the act of migration brings with it an ‘unprecedented
barrage of cultural, social, economic and political change’: many ‘atomics’ had to adapt
to a life socially and culturally different from their previous place of residence.10 Whilst
this may initially have been without the same range of urban amenities that they were
used to, the atomics, the UKAEA, the local authorities and the existing Caithness
community all contributed to the development of new social facilities intended to
increase lifestyle opportunities and facilitate integration. This is characteristic of the
collaborative approach taken throughout the project’s early development and is
reflective of the UKAEA’s belief that people needed ‘interests outside their work and
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the people concerned with their work’.11 Consequently, as author Tom Weir recognised,
‘the incomers feel they have a lot to gain as well as to give’.12 Mutual adjustment was at
the centre of the changing Thurso community, and this chapter will examine a variety of
official and personal accounts to see how this worked in practice, before focusing on
how an increase in recreation opportunities influenced integration. Limited source
material – which represents the views of a representative sample of people and
organisations – means that it does not set out to determine if integration was a
wholescale success; rather it will reveal the importance of perception to show that
different experiences led to differing outlooks, consistent with the complexity of the
Dounreay project.13

5.1 Us and them?

Six years after the Dounreay project’s announcement, the UKAEA regarded social
integration as an ‘old friend’.14 By this time it was familiar with a process which, for
both atomic and local authorities, was undertaken with the same outcome in mind. For
the UKAEA, this involved its people living ‘the life of the community’; likewise,
Thurso Burgh Council wanted ‘to feel there is one community, not two sections’.15
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These two sections comprised the resident local population and the incoming atomics: a
clear-cut definition which is used throughout the primary material. This division
accords with anthropologists Jedrej and Nuttall’s image of ‘a bounded settlement where
the residents are divided and ranked into an original host population (“locals” with
“roots”) and others who subsequently arrived and who may or may not move on’.16
They, however, argue that this is a simplification, with ‘local’ and ‘incomer’ forming
‘contested categories constructed and negotiated in different social situations’.17 Yet
within the context of this thesis, this division, however simple, resonates more than in
most other instances of twentieth-century Highlands and Islands migration.18 As such,
this chapter adopts a straightforward approach to the discussion of locals and incomers,
focusing on the relationship between local people, who were resident in the far north
before Dounreay, and newcomers, who came to Caithness for employment purposes.
The common aim for the authorities was the integration of these groups, and achieving
this was dependent on planning choices, the facilities provided, and significantly, the
efforts of incoming and local populations – each with their own internal diversity –
alike.

The relationship between locals and incomers leads directly to considerations of
‘us’ and ‘them’. Like the former, these categories are relational: those who consider
themselves to be ‘us’, will have an associated ‘them’. Unlike the former, however, these
categories are not fixed – with Dounreay-migration, ‘us’ can refer to either locals or
atomics depending on perspective. As historian Linda Colley asserts, this bestows a
certain homogeneity on a group of individuals: ‘once confronted with an obviously
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alien “them”, an otherwise diverse community can become a reassuring or merely
desperate “us”’.19 Reinforcing the collective nature of these identities, sociologist Nira
Yuval-Davis argues that identities are not just personal, with collective narratives
providing ‘a collective sense of order and meaning’.20 This chapter seeks to determine
whether a collective ‘us’ and ‘them’ attitude prevailed in Thurso society during the
period of study, with the former term principally applying to the locals, and the latter to
the atomics. This, however, can be easily turned on its head depending on situation;
reflecting sociologist Stuart Hall’s belief that the production of identities is always ‘in
process’, accommodating change.21

Whilst identifying as ‘us’ can be ‘reassuring’, it can also be threatening.
Indicating an awareness of the sensitivity of its presence in Caithness, the UKAEA was
wary of perpetuating this discourse. This impacted even the simplest of administrative
tasks, including the naming of a meeting held between its representatives and those of
Caithness County Council, Thurso Burgh Council, Scottish Home Department, Scottish
Education Department, Department of Health for Scotland, Board of Trade, and the
Ministry of Labour in November 1959:

What do we call the meeting? I suggest we do not want to give the idea that
it was between “us” and “them”. What about “Record of a meeting held at
the DERE Club, Thurso, on the 4th November 1959, to consider matters

19
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arising from the establishment of the Dounreay Experimental Reactor
Establishment in Caithness”.22

Conscious of how, as a London-headquartered government body in a rural area, it could
be perceived, the UKAEA’s administration manager K.W. Matthews was keen to seek
parity for all attendees. The notion of ‘us’ and ‘them’ was therefore felt not only at
residential, but at organisational, level. In treading lightly, the UKAEA’s behaviour
again runs counter to Welsh’s argument that the UKAEA tended to ‘ride roughshod’
when achieving its atomic goals, as mentioned in chapter one.23 In this regard, the local
authorities had agency and were unlikely to be taken advantage of in this way: as
Sutherland-born Alistair Fraser reflected, ‘they would not have allowed the Authority to
trample over them. They would have set certain standards and they would have said we
do not want problems, we do not want social unrest’.24 Revealingly, the meeting above
was held to ‘discuss the general social problems arising in Thurso and Caithness county
from the setting up of the atomic station at Dounreay’.25 Sir Donald Perrott referred to it
as an opportunity to ‘ventilate’ these issues, which included the ‘urgent’ need for
housing, the accommodation of local recruits, the ‘population question’, education
provision and capacity, youth recreation and the promotion of industry in the county.26
This forum for discussion followed the pattern for communication which the UKAEA
established at the outset of the Dounreay project: a step which recognised the benefits of
keeping the local authorities on-side in a situation where the incomer-local / us-them
division was unavoidable.
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5.2 New terms

In this case, Sir Donald Perrott was confident that the meeting ‘had given each of the
bodies represented a better understanding of the policies and problems of the others’.27
‘Full and frank’ discussions indicated a shared awareness of the existence of problems,
with agreement that ‘progress was being made towards absorbing the Authority staff
and their families into the community of Caithness’.28 This communication was
essential in a complex situation where even the terminology applied was loaded with
meaning. It was agreed at the meeting that ‘a new term should be considered’ for the
process: ‘integration’ was deemed ‘rather off-putting’.29 Two weeks later commentator
‘Thor’ – himself a member of Thurso Burgh Council – repeated the same plea. Under
the heading ‘substitutes wanted’, he stated:

“Integration”, “atomic energy housing estate”, “new Thursonians” and
“atomics” are expressions which have been a trifle overworked in recent
years…It is difficult to see how [“new Thursonians” and “atomics”] can be
got round for the older inhabitants must use some label to refer to the
newcomers who, in turn, employ the words, “locals”, or “natives”, when
referring to those who have been living in the town for a long time.30
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This is revealing: a Thurso ‘local’ calling for a rethink with regards to the perceived
divisions in the community. Whilst recognising that the distinction needed to exist ‘for
the older inhabitants’, ‘Thor’ sought parity for all citizens, negating the requirement to
distinguish between newcomers and natives. A remark made six months previously
reveals that, to ‘Thor’, the integration of newcomers and natives was well underway:

These days, with so many new citizens in our midst, one would have
thought that it would be difficult to pick out those who are merely passing
through or are spending their annual break in the town. Yet, generally
speaking, it is an easy matter, for cars of all kinds give plenty of clues and
even those met on foot around the town have an identifiable air of not
belonging to the place.31

The key phrase here is an ‘air of not belonging to the place’. This was applied to
visitors, not to the ‘new citizens in our midst’: a strong indication that, in ‘Thor’’s mind
at least, the atomics who had migrated to the area had started to ‘belong’.32 This shows
progression from his 1955 observation, as detailed in the introduction to chapter four,
that ‘Dounreay people’ were easily identifiable on account of their ‘Dounreay look’.33
Yet ‘Thor’ was contradictory in his beliefs, switching from a call to end the use of terms
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of differentiation in 1959, to a realisation in 1961 that the concept of ‘belonging’ was
not so straightforward:

A new citizen was quite sure the other day that is takes about ten years for
anyone to become really a part of Thurso. He may be right, for those who
have come to live in the town and have not been born in it have, as it were,
to work their passage before they are fully accepted.34

The concept of ‘belonging’ is complex, and is examined by Kimberley Masson in detail
in her doctoral thesis (2009).35 Her thesis is ‘an ethnographic analysis of kinship,
belonging, and identity concepts in Caithness’, which she terms a ‘border population’.36
Although based on an ethnographic fieldwork model, she considers how these themes
are understood and fulfilled ‘over time’ within different contexts, including the
ethnographic impact of Dounreay-migration, which she brings up-to-date. Thus, her
findings bear relevance to this study, although they should be treated with caution: her
Dounreay work is contingent on difference and focuses on exclusion over all else. She
describes Dounreay as ‘the epitome of difference in Caithness’, yet recognises its
current role as a ‘central part of everyday life’.37 This suggests that the people and
processes of Dounreay are distinct from ‘traditional’ Caithness society, but are
simultaneously integral to it. This present thesis focuses on the period during which this
difference was established and its role as a ‘central part of everyday life’ was being
cemented. At this time, it would have been impossible to know that this sense of
difference would still be felt today: as Masson states, ‘an “atomic” can find that fifty
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years after arrival, fifty years of living Caithness life they remain excluded and visible
as the other of Caithness life’.38 This reflects Jedrej and Nuttall’s conclusion that as an
incomer’s length of residence increases, so does the accumulation of a ‘shared history
with other residents’; however, ‘there will always be a deficit, a lack of “roots”’.39
Former Dounreay employee Don Ryan, born in Northern Ireland, reinforces this, ‘I
don’t think I’ll ever be local even after fifty years, but I still consider myself almost
local’.40 This distinction is significant, and is one which is mentioned in The Third
Statistical Account. Writing in 1983, Betty Bradstreet confirms that the term ‘incomers’,
refers ‘to residents of fewer than fifty years’, a definition which shows how difficult it
was for an atomic to make the transition to local.41 Masson reflects this, believing that
incomers ‘never become “Caithnessian” and instead go on an awkward journey of
fitting in’.42

5.3 Integration in practice

5.3.1 Fitting in

This act of ‘fitting in’ is integral to assessing the impact which the atomics had on
Thurso. As evidenced, the prevailing dialogue from the local and atomic authorities,
commentators and journalists in this regard is one of positivity. UKAEA
correspondence records that ‘it is a truism to say that by and large, the incoming folk are
mixing well with everyone and playing a valuable part in forging a new and virile
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community’.43 In November 1959, representatives of Thurso Burgh Council believed
that ‘people are taking part in all activities and it is working well’.44 Sir David
Robertson took a similar positive view, stating ‘newcomers brought to the area by this
plant were settling down magnificently, and were most welcome’.45 Local author James
Revie detailed the ‘peaceful and happy integration of at least two cultures, two different
ways of life’.46 Dounreay’s works general manager Major-General Joslin, former
director of the Royal and Mechanical Engineers, believed that ‘the atomics had become
part of the county’.47 Writing in 1962, journalist Magnus Magnusson stated that it was
the ‘conscious act of integration that is at the heart of the centrifugal energy of
Thurso’.48 This positive process is best summed up by Dounreay’s general secretary
Donald Carmichael, who, in 1966, asserted that the atomics were ‘coming into contact
with the local people more and even picking up something of their way of life’.49 Robin
Sinclair’s 1958 prediction, that many atomics would take on local traits and ‘become
part of the county’, was beginning to be realised.50

Published and official accounts like these reflect the positivity of the Dounreay
zeitgeist – a project undertaken in a period of rapid post-war growth replete with
economic and technological expansion and all that it promised. What is recorded here,
however, has little to do with economics or technology: place and people, rather than
finance and science, are at the centre. Commenting in May 1959, under the heading
‘Thurso charms’, ‘Thor’ emphasised the role of the former:
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Twice within the past fortnight new Thursonians have commented on the
friendliness of older citizens towards newcomers. In their experience, no
other place in Britain has coped with such a large influx of people so
successfully and with a minimum of friction.51

This ‘friendliness’ is a recurring theme, demonstrating how the Caithnessian character
traits discussed in chapter two were evidenced in daily life. In 1950 it was presented as
one of the chief attributes of the Thurso population in The Third Statistical Account,
with the people described as ‘kindly, friendly and helpful to each other...they are broadminded and tolerant’.52 Significantly, Donald Carmichael, in his ‘Nuclear fission and
social fusion’ address, offered ‘the friendly realism of the local people’ as one of the
‘clearly discernible factors which have contributed to the rapid and smooth expansion of
the Caithness community’.53 He quickly followed this with praise for ‘the attitude of the
Authority’s imported staff to their new environment’, reflecting the two-way nature of
integration.

Although a Caithness local, Carmichael was speaking as a representative of the
UKAEA. As such, he was promoting an Authority-approved narrative, perhaps
designed in-part, like company-literature, to portray a ‘representative ideal’ of the fast
breeder reactor programme.54 Official sources, whatever their nature, should be read
with an awareness of the possibility that their narrative is, as Andrew Perchard
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elucidates in his study of the aluminium industry, ‘imbued with the image they wished
to project of themselves and values they wanted to impart’.55 Value can be added,
therefore, by making space for knowledge which, as Raphael Samuel asserts, ‘creeps in
sideways’: an approach which is central to the variety of sources used in this thesis.56
Samuel refers to this as ‘unofficial knowledge’, a term which resonates with Jonathan
Hogg’s ‘official and unofficial narratives’ of nuclear culture.57 Hogg reaffirms that
unofficial accounts enable focus to be adjusted away from top-down nuclear histories
which concentrate on Whitehall, resulting in a ‘fuller picture of the British nuclear
century’.58 As part of this, local and personal narratives combine with the national and
international to ‘give British nuclear culture meaning’.59 This approach resonates with
the participatory historical culture of public history, in-keeping with Robert Archibald’s
conviction that ‘history is owned by those whose past is described in the narrative
because that story, their own version of it resides in their memories and establishes their
identities’.60 Whilst this chapter demonstrates that both official and unofficial accounts
regarded Dounreay integration as an early success, it is essential that the personal
narratives of those who experienced this changing society – whether local or incomer –
are reflected to capture a shared heritage which, as per the work of historian Iain J.M.
Robertson, ‘is about people, collectivity and individuals’.61
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5.3.2 Integration: personal recollections

It is through the analysis of oral history testimonies – predominantly those in the James
Gunn collection – and written accounts that these personal experiences are revealed.
Those interviewed all lived in Caithness during the 1954-1966 focus of this study and
continued to do so until their date of interview and beyond.62 In utilising oral history as
a methodology, however, it is vital that the central role of memory and the process of
remembering are addressed. The very nature of oral history involves reflecting on the
past in the present: on events which occurred, in this case, sixty years ago. As discussed
in the introduction to this thesis, memory is not straightforward, it is affected by outside
and internal influences and is subject to alteration: something which does not detract
from oral history material, but is something which should be kept in mind in its
analysis.63 The James Gunn collection is a rich source of complex oral testimonies
which chart the experiences of both locals and incomers, providing an ‘unofficial’
insight into the process of integration. Former Dounreay engineer Don Ryan, who
arrived in Thurso in 1961, provided a striking popular culture analogy for what he was
experiencing in Caithness after his arrival:

The BBC ran for quite some years a soap called “The Newcomers” which
was somewhat like Eastenders is now, but not quite so morbid and
unwatchable. And “The Newcomers” rather reflected the ethos of Dounreay
where lots of new people, lots of people were being ousted from the City of
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London out into somewhere in East Anglia and having to deal with the
isolation difficulties and so on, it was interesting – a mirror on things.64

As an atomic, Don was aware of his position as an incomer in a host community as per
the ‘ethos of Dounreay’. Many of the interviewees were asked to reflect on this social
division, paying particular regard to whether an ‘us and them’ attitude prevailed. The
testimonies of the incoming atomics show that this was felt more by some than others.
Don ‘never experienced it’ but ‘could understand that some folk think there might be’ a
strong division.65 Metallurgist Willie Sloss, who moved to Thurso from Glasgow in
1961, felt that ‘there was never any animosity’.66 Jimmy Simpson, who arrived in 1961
from the oil industry in the Persian Gulf, similarly disputed the notion of ‘us and them’,
stating that ‘the people were very friendly’.67 Others felt it more keenly: former
Dounreay chemist Sydney Pickles, who commenced employment in 1959, remarked
that ‘there was no hostility, but there was definitely an us and them type of attitude’.68
Physicist Peter Higginson, who arrived in 1957 having transferred from the atomic site
at Culcheth, reflected that ‘right at the outset, there was just a bit of tension, but then it
soon smoothed out’.69 His wife Sylvia, a Dounreay administrator, affirmed that
incomers were welcomed ‘to a degree’, but did not experience any ill-will, confirming
that she had ‘heard it said’ that there were problems.70
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This sense of hearsay is also recorded in the testimonies of Caithness locals.
Janet Grant, who became a Dounreay secretary in 1958, recalled that ‘you used to hear
about it [‘us and them’], but personally speaking I never came across it’.71 As with the
incomers’ testimonies, those of the locals demonstrate a variance in their experiences of
social division. Dunbeath-born John Macrae, who began his Dounreay career as a
radiographer in 1957, believed that there was a ‘slight’ them and us attitude.72 Alastair
MacDonald, who was ‘born just across the site fence at Dounreay’ and worked on its
construction, reflects, ‘them and us? – not as much as there might have been, when the
initial movement [of] this mass of people came in’.73 John Young, a local councillor,
was emphatic in his belief that ‘there was never a them and us attitude. They were
welcome’. Continuing, he noted that the incomers ‘mixed in with the people extremely
well, whether that was thanks to the councils here and the way they arranged things or
not, I don’t know’.74 Wick-born Donnie Harper, who joined Dounreay as a health
physics monitor in 1957, explained ‘I think the local people thought they were getting
preferential treatment and I don’t believe for a minute that they were, but yes they were
incomers initially, but eventually they were most welcome, you know, really. So that
word “atomic” lost its convolution really’.75

In many ways these largely positive views of integration tally with the official
and published accounts detailed in section 5.3.1 above. Even the 1959 ‘Viability of
Dounreay’ report, presented to the management committee by Dounreay’s director
Robert Hurst in a bid to establish the feasibility of the project succeeding in its
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Caithness location, detailed that ‘the imported and local communities live side by side
in amity’, presenting a harmonious image of Thurso life.76 ‘Side by side’, however, does
not necessarily equal successful integration. As discussed in chapter three, housing
segregation formed a natural division in this regard. Alastair MacDonald recounted that
‘it was the only thing that maybe caused a little problem, because the atomic site was all
the atomic people’.77 Leslie Rowe furthered this with his recollection that ‘it tended to
be I think, largely Dounreay people who got together and it was not perhaps the
mingling with the local population that perhaps there should have been’. This, however,
‘wasn’t a problem, it was just the way it was’.78 It is not surprising that different views
about the extent of integration emerged: there is diversity in every lived experience.

Reflecting this, the interviews undertaken by Kimberley Masson in her
ethnographic account portray a very different aspect of Caithness life during the period.
She contests that, along with ‘white settlers’, the atomics were ‘most scrutinized in their
arrival to Caithness’, characterised by an ‘on-going separation from locals’.79 One of her
participants, Kenny from Wick, avowed that in the 1950s the incomers were ‘considered
a sort of subspecies. We didn’t make it easy for them. We shut them out, they didn’t get
a chance’.80 Confirming this, Amanda, who arrived in Thurso in the late 1960s
explained that ‘we were shut out, our lives were very unhappy for a long time. I worked
at Dounreay and in the staffroom, atomics spoke to atomics and locals spoke to
locals’.81 She recalled that she ‘had to wait til everyone else had been served at the
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grocer. I asked for tatties, the mannie gave me things that were sprouting’.82
Conversely, John Walford reported that his wife Edna experienced no difficulties in this
regard, and upon being offered credit in Omand’s shop was ‘absolutely flabbergasted
that she, and that’s a newcomer from the far end of beyond, would be trusted for three
months, build up all her weekly groceries and goodness knows what, with no hint of
whether she would or how, she would pay’.83 Clearly, balance is required in any
interpretation of Thurso society during the period of this study. Masson emphasises
such a need with her summation that ‘the encounter between the two is fraught with
difficulties: on one hand, the pushy incomer who tries to take over threatens locals, and
on the other a local refuses to serve bread to an incomer who has been in the region for
fifty years’.84 Comparing Masson’s interviews with the accounts in the James Gunn
collection reveals a startling difference in experiences and opinions: in so doing it
underscores the importance of using a combination of sources, including those from
different disciplines, in a study such as this. Whilst Masson’s work focuses on a
generally negative portrayal of integration, based largely on her own fieldwork in
Caithness, this thesis exposes a widespread positivity, emphasising the complexity of
incomer-local relations in the area.85
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5.4. Recreation

5.4.1 Social life development

The ‘pushy incomer’ can be interpreted in different ways: negatively, as someone trying
to exert control over community members, or positively, as someone attempting to
improve society for the benefit of themselves and others. Jedrej and Nuttall state that to
locals, incomers are ‘either agents of change’, or ‘associated with external causes that
bring about change’: Dounreay’s atomics were both.86 Their presence was the direct
result of the government’s siting decision and as this chapter will now demonstrate,
they, as new citizens, contributed extensively to the changing society. As former
employee Alastair MacDonald recalled, there ‘was mention of people coming in and
interfering with the world that they came into, but to a great extent a lot of them were
pretty active in the areas that they were involved’.87 In 1962 Magnus Magnusson
described their arrival as having had ‘an immensely fertilising effect on the town. The
incomers – or rather, most of them; there are always odd men out in any community –
have thrown themselves vigorously into the life of the community. All sorts of
community activities flourish now as never before’.88 Such a vibrant description
contrasts markedly with Magnusson’s ‘pre-atomic’ assessment of Thurso as a town
which was ‘languishing a little, quiet as a churchyard except on Tuesday market day’.89
This sense of revival anticipates the later ‘influx of energetic individuals who are
sensitive to their new environment’ and formed one facet of the ‘white settler’
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movement in the Highlands and Islands discussed in chapter four.90 Echoing
Magnusson’s portrayal of Thurso, Ewen Cameron explains that such an influx can
‘inject much-needed life into moribund communities’.91 This has resonance with the
Caithness Courier’s 1954 prediction that ‘a Caithness semi-wilderness will be opened
up to new life nourished by a blood-transfusion’ from the south and introduce ‘a fresh,
pulsating rhythm into the quiet back-waters and do much to arrest the depressing drain
of depopulation’.92 As chapter two demonstrated, this sense of Caithness as a ‘backwater’ was not felt by everyone, with Thurso in particular described as rich with social
amenities, a fact which contributed to the decision to site the fast breeder reactor in the
area. Those available in 1950 are described as ‘numerous’ in The Third Statistical
Account, and included the male voice choir, choral singing, players’ dramatic club, cooperative guild, ornithological club, townswomen’s guild, toastmasters’ club (‘unique in
the north’), British Legion, rifle, golf, tennis, badminton, bowling, cycling, cricket,
three football clubs, cinema, and a variety of dances.93 In a Scots Magazine article in
1959 Tom Weir recognised an existing sense of vigour in the local population ‘who,
like most isolated communities, have not lost the art of making their own amusement’.94
It is evident from what follows that the combination of an incoming population
determined to ‘make this their new home’, an incumbent population experienced in the
establishment of societies, and UKAEA-driven initiatives led to the development of
Thurso as a ‘cosmopolitan’ centre befitting its increased population.95
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By 1962, recreation was at the centre of ‘the centrifugal energy’ which had builtup in Thurso since the announcement of the Dounreay project.96 From the local
perspective, the arrival of the atomics happened ‘all of a sudden’; the ‘mass of people’
arrived ‘all at once’.97 Whilst it is true that the majority of new inhabitants arrived in
1958, there was also a gradual upsurge in numbers as key stages of the reactor building
programme were completed. As part of the Criticality Group team, John Walford was
amongst the first to arrive. Alongside his colleagues and their families, John moved in
to the newly-built timber houses on Sweyn Road and St Olaf Road in October 1956. At
this time ‘it was just a little ring of houses. No other houses anywhere near’, a situation
which John considered ‘lovely for the first twelve or eighteen months’.98 For John, ‘it
was very much easier’ to ‘mix with the locals’ during this early period. After this –
‘towards the end of 1957’ – ‘it wasn’t quite so good’ because ‘the local people found
themselves overwhelmed by this enormous influx’. Writing in 1961, local commentator
James Revie voiced it differently, stating that following their winter arrival in 1957 ‘an
intense social life developed among the atomics, helped by the expressed or
unexpressed feeling that “they were all in the same boat”’.99 Rather than acting as an
example of integration with the local community, this hints at the development of social
activities amongst a group of people who had essentially been thrown together; and had
to mix with each other as much as with the local population.

This rich social life of the late 1950s was developed before the 1958 opening of
the official Dounreay Sports and Social Club (DSSC) at Viewfirth House, in the
Brownhill area of the atomic estate. The focus for much of this early activity was the
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UKAEA’s hostel at Ormlie Lodge, a private house which had been purchased and
extended to accommodate 250 single employees or those awaiting housing and the
arrival of their families. As a residence for a generally young, vibrant group of people
keen to get involved in the social aspects of the community, it was a natural place for a
social hub to develop: as Christina Munro explained, ‘that’s how so many clubs and
different groups started up because people were young and keen to do this, that and the
other and so on - they were young, it was exciting’.100 At Ormlie, ‘it was up to residents
themselves through their own committee, to introduce zest and variety into hostel life,
and thereby foster a vigorous and healthy corporate spirit’.101 In 1955 the constitution
for the Ormlie Lodge Club was passed, with the club intended as a membership
recreation facility not only for those resident at the lodge, but also the broader Dounreay
workforce. It operated outwith the official sphere of the UKAEA and was overseen by a
general committee of members.102 It offered a range of sport and recreation activities,
including sub-sections for table tennis, badminton, country dancing, cricket, angling,
sailing, fencing, photography and film.103 That these structures were in place was
particularly important for the hostel residents, who mainly comprised single employees.
It is unsurprising that Haggis, Dounreay’s unofficial ‘works magazine’, grew from this
culture of people new to the area and to each other, resident in an unknown community
and partaking in something which was as much a social experiment as a technical one:
as Don Ryan reflected, ‘it was the sort of magazine that I suppose would have come out
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of any group of people thrown together, either in a prisoner of war camp or a university
or whatever’.104 Haggis was issued quarterly by the Dounreay Sports & Social
Committee and Ormlie Lodge Club between 1958 and 1966 and its lack of official
sanction makes it a valuable source which combines humour, satire and straight news,
offering a glimpse into both the workplace and society during its eight-year run. It is at
once satirical and informative, offering a significant, refreshing counterbalance to
official archives and newspaper sources.

Although outside UKAEA control, the Ormlie Lodge Club was ‘prepared to act
as caretakers until a formal association’ was created.105 This meant that the UKAEA
was able to offer grant assistance for leisure equipment, with funding for two ‘Snipe’
sailing boats – as used by the existing Pentland Firth Yacht Club – amongst the first
awarded.106 This particular form of recreation had long been on the mind of Sir
Christopher Hinton, with him having requested that ‘the word “boats”’ be added to a list
describing the ‘essentials of basic facilities’ which included ‘playing fields, buildings,
furnishings, paths, fences’ in December 1954.107 Sir Donald Perrott was also keen to
promote social activities, believing that the UKAEA ‘ought to provide fairly generously
for all local clubs at Dounreay’.108 Membership of the Ormlie Lodge Club, however,
was not open to those outwith the Dounreay workforce. This was something which the
UKAEA, with its desire for its incoming workers to ‘live the life of the community’,
addressed with the opening of the Dounreay Sports and Social Club in 1958.
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5.4.2 UKAEA initiatives

For the UKAEA, recreation opportunities, at the most basic level, were intended to
provide entertainment for employees outside working hours. Furthering this, as chapter
two outlined, they were an essential part of attracting and retaining staff from outwith
the area. Significantly, their social impact extended beyond the incoming atomics,
increasing the opportunities for shared activity. Whilst existing outlets for amenity and
recreation were suitable for a town with a population of 3000 – and satisfied John
Walford and his family in the first year of their residence – they were inadequate for an
increased population. Councillor Robin Sinclair highlighted this in a meeting with the
UKAEA in 1959, stating that ‘the population of Thurso has doubled, but we have not
doubled the amenities. A new football field, assembly hall etc. is required. We cannot
postpone amenities indefinitely’.109 The UKAEA was aware of the limitations of the
existing facilities, having surveyed the offering two years previously:

Some indication should be given of just how limited indoor recreational
facilities in Thurso are. There are only two sizeable halls – the town hall,
which is almost fully booked throughout the winter months and which, in
any event, is somewhat musty and Victorian; and the Miller Calder hall, a
barn like structure which is privately owned and used for auction sales and
the cheaper and more unsavoury kind of dance. Better class dances are held
either in the Royal or Pentland hotel. There are no facilities for billiards
except in the recently formed Thurso club (membership of which is too
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expensive for the normal run of authority employees) and the Ormlie Lodge
Club have at present the lease of the gymnasium of the Miller Academy for
one night a week only for badminton.110

From the project’s outset, the UKAEA was mindful of the need to increase the
opportunities for recreation in the town. Linking its housing developments to the
contemporary modernist planning practices outlined in chapter three, Sir Donald Perrott
and Sir William Penney stated that ‘it is axiomatic in post-war planning that housing
estates should not be erected without proper community facilities’.111 Whilst this was a
national concern for the UKAEA – Penney and Perrott were referencing the on-going
development of the UKAEA’s weapons site at Aldermaston – the need for such
facilities at Dounreay, ‘the most remote of the authority’s stations’, was ‘so obvious as
scarcely to require labouring’.112 In 1954 Perrott had reinforced that ‘part of our
obligation as good employers is to provide reasonable recreational facilities’, following
the example set by the Civil Service Sports Council which had catered for atomic staff
before responsibility transferred to the UKAEA earlier that year.113 This was considered
particularly important given the UKAEA’s status as a ‘new and developing
organisation’ which ‘should be prepared to stimulate and anticipate the recreational
interests of their employees’.114 Chapter two demonstrated that competition from other
employers was an obstacle to Dounreay recruitment; ensuring that there was adequate
means of providing recreation facilities – benchmarked against those of the British
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Electricity Authority, the National Coal Board, Unilever and ICI – was one measure
taken to promote employee satisfaction.115 As Andrew Perchard states, the ‘provision of
sports facilities – as a means of retaining staff, and as a core labour management
strategy – was more widely spread across British industry than has been generally
recognised’.116 His work on the aluminium industry in early- to mid-twentieth century
Lochaber records the efforts of the British Aluminium Company in this regard,
establishing a precedent for recreational development in the region. Whilst certain
similarities exist, the UKAEA did not have the same paternalistic desire to ‘sculpt the
loyalty and behaviour’ of its workforce through a process of ‘social landscaping’
designed to enforce order and structure.117 It did, however, ‘accept responsibility for
encouraging the development of recreational and sport facilities’ for its staff, and its
recreation policy reflected this.118

Recreation was given official UKAEA endorsement in 1957 with the formation
of the Dounreay Sports and Social Club (DSSC) following ‘a general meeting of staff
employed at Dounreay Works’.119 Whilst the original intention was to construct a new
building designed by the site architect, the costs proved ‘excessive’. The club was
instead set up at Viewfirth House, a private residence purchased and renovated by the
UKAEA for its new purpose. Although it did not include accommodation, its focus on
sport and recreation was similar to that of the Ormlie Lodge Club: with this in mind,
priority was given to activities, such as cricket, tennis, hockey and bowls, which it did
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not already cover.120 Attention was also placed on the need for a large hall suitable for
dancing, theatrical performances and large meetings, which would negate the need to
use the town’s existing ‘musty’ and ‘barn-like’ options. Reflecting Viewfirth’s role as a
social space for the workforce, Donald Perrott believed that a successful recreation
society depended on ‘the spontaneous efforts of employees supported by the genuine
interest of senior officers’.121 The ‘intervention’ of paid staff dedicated to its
administration would have a ‘stultifying effect’; thus a committee of Dounreay
employees was responsible for its operation. This was a policy which the UKAEA, via
its predecessor, had enacted at other sites, such as the Atomic Weapons Research
Establishment (AWRE) at Aldermaston, where it had been practice ‘to divorce the
development of social activity from the direct guidance of the Establishment as rapidly
as possible’ through ‘the formation of independent bodies of residents responsible for
developing the social life on the estates’.122 This arms-length approach accords with the
UKAEA’s self-ascribed status as a ‘reluctant landlord’.123 Whilst it knew that providing
recreational facilities was essential, it preferred to let its community develop clubs and
societies as part of the everyday life of an atomic estate.

By September 1958, membership of the DSSC had reached 1100 out of a staff
complement of 1600.124 At this early stage membership favoured those Dounreay
employees who lived in Thurso rather than those who lived at a distance in Wick,
Lybster, Dunbeath or Bettyhill. The prospect of membership had ‘not attracted them’,
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but the UKAEA tackled this with ‘transport on a regular basis’.125 The opportunity to be
part of DSSC was heavily promoted by the UKAEA: when people joined Dounreay
‘they signed the Official Secrets Act and were given forms for joining a trade union and
Viewfirth’.126 Secrecy, employees’ rights and recreation were all laid out from the start.
The importance of the latter is reinforced by Chairman of the DSSC, C.R. Tottle:127

The Dounreay club was set up in accordance with the Atomic Energy
Authority policy of providing social and sports facilities for its employees,
the majority of whom have been uprooted from their “home” ground, and to
encourage a corporate spirit which, it is believed, materially assists in
settling those employees into a new area, and lends to a more contented
frame of mind in work…By encouraging inter-departmental competition in
indoor and outdoor sports, the spirit of the establishment becomes stronger
and more relaxed.128

Tottle’s words make explicit the benefits of fostering a company spirit and the role of
this in workforce development. That this was partly done via sport and recreation is
significant, as it reinforces the importance of Dounreay’s clubs given the ‘attendant
disruption to normal family life’ resulting from the need for employees to migrate to the
area.129 It is unsurprising, however, that sport was central to this process of stabilisation.
Historian John Burnett emphasises the ‘social focus’ which amateur sports clubs
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provide, citing the fact that ‘almost every bowling club has a bar, and social evenings in
the winter’ as an example of a form of recreation which extends beyond the sporting
activity: an example which both Ormlie Lodge Club and the DSSC followed.130 This
aspect of DSSC’s role is remembered by former employees, with Sydney Pickles
recalling its popularity ‘especially among heavy drinkers’, and Don Ryan stating that
‘many people were avid members of Viewfirth, propping up a bar stool over many
hours’.131 This dual role as a sports and social club was recognised by the UKAEA:

The formation of the Dounreay Sports and Social Club can perform two
functions therefore, relief of the town facilities now severely overcrowded,
and the fusion of the old and new residents by competition (in the sports
field) and by associate membership open to non-authority personnel.132

As well as establishing an esprit-de-corps amongst the incoming staff, DSSC served an
equally significant purpose with its role as a focus for incomer and local engagement
through its associate membership scheme. Recognising that ‘the fullest possible
integration with the people of the town’ was a necessity, the Dounreay club was the
only one in the UKAEA which catered for non-employees: another location-specific
concession to place which highlights the significance of Dounreay’s social impact.133 In
1961 Dounreay administrator K.W. Matthews ‘stressed that all facilities must be looked
at as being for the good of the community as a whole’, making Viewfirth a ‘family
community centre, with facilities available for all ages’.134 A 1959 report gives an
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indication of those available, including a bar and recreational rooms and ‘thriving’
sections for ‘sailing, angling, soccer, cricket, hockey, youth club, country dancing,
squash, bridge, badminton, golf, table tennis, revue, and certainly not least in
enthusiasm, the ladies’.135 The club helped Lincolnshire-born scientist John Walford
and his wife get ‘into the social swing of things’ and introduced them to ‘all sorts of
people’ – they knew other atomics, but also ‘knew a great many of the local people here
and around’.136 As such it was an important venue for female recreation, offering
women the chance to participate in activities such as bridge, basket-making and the
organisation of events.137 This was beneficial in a situation into which some reportedly
‘couldn’t settle’.138 In 1959 the ‘Viability of Dounreay report’ stated that staff morale
was generally high, although this was not ‘wholly true of their wives’, citing the lack of
‘female amenities, particularly of course, shopping’ as a cause of discontent.139 This
generalisation, however, is reductive: frustration amongst incoming women also
resulted from fewer available intellectual opportunities. Graduate Eileen Edwards
voiced this dissatisfaction in a letter to the John O’Groat Journal, in which she stated ‘it
is because we have had to work hard for [a degree] that we value and appreciate it and
occasionally feel frustrated, as we scrub floors and wash nappies that better use is not
being made of it’.140 Some atomic women took advantage of the increasingly relaxed
approach taken to the employment of married females by the Caithness education
authorities, during a period when they were largely expected to give up work, especially
once they had children.141 As Don Ryan recalled ‘wives who were teachers would work
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in the local schools. That was a very strong point…where you had folk of a reasonably
high calibre teaching coming in as wives of senior staff or whatever – who were able to
pass on their knowledge to the kids’.142 Although 1950s Britain was experiencing a
‘gradual shift away from rigidly segregated and unequal conjugal roles’ towards greater
relationship parity, Dounreay arguably accelerated this process in Caithness, changing
employment patterns in the area.143 Yet for those who Edwards felt ‘let their minds
become rusty by being content to be ‘just a wife’ or felt ‘guilty about marrying and
abandoning their jobs’, participating in DSSC activities provided an outlet for
engagement.144

5.4.3 A distinctly Dounreay club

Not all atomics, however, were enticed by the DSSC offering. Berkshire-born Brian
Hart ‘felt that if you went to dances to places like Viewfirth it was nearly always
married couples that went’ and instead went ‘to the town hall dances to get single
girls’.145 Despite intentions, however, during the period of study Viewfirth primarily
attracted those who worked at Dounreay, rather than those who did not. In 1961, DSSC
had 1304 full members compared with 190 associate members who did not work at the
site.146 This low-level of local take-up can perhaps be attributed to the fact that although
appearing open, it was a distinctly Dounreay club, with the committee holding the belief
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that ‘the [full-time] membership is beginning to realise that the DSSC is their club run
for their benefit by a handful of their fellow members’.147 This fact was inescapable,
making the balance between locals and atomics very difficult to strike, and leaving the
DSSC open to criticism that it was ‘isolationist’.148 Such tendencies were disputed by
Tottle, who reinforced the contribution that it had made to local interests, including
providing practice facilities for the Thurso cricket club, premises for the Thurso bridge
club and gifting £100 towards the Thurso swimming pool project: ‘no other Authority
club’ in the United Kingdom had ‘ever contributed to local activities’ in this way.149

The scope and number of associated UKAEA clubs was also cause for concern,
particularly amongst those engaged with town planning and development, such as
architect Hugh Sinclair Macdonald. Macdonald regarded the apparent ‘duplication of all
the local clubs’ – including the yacht club, drama club and angling association – as ‘an
unfortunate recent development’ which should be ‘arrested before it goes too far’ and
believed that Thurso had ‘certainly not reached the stage where it could support
duplicate clubs of all descriptions’.150 At this time Macdonald and town planner H.A.
Rendel Govan, who similarly considered the ‘duplication and internal segregation’ as
‘distressing’, were engaged in the final preparation of Thurso’s development plan.151
Concurrently, the DSSC was requesting additional sports fields outwith the scope of
planned development: arguably this influenced the planners’ negative opinions of
Dounreay-associated recreational growth.152 What Macdonald and Rendel Govan’s
comments do reveal, however, is the plethora of clubs which existed in Thurso pre-
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Dounreay. Others saw the benefits of the atomic involvement in the development of
these recreation opportunities. Thurso-schooled Alistair Fraser recognised that ‘a lot of
these leisure activities were there before Dounreay came’ and explained that ‘the
Dounreay people latched on to them, helped them and developed their own interest’.153
Caithnessian John Young, who became a local councillor in 1961, saw that ‘those
people who came from the south made it possible for them [locals] to have a sailing
club, car club, umpteen other clubs like that’, and noted that the membership of existing
clubs expanded.154 To John, Alastair and many others, the atomics created opportunity
rather than ‘distress’.

Writing in 1959, Tom Weir reported that any thoughts that Dounreay’s
technicians and scientists were ‘disgruntled at being so far north’ were ‘quite wrong’,
adding that they were nourished by a social scene which had ‘virtually one of
everything, from country dance classes to lectures on space travel and witchcraft’. 155 It
is evident that this wealth of entertainment was spurred by two main factors: the
influence of the ‘Thurso of pre-Dounreay days with its varied items of social and
industrial activities which never failed to offer its citizens a full and active existence’
and the influx of people ‘alive to the cultural amenities, in addition to sporting and
social events’ on account of ‘their background’.156 Yet the different activities which
resulted from ‘background’ could also be the source of unlikely conflict. Discussing
‘the possibility of popularising rugger in Thurso’, John O’Groat Journal commentator
‘Thor’ dismissed the likelihood of Caithnessians ‘taking kindly’ to the sport, declaring
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that ‘except for folk connected with the atomic station there is only a handful of people
in the county who have much more than a nodding acquaintance with the game’.157 This
introduction of a new sport into an area is consistent with Burnett’s account that ‘in the
second half of the twentieth century more and more sports appeared [in Scotland], both
imported and invented’: rugby was ‘imported’ to Caithness by the atomics.158 ‘Thor’’s
dismissal was challenged by one anonymous reader, who took exception to it being
caller ‘rugger’ over ‘rugby football’, and regarded ‘Thor’’s opinion as:

Typical both of the welcome given by so many older Thursonians to
anything unfamiliar to their grandparents, and of the short-sighted attitude
of all who refuse to admit that supply can create demand. “Thor” can have
no more idea of how the younger generation will take to the game, if they
have the opportunity, than could a Maori chieftain of the last century, when
it was introduced to his even more remote country.159

The author followed this with his disappointment at the ‘disgraceful shortage’ of
playing fields in Thurso, something which had been causing argument for more than a
year. Considering that ‘Thor’ was the pseudonym of D.K. Sutherland, a long-serving
bailie who was to become Provost of Thurso Burgh Council in 1961, a potential bias of
opinion emerges. Like Macdonald and Rendel Govan, the space constraints of town
planning may have been weighing heavily on the councillor’s mind.
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Whilst some may have regarded the upsurge in clubs and societies as a seeming
disadvantage, the role they played in developing the recreational activity of the far north
are visible in the opportunities for competition which resulted. Dounreay’s bridge club
‘showed the way’ and was competing ‘with many non-atomics at the tables, almost as
soon as the parent social club had been declared open’ in May 1958.160 Dounreay
Athletic Football Club was accepted into the Thurso League in 1958 and secured the
Thurso Cup in its first season, competing against such teams as Thurso Academy,
Thurso Pentland, Lybster Portland, Thurso Swifts, Wick Groats, Thurso Academicals
and Wick Thistle, indicating that there was a thriving football scene in the area.161
Teams from Thurso and Dounreay participated in the North East of Scotland cricket
league, and DSSC’s badminton section entered the local league in 1962.162 Other
competition was provided by the drama section, which frequently entered productions
into drama festivals, and the sailing section, which found local rivals in the Pentland
Firth Yacht Club.

5.4.4 Atomic identity

For those involved, the formation of UKAEA-associated clubs was about more than
competition. Affiliation with local activities was considered, but concern was raised at
the possibility that this would be of ‘detriment’ to the ‘Dounreay community. 163 This
was partly due to the risk that an affiliation attempt could be regarded as an attempted
Dounreay ‘takeover’. The UKAEA was thus aware that, as was the case with British
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Aluminium in Inverlochy with its proximity to Fort William, that it ‘needed to
complement the existing social structures in the area’.164 As Perchard relates, the
aluminium firm ‘could not be seen to supplant the established elite and had to gradually
increase their influence’: as it was with the UKAEA in Thurso. Chiefly, however, it was
the fear that if Dounreay clubs affiliated they would ‘lose their identity and become
town clubs’ which resulted in their continued independence.165 Although young, the
Dounreay clubs had already established a strong sense of identity based on the shared
experience of working at the reactor site and, for those who migrated to the area, a
status as ‘atomic’, as ascribed by their residence on the atomic estates.166 Whilst this
community identity served to maintain company spirit – which was especially important
given the distance of Dounreay from the UKAEA’s other sites – it also had the effect of
exclusion, acting as a barrier to integration rather than bringing migrants and locals
together as a unit. This reflects sociologist Kathryn A. Burnett’s ‘paradox’, whereby the
incomer is expected to be ‘involved and to support and develop the “local community”’
whilst also contending ‘with the powerful construction of the incomer/local
distinction’.167 DSSC is an example of the complexity of integration in a situation where
a large group of migrants, attracted by a single factor, move to an area with established
social structures and pastimes. Although intending that it would facilitate ‘the fullest
possible integration with the people of the town’, DSSC, by nature, was exclusive.168
Although it was easy for the UKAEA and other authorities to promote the success of the
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integration of atomic and local communities, the lived experience of this was much
more complex.

5.5 Conclusion

This complexity makes the degree of successful Dounreay-related integration difficult
to establish. Reflecting on this in The Third Statistical Account in 1983, former
Dounreay general secretary Donald Carmichael wrote that contact was ‘between
individuals and between families, rather than between groups, and there would therefore
seem to be little point in attempting to identify and analyse a common group
relationship’.169 ‘What can be said’, he continued, ‘is that an enriched, reinvigorated and
sufficiently well integrated community has emerged from the fusion of the new and the
old’: whatever the interpersonal relationships between atomics and locals, Thurso
society had changed. This thesis considers the impact of the UKAEA’s arrival in the
area during little over the first decade of the Dounreay project and analysing a ‘common
group relationship’ during this period is, as Carmichael suggests, complicated due to
differences in experience.

What is clear, however, is that the arrival of the atomics and their place within
Thurso society was widely commented on both within and outwith the region. Local
observer ‘Thor’ was particularly vocal in his assessment of the changing community,
calling for ‘new terms’ to downplay the process of integration whilst also celebrating
positive progress in the mixing of the old and the new. To ‘Thor’, the staging of the
pantomime Snow White and the Seven Dwarves was ‘a very good example of social
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integration at its best. New citizens helped to make the show a success’.170 He also
termed the ‘fair number of “mixed” marriages, between ‘people who have come to work
at Dounreay and so-called “locals”’, ‘integration at its best’: for some, integration went
deeper than others.171 Whilst it is speculative to attribute the increasing number of
marriages between Caithnessian women and non-local men recorded in the John
O’Groat Journal to Dounreay migration, personal accounts offer solid evidence.172
Both Christina Munro and Janet Grant met their husbands, who were both from
southern Scotland, whilst working at Dounreay: evidencing ‘Thor’’s prediction that ‘as
the years pass there will be more and more evidence of the good taste and appreciation
of the southerner of the fine qualities of the Caithness girl’.173

Despite positivity, the situation could also be fraught. Simple things, such as a
slip of terminology, could lead to apparent disharmony. This was something pointed out
by Thomas McLaughlin – whose Trostan Terrace address indicated that he was an
atomic – when he questioned Provost Sinclair in a letter to the John O’Groat Journal.174
McLaughlin took issue with Sinclair’s announcement that a planned fireworks display
on 5 November 1960 was ‘for the new people who have come to the town’, and instead
expressed the hope that it would provide ‘both old and new Thursonians of every age
with the opportunity of having a pleasant evening out together’. In attempting to make
the atomics welcome in Thurso, the Provost unwittingly verbally isolated the local
population. This echoes the potential barrier to integration caused by the fact that the
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DSSC, despite accepting associate members, was a distinctly Dounreay organisation. It
is clear that although both atomic and local authorities desired smooth integration, a
natural division – reflective of former employee Don Ryan’s belief that, ‘I don’t think
I’ll ever be local even after fifty years, but I still consider myself almost local’ – would
always exist.175

This chapter has built on chapter four’s focus on migration, furthering the
discussion of the local-incomer dichotomy which prevails in sociological studies of
migration to the Highlands and Islands. The previous chapter demonstrated that as an
‘en-masse’ migration of a workforce, Dounreay does not fit with the dialogue of
individual ‘white settler’ movement which was to become a sociological pattern in the
region in the 1970s and 1980s. Yet looking at the practicalities of ‘post-Dounreay’ life
in Thurso reveals that it does foreshadow certain social aspects of this – albeit smallerscale – later migration.176 The Financial Times reported in 1957 that ‘the newcomers
will also bring with them a wide diversity of interests and a marked civic sense of duty’
and this chapter has demonstrated the impact of the former.177 Considering the latter,
what emerges is consistent with the work of historian Murray Watson as well as
sociologists studying the Highland region. Watson explains that ‘evidence from the
Third Statistical Account shows how English-born migrants involved themselves in
community and voluntary activities’; Kimberley Masson recognises that ‘incomers are
always going on a journey of becoming, by being involved in certain community
activities’; and Jedrej and Nuttall explain that incomers ‘will soon find themselves on
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community councils, school boards etc’.178 Local farmer Morris Pottinger confirmed
this, stating that ‘you found people coming on the town council and you found the
Caithness people backing off from the town council’. To Morris, this ‘ended up with a
certain domination of the council’ by the atomics who were ‘quite vocal’.179 This
involvement, however, was something supported by Thurso Burgh Council, who wished
to ‘co-opt one of the new ‘atomic’ citizens of Thurso’ in 1956 as ‘these new citizens
should have a say in the new Thurso that is to be built’: a striking example of the cooperation which characterised much of the UKAEA’s early presence in the area.180
Dounreay’s former works general manager Major-General Joslin was the first atomic
representative on town and county councils, with this representation being something
that the UKAEA was keen to see at all its sites.181 The influence of the atomics also
extended beyond official local authority business, with Sutherland-born Alistair Fraser
reflecting that ‘many of them would come from an area where they had these things that
you just went to’, whereas in Thurso ‘you had to form organisations’.182 Many of these
were ‘run by people who came into the area’. Caithnessian Alastair MacDonald
observed that there was a sense that ‘nobody wants to be chairman or nobody wants to
be secretary’, evidencing a certain local apathy which is discussed in wider sociological
studies of the Highland region.183 This, Alastair remembers, was best demonstrated by
the fact that ‘one of the early people involved with the Gaelic here was an
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Englishman…he was not one of the ones that you would have expected to be the
leaders’.184 Such recollections echo the UKAEA’s belief that ‘of the 1500 Authority
residents, a greater proportion are keenly interested in certain sports and recreational
activities, than is the case with the 3000 basic population’.185

This highlights the sense of difference – of both people and place – which runs
through this thesis. In 1961 ‘Thor’ stated that ‘the town has become used to the
incoming of all sorts of unusual folk from different parts of Britain’.186 Referring to
these ‘unusual’ people, Donald Carmichael affirmed that they ‘settled down with the
minimum of friction, and adjusted positively and intelligently to their new physical and
social environment’.187 Location dictated that such difference was an unavoidable
consequence of the United Kingdom’s fast breeder reactor programme; this thesis
focuses attention on this little-studied aspect of the country’s nuclear development.
Such a study was predicted by local commentator James Revie in a piece published in
Haggis in 1959. Revie anticipated that ‘when the social effects of the Dounreay
experiment become sufficiently crystallized to merit a learned treatise…Caithness, out
of which nearly 200 years ago came The First Statistical Account of Scotland, may yet
produce another social classic’: even in the early 1960s the public significance of the
project was recognised.188 Revie went on to detail the mutual adjustment which
characterised the ‘new’ Thurso community:
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There is now a chain store in the main street of old Thurso, and former
fishermen and shepherds are working with – and can discuss – such things
as gamma radiation and biological shields. On the other hand, one-time
hustling city dwellers find that, as rhetorically desired by the poet, they have
now time to stand and stare.189

As this demonstrates, the impact of this give-and-take went beyond social interaction.
As well as influencing the social structures of Thurso, Dounreay affected wider aspects
of life in Caithness. As the next chapter will show, patterns of employment in Caithness
underwent significant change: part of the ‘very big contribution to the revival of the
Highlands’ which Sir David Eccles anticipated in his speech to Parliament in March
1954.190
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Chapter 6
The Dounreay watershed: employment and further development in
Caithness

6.0 Introduction

Writing in The Scotsman in 1962, journalist James Grassie reported that ‘Thurso insists
that this is only the year 7 A.D. – After Dounreay. “Oh, but that was before Dounreay”,
they say; or “aye, but that was built after Dounreay”’.1 This ‘way of placing events in
the stream of time’, he continued, ‘comes easily to their tongues’. The Dounreay
watershed, it appears, was immediate; introducing a new signifier of ‘before’ and ‘after’
to Thurso life. When local circumstances are taken into consideration, this sense of
instant transformation is no surprise. Grassie’s description of life ‘before Dounreay’ as
‘how easy it is!’ marked Thurso out as a service town, the economy of which was
dependent on farming and fishing.2 ‘After Dounreay’ was characterised by the
employment opportunities resulting from the extensive construction programme,
‘unexpected wealth’, the ‘springing up’ of new shops and the ‘mushrooming’ of modern
housing estates. Leaving it at this, however, is an over-simplification; something which
Grassie accounted for in his recognition that ‘over the next two years the boom will tail
off almost completely’.3 This chapter will consider the nature of this ‘boom’, using the
clear-cut criteria of ‘before and after’ Dounreay to determine the extent of change which
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occurred pre- and post- 1954. The previous chapter focused on social and recreational
elements of this within Thurso; this chapter will examine the impact of the siting
decision on employment and further aspects of economic and social development. It
will ground this expansion within the wider social and economic history of Caithness,
relating it to the ‘Improvement’ movement of the eighteenth century before addressing
its place within a British society which was rapidly decolonising. The chapter will then
show that the existing employment patterns were altered, a process which was a
consequence of Britain’s drive for economic vitality through nuclear power. Unlike the
concurrent infrastructural projects of the NSHEB, which directly modernised Highland
households via the new provision of electricity, the modernity which resulted from
Dounreay was a by-product – rather than the focus – of a largescale energy project.

The UKAEA recognised that ‘Thurso was a flourishing community, with a wide
range of interests, long before the inception of Dounreay’.4 Post-Dounreay, change was
inevitable, but it is important to note that this largely involved the alteration of
structures which were already in place. Unlike those company towns, such as
Kinlochleven and Inverlochy, which required the establishment of a range of
community facilities, the UKAEA made a determined choice in locating its workers’
housing within a well-developed burgh. Patterns of working life, modes of education,
means of worship, facilities for commerce and recreation – all the trappings of town life
– were already set up. Thus the social control which accompanied the paternalism of
companies such as the British Aluminium Company (BACo) was absent. With the
exception of housing, and to an extent recreation, the adaption of many of the existing
systems and structures, therefore, was not the UKAEA’s responsibility, despite the fact
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that it was the catalyst of change. In 1951 it was predicted that the burgh’s population
would experience a slight increase from natural growth and inward-movement from the
countryside: a manageable position from which the town’s development plan could be
prepared.5 Five-years later, however, Dounreay inflicted sudden, large-scale change.
Sociologist Graham Day discusses the consequences of change, differentiating between
that which occurs naturally in communities and that which is abrupt or unexpected: the
former is ‘gradual and controlled’, whereas the latter brings ‘disorder, and possible
collapse’.6 The advent of Dounreay was not ‘natural’ change, yet elements of the
process were certainly controlled. It was undoubtedly abrupt, and whilst extensive,
order – as opposed to this expected disorder – was maintained.

This chapter will, however, demonstrate that this order was not without
complications. In its focus on employment, it will show that locals, as per the words of
Peter Thomas, the parliamentary under-secretary to the Ministry of Labour, had
‘opportunities which – together with problems of course – a few years ago would never
have been imagined in this area’.7 Chapter one demonstrated that initial local trepidation
focused on the concern that farm workers would be enticed by high atomic wages;
indeed it is apparent that the numbers employed in agriculture dropped whilst those in
science and technology rose.8 Agricultural workers could become technical assistants
and herring girls could be trained as secretaries: something which signalled a shifting
employment pattern. For Caithness, so much of Dounreay was about change, a fact best
summarised by Sir David Robertson who noted that the county previously had to send
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its ‘children to Glasgow and the ends of the earth to get training in anything other than
farming and fishing’.9 This reiterates a common thread which runs through this thesis:
that of the ‘remote’. Here, the city, rather than Caithness, is considered the ‘ends of the
earth’, turning the recognised discourse in this regard on its head. Caithness was at the
centre of fast breeder reactor technology, ‘the world’s eyes’ were on Dounreay, and the
local population was told it could play a large part in operating what Dounreay’s works
manager called ‘your works in your area’.10 This chapter will focus on these new
opportunities, showing how the availability of nuclear-related employment changed
what people could ‘do’ or ‘be’, in turn re-focusing twentieth-century Highland
historiography.

6.1 Boosting an economy

By 1956, the nuclear was part of daily life in Thurso. The Manchester Guardian
reported that in the burgh, ‘atomic energy is in every sense a bread and butter affair’;
placing this modern source of employment alongside the county’s traditional primary
industries of agriculture and fishing.11 Like the land or sea, atomic energy had become a
means of sustaining life through employment. In this sense, a sector which was once
alien and inaccessible was now integral to the economic life of Caithness. At this time
the bulk of the nuclear-related work in the region was constructional, attracting both
local and transient labour. As the project progressed, this extended to unskilled, skilled,
professional and scientific work on-site, and a myriad of opportunities which arose from
the associated expansion of what has variously been termed ‘atomland’, ‘atom town’
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and ‘atomic city’.12 The jobs which resulted from nuclear development extended far
beyond the scientific, and what follows will reveal a shifting pattern of employment in
the area. The Caithness of the early 1950s was the product of fishing and agriculture;
‘the two main activities of the county’s people’.13 The farming land and fishing grounds
naturally fell into two areas, with the coast and hinterland looking towards one of the
two burghs – Wick, the larger county town, in the east, and Thurso in the west – for
markets and services. A community’s form ‘is very often dictated by the main area of
economic endeavour’; as the latter changes, so too does the structure of the former.14
Thus, the basic structures of a community – which influence how its people experience
their everyday lives – are altered. As Britain’s fast breeder reactor programme took hold
in Caithness, this new form of economic endeavour had this very effect, highlighting the
far-reaching, and historiographically overlooked, impact of the development of atomic
energy: a national project with enduring local consequences.

For many Caithnessians, Dounreay meant jobs. Employment was ‘the bottom
line’, and the promise of increased opportunities had been promoted by the government
from the outset of the project.15 As chapter one demonstrated, the site of the fast breeder
reactor was chosen after consideration of various human and physical geographical
factors. The results of experimental work were to be its focus, with the wider fiscal
benefits downplayed in official UKAEA correspondence.16 This is something reinforced
by Niall G. MacKenzie in his contention that it had ‘no explicit role to play in solving
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the economic and social problems of the area it was located in’.17 MacKenzie states that
the potential for economic development in the area was not mentioned in any
government correspondence or public announcements. This, however, is mis-stated,
with Sir David Eccles’s prediction that Dounreay would contribute to the revival of the
Highlands being part of the overarching message of his announcement speech.18 Whilst,
as MacKenzie reinforces, the aim of the fast breeder reactor programme was developing
a technology which would benefit the national interest, the immediate, acute effects of
the programme were felt in Caithness: thus, this thesis prioritises the local consequences
over the national. In adding this hope for local prosperity to the announcement, the
government ensured that it became part of the official narrative, guaranteeing that it
would be seized upon by journalists and their readers alike.19 Arguably, such a positive
dialogue was essential for a project which the Atomic Energy Board self-referenced as
‘a first experiment in an unknown field of development’.20 Whilst the concept of risk
was built in to Eccles’s speech and the association of the atom with nuclear weapons
was tackled by Sir Christopher Hinton in his public addresses in Caithness, it was the
potential economic boost which became the immediate journalistic focus: a clear public
relations ‘win’ for the UKAEA, and the beginning of a nuclear employment narrative
which prevails to this day. Jonathan Hogg discusses the role of nuclear narratives in
shaping ‘everyday realities’ in the Cold War era, with them reinforcing or challenging
the nuclear state.21 The promise of 600 jobs, with half recruited locally, meant that this
particular narrative bolstered the state’s project during its early phase.22
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6.2 From ‘improvement’ to ‘technopolitics’

6.2.1 Promoting improvement

Following the project’s announcement, Sir David Robertson, MP for Caithness and
Sutherland, was a vociferous proponent of this narrative of a boosted economy
stemming from nuclear development. One year earlier his parliamentary contribution
focused on the belief that the Highlands would never be able to ‘fulfil its destiny’ unless
there were alternative industries available.23 This lack of opportunity, he continued,
triggered an ‘economic compulsion’ which drove his constituents to leave the area:
almost nineteen out of every twenty school children in Caithness and Sutherland had
‘no chance’ of remaining at home. He called for the situation to be tackled with
‘imagination and vigour’; almost one year to the day later he was rejoicing at the
decision to site the fast breeder reactor at Dounreay. 24 Chapter one discussed the choice
of location in detail, and whilst matters of economy were not the driving factor in the
siting process, Robertson’s advocacy and the selection of his constituency was no
coincidence. His call for the revival of the Highlands and Islands was a personal plea
which echoed a series of legislative measures designed to enable positive change. Ewen
A. Cameron outlines the range employed, starting with the Crofters’ Holdings Act of
1886 which signalled the government’s growing involvement in the region’s
economy.25 These rested on the application of special criteria designed to revive
economic and social opportunities in the area. Robertson’s repeated appeals reflected
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the government-sponsored Hilleary Committee’s 1938 conclusion that new local
industries providing additional employment were essential if crofts and holdings were to
survive.26 The 1943 Hydro-Electric Development (Scotland) Act was heralded by then
Secretary of State for Scotland (and later chairman of NSHEB) Tom Johnston as ‘an
instrument for the rehabilitation of the Highlands’.27 The creation of the Advisory Panel
on the Highlands and Islands in 1946 was followed by the scheduling of the area around
the Cromarty and Beauly firths as Development Areas under the 1945 Development of
Industry Act, through which industrial development could be stimulated by
government.28

Although the siting of Dounreay was unrelated to explicit Highland policy, it sits
within this context of growth. A report prepared by Caithness County Council in 1968
reinforced that the continuation of this development ‘must become the number one
priority to avoid a repetition of Highland history’; namely the increased unemployment
and depopulation caused by the drift south which the policies above aimed to
counteract.29 Attempts at economic and social evolution focusing on the region’s overall
development, however, had also been made prior to the nineteenth century. The
‘improvement’ enterprises of Highlands and Islands landowners in the second half of
the eighteenth century favoured ‘progress of every sort’ in a bid to share in the
industrial revolution growth experienced in the Lowlands and parts of England.30 As
James Hunter explains, although improvement was largely motivated by personal profit,
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a wider population was to be ‘shepherded into a new, more prosperous social order’ as a
result of measures which would improve infrastructure, enhance skills and encourage
new industries.31 Government-linked bodies were created to facilitate this,
foreshadowing, as Hunter points out, more recent public development agencies.32 The
focus on positive progress was of benefit to the government which, following its
repressive post-Culloden occupation of the region, wished to find a means of
convincing Highlanders that ‘the British state’s growing involvement in their affairs
need not invariably work to their disadvantage’.33 Two hundred years later, a similar
emphasis on increased prosperity helped, as chapter one demonstrated, the UKAEA
gain acceptance for its project; a governmental fait accompli of an entirely different
kind, but a relevant comparison nonetheless. In Caithness, early nineteenth-century
improvement was enacted through the work of Sir John Sinclair of Ulbster who not only
laid out the new town of Thurso in 1798, but introduced a series of agricultural
‘improvements’ designed to keep people on the land.34 The experimental introduction of
cheviot sheep on his Langwell estate, however, led to the removal of tenants from the
arable interior to a coastal settlement at Badbea.35

In looking at the language used in the promotion of improvement it is apparent
that Robertson’s call for the revival of the Highlands through industry and development
– and by extension the impact of Dounreay – is part of a lengthy discourse. Robertson’s
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fervent pleas for regeneration to enable his constituents to live and work in the area
resonate with the Caithness improvers’ dismay that ‘limited commerce, and the want of
commerce that will employ many hands’ drove mechanics and labourers to the southern
counties of Scotland: Sinclair’s suggested improvements were part of a bid to ‘remedy
these evils’.36 Taking the comparison with this earlier period further offers an additional
interpretive lens for the social and economic changes which were effected by Dounreay.
Historian Iain MacKinnon draws on the work of James Hunter, Eric Richards and Alan
Macinnes to link the concept of ‘improvement’ (and ‘clearance’) in the late modern
Gàidhealtachd with ‘colonialism’, with each being used during the period in relation to
land use, territorial dispossession and industrial development.37 He specifically
discusses the region as a site of internal colonialism, concluding that ‘promoters and
managers of projects involving land use change, territorial dispossession and industrial
development…conceived of their work as internal or “domestic colonization”’.38 This
accorded with the traits of ‘exploitation’ colonies, whereby a governing elite of
colonists worked for the benefit of an imperial centre by exploiting the local
population.39 MacKinnon’s conclusions are based on documentary evidence that those
involved invested in their projects as acts of internal colonisation. This evidential
approach enables MacKinnon to dispute Robert J. Hind’s argument that the ‘internal
colonial concept’ is drawn from comparison with external colonialism, thus imposing a
misleading ‘“artificial” analogy’ onto a society in a situation where traditional features
of colonialism – such as geographic separation – are missing.40 In finding an ‘explicit
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colonizing agenda’, MacKinnon is therefore able to identify a form of internal
colonialism specific to the late modern Gàidhealtachd.41

As a project instigated by Whitehall, which constituted the wholescale alteration
of an area for a national cause, it is easy to draw comparisons between the theories and
practice of internal colonialism and the Dounreay project, however problematic these
may be. Occurring two centuries after the beginning of eighteenth-century
improvement, the Dounreay project was conceived at a time when the British Empire
was on the wane and the Cold War was on the rise.42 As part of the latter, Jonathan
Hogg argues that the British nuclear programme served to influence public perceptions
of Britain’s place in the world, whilst its status was reducing because of the former: all
at a time when both national and local histories in Britain were ‘imbricated in a world
system’ which had been dominated by empire.43 He views nuclear development within
the context of historian Gabrielle Hecht’s ‘technopolitics’, whereby technology is used
to ‘enact political goals’.44 In this regard, the British nuclear programme was a
‘“technopolitical” strategy to fulfil political aims at home and abroad’.45 Viewed like
this, Dounreay, sited, as it was, without consultation, becomes a cog in the wheel of
another form of British expansion. Caithnessian author George Gunn argues that the
sense of glory in the nuclear complement lingers to this day, as ‘it maintains the myth
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that the UK is a major world power, as it once was in the past’; it is a ‘plague ghost of
empire’.46

The UK government made no secret of the fact that its desire for a strong
programme of nuclear energy was considered alongside its place on the world stage: as
David Eccles stated, ‘no one wants Britain to fall behind’.47 Arguably Caithness, via
Dounreay and the development of the fast breeder reactor, was a means through which
the government could attempt to remain at the forefront of modern expansion. Rather
than being territorial, this expansion was technical. Yet when compared with German
historian Jürgen Osterhammel’s suggestion that ‘within the general concept of
colonialism there might be “colonialism without colonies” between “dominant centres”
and “dependent peripheries” inside nation states’, a complex interplay born of location
emerges.48 This increases in significance when considered alongside the fact that the
1952-54 Royal Commission on Scottish Affairs reported on a post-war fear in Scotland
that it would be ‘treated as a mere province’ within the United Kingdom.49 As chapter
one demonstrated, location was at the very centre of ensuring the success – or otherwise
– of this experimental project.
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6.2.2 Post-imperial readjustment

Without evidence, the suggestion that Dounreay represents a post-war form of internal
colonialism based on technological progress is entirely speculative. MacKinnon’s
approach looks for proof that the instigators of improvement projects were aware of the
internal colonialism ramifications of their work. In terms of the British government and
the UKAEA, however, no evidence has been found in the sources consulted for this
thesis: applying any theory of internal colonisation is unconvincing and liable to overstatement. Any similarities, therefore, better reflect Hind’s ‘artificial analogy’ and are
based on comparisons with external colonialism, ranging from the career trajectories of
staff to semantics. In this regard, however, colonial mentalities persisted, with policy
often enacted within this mindset. Dounreay’s first works general manager MajorGeneral S.W. Joslin arrived fresh from his role as head of the Royal Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers following a career which included service in India, Nigeria and
Singapore.50 Whether this influenced his managerial style is again open to speculation,
but his appointment resonates with the fact that in general, ex-colonial officials were
‘relatively easily absorbed into a rapidly expanding managerial and professional
class’.51 George Gunn considers that such appointments were ‘Anglo-colonial career
apartheid when it came to the local population’, indicating disparity in the roles
undertaken by incomer and local.52 This, however, was unavoidable when the local
population’s limited requisite experience meant that staff needed to be imported;
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something which chimes through analogy with the colonial practice of establishing
entire administrations overseas. Significantly, direct colonial involvement was not
confined to Dounreay management, with local and incoming staff of all grades subject
to National Service.53 Thus imperial experience permeated all grades, rather than being
the preserve of the professionals.

It is in the use of language associated with empire where the most overt
comparisons can be made, rather than in the actions of government bodies and staff.54
MacKinnon references the importance of the presence of the language of colonialism in
the historical record of the late modern Gàidhealtachd, citing its existence as a
‘phenomenon with which historians must come to grips’.55 Sir John Sinclair was overt
in his intentions, describing a plan for the establishment of a ‘royal colony’ at Scrabster;
Henderson’s report on Sinclair’s activities detailed the agricultural improvement of the
county, with ‘observations on the advantages of domestic colonization’ as an
addendum.56 Almost a century and a half later there is evidence of a comparable use of
language, albeit without the same colonial intent. In official correspondence, the
UKAEA discussed the formation of ‘new colonies’ of UKAEA workers in the towns
and villages surrounding Thurso.57 Elsewhere, in the official UKAEA Reactor
magazine, Dounreay’s administration manager K.W. Matthews aligned the spirit of the
new atomic population with that of their ‘forebears’, who travelled to ‘find new lives
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and surroundings’.58 As chapter two demonstrated, the notion of Caithness as being
apart from ‘civilisation’ was frequently expressed: the UKAEA’s D.E.H. Peirson
recognised that recruitment was hampered by Dounreay’s distance from ‘any centre of
civilisation’.59 Word choice can be powerful, especially, in this case, when considered
alongside Osterhammel’s assertion that ‘colonial rule was gloriﬁed as the gift and act of
grace of civilisation’.60

Such references from senior UKAEA staff are, however, minimal: it is in
unofficial source material, which better represented the perspectives of the incoming
atomic population, where the language of empire is most frequently employed. Here, a
different approach – one which is rooted in humour and based on societal trends – is
taken. This reached its peak in Haggis, a magazine issued quarterly by the Dounreay
Sports & Social Committee and Ormlie Lodge Club between 1958 and 1966. It was not
an official UKAEA publication, and combined humour, satire and straight news to offer
a glimpse into both the workplace and society during its eight-year run. As former
Dounreay employee Don Ryan explained, ‘satire was the thing of the time: That Was
the Week That Was was on television, everybody was happy to poke a bit of fun at
politicians or people who thought themselves in an elevated position’.61 Related to this,
Haggis’s satirical content increased in the years following the satirical magazine Private
Eye’s first issue in October 1961. Significantly, historian Stuart Ward states that ‘the
satire boom played an important role in shaping popular attitudes towards an imperial
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nation in decline’: the ‘myth of Britain’s “world role”’ became a source of ridicule.62
Like leading figures of the satire movement, those responsible for Haggis – typically
young, single men in their twenties and thirties – were part of a generation brought up
on values of national and imperial duty.63 Ward notes that they reached maturity during
a period in which the promises of their youth, which rested on Britain’s imperial status,
could not be realised: thus they used satire as a means of ‘railing against’ a ‘ruling elite’
that had lost their imperial inheritance.64 Whether this directly influenced Haggis’s
contributors is difficult to determine; what is apparent, however, is a persisting colonial
mindset made manifest through language. This accords with Ward, Draper and
McClelland’s assessment that in addition to damaging politics and economics,
colonialism also had a detrimental effect on culture through its shaping of ‘minds and
subjectivities’.65

With regards to Haggis, a magazine focusing on cultural and social aspects of
Dounreay life, this was most obvious in certain modes of expression. The language of
empire was often deployed: in 1956 an ‘expeditionary force’ set out to Dounreay, which
is described in another issue as ‘a far-flung post of empire’.66 Moving beyond analogy,
it also formed the basis of humour and parody. Tennyson’s Crimean narrative poem
became ‘The Charge of the Lunch Brigade’ as the ‘twenty-five hundred’ employees
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‘strode’ towards the Dounreay canteen.67 Humour resulted from the repeated misspelling of ‘courses’ as ‘curses’, something attributable to the ‘infiltration of ex-colonial
officials’ bringing with them ‘the cult of the witch doctor’, an act which could only
result in ‘ritual murder and cannibalism’.68 A staff report discussed the transfer of Geoff
Welch to the Indian Nuclear Research centre, where he had ‘already accumulated four
servants’. Referencing Indian tropes, the report voiced its concern that his language
would ‘soon be liberally sprinkled with references to ‘“tiffin”, “dhotis” [and] “wallahs”
of various sorts’.69 More pointedly, contributor E.A. Balfour believed that as a result of
this trend in content there was ‘too much of the colonies’ in Haggis, with people in
general fed-up of ‘being blasted at dozens of hours a week with the goings-on in Kenya,
Nigeria, Malaya, Notting Hill – any place where there are coloured people’.70 Rather
than being ‘by some perversity of thought an automatic ego-inflator’, any reference to
the colonies was ‘a bore’: its prevalence in Haggis evidencing Hall, Draper and
McClelland’s assertion that ‘“imperial dispositions” were embedded in everyday
practice’.71

That this was the case in Britain is unsurprising: although the majority of the
population would have had no direct colonial involvement, imperial concerns had long
saturated the country’s politics, economy and culture leading to a strong interest in the
empire during the decolonisation years of 1945-65.72 With regards to Dounreay’s
impact on Caithness, this analysis has demonstrated that a colonial mindset persisted in
the use of both intended and unintended language. The former is amply demonstrated
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by its use in Haggis; the latter by that used in relation to an area considered far from
‘civilisation’. In this regard there is a sense that the language was colonial by
association, having been routinely used in the imperial context: with the UKAEA
‘moving in’ to Caithness, there was an apparently natural linguistic transfer from one
setting to the other. ‘Native’ and ‘indigenous’ are commonly used to describe the local
population, with whom the atomics were described as ‘coming into contact’.73 Yet it is
clear that this local population did not require ‘civilising’, with the UKAEA well aware
of the area’s exiting amenities – this use of language is arguably a colonial hangover,
having been drummed into the population through empire’s longstanding place in
politics and society. This well-established rhetoric constituted a ‘familial language of
imperialism’ which had once been relevant in the three tenses of past, present and
future.74 At this time, its relevance to the latter was fast diminishing. This intersection of
domestic and imperial history shows how certain elements of ‘post-imperial
readjustment’ were made manifest in 1950s Caithness: a unique Highland-specific
context connecting Britain’s colonial past with its technological future.75

6.3 The lure of ‘Dounreay gold’

As a ‘technopolitical’ project, the development of Dounreay places the mid-twentieth
Highlands and Islands within this context of imperial decline and technological
expansion. Recognising an exceptional set of circumstances, The Scotsman columnist
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Wilfred Taylor believed that what was happening in Caithness was ‘much more
interesting’ than what was ‘going on in some of the atomic communities in the
south…and in the great atomic compounds in the deserts of the United States’.76 This he
partly attributed to the fact that the social contrasts resulting from the mixing of atomics
and locals were much greater in Caithness, where ‘at least two cultures, two different
ways of life’ were brought together.77 Taylor recognised that Caithness presented a set
of circumstances which were distinctive within the atomic context; a consideration
which runs through this thesis. This is especially apparent in the changing pattern of
employment which resulted from the ‘introduction of a modern highly sophisticated
industry into an essentially non-industrial community remote from the main centres of
population’.78 Dounreay was not the only alleged ‘remote’ site in the United Kingdom,
with the Windscale complex in Cumbria considered similarly. Comparing the two,
however, reveals significant differences. As chapter two demonstrated, pockets of
industry had developed along the Cumbrian coast. Further to this, the industrial
workforce at the UKAEA’s sites in the north of England were drawn – ‘like the ebb and
flow of the tide’ – to seasonal work in the ‘bingo halls and cockle stalls’ of Blackpool,
reducing the number of process workers available.79 Such a choice of reliable
alternatives was not available in Caithness where, in contrast, workers were ‘lured’ by
‘Dounreay gold’.80

‘Dounreay gold’ took several forms which evolved during the thirteen-year
focus of this thesis. These included skilled and unskilled employment stemming from
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the construction of the site and associated amenities; house building; clerical, industrial,
professional and scientific roles with the UKAEA; and jobs in the service industry
resulting from the need to cater for an enlarged population. Initially, the employment
market was flooded with construction opportunities, with the number of available jobs
exceeding the number of unemployed people in Caithness and Sutherland. One month
after the project’s announcement the John O’Groat Journal reported that a labour force
of 3000 was required for future schemes.81 Indicative of the investment made in energy
projects in the north during this period, this number was split between Dounreay, the
construction of NSHEB’s hydro and peat utilisation schemes at Loch Shin and
Altnabreac respectively, and smaller infrastructure projects. It was evident that the 800
wholly unemployed people in Caithness and Sutherland would be absorbed by this
largescale investment, making the need to import construction staff a necessity. This
requirement was recognised several months before the project’s announcement, with the
Ministry of Labour acknowledging that ‘most of the construction labour forces…will
have to be imported’, whilst at the same time expressing hope that local labour would
be used as far as possible.82 Within six months of the first Dounreay contract,
unemployment in Caithness and Sutherland had fallen to its lowest level since the end
of the First World War.83 This downward trend continued until it reached ‘an all-time
low record’ in September 1956, with 169 men and 128 women recorded as being wholly
unemployed. Breaking this down further, this amounted to only nineteen men and
thirteen women without employment in Thurso.84 Of the various public work contracts
operating in Caithness and Sutherland, the Dounreay site was the largest employer with
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a total of 2429 workers on site at this time. Reflecting the optimism earlier espoused by
Sir David Robertson MP, local commentator ‘Norseman’ attested ‘we live for the day,
and at the moment money is plentiful in the north and every kind of labour is at a
premium’: a far cry from a county previously considered to be ‘dying’.85

Yet of those employed in Dounreay construction, only a minority were locally
based.86 The size and scope of the project more than absorbed the available north of
Scotland workforce, with building and engineering contracts awarded to contractors
from the south: Whatlings of Glasgow won the main civil engineering contract, the
Motherwell Bridge Company undertook the fabrication of the reactor containment
sphere, and other work was carried out by Matthew Hall, Babcock and Wilcox, Accles
and Pollock, and James Scott, with a variety of sub-contracted smaller firms also
involved.87 As Iain Sutherland notes, the majority of the tradesmen came from the
Lanarkshire area and the north of England, with labourers generally comprised of men
from the north of Scotland and Ireland.88 Many of the Irish were transient labourers who
moved from job to job and were particularly associated with the construction of the
large hydro schemes in the Highlands.89 In order to avoid ‘damaging competition’
between the UKAEA and NSHEB, the two authorities made a ‘tacit agreement’ that
their hours of working, conditions and rates of pay would generally conform.90 As many
hydro scheme workers made their way from their camp accommodation to nearby towns
for weekend entertainment ‘feeling wealthy’, so too did Dounreay labourers leave their
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Boston Camp accommodation to go on ‘spending sprees’ in Thurso.91 Sutherland
reports that in 1955, the first year of construction, there was a ‘dramatic rise in
convictions for being drunk and incapable’ linked to the labour force.92 According to
Caithness councillor J. Abrach MacKay, the alleged ‘immorality’ discouraged visitors
because of the ‘bad name’ the county had received; something which he intended to
‘wipe off the record altogether’.93 This reputation led journalist Magnus Magnusson,
writing in 1960, to remember the Thurso of the mid-1950s as ‘a kind of Carson City’
which was ‘the Yukon of the north of Scotland: a get-rich-quick, wine-women-and-song
pioneering town, bustling into the nuclear age’.94 Farmer Morris Pottinger recalled that
this workforce would have ‘a party now and again’; on ‘occasions’ reminiscent of the
‘Wild West’.95 Alistair Fraser, who worked in the canteen at Boston Camp, recollected
that the ‘guys who came into Thurso’ may ‘have been drunk and incapable, proverbial
urinating in the street and the odd little fisti-cuffs’, but considered this ‘inevitable’ in
any community. They were ‘jolly and it would be noisy’, but ‘in reality’ the reported
‘implosion’ did not happen.96 This is consistent with Sutherland’s assertion that the
majority of this workforce led ‘moderate lives’; similarly Magnusson diluted his view
of Thurso as a ‘virile, he-mans’ town’, declaring that on reflection, ‘memory is lurid’.97

Despite this more considered approach, Magnusson accurately identified that the
construction period was one of ‘teething difficulties’.98 During these ‘first hectic years’,
problems unrelated to the long-term settlement of the atomics impacted on Caithness,
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with the UKAEA’s Sir Donald Perrott aware that the County Council would ‘recognise
that the importation of a construction force this size could result in some disturbance to
the community life of Thurso’.99 Much of this disruption revolved around the
employment market, which led one Caithness county councillor to term the emerging
situation ‘war in the economic field’.100 With this in mind, the ‘tempting’ of a
workforce with ‘Dounreay gold’ was not universally celebrated, with Wilfred Taylor
reporting that it caused complaints ‘all over the county’.101 Dounreay was offering a
range of jobs at wages which were well above the local average, attracting workers
away from their current employment.102 Even architect Hugh Sinclair Macdonald –
whose practice was engaged in managing the atomic housing project – ‘ruefully
observed “how can we compete with these rates in Thurso?”’.103 As Mark A. Mulhern
observes, ‘with the development of economic activity and other human endeavour,
certain work roles have been created, others have been elaborated and others have
disappeared’.104 This, of course, was not unique to Caithness, but it is evident that the
sudden availability of Dounreay-associated jobs was keenly felt in the county during the
construction phase of the project, which commenced in January 1955. Prior to this, fears
had been expressed that agricultural workers ‘might wish to be employed at the
construction of the Dounreay atomic plant’ to the detriment of farm productivity.105 The
UKAEA’s Sir Christopher Hinton dismissed this, stating that ‘we normally find that the
drift on to construction work is not a serious one because most agricultural workers
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realise that constructional jobs are temporary’.106 He instead took the view that the drift
would be ‘more serious’ once construction was complete and permanent on-site roles,
with conditions ‘better than those in either agriculture or fishing’, were available.

6.4 Changing traditions

6.4.1 Increasing wages and agricultural change

In the mid-1950s, agriculture in Caithness was largely dedicated to the rearing of beef
cattle and sheep, alongside the arable production of oats, turnips, barley, potatoes and
rotation grasses.107 Whilst this pattern continued, it is evident that the numbers
employed on the land fell in the years after Dounreay’s introduction. The Third
Statistical Account recorded that in 1954, 24 per cent of the insured population was
employed in the primary industries of fishing, farming and forestry. By 1966, this had
dropped to 7 per cent: during the same period those employed in scientific and technical
services rose from 0 per cent to 57 per cent.108 It is not possible to determine how many
agricultural workers transferred to Dounreay, but personal accounts offer qualitative
evidence through which the statistics can be interpreted.

The Third Statistical Account noted that, like the rest of Britain, farming in
Caithness during the post-war years ‘experienced a programme of consolidation,
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reclamation and mechanisation’.109 This increasing efficiency meant that the numbers
employed in agriculture were already on the decline: as Morris Pottinger, farmer at
Lower Dounreay explained, ‘the drop in agricultural employment would have happened
anyway’.110 John Young, a farmer at Carsgoe, similarly reflected that ‘the agricultural
industry was running down its need for labour’.111 The resulting ‘acute’ shortage of jobs
was felt Highlands-wide, with an average reduction across the region of 2.5 per cent per
annum during the 1950s and 8 per cent per annum between 1961 and 1966.112 In
Caithness, John believed that the UKAEA ‘came in at a very fortunate time’, with
Dounreay providing a ‘great fill-up in the employment market’.113 Sutherland-born
Alistair Fraser, who himself came from a crofting background, noted that ‘quite a lot of
people left the land, farm wages then would probably be at the bottom of the scale’: at
Dounreay, ‘they would double overnight’.114 Morris Pottinger experienced this directly
when farmhand Hamish Calder left with one day’s notice to take up a job making
concrete bricks for use in the site’s construction. As with other employers during the
period, Morris ‘couldn’t compete…that was it, they went. That’s it’.115 Such work also
attracted women, with Hamish’s wife similarly taking up a role at the brickworks. For
‘Thor’, writing in the John O’Groat Journal, this struck a ‘discordant note’ as he
regarded such work as ‘man’s preserve’; in 1951, jobs in personal service or shops
accounted for 70 per cent of women’s employment in Thurso.116 He discovered,
however, that women found ‘little difficulty’ in undertaking this form of industry.117
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For most employers, offering wage increases to offset the ‘threat’ posed by
Dounreay construction jobs was not possible. This was most keenly felt by those
undertaking similar, less lucrative work, where offering enhanced pay would have a
detrimental effect on profit. Some industries, however, had no option but to make
changes, or else face jeopardising their programme of work. In a bid to ‘combat
Dounreay attraction’, Caithness County Council felt ‘compelled’ to increase its hourly
rate for roadmen from 3s 1 ½d to 3s 4d, an increase of 2½d above the Joint Industrial
Council minimum.118 Reflecting on this, John O’Groat Journal commentator
‘Norseman’ stated that this rise in wages was ‘as good an indication as any of the big
change that has come about in the status of the county’. Once considered a low-wage
county where agricultural workers would leave for Ross-shire to ‘better themselves’, the
‘boot [was] now on the other foot’.119 Yet problems associated with high wages and
large amounts of available overtime persisted. The Caithness Federation of Employers
(building and allied trades) – formed in 1956 – denounced the trend, stating that wage
increases were being passed onto clients with the result that costs rose by approximately
50 per cent.120 Reliability was also compromised, with firms unable to confirm
completion dates as ‘they never knew when their workers will walk off and go to
Dounreay’.121 Raising the issue in the House of Commons, Sir David Robertson
questioned the government’s support of the sixty-eight-hour week which many were
working, stating that this inflationary policy ‘disturbed the whole economy’ of the
region.122 More economic disruption, the Lord Privy Seal responded, would be caused
by Robertson’s suggestion of moving to a standard two-shift system requiring 800
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additional men at peak times. Sir Christopher Hinton was equally dismissive of his
concerns, choosing to note the irony of Robertson’s complaint in light of the fact that
one of the reasons that he was ‘anxious that we should move into the district was to
provide this sort of attractive employment’: as Caithness county councillor Walter
Sinclair mooted, Dounreay could be considered a ‘mixed blessing’.123

6.4.2 The impact of and on religion

The Caithness Federation of Employers came to accept the extended Dounreay working
hours, realising there was ‘nothing more they could do in the matter’.124 An
understanding that the offer of overtime was part and parcel of attracting the required
manpower, alongside an awareness of the importance of completing the reactor
programme ‘as fast as possible if Britain is to be a first-class world power’, partially
secured trade support.125 Others, however, were less understanding. Bound-up with
overtime was the question of Sunday work, an issue with increased sensitivity at a time
when religious adherence in Scotland – after 1956 – started its ‘unstoppable
plummet’.126 Historian Callum G. Brown notes that religion in Scotland could not
remain ‘untouched’ by ‘rapid and profound social change’ caused by population
increase, economic transformation and shifts in popular culture.127 As this thesis has
shown, Dounreay resulted in significant changes to Caithness society; it was a
watershed moment which split time into ‘before’ and ‘after’ Dounreay. As per Brown’s
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assertion, religion in Caithness did not remain unaffected by rapid local change within
the context of wider reform. Whilst a pattern of Sabbath decline – described by Brown
as ‘one of the greatest changes in everyday behaviour and morality of the last three
hundred years’ – was developing Scotland-wide, the presence of Dounreay brought it
quickly into focus in Caithness.128

By 1950, change was already underway in Thurso, with less than one third of
the population ‘deeply interested’ in the church and religion.129 Furthering this, a ‘fairly
elastic view’ was taken by many as to what could ‘be done’ on a Sunday. Five years
later this reached a climax with the UKAEA’s requirement for Sunday work during
Dounreay construction. Such a trend was variously termed by local clergymen as
‘madness and folly’, ‘a dethroning of God’ and as something which would ‘one day
burn like fire in the soul’.130 The workforce were considered to be ‘denying God and
selling God and their own souls for these few pounds extra each week’ and ‘Sodom
would have been spared if ten righteous men had been found in it’; likewise, if ‘even ten
or twelve men stood out against the Sabbath work at Dounreay, or on the hydro-electric
schemes, or the railway, it would not happen’.131 Additionally, it was one area in which
the UKAEA did not have full county or town council support. In response to Caithness
County Council’s request that men down tools on Sunday, Sir Christopher Hinton
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sardonically suggested asking them ‘if they know who finds work for idle hands to
do’.132

Throughout this onslaught, the UKAEA maintained that the urgency of the build
coupled with retaining skilled tradesmen ‘who feared they would lose if double pay
Sunday work was ruled out’ necessitated a continuation of the practice.133 According to
one local minister, this flouting of tradition dimmed and stained the ‘glory of the
Dounreay achievement as much as if it had been attained by dishonesty or theft, or by
oppression, or immoral practice’.134 Placing this moral denigration at the UKAEA’s
door, the Lord’s Day Observance Association reported that elsewhere in the county
‘apart from Dounreay, the Sabbath was observed better than in most other areas’.135
Regardless of wider social change in the nation, Dounreay was an obvious focal point
for their ire, believing that it catalysed a downward trend. In this regard the late 1950s
and early 1960s were characterised by continued firefighting on the part of the
Caithness clergy. The Rev. R.R. Sinclair of Wick’s Free Presbyterian Church
denounced the wearing of jeans and tartan trousers by schoolgirls as ‘unscriptural and
improper’.136 Halkirk’s Free Presbyterian Minister Rev. W. Grant spoke out against the
playing of cricket on a Sunday by ‘lovers of pleasure more than lovers of God’,
condemned the growing evil of harvesting on a Sunday, and considered dancing halls
responsible for the ‘80 per cent of young girls who fell into immorality’.137 Reflecting
the hard-line of the Free and Free Presbyterian churches, ‘the divine law’, he continued,
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was ‘being violated on every hand and in every possible way’.138 ‘Thor’ reported on this
changing tradition in less dramatic terms, noting in 1960 that ‘like more towns in the
past few years Thurso is getting a more and more continental atmosphere on
Sundays…the strict Sabbath observance which was a feature of Caithness thirty years
ago is dying out’.139 As Brown elucidates, in the 1960s the rules around religious
‘decorum and restraint…started to fall apart’.140 With regards to Caithness, this wider
societal trend was amplified – and arguably hastened – by the impact of Dounreay.

Despite changing patterns of adherence, The Third Statistical Account notes that
the Dounreay population upsurge led to a temporary increase in church membership in
Thurso’s existing churches, at a time when rural depopulation was negatively affecting
congregations elsewhere.141 More significantly, the population increase led directly to
the construction of Thurso’s first Catholic Church on the atomic estate at Pennyland in
1960. Pre-Dounreay, the Catholic population in the Thurso area numbered under fifty,
who attended mass in Wick; by 1963 this had risen to 350, a fact which necessitated the
construction of St Anne’s, financed largely by congregational fundraising. 142 This
adheres to the mid-twentieth-century growth of the Catholic Church in Scotland as
being characterised by the erection of modern churches in new towns and housing
estates as a result of population shift.143 Likewise, it reflects the growth of the Church in
areas outwith the central belt during the mid- to late-twentieth century, all largely a
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consequence of industrial or technological development.144 Caithness was previously ‘a
stronghold of Presbyterianism’, with its churches’ numerous commemorations of the
400th anniversary of the Reformation – ‘the most severe blow that the Church of Rome
ever received’ – reported frequently in the local press in the same year that St Anne’s
opened.145 Reflecting anti-papist theology, Donald Mackay, minister of the Free Church
in Watten had previously dubbed the Pope ‘the veritable anti-Christ’.146 Three years
later, W. Grant, minister of Halkirk’s Free Presbyterian Church spoke of the increased
opportunities for Sunday recreation in 1960 as something which would appeal ‘to those
who say: “go to Mass in the morning and thereafter do anything”’.147 As clergy, their
ministry had not previously been subject to counter-beliefs in such close quarters.
Notably, during this research the only dissent encountered was from clergymen such as
Grant and Mackay: ‘Thor’ – always to be relied on for an opinion – praised the new
congregation, congratulating them on a successful fundraising campaign; an indication
that the dissatisfaction expressed from the Presbyterian pulpit was certainly not
universal.148
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6.5 Creating local atomics

The UKAEA’s resistance to what Sir Christopher Hinton considered ‘interference’ from
religious, local authority and parliamentary representatives meant that construction
continued as planned, with the Dounreay Materials Test Reactor (DMTR) reaching
criticality on 24 May 1958.149 This, followed by the subsequent criticality of the
Dounreay Fast Reactor (DFR) on November 1959, signalled the running down of the
construction programme and an associated loss of temporary jobs. Another argument
against overtime and Sunday work rested on this reduction in labour: Rev. A.F. Andrew
of Dunbeath ‘felt that rushing the Dounreay job through was to hasten the end of the
economic prosperity it brought to Caithness’, a clear prioritisation of the needs of the
local over the national, and an argument which would never win traction with the
UKAEA.150 Thus the ‘passing phase of the industrial trend in the area’ was marked by a
sharp rise in unemployment after a series of redundancies, mainly at Dounreay;
although many service jobs in the region were seasonal so affected recorded figures.151
Between August 1957 and February 1958, the Caithness and Sutherland labour
exchange recorded an increase of 643, bringing the total unemployed in the district from
289 – 2.2 per cent of the insured population, roughly equivalent to the average for the
whole of Scotland – to 932, or 7.3 per cent.152

The ‘industrial canker’ of unemployment which prevailed in the pre-Dounreay
years was now echoed in ‘the sharp reminder that public works contracts will never
maintain full, or near full, employment in these counties, however acceptable they may
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be’.153 Despite the redundancies, there was still a labour force of 2325 men employed on
constructional work at Dounreay. According to Sir David Robertson, who raised the
matter in parliament, ‘local men of good character’ were being discharged whilst ‘many
citizens of Eire’ were kept on with subsistence allowances, undertaking labouring work
of which local men were capable.154 Colin MacKay experienced this first-hand, stating
that ‘general foremen, section foremen and gangers are all Irish with the result that local
labour is the first to go redundant’.155 The Prime Minister’s response, carefully tailored
by the UKAEA, reflected the fact that those who were retained were skilled men who
could not be recruited locally. In questioning this, Robertson introduced an issue often
present in migration studies, but largely absent with regards to Dounreay: that of
competition within the labour market.156 The specialised nature of the work undertaken
by the long-term atomic migrants meant that they were not criticised for taking ‘local
jobs’, something identified by anthropologists Jedrij and Nuttall as a common result of
in-migration to the Highlands.157 As Robertson’s above concern shows, however, the
transient labour force did become a short-lived source of competition: it is unsurprising
that this discord arose at a time when, as Councillor Robin Sinclair put it, Caithness ‘got
[its] 800 unemployed back with accrued interest’.158

Despite this frustration, it was evident throughout the construction period that
these jobs were only ever going to be temporary, leading many to remain ‘loyal’ to their
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employer as they knew ‘it would all be over in two or three years’ time’.159 The rundown in construction jobs was, however, mitigated to a degree by the availability of
permanent employment with the UKAEA at Dounreay. This was acknowledged in
parliament by Prime Minister Harold Macmillan, who informed Robertson that the
Authority was ‘trying to get the maximum local employment for the operational work’,
with ‘alternative work’ offered once construction contracts had ceased.160 The UKAEA
was clear in its intention to recruit administrative, semi-skilled and unskilled staff
locally.161 Low-seniority roles were available across the divisions, including clerical,
professional, technical, scientific, industrial and non-industrial positions, with some of
the so-termed ‘unskilled’ and ‘semi-skilled’ jobs including process supervisors,
storekeepers, plant operators switchboard attendants, canteen staff and x-ray operators.
It was a hierarchical system which, during this early period, reserved the higher grades
for the UKAEA’s ‘imported’ staff. Rather than causing conflict there was a general
acceptance, as expressed in the John O’Groat Journal, that ‘the atomic station could not
be carried on without them’; they possessed the ‘skill and knowledge’ required for their
posts.162

By November 1958, there were 1800 permanent staff employed by the UKAEA
at Dounreay: of these, over 1000 were from Caithness and Sutherland.163 Without
Dounreay, Stroma-born David Crowe ‘would have probably landed up in a bank or
dead end job’ instead of taking up a role as an assistant scientific officer in 1958.164
Caithnessian John Macrae started work in the radiography department in 1957 before
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moving to the photography section the following year. John had left his Dunbeath home
aged 16, moving to Edinburgh to work in the police’s fingerprint and photography
department before a two-year term of National Service with the 1st Battalion Seaforth
Pipe Band. His decision to return was based on Dounreay ‘coming on-stream’: like
many, he thought that he would ‘give it a whirl’.165 Attracted by high wages – John,
whilst on the under-21 rate, was earning £25-30 per week as opposed to the £7-10
earned by ‘normal’ tradesmen – evidenced Sir David Robertson’s prediction that
‘natives would return’.166 Other locals experienced a broad spectrum of Dounreayrelated roles before settling with the UKAEA. Alastair Fraser started ‘odd-jobbing’ in
the catering department at Boston Camp whilst still at school, before going full-time
because the ‘money was good’.167 In 1959 he became a site labourer – then an
administrator – with Dounreay contractor Alexander Hall, until his move to Dounreay’s
communications department in 1964. High wages were available across the board:
Caithnessian Christina Munro started work as a shorthand typist in Dounreay in 1957,
earning ‘a lot of money’ in her clerical role.168 Rather than giving up work upon
marriage as was expected, Christina and hundreds like her continued in their
employment onsite.169 This was particularly significant as the under-employment of
women had been identified as a problem in the area.170 As commented on in the John
O’Groat Journal, ‘more than anything else, [Dounreay] provided openings for married
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women who were glad of the opportunities’.171 At this time roles were generally
restricted to those in administration and service, with David Crowe noting that because
of ‘old fashioned bosses’ there were none, other than office staff, working at the
DFR.172 A humorous article in Haggis – authored by a female staff member – answered
the question of ‘what do we DO at Dounreay’? The author ‘laid claim’ to a small
number of female scientific officers but lamented the lack of engineers; and instead
focused on their ‘traditional housewifey functions’ whereby their roles were based on
cooking, cleaning, typing and ‘tending to the needs’ of their male colleagues when ‘they
injure themselves or when they feel a bit morning after-ish’.173 Although a light-hearted
article, it reveals an undercurrent of increasing awareness of the disparity between male
and female roles on-site.174

For Alastair Fraser and others like him, Dounreay provided employment from
his teenage years until retirement. Whilst it would have been possible to get
employment in another sector within the county for this duration, it is evident that
Dounreay impacted on the opportunities which were available. Without it, others like
John Macrae, who ‘had the choice of going back to live and work in a city’, would not
have returned to Caithness.175 In June 1959 Sir David Robertson summarised this
impact, stating that ‘children of the farmer, crofter and fisherman are adapting
themselves and taking to industry like ducks to water’: a positive step forward in the
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UKAEA’s aim to increase the number of local labour employed onsite.176 In 1956
Dounreay works manager T.A. Parry publicly announced that ‘the time would come
when the younger generation of Caithness would control and operate the atomic
station’, with the UKAEA implementing a series of policies designed to reduce the
proportion of imported staff.177 This included the elimination of the outside recruitment
of all industrial and ‘basic’ non-industrial staff, such as scientific assistants, assistant
experimental officers and clerical officers.178 Central to this strategy was the provision
of enhanced training facilities; thus further education was offered from 1956 onwards,
culminating in the opening of Thurso Technical College in the Ormlie area of the town
in 1959. Building on an enhanced technical curriculum at Thurso High School, where ‘a
larger proportion of children [tended] to study science’, this association between the
Scottish Education Department, Caithness County Council and the UKAEA was
regarded as ‘an important milestone for education in the county’, offering a range of
qualifications from Higher National Certificates to City and Guilds accreditation in
technical and scientific subjects.179 It also catered for Royal Society of Arts
examinations in shorthand and typing, providing training in subjects suitable for a
career with the UKAEA. Typifying the collaborative approach taken with so much of
the Dounreay project, the UKAEA provided half of the £33,000 capital cost for its
construction and allowed its staff to teach there on secondment.180 Notably, as social
scientist and physicist Sean F. Johnston remarks, this was ‘the most ambitious’ scheme
of its kind in the United Kingdom.181
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The UKAEA itself offered technical apprenticeships, with the first eleven
apprentices – ten of whom were from Caithness – officially signing on in March
1956.182 Sir David Robertson informed the House of Commons in June 1959 that ‘there
will be no apprentices trained anywhere in Scotland to a more advanced state’.183 This
high praise was later echoed by former Dounreay-employees: Brian Hart considered the
‘start in life’ it offered apprentices as ‘quite something’; Alastair Fraser remarked that
‘when the Authority did something, they did it right’.184 Further to this, the UKAEA
inaugurated a two-year clerical training scheme ‘with the object of turning out well
trained clerks and secretaries at about the age of eighteen’.185 Some of these were
destined for employment in its new superannuation office, established in Thurso in 1960
despite considerations of efficiency and economy dictating that it should be located
further south. The UKAEA explicitly stated that the choice of location was ‘to assist the
employment situation at Dounreay for young people’, with the expense offset by ‘the
improvement in sociological problems’.186 Despite this concern for local interests, the
UKAEA’s motivation was not selfless. In his 1959 report, Dounreay’s director Dr
Robert Hurst identified the lack of employment opportunities for school-leavers as a
mitigating factor against incoming staff settling down.187 Although a relatively small
enterprise – the office would employ forty to fifty people – it was a carefully considered
attempt to invest in the Thurso community for the benefit of both local and atomic
young adults. Reflecting this, Alistair Fraser – who lived in the area before, during and
after his atomic career, witnessing the full spectrum of change – considered the
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opportunities which the UKAEA gave to ‘the young people to train up as engineers,
scientific and administration’ as ‘the jewel in Dounreay’s crown’.188

6.6 Further investment

Personal development opportunities like these contributed to the UKAEA’s success in
ensuring that a higher percentage of the workforce comprised local labour. Between
1963 and 1967 the percentage rose from 63 to 69 per cent, with the majority of the
workforce travelling from Thurso, Castletown, Halkirk and Reay; a large proportion
from Wick; and others from south and east Caithness and the north coast of
Sutherland.189 Yet as early as 1961 rumours that the UKAEA was to abandon the fast
breeder project were circulating: an act which would ‘be a blunder of the first
magnitude’ and destroy the buoyant Thurso economy.190 Such concerns reflected the
new-found anxiety caused by an enlarged population now largely dependent on one
employer. In the 1960s, industrial decline was affecting communities throughout central
Scotland as traditional heavy industry was hit by closures caused by overseas
competition and lack of investment. Such action ravaged long-established communities:
as former Dumbarton shipbuilder Jimmy Lindsay said, ‘when the main source
disappears, the rest vanishes along with it’.191 As a modern experimental establishment
whose work had barely started, Dounreay did not fall into this discourse. Yet anxiety
about what was perceived to be a one-industry economy – termed by the author of the
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official Dounreay history somewhat flippantly as a ‘sore spot’ which ‘remained an
irritant’ – emanated from a variety of sources.192

In 1958 Provost Sinclair indicated that ‘already there was a concern’ in Thurso
about the lack of alternative employment prospects.193 Reflecting the UKAEA view,
Donald Carmichael was conscious that as an experimental establishment, Dounreay did
not offer the same opportunities for ancillary trades as a production factory.194 This lack
of light industry in the area, he said, resulted in Caithness ‘growing economically
unbalanced’. Whilst the UKAEA was prepared to assist new firms establish themselves
despite associated high costs and low efficiency, the considerations of distance and
peripherality which had long plagued the area persisted.195 It also advocated the
favouring of local sources of supply for standard products, even when prices were not
competitive. Much of the required material, however, could only technically and
contractually be sourced from outwith the area.196 An exception to this was created
when Messrs. Stephens (Plastics Ltd), Corsham, Wiltshire, opened its only Scottish
branch at Halkirk in 1959. Councillor Robin Sinclair gave full credit to the UKAEA for
‘spotting’ the opportunity to attract such a firm, which was to supply plastic products
and protective clothing to Dounreay, lauding its awareness of improving community
health via diversity of employment.197

Sinclair himself injected investment into the east of the county, opening
Caithness Glass in Wick in 1961. In 1956, it was recognised that the burgh’s staple
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industry of herring fishing was ‘almost at a standstill’ due to changing customer tastes
and high transport costs south; Dounreay thus created essential employment, with 600
people travelling daily from Wick and district to the construction site.198 People
continued to ‘look to the west for their daily bread’ once construction ceased.199 Sinclair
remarked that ‘it was quite a sight to see the line of double-decker buses carrying people
to Wick in the evening after their work at Dounreay’: such an exodus was not good for
Wick’s community or economy.200 Despite the numbers working at the atomic site,
unemployment in Wick in November 1960 remained high, comprising more than 25 per
cent of the total unemployed throughout Caithness and Sutherland.201 In situating his
decorative glassware factory in Wick, Sinclair initially provided jobs for seventy
people, a figure which was expected to rise to 200 by the completion of the third phase
of works.202 In doing so, he hoped for a ‘resurgence of pride’ amongst the people of
Wick, who had seen their town overshadowed by Dounreay-related development in the
west.

The ‘proliferation of other activities’, which the local population had been
repeatedly told to expect by councillors and parliamentarians, did not, however,
materialise.203 As early as 1957 Sir David Robertson was appealing for further
investment to allay fears of unemployment post-Dounreay construction. In March 1957
he presented his unsuccessful North of Scotland Development Corporation Bill to
parliament, which praised the government for its courage in blessing Caithness with
Dounreay whilst decrying his and the government’s failure in establishing further
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industry in Highland towns.204 Thus the dialogue which Robertson had been espousing
since 1949 – the need to halt the drift south via economic investment – continued:
Dounreay played a significant part in this, but it was not the answer. Census figures
show that Caithness was the only Highlands and Islands county to experience
population growth between 1951 and 1961. Whilst Robertson could pinpoint this as a
success, taking the long-term view Sutherland and Caithness were, over the preceding
century, the two most depopulated counties on mainland Britain.205 According to the
MP, the government ‘had not the will to develop the Highland area’: without proper
leadership, the Highlands were just ‘drooling along’.206 Robertson took definitive
action, resigning the party whip and sitting as an Independent Unionist candidate until
his retirement in 1964, a stand which he hoped ‘would bring attention to the needs of
the Highlands’.207

With regards to Caithness, these needs were clarified by Caithness County
Council in a 1964 letter to the Secretary of State for Scotland. This was unequivocal in
its expression of the view ‘that the future economy of the county of Caithness is so
closely bound up with the work of the Dounreay establishment, that any diminution in
the level of employment at the establishment would have a serious and far-reaching
effect in the county and indeed throughout the north of Scotland’: faced with the future
run-down of the DFR and DMTR, this anxiety was justified.208 As outlined in the
introduction, this thesis takes its end point as 1966, the year in which the government
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made the decision to site its prototype fast reactor (PFR) at Dounreay.209 Dounreay was
not the preferred site, with Winfrith in Dorset providing a less costly and more
technologically convenient alternative. Yet the decision could not be separated from the
developments of the previous twelve years. Considerations of safety no longer applied;
indeed, it was believed that Dounreay’s remote location would send out misleading
signals in this regard if it were selected.210 Instead, as Niall G. Mackenzie outlines, ‘the
Cabinet agreed that maintaining the community that had been built up at Dounreay was
of the utmost importance’.211 Whereas the efforts of Sir David Robertson influenced the
selection of Dounreay as the site for the DFR, it was the Secretary of State for Scotland
Willie Ross, alongside the recently-formed Highlands and Islands Development Board
(HIDB), whose carefully framed arguments based on wider policy secured the PFR for
the region. Minister of Technology Frank Cousins’s parliamentary announcement on 6
February 1966 was met with ‘spontaneous cheers’, with the reaction outside parliament
equally positive.212 James Jack, the general secretary of the Scottish Trades Union
Congress (STUC) stated that the decision would ‘inject new life into the Highlands’
through its provision of 700 construction jobs and its maintenance of staffing levels onsite.213 The discourse used by Jack and others, however, echoes that employed
following the DFR announcement. That this was as apparent at the end of the period of
study as at the start is indicative of the fact that Dounreay was not the ‘saviour’ that
many had hoped. The PFR too was beset with similar long-term problems, failing to
attract the ancillary industrial growth necessary for sustainability. Nevertheless, as
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MacKenzie states, it stood as an ‘affirmation of the Government’s commitment to the
area’.214 Even more significantly, it confirmed that the technological expertise and
social infrastructure of Caithness was capable of supporting the next phase of the
government’s fast breeder reactor programme.

6.7 Conclusion

The Caithness of 1966 was very different to the Caithness of 1954. Coming into the
area in 1954, the UKAEA was faced with the challenge of establishing the technical and
social infrastructure required to implement its reactor programme in the area. In doing
so, it recognised that it was trespassing ‘beyond the frontiers of knowledge’, yet had
confidence in the fact that it could achieve its stated aims in an ‘unconventional’
location.215 By 1966, nuclear science had become part of the Caithness everyday, with
all the structures in place to ensure that it once again occupied a ‘vital position in
planning the nuclear future for Britain’.216 The intervening period can be considered as
one of modernisation, with all the associated positives and negatives that such a process
brings. It represents both progress and loss, especially where, as with Caithness, it
happened rapidly. In the changing employment pattern on which this chapter has
focused we can see the tension between the ‘old and the new’ as it reached a widespread
‘critical juncture’ in the mid-twentieth century.217 Callum G. Brown notes that the
instability of modern society across the board impacted on ‘the relative tranquillity of
the agrarian life upon which piety and faith were founded’.218 With Dounreay, it was
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brought into sharp focus, something which led the attendees of the 1960 London
Caithness Society dinner to question ‘whether the character of the county could face the
changes’ caused by new people and new occupations.219 These concerns related to
culture, traditions and religion, with the new employment patterns having a noticeable
impact on attitudes, reflecting a challenge which similarly ‘bedevilled’ Highland policy
makers during the post-war decades: the question of ‘how to integrate the Highlands
and Islands economically and socially with the rest of British society’ whilst trying to
maintain the region’s cultural character.220 Robin Sinclair openly identified the
‘Caithness character’ with traditional employment, claiming that agriculture was one of
the reasons for its strength. He was certain that this character would survive despite
‘outside influences’ ‘because those engaged in agriculture were close to the forces of
nature and had demonstrated to them in their daily lives what was real and what was
true’. Whilst his meaning here is indistinct, he equates ‘being’ Caithnessian with
traditional employment. It is true that despite the lure of Dounreay, agriculture remained
a dominant sector in Caithness; though how this impacted on ‘Caithness character’ is
less clear. Although focus is put on the decline of agriculture, the presence of Dounreay
sustained its small-scale elements, as crofters like Alastair Fraser now had access to
employment which meant it was economically viable to work his croft in his spare
time.221 Indeed, the Crofters Commission, which recognised in 1965 that approximately
500 crofter families benefitted from Dounreay employment, made it clear that ‘the
crofting population in the north of Scotland, and particularly in Sutherland, requires
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steady employment of this kind if viable communities are to be maintained’.222 Thus it
was possible for the traditional and the modern to operate effectively side-by-side.

Local newspaper commentator ‘Norseman’ summarised this as ‘changing over
from one kind of life to another. We live in Caithness, but are beginning to talk the
jargon of the black belt’.223 The resulting language of trade unions was ‘tending to
transform the conversational climate’ in what he considered to be an industrial
revolution on a small scale. As part of this change, the effects of the new employment
model filtered through to commerce, with many customers working industrial rather
than agricultural hours. This encouraged one shop to open from 1pm to 7pm on
Thursdays to enable after-work shopping, with others following suit.224 As is evident
throughout this thesis, the Dounreay project resulted in the mutual readjustment of
people and society. Whereas ‘before Dounreay’ many locals had to leave the area for
employment, ‘after Dounreay’ saw people staying, returning and migrating to Caithness
for the same purpose. Sustaining this, however, proved problematic, even within the
short duration covered by this study. ‘The bulge’ in unemployment caused by the
increased numbers of school leavers from atomic families and the lack of industrial
diversity are both indicators of a project which, as chapter one demonstrated, had many
associated uncertainties.225 During the period of study it is clear that short-term planning
took priority over long-term sustainability. It is the need for the latter which secured the
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PFR, something which would not have happened without the belief that the changed
Caithness society was capable of supporting it: a far cry from the region which, fifteen
years earlier, was only expected to be sustained by ‘the expansion of existing
occupations’.226
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Conclusion
New perceptions of the ‘nuclear north’

7.0 Introduction

Reflecting on the early years of Dounreay growth in 1959, the site’s director Robert
Hurst referenced ‘an old Chinese proverb’ which stated that that ‘he who rides on a tiger
can never dismount’.1 This, he continued, ‘is the position of the Authority over
Dounreay’: what the UKAEA had started, had to be sustained. In assessing the
‘viability’ of Dounreay, Hurst’s concerns were social and economic. The associated
infrastructure needed to be ‘sound’ if the establishment were to maintain the highest
level of scientific operation and attainment. This admission foregrounds the relationship
between the social and the technical, with the study of the former at the centre of this
thesis. The preceding chapters have shown that the decision to locate the reactor
establishment in an ‘unusual location’ necessitated the implementation of new policy
and practice specifically tailored to the far north of Scotland. Whilst Caithness was not
alone in providing the UKAEA with social and infrastructural challenges, the scale, lack
of previous industrialisation and degree of perceived ‘remoteness’ meant that its
regional impact – in terms of a comparison between ‘before’ and ‘after’ 1954 – was
more pronounced.2
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Drawing together the themes which run through this thesis, this conclusion will
show how they interconnect to reveal wider patterns of change. It will examine the
changing identity of both people and place to demonstrate how this affected tourism and
the longer-term heritage of a site now undergoing decommissioning. The previous
chapters demonstrated that Dounreay resulted in a population shift which reversed the
trend of outward migration during the period of study, making Caithness a stand-out
example of technologically-induced social change. This necessitated the planning and
construction of a new architecture for a new community, something which was only
made possible by co-operation between authorities. UKAEA housing on a large scale
and the development of recreational facilities designed to aid integration facilitated the
introduction of this incoming population into the Thurso community. The atomic
incomers formed a visible group, their status as ‘atomic’ determined by their residence
in the UKAEA estates. This set of circumstances is unique in terms of patterns of
inward-migration to the Highlands and Islands. Whilst there were certainly precedents
for employment-triggered migration to Highland communities, such as the seasonal
influx of herring workers to Wick or the populating of the British Aluminium Co.’s
company village at Kinlochleven, that stimulated by Dounreay was distinct in its scale
and its permanent fusion of new and old within a long-established burgh. Likewise, it
differs from the ‘white settler’ movement of the later twentieth century, which was
sporadic and individual rather than en-masse. Through Dounreay, the Highlands and
Islands was put on the ‘nuclear map’. Whilst the succeeding years witnessed an
increasing cognisance of the dangers of nuclear waste as the early ‘unknowns’ of the
nuclear industry became apparent, attitudes between 1954 and 1966 were generally
positive. These were largely the result of expanded employment opportunities which
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changed the common perception of what people could ‘be’ in an area considered
‘unusual’ and ‘remote’.

This exceeding of expectations supports sociologist Philomena de Lima’s
assertion that ‘rural areas and populations do not exist in a vacuum, as they shape and
are shaped by the same national and global policies and influences as urban areas’.3 In
this regard Caithness was shaped by the United Kingdom’s atomic energy programme.
Leaving it at this, however, is an oversimplification: in influencing the new policy and
practice, the location also shaped how the atomic energy programme developed.
Unsurprisingly, such local considerations, as Jeff Hughes notes, are invariably absent in
those histories of the nuclear which prioritise a national level of analysis.4 Whilst, he
continues, this may be appropriate for ‘political, diplomatic, strategic and even technical
histories of nuclearism’, it does not ‘do justice to the complexity of social and cultural
responses to the nuclear condition’. In its focus on how the national nuclear programme
was received and experienced within a regional framework, this thesis has played its
part in revealing this complexity. It stands as a model for future research into the
regional impact of other nuclear sites; a project which would do much towards the
attainment of a comprehensive understanding of the national ‘nuclear condition’. In this
regard, the findings of this thesis are as much a part of British nuclear history as British
nuclear history is part of that of Caithness and, by extension, the wider Highlands and
Islands.
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7.1 Changing identities: people and place

A strong sense of identity and character relating to both people and place runs through
this thesis: the Caithnessian ‘difference’ was established at the project’s outset; the
incoming population of diverse individuals immediately became a group of ‘atomics’;
Thurso’s urban character was altered by the construction of modern UKAEA estates;
and traditional forms of employment, which Robin Sinclair considered so important to
the local population’s strength of character, were augmented – or even replaced – by the
new opportunities of the nuclear. This barrage of change evidences the ‘well attested’
role which the workplace had ‘in the formation of identities, localities and
communities’, both for those already resident in Caithness and for those who migrated
to the area for employment.5 Reflecting on the far-reaching consequences of the latter,
atomic Leslie Rowe questioned his identity fifty years after arrival, asking ‘what am I?
Am I Scottish, or English, or British?’.6 Striking a different note, fellow atomic Don
Ryan explained ‘I still don’t see myself as totally local but I’m kind of half-local after
fifty years’.7 In revealing such narratives of identity, this thesis goes some way to
revealing those ‘stories of nuclear Britain that have not yet been told’.8

In this regard, identity is complex, comprising the national, regional and local.
In her study into the ‘forging’ of the British nation following the Union, Linda Colley
recognises that regionalism and localism were more powerful divides to unity than
Welshness, Scottishness and Englishness.9 This resonates with Caithness and its ‘unique
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and powerful identity – in its landscape, its people and their way of life’.10 Bound up
with this are regional traits which, because of the population influx ‘from the south’, are
frequently referenced in source material. Caithness County Council, for example, drew
attention to ‘the above average adaptability of the Caithnessian’, whilst Magnus
Magnusson declared that the English origins of many of the incomers ‘was an
advantage, for curiously enough the English seem to chafe less at the prospects of
isolation than Scots do’.11 It is unclear what evidence, other than observation, such
statements were based on, but this interplay of local and national traits runs through this
study. Furthering this, Dounreay’s former director Major-General Joslin announced that
he had ‘learned quite a bit about Caithness psychology’.12 This, he continued,
comprised ‘a strong blend of individuality, a robust common sense, a love of sport,
particularly if spiced with an element of poaching, a keen desire to strike a good
bargain, a pride in the county, and an independence and self-reliance’. In pinpointing
these apparently common traits, Joslin was commenting on what it was to be
‘Caithnessian’. When coupled with the Caithnessian ‘difference’ explored in chapter
two, the defining of the character of the region and its people can be seen as a process
designed to facilitate the integration of the atomic and local populations. In such a
situation, however, there will always be difference: best illustrated by the fact ‘that from
the earliest days the notion of the atomics as a community within the wider Caithness
community has been an important element of the wider regions’ identity’.13

In 1957, journalist Wilfred Taylor made an astute remark relating to the county’s
expansion and development. Amidst a proliferation of voices which heralded Dounreay
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as the ‘saviour’ of the north, Taylor noted that ‘the atomics did not come to the rescue
of Caithness, which was not a decaying or derelict county’.14 Continuing, he recognised
that ‘it was doing well enough with its farming and its fishing’, reflecting its status as a
county whose economy was primarily dominated by agriculture. As chapter six
demonstrated, the overarching Caithness ‘character’ was bound up with traditional
agricultural employment; the identity of its people rested on a historic tie to the land
which, according to Robin Sinclair, accounted for its ‘strength’.15 Sinclair utilised this
example to demonstrate that the Caithness character would survive the onslaught of
‘new people and new occupations’. Three years later, the character of Caithness’s
‘crofting stock’ was being used to attract further industry into the area, with the local
authorities of Caithness and Sutherland touting the crofting class as ‘well educated and
extremely adaptable’.16 Local labour – both skilled and unskilled – was drawn from this
group, comprising people who were ‘accustomed to turning their hands to any task
which comes their way and have an inherent manual dexterity not normally found
amongst the classes from which labour is drawn in the industrial area’. This was
something also espoused by the Crofters Commission, which praised the associated
work of crofters as providing ‘an opportunity in the Highlands of working towards a
new form of industrial society which will be healthier and more stable than any
community which is completely urbanised’: creating a specific form of industrial life in
the region.17
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This demonstrates a reversal of how the local workforce in the far north of
Scotland was perceived. Evidencing a changing discourse, it shows how the previous
negative of a lack of industrial experience in the area had been turned on its head
because of Dounreay’s influence: in a similar appeal for industrial investment in the
area, The Hon. Patrick Maitland, Master of Lauderdale, wrote that ‘Dr Hurst, director of
the UKAEA establishment, will testify any time that the local labour readily responds to
training, to responsibility and to new opportunities’.18 Caithnessians were no longer
termed ‘insular’; social and economic innovations were no longer looked at with ‘slight
suspicion’.19 Industry, it seemed, was now being promoted as second-nature to a
‘crofting class’ which, as with the majority of the population of the United Kingdom,
had no previous working knowledge of the nuclear industry. Rather than being used in
reference to agriculture and tradition, within ten years of Dounreay’s announcement the
‘crofter virtue’ of ‘loyalty’ was being used to promote the efficacy of Caithnessians as
industrial workers. Caithness’s people had become ‘nuclear citizens’; the county itself
was at the centre of nuclear development and quickly became synonymous with a
technology which, prior to March 1954, had been alien.20

7.2 A ‘prize’ for tourism

As Jonathan Hogg notes, the nuclear was, for the majority of the population, abstract
and unreal.21 In Caithness, however, it was tangible, providing people with livelihoods
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and altering established patterns of everyday existence. As part of this everyday its
influence extended beyond employment, with this thesis exploring the social changes
which resulted. As this conclusion has shown, it – in certain circumstances – altered
how the local population were presented, changing how the county was perceived: from
one which was a rural backwater, to one which was open to industrial investment
because of its solid foundation in nuclear development. Whilst this perception was by
no means widespread, it is evidence of a rapidly changing society keen to promote its
status as the ‘nuclear north’.

Part of this promotion lay in fact that Dounreay was unique: as one commentator
in the John O’Groat Journal remarked, it was ‘a prize which any tourist-minded county
would jump at’.22 Taking a different view from those who believed that development in
the Highlands would deter visitors, the UKAEA opened the site’s control tower as a
viewing platform and visitor centre in June 1960. At this time the Scottish Tourist
Board reported that ‘prospects for Scotland’s tourist season have never been brighter’.23
As part of this it congratulated the UKAEA for ‘being so quick to realise the tourist
possibilities of nuclear power’ and cited the attraction not only of the county’s scenery
and beaches, but ‘the spectacular spheroid construction at Dounreay’.24 Such a positive
response was justified: 8000 visitors over the three month tourist season in 1960 had
risen to 20,000 by 1966.25 Recognising the significance of this unexpected by-product
of the nuclear industry, Caithness County Council selected the Dounreay facility as its
location to ‘sell the county in every form’.26 With financial support from the HIDB –
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Council, to D.M. Carmichael, UKAEA, 6 June 1966.
26
TNA, AB61/68 E40, F. Levens, Caithness County Council, to D.M. Carmichael, UKAEA, 6 June 1966.
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which considered tourism as one of the ‘main props of the regional economy’ – the
council’s development officer Fred Levens set up the county’s tourist information
service on the ground floor of the Dounreay control tower.27 Notably, the Dounreay site
was selected over the established tourist draw of John O’Groats: evidence of changing
patterns of tourism with a transformed county.

7.3 The sphere

This thesis has concentrated on the social impact of Dounreay, with its focus on the
built environment restricted to the development of domestic architecture. Further
significance in this regard, however, is found at the Dounreay site itself. The Illustrated
London News reported that by 1966, Dounreay’s ‘pale green sphere of steel’ had
‘become one of the symbols of British science’.28 Constructed from bright, modern
materials, Dounreay represented the antithesis of visually heavy brick power stations
which dominated elsewhere.29 Coupled with its open location at the sea’s edge, it stood
out in a new landscape for a new, clean industry; the circular shape of its reactor
containment shell differing from recognised man-made structures.30 Landscape architect
Sylvia Crowe stated that it was a ‘cosmic’ shape which related ‘not to the human scale,
but to the sky, the clouds and the mountains’: it was an elemental structure which
disrupted the landscape.31 More prosaically, it was a monument to modernity which
became quickly synonymous with the site itself.

27

Ibid.; Grassie, Highland Experiment, p. 27.
The Illustrated London News, 19 February 1966, p. 8.
29
Such as that at Bankside, Southwark, London (now Tate Modern); S. Penrose, Images of Change: An
Archaeology of England’s Contemporary Landscape (Swindon, 2007), p. 125.
30
See DSRL, ‘Heritage strategy’, pp. 38-39 for a description of Dounreay in the landscape.
31
Crowe, Landscape, p. 40; p. 17.
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This sense of synonymity is frequently expressed in personal testimony. ‘Local’
Dounreay employee Alistair Fraser considered it ‘the symbol of Dounreay; whenever
you talk about Dounreay the first thing that flashes into your mind is the sphere’.32
Sydney Pickles viewed the sphere as a ‘very important historical monument’, likening it
to the symbol of Blackpool Tower which was of ‘much more importance to its area than
its function’.33 Several former employees, including Owen Pugh, David Broughton and
Christina Munro, described it as ‘an icon’.34 David Crowe stated that ‘it’s known worldwide’; Willie Sloss believed that ‘if you show that to almost anybody, they would say,
“that’s Dounreay”’.35 This is reflected in the site’s heritage strategy, which recognises
that the sphere ‘seems to figure in the collective memory of the UK’, acting as either a
‘symbol of modernity, progress and discovery’ or ‘the darker side of human endeavour’
depending on perspective.36 Furthering this, the strategy states that it often appears
incorrectly in the media ‘as an archetype of the nuclear industry or the nuclear age’.37
As a unique project within Britain, Dounreay was not typical of the country’s nuclear
sites: yet its visual strength means that it is imbued with significant national meaning,
making it an iconic industrial form.

Over the past sixty years Dounreay’s sphere has become a landmark, providing,
as archaeologist Sefryn Penrose elucidates, ‘a tool for understanding the journey we’ve
made as individuals and as a society since the end of the Second World War’.38 Yet this
form of general ‘tool’, she continues, will soon be surpassed by those of the twenty-first

32

Alistair Fraser, interviewed by James Gunn, 11 November 2013.
Sydney Pickles, interviewed by James Gunn, 9 June 2014.
34
Owen Pugh, interviewed by James Gunn, 12 March 2013; David Broughton, 14 August 2014;
Anonymous participant (pseudonym used), interviewed by Linda Ross, 5 September 2017.
35
David Crowe and Willie Sloss, interviewed by James Gunn, 13 March 2014.
36
DSRL, ‘Heritage strategy’, executive summary.
37
Ibid., p. 41.
38
Penrose, Images of Change, p. 9.
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century; much as the prehistoric sites in the vicinity evidence the historic evolution of
the landscape. In this fast-moving environment, she raises the question of ‘whether [we
should] address our own heritage while we still possess it’: a query which is extremely
pertinent to the Dounreay of today.

7.4 Dounreay as heritage

This thesis has argued that that once decommissioned, the visible remains of Dounreay
will not be technical but social.39 As part of the lengthy decommissioning process, the
fast breeder reactor containment sphere, alongside all other buildings on site, will be
demolished: an act which garners a mixed response ranging from those who believe ‘it
should stay and it should become some sort of museum’ to those who favour the
practicality of ‘just taking it down’.40 Under these circumstances the need to address
heritage whilst it is still present is increasingly time-critical. Tackling this in 2010,
Dounreay Site Restoration Limited, with input from the Nuclear Decommissioning
Authority and Historic Scotland, published the ‘Dounreay heritage strategy’. Reflecting
the fact that ‘beyond its fences, Dounreay is part of the dynamic growth of Thurso and
almost every layer of the town’s social and economic existence’, the strategy sets out
the best means of creating a cultural legacy for the site based on evidential, historic,
aesthetic and communal values.41 Recommendations include the retention and

Less ‘visible’ remains – consisting of the below-ground storage of nuclear waste – will however
continue to impact the site indefinitely. The interim end state, which is expected to be reached in the
2030s, will leave the site ‘appearing much as it did before initial construction began’. Institutional control
of the site will end in 2333, when it will be ‘released for all uses’ (DSRL, ‘Dounreay 2014: Europe’s
reference site’ (2014), p. 12).
40
David Broughton, interviewed by James Gunn, 14 August 2014; Morris Pottinger, interviewed by
James Gunn 16 September 2013; After consultation and an assessment of options, it was decided to
demolish the sphere. Reasons include the high cost of care and maintenance, the risk of residual
radioactive contamination and security issues associated with the proximity of waste stores (DSRL,
‘Heritage strategy’, rejected options).
41
DSRL, ‘Heritage strategy’, p. 42; executive summary.
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conservation of objects of historic or technological importance, the identification of
long-term object custodians, the continued role of the Dounreay heritage officer and the
continuation of the oral history programme.42 Significantly for this thesis, the need for a
‘detailed academic study’ to reveal new insights into its development, regional impact
and social history, was also identified.43 Thus this study forms part of a wider attempt to
capture the Dounreay legacy whilst the site is still extant. Although the
decommissioning of nuclear sites across the country is underway, the ‘Dounreay
heritage strategy’ is the first of its kind.44 The very fact that this approach was pioneered
at this site stands as testament to its place in shaping present-day Caithness.

7.5 Conclusion

Dounreay’s impact is still being felt sixty-five years after the fast breeder project was
conceived. A development which brought with it hope for the future, however, is now
coming to an end, once again raising questions about employment prospects in an area
which grew quickly economically reliant on the nuclear industry.45 Broadening our
understanding of the impact of Britain’s nuclear programme, this thesis has
demonstrated that in Caithness, it had a transformative societal effect which extended
beyond the quantifiable impacts of an increased population, reduced unemployment and
an expanded built environment towards those which are less tangible. This long-term

42

The potential radiation contamination of objects from the nuclear industry means that collecting
material culture is not straightforward. In a situation where many relevant objects will – through necessity
– need to be disposed of, it is crucial that studies like this thesis exist to capture a heritage which may not
be as conventionally recorded or represented as other industries.
43
Ibid., p. 63.
44
At the time of writing, the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority was preparing a heritage strategy
covering all of the sites which it oversees.
45
In October 2018 Cavendish Dounreay Partnership outlined proposals to ensure long-term employment
for their workforce after the site closes https://www.gov.uk/government/news/dounreay-managementmakes-long-term-employment-commitment-to-workforce (accessed 18/05/2019).
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impact in the face of change is best described by former Thurso teacher Heather
McLean, who explained that people felt ‘great pride’ at ‘what had been achieved at
Dounreay’. Decommissioning, however, triggered ‘disillusionment’ and a need to
review the life of the community; with the ultimate effect of ‘having to find another
identity’.46 At the heart of this is the construction of Jeff Hughes’s ‘nuclear citizen’:
whether directly affected or not, the Caithness population became part of Britain’s
nuclear story.47 As part of this there is a sense of a prevailing collective memory
amongst those who experienced the first phase of Dounreay’s development. This
reflects sociologist Maurice Halbwachs’s belief that the memories which predominate
are those which are commonly agreed upon.48 This can be seen in the repetition of
stories which ‘were heard’, ‘rumoured’, or joked about: the DFR containment, for
example, was shaped like a golf ball so it could be rolled into the sea in the event of
disaster; in local shops there was ‘one price for atomics and one price for locals’; and an
engineering apprenticeship at Dounreay would guarantee you a professional foot in the
door anywhere in the world.49 In a sense, such shared recollections have become part of
a new Caithnessian folklore.

This thesis combines primary source material with the recent recollections of
those who were part of Caithness society during its 1953-1966 focus. It recognises,
however, the significance of the succeeding years in determining Dounreay’s later
impact, and whilst outwith the timeframe of this study, it is an area which provides

BBC Radio Scotland, ‘Our Story: Dounreay’.
Hughes, ‘What is British nuclear culture?’, p. 518.
48
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extensive scope for future research. Within this period there is the opportunity to
consider situations which were not at the forefront of UKAEA thought in the 1950s: the
long-term ‘deep time’ consequences of waste disposal, for example, were not wellplanned; the rise of anti-nuclear awareness and environmentalism was not predicted; the
significance of Dounreay’s reported status as a ‘second strike target for the Soviets in
any nuclear war scenario’ was unknown; and the transition from fast breeder research
and electricity generation to nuclear fuel reprocessing proved controversial.50 Bringing
Dounreay research full-circle, the 1988 announcement of its run-down and closure was
met with the formation of the Caithness Development Corporation and the campaigning
of the Dounreay Action Group, which called for Caithnessians to ‘“support Dounreay –
it’s your future”’.51 The site’s future, therefore, was as much a consideration at the end
of the fast breeder project as it was at the start. Any research which covers the
intervening years will find grounding in this thesis; together they will provide a
comprehensive, insightful analysis into the ‘nuclear north’ in the twentieth century.

This thesis has argued that in bringing scientific development to an area
popularly considered remote, Dounreay countered the notion of rural areas as places
apart from modernity. Although the need for continued investment in Caithness and the
wider Highlands and Islands persisted, Dounreay, in bringing high technology to the
region, evidenced what could be achieved both technically and socially. In this regard,
this thesis overturns an ‘analytical issue’ which Tom Devine identifies as facing
historians of the Highlands: that of the focus on the ‘causes of failure’ within the region

‘Deep time’ is ‘the philosophical concept of a disconcerting knowledge of geologic time. The age of
the earth is 4.55 billion years, approximately the half-life of uranium-238’ (E. Carpenter (ed.) The
Nuclear Culture Source Book (London, 2016), p. 189); DSRL, ‘Heritage strategy’, p. 24; Gunn, Province,
p. 227.
51
Paterson, 50 Years, p. 80.
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over ‘the reasons for success’.52 This thesis thus contributes to a call made by Caithness
County Council in 1968 for the ‘recognition of a successful scientific and nuclear
industry build up in this part of Britain, the successful movement of people into
Caithness, the retention of population to the point of increase, with positive evidence of
a development success where most needed, some 700 miles distant from London’.53
Whilst the subsequent history of controversy and environmental concern cannot be
overlooked when considering the long-term impact of the site, this thesis has prioritised
the optimism and transformation of Dounreay’s early development. In doing so it
positions Britain’s nuclear development within the framework of Highland history,
bringing together two previously disconnected histories to the benefit of both. More
significantly, it secures the place of Caithness and the Highlands and Islands within the
national nuclear context.

T. M. Devine, ‘The Transformation of agriculture: cultivation and clearance’, in T.M. Devine, C.H. Lee
and G.C. Peden (eds), The Transformation of Scotland: The Economy Since 1700 (Edinburgh, 2005), p.
84.
53
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Appendix 1.
List of housing constructed / purchased by the UKAEA in Caithness1
By the end of the building programme in May 1963, four recognised estates of UKAEA
houses had been built in Thurso: Castlegreen, Ormlie, Pennyland and Mount Vernon.
These are commonly grouped together under Pennyland and Mount Vernon, with
Castlegreen and Ormlie forming part of the former.
A small number of houses were also built in Castletown and Scrabster.
Six farm workers cottages were built to accommodate displaced farm workers at Isauld.
The construction of new houses ceased in May 1963 when a total of 1007 estate houses
had been built.
2. Types of houses constructed
Phase

Area developed and types of units

I

The area lying to the east of
Castlegreen Road, Thurso, excluding
area reserved for flats. Development
comprised semi-traditional and
Swedish timber houses on roughly a
50 per cent ratio. 106 timber houses
1955-6/ 50 timber houses 1957.
The area lying to the west of
Castlegreen Road at its southern
extremity and a limited area reserved
for flats to the east of Castlegreen
Road. Development comprised semitraditional and timber houses, and two
blocks of three-storey flats.
Part of area lying to the west of
Castlegreen Road. Development
consisted wholly of ‘all-electric’ units.
Part of area lying to the west of
Castlegreen Road –
Pennyland/Gallowhill area.
Development consisted wholly of ‘allelectric’ units.
Balance of area lying to West of
Castlegreen Road. Consisted wholly of
‘all-electric’ units.
MOUNT VERNON ESTATE,
THURSO

II

III (a)

III (b)

III (c)

IV (a)

1

Adapted from UKAEA, ‘A review of housing in Caithness’, 1965.
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Date
completed
June 1957

No. of
units
202

December
1958

274

July 1960

268

November
1960

46

February
1962

104

May 1963

99

IV (b)

IV (c)

Part of an area of 17,807 acres on the
east side of Thurso River.
Development consisted entirely of ‘allelectric’ units. 16 are 4 bedroomed, 83
are 3 bedroomed.
CASTLETOWN
November
1962
Area of land at Castletown in
landward area of county. Development
comprised 3 pairs semi-detached
houses of high standard. 3 are 3
bedroomed, 3 are 4 bedroomed.
SCRABSTER
April 1963

6

8

Area of land at Scrabster.
Development comprised 3 pairs semidetached houses and 2 detached
houses, all of high standard. 3 are 3
bedroomed, 3 are 4 bedroomed.
1007
In addition to new houses constructed by the Authority, four existing houses were
purchased for occupation by senior staff, and one cottage was been provided for
occupation during her life by the former owner of other premises acquired by the
Authority. A new house was also provided, for occupation during her life, by the former
owner of a farm sold to the Authority due to its proximity to the Dounreay site.
Address of property

Date of purchase or completion

Rosebank, Janet Street, Thurso
Bayview, Clarence Street, Thurso
4 Janet Street, Thurso
Morven View, Hoy, Halkirk
Viewfirth Cottage
House at Isauld, Reay

October 1955
October 1958
October 1959
April 1959
April 1959
April 1956

No. of
units
1
1
1
1
1
1

3. House types on UKAEA Estates
Semi-traditional:
Generally of brick construction, but employing facing brick, rendered brickwork or
partial timber cladding – principal method of heating consisted of solid fuel-burning
appliances.
Timber:
Generally of timber construction – principal method of heating consisted of solid fuelburning appliances.
All-electric:
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Generally of brick construction, but employing facing bricks, rendered brickwork or
partial timber cladding – principal method of heating consisted of underfloor electric
elements.
House types
Several of each type were photographed during the course of fieldwork with Historic
Environment Scotland in March 2018. All images below copyright Historic
Environment Scotland unless stated. These are available on HES’s Canmore website:
Caithness: UKAEA housing and associated structures
http://canmore.org.uk/collection/1558563

Type

Traditional

Superior
detached

Timber AllTotal Examples
electric
2
2
Scrabster

Photo of type

HES ref: DP 258475

A1/4/G

4

4

A1-type, 4
bedrooms,
garage

3, 4, 5, 6
Castlegreen
Road
DP 259022

A/4/G

18

26

44

A-type, 4
bedrooms,
garage

A-types on
Duncan
Street,
Brims
Road,
9, 11, 13,
15 Forss
Road, 10
Forss
Road, 21
Brims
Road
Harland
Road,
Castletown
& Miller
Place,
Scrabster
(‘special
country
type’)
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DP 258545

DP 258465

A/3/G

6

6

A-type, 3
bedrooms,
garage

Harland
Road,
Castletown
DP 258466

B/4/G

26

25

51

B-type, 4
bedrooms,
garage

10, 12, 14,
16
Howburn
Road
40 Ormlie
Crescent

B/4

26

17

43

B-type, 4
bedrooms

DP 258470

9, 11, 13,
15
Lythmore
Road
17 St
Magnus
Road
54, 56, 58,
60, 62, 64
Castlegreen
Road
DP 258477

B/3/G

20

147

167

B-type, 3
bedrooms,
garage

B/3

13
Howburn
Road
5, 7
Lythmore
Road

88

74

162

B-type, 3
bedrooms

9, 11
Howburn
Road
18, 20, 22,
24, 26, 28
Ravenshill
Road

T.4 (C.4)

22

22

Timber
non341

DP 258472

13 St
Peter’s
Road, 6 St
Olaf Road

DP 258478

traditional,
4 bedrooms

DP 258460

T.3 (C.3)

134

134

Timber
nontraditional,
3 bedrooms
C.4

62

8

70

C-type, 4
bedrooms

15 Thorkel
Road, 15
Thorfinn
Terrace, 8
Hakon
Road

Image: Linda Ross

20, 22, 24,
26, 28
Howburn
Road
18
Heathfield
Road
6, 8, 10, 12
Pennyland
Drive
8, 9 Hoy
Terrace

C.3

178

40

218

C-type, 3
bedrooms

2, 4, 6, 8
Howburn
Road
50, 52
Heathfield
Road
22
Brownhill
Road
4 Ormlie
Crescent
Trostan
terrace – no
vehicular
access at
front,
access from
Trostan
Road /
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DP 258484

DP 258614

Castlegreen
Road
Pennyland
Place
1, 3. 5. 7
Hoy
Terrace

F.3

16

16

Flat, 3
bedrooms

F.2

Brownhill
Road
32

32

Flat, 2
bedrooms

Mais. 2 /
(aka C.2)

Sweyn
Road

Sweyn
Road
Brownhill
Road

12

24

36

Maisonette,
2 bedrooms

38, 40, 42,
44 / 85, 87,
89, 91 /
117, 119,
121, 123
Pennyland
Drive
1-8 Mey
Terrace

Total

482

156

369
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4. Additional architectural points of interest
A representative sample were photographed.
Point of interest
Timber housing

Location
Sweyn Road, St
Olaf Road, Thorkel
Road, Hakon Road,
Sigurd Road,
Thorfinn Terrace
(first phase)
St Mary’s Road, St
Peter’s Road,
343

DP 258491

Castlegreen

DP 258490

DP 258566

St Anne’s Church

Fulmar Road
(second phase)
Sweyn Road

Castlegreen

DP 258496

Viewfield Green

Sweyn Road /
Duncan Street

Castlegreen

Former site of
Viewfield Sports &
Social Club
Image: Linda Ross

Mount Vernon

Braemore Place,
Vernon Place,
Langwell Court,
Green Court,
Scaraben Court,
Dwarwick Court

Mount Vernon

Housing laid out
facing central green
on each ‘place’ or
‘court’.

DP 258449

The UKAEA part of
the estate is roughly
bounded by St
Andrews Drive
(Tormsdale Place
just outwith this
confine). The
remainder of the
estate is local
authority housing.
Garages

Various throughout
site

DP 258448

Good examples off
Pennyland drive

DP 258574

Bus shelters

Various throughout
site

DP 258578
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Shop Unit

Castlegreen Road

Pennyland

DP 258589

Ormlie Lodge –
hostel

Ormlie Road

Ormlie

DP 258556

DP 258558

Naver House –
hostel for
apprentices

Dale Road

Pennyland

DP258577

Isauld – 6 timber
farmworkers’
houses

A836

Reay

DP258486

Thurso High School

Ormlie Road

Ormlie

Technical College

DP 258598

Primary schools

Pennyland and
Mountpleasant

Pennyland and
Mountpleasant

DP 258586

Shore Street
housing – example
of local authority
‘sympathetic
intervention’

Shore Street

Fisherbiggins

345

Image: Linda Ross

Mountpleasant –
local authority and
SSHA housing,
contemporary to
and predating UKAEA
housing.

Springpark Terrace

Mountpleasant

DP 258590

5. Current status2
The UKAEA housing is now owned by private individuals or by Pentland Housing
Association. Following the government’s passing of Right to Buy legislation in 1980,
the UKAEA made its properties available for purchase by its tenants.3 When this offer
closed, the houses were advertised as a batch to housing providers.
Pentland Housing Association was formed by a steering group of tenants and residents
of the Pennyland and Mount Vernon Estates when the UKAEA, decided to put the
estates up for sale on the open market. At that time this consisted of 350 tenanted
houses and 474 rented garages, several common landscaped areas, and retained burdens
for over 650 (approx.) privately owned houses. The newly formed Housing Association
successfully bid for the estates and took ownership on 24 January 1994.
Maintenance on the housing has taken place in the years prior to and after the Pentland
Housing Association purchase. Brick properties have been insulated, all properties rewired, timber cladding has been thoroughly renovated, windows have been replaced
with UPVC double glazed units, and timber porches replaced with maintenance-free
PVC units. All this was done during the UKAEA’s tenure. Individual owners have
made changes to the properties – some therefore appear more original than others,
although the general original feel of the estate is retained.

2

Adapted from Pentland Housing Association website https://www.pentlandhousing.co.uk/Our_History
(accessed 29/05/2019).
3
The UKAEA was treated in law as a private landlord which meant that its tenants did not therefore have
the legal right to buy. However, due to the nature of the occupancies houses through the years were sold
to tenants on similar lines to the Right to Buy scheme, with tenants offered a substantial discount on the
recognised value of the property.
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